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FROM CHRONOLOGY AND HISTORICAL TIME TO
‘ONTOCHRONY’ AND ‘LOGICAL TIME’: A NOTE ON
THE REGISTERS AND LEXICOGRAPHY OF
TEMPORALITY
Studies of time in ancient philosophy and in late
antiquity are manifold, and from early on in the twentieth century
psychoanalytic studies of time have also appeared. One such study
worthy of note is that by Marie Bonaparte (1940) ‘Time and the
Unconscious’ (International Journal of Psychoanalysis XXI:
427-68). Here she records that ‘in a conversation which I had with
him [Freud] after he had read this paper, Freud confirmed that his
views were potentially in agreement with those of Kant. The sense
we have of the passing of time, he observed, originates in our
inner perception of the passing of our own life… [Freud] later said
that the unconscious also changes in time, though very slowly.
Timelessness
really
means
that the
unconscious fails
to perceive time, that it receives absolutely no impression of it
whatsoever’. More recently in 1983 Peter Hartocollis, who was
well versed in the philosophical background, published a short
study which was based on his reading of Bergson and Heidegger’s
conceptions of time (Time and Timelessness. New York:
International Universities Press)1.
It is well known that Lacan’s use of the expression
‘logical time’ (le temps logique2) does not refer to a linear
chronology nor merely to the subjective experience of time. The

1
Hartocollis, P. (1983). Time and Timelessness. New York: International
Universities Press.
2
Cf. Lacan, J. Le temps logique et l’assertion d’une certitude anticipée
Cahiers d’art 1945-1946: 32-48, re-published in the Écrits 197-214 (Paris: Éditions
du Seuil, 1966). Despite the title, this text hardly deals with logical time in any
recognisable sense, if at all. Roudinesco has suggested the paper was conceived as a
response to a play by Sartre about freedom rather than time. Nevertheless, given that
the text is concerned with the solution of a sophism and that the expression ‘logical
time’ is found throughout the seminars, the subject of logical time can justifiably be
held to be one which was of enduring interest for Lacan.
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expression may have originated with Victor Goldschmidt3 who
distinguished it from historical time and argued that in antiquity
historians, particularly Thucydides, were not so much concerned
with attaching the events they described to fixed historical points
of reference as giving structure to the narrative. For Herodotus
time flows in reverse when after a son has been mentioned, the
story of the father is told. Logical time understood in this sense
functions to hold the account together with the use of imprecise
adverbs such as ‘afterwards’, ‘next’ and ‘straightaway’. The word
logique first appeared in French in the thirteenth century as a
translation of the Latin ars logica which was in turn a translation
of the Greek logikē technē4. It referred to the branch of philosophy
that treats of different forms of thinking and particularly of the
distinction between true from false reasoning. Hadot has shown
that as with ethics and physics, logic did not correspond to a
purely intellectual activity or to the acquisition of abstract
knowledge but was a spiritual exercise (askēsis) aimed at a
conversion of the individual and his elevation onto a higher
ontological level5. That is to say, spiritual exercises are not
3

Given that this was the view of Pierre Hadot, Pierre Vidal-Naquet and
Jacqueline de Romilly it seems at least reasonable to infer that Goldschmidt was
Lacan’s source, although his study of logical time only appeared in print in 1953,
seven years after Lacan had first used the expression temps logique. Unless, that is,
they shared a common source. Cf. Goldschmidt, V. (1953). Temps historique et temps
logique dans l'interprétation des systèmes philosophiques Proceedings of the XIth
International Congress of Philosophy – Bruxelles 20-26 August 1953 Volume 12
(History of Philosophy, Methodology – Antiquity and Middle Ages): 7-13
Amsterdam: North-Holland Publishing Company/Louvain: Éditions E. Nauwelaerts;
Hadot, P. (1979). Les divisions des parties de la philosophie dans l’Antiquité Museum
Helveticum 36 (4): 213 n 83; and Vidal-Naquet, P. (1960). Temps des dieux et temps
des hommes. Essai sur quelques aspects de l’experience temporelle chez les Grecs
Revue de l’histoire des religions 157 (1): 69. Vidal-Naquet knew Lacan’s daughter,
and after Lacan’s death, he was sent the proofs of S7. He sent back eight pages of
corrections to J.-A, Miller as not a single Greek term was right and none of Lacan’s
mistakes had been spotted by the editors. On this bizarre incident see Roudinesco, E.
(1997). Jacques Lacan 423-4 (trans.) B. Bray. New York: Columbia University Press;
also Bouillaguet, A. (1987). Remarques sur l’usage du grec prêté à Jacques Lacan par
les éditeurs de son VIIe séminaire: L’éthique de la psychanalyse Psychiatries 79: 5960.
4
While logikē is most often translated as ‘rational’, Long considers its sense
rather broader and often renders it ‘expressible’ or ‘expressed’. Cf. Kneale W. and
M. (1962). The Development of Logic. Oxford: Oxford University Press; Long. A.A.
(1971). Problems in Stoicism. London and Atlantic Highlands: The Athlone Press;
and Mates, B. (1954). Stoic Logic. Berkeley: University of California Press.
5
From the Stoics through to Augustine we can see some development in the
way the three parts of philosophy - physics, ethics, and logic - are treated. For
example, we find Epictetus distinguishing three fields of askēsis - desires, tendencies,
and thoughts, corresponding to the three parts of philosophy. According to Clement
of Alexandria physics has as its object God as ousia, while ethics has as its object
God as goodness, and logic God as intellect (Strom 4, 25, 162, 5). According to
Augustine, while the object of physics is God as the cause of being, and of logic, God
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concerned with ethics alone but involve the whole of philosophy6.
Logic as a spiritual exercise leads the disciple to analyse
continually his representations so that no unreasonable judgment
remains in his chain of thoughts (logismoi). Hence the Stoic adage
‘only the Sage is the true logician’ (monos ho sophos dialektikos).
From this perspective the three parts of philosophy, particularly
as they are found in Stoicism, are no more than three aspects of a
fundamental spiritual attitude which is vigilance or attentiveness
(prosochē). Within these three aspects of philosophy an important
place was given to describing the structure of our thinking about
the world, and it would be misleading not to call this metaphysics.
Long considers the point needs stressing because it is rarely
appreciated in accounts of Stoic logic7. Here it is clear that there
is a simultaneity, in the present moment, of the three philosophical
activities8. Hadot argues that at the same time that the pedagogical
dimension in ancient philosophy imposed a temporal order - a
succession of moments, an intellectual and spiritual progression.
This had two aspects, the ‘logical time’ of the discourse itself and
the ‘psychological time’ required in the disciple’s formation
(paideia). The latter refers to the time it takes for the disciple to
mature as he assimilates new ideas. Logical time, on the other
hand, corresponds to the exigencies of the discourse itself in
which a temporal succession of ideas are presented with one
argument preceding another.
Historical time signifies the way the past that lives on
in the present of each of us always belongs to a context that is
wider than the individual subject. Anchored in cultural events,
personal memories are signified - translated, that is - into a variety
as the norm of thought, and ethics, God as a rule of life (De civ. Dei 8, 4; Epist 118,
3, 20). The change in the order which Augustine introduces corresponds to the order
of the Divine Persons in Trinity: the Father as the principle of being; the Son,
intelligence; and the Holy Spirit, love (De civ. Dei 11, 25). The systematic unity of
the parts of philosophy is here reflected in the reciprocal interiority of the Divine
Persons. Cf. Hadot (1979), Les division…212 and n. 78-80 op.cit.; and Dom O. Du
Roy, (1966). L’intelligence de la foi en la Trinité selon saint Augustin. Genèse de sa
théologie trinitaire jusqu'en 391. Collection des Études augustiniennes. Série
Antiquité. Paris: Brepols.
6
Goldschmidt, V. (1953). Le système stoicien et l’idée de temps. Paris: Vrin.
Although published the same year as his paper on logical time, surprisingly, while
referring to a number of registers of temporality including ‘infinite time’, ‘finite
time’, ‘physical time’, ‘cosmic time’, ‘human time’, ‘living time’, ‘passionate time’,
‘illusory time’, ‘qualitative time’, he does not use the expression logical time.
7
Long, A.A. (1971). Problems in Stoicism 75. London and Atlantic
Highlands NJ: The Athlone Press.
8
Cf. Hadot, P. (1978). Une clé des pensées de Marc-Aurèle: les trois topoi
philosophiques selon Épictéte Les études philosophiques 1: 65-83.
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of signs9 that disclose a structural connectedness with other people
(Mitsein). Calendars, which go back at least to the Sumerian
empire and are based on lunar or solar revolutions or a
combination of the two, underline this social aspect of time and
indeed their political function10. These identified points of time as
well as durations of time, giving details of recurring days, weeks,
months and years, liturgical feast days and holidays for specific
communities11. Calendars also reveal our connection to nature.
This reflects the fact that in the daily life of the peasant time
(tempus) is, first of all, a question of meteorology and of the effect
of the changing cycle of the seasons on the crops12. Although the
Greeks had considerable knowledge of astronomy and were aware
of the Egyptian solar calendar, their calendars were lunar and
flexible, differing from city to city. Homer says little about any
form of calendar but overall the Homeric year is seasonal and
agricultural. Hesiod, in contrast, gives a better idea of how the
Greeks reckoned time through stellar observations, especially for
agricultural purposes. Complex versions of cyclical time or
recurrence are found in the Presocratic, Buddhist and Hindu
doctrines of reincarnation and it seems likely that a belief in
reincarnation in terms of psuchē (metempsychosis) was already
held by Pythagoras13. We find this made explicit in the doctrine of
9
Krzysztof Pomian (1984) distinguishes four such registers – chronometry,
chronology, chronography and chronosophy. Cf. L'ordre du temps. Paris: Éditions
Gallimard.
10
As Rüpke points out the power to determine dates such as the start of a
month or days when judicial or business activity prohibited was a means of exerting
control over commerce and law, as well as religious rituals. For example, in 8 BC the
adaptation of a local lunar calendar to the Julian calendar was a demonstration of
loyalty to Augustus who had published calendars widely as propaganda for his own
reign. Cf. Rüpke, J. (2011). The Roman Calendar from Numa to Constantine: Time,
History, and the Fasti (trans. D. M. B. Richardson). Chichester/Malden, MA: WileyBlackwell.
11
The Babylonian calendar which was widely used in Mesopotamia from
about 1100 BC was lunar but reconciled with the solar year by the intercalation of a
thirteenth month every two or three years. In 500 BC only the Egyptian calendar was
the only solar calendar in the Near East non-lunar and schematic but by 300 AD
almost all calendars in the region were fixed and derived from the Egyptian calendar.
The Zoroastrian calendar which dates from the fifth century BC was probably based
on the Egyptian calendar. It was a three hundred and sixty five day solar calendar
with twelve months, beginning at the vernal equinox. The Jewish three hundred and
sixty four day calendar is known from the Old Testament and from Qumran. Stern’s
view is that it derives from the Egyptian calendar. Cf. Stern, S. (2012). Calendars in
Antiquity: Empires, States, and Societies Oxford: Oxford University Press.
12
The first meaning of the Latin tempestus is opportune and was used to
translate the Greek kairos. Later, with Ennius, tempestas comes to refer to the state
of the atmosphere and hence to bad weather or tempest.
13
Xen. fr 7; Diog. VIII.36 in Diels vol. 1: 47; Herdot. II. 123in Diels vol 1:
22. Herodotus thought the idea originated in Egypt but this is not attested in any
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a cycle of incarnations in the Purifications of Empedocles which
are almost certainly a version of Pythagorean teaching.
Antiphon, in the late fifth century BC, had said that
time was not a substance but a human concept14. As Heidegger put
it, time produces itself ‘only insofar as man is…because time
fashions itself into a time only as a human, historical beingthere’15. It is the lives of men, that is to say, that constitutes time.
Discussing the title of SZ, Heidegger said that one could speak of
an ‘ontochrony’ where ‘χρóνος stands in the place of λóγος’,
although he added that the two terms were not to be thought
interchangeable. Parmenides had already asserted that time is not
extraneous to Being because Being is complete (oulon)16. Later,
Plotinus described aiōn as Being’s mode of existence. The
distinction between chronos and aiōn, an opposition made explicit
in Aristotle, does not correspond to any of the distinctions with
which we are familiar. Rather, it signifies different registers of
temporality. It is aiōn, for Homer, that disappears with the soul at
the moment of death (psuchē te kai aiōn17). In this sense aiōn
refers to the chronos of the life of each individual18. The
substitution which Heidegger makes of logos (word) for on
(being) for should not go unnoticed. If chronos can be said to
stand for logos, ontochrony might be said to rest on Heidegger’s
definition of logos as Ansprechen (speaking to), das Sprechen
(speech), and as ‘letting something be seen’ (schlichtes
Sehenlassen), a ‘gathering of things into presence’. In fact,
Heidegger translates the verb legein (to speak) as ‘the Laying that
gathers’ (lesende Lege). Heidegger sees the forgotten, concealed
truth of being disclosed in the work of speaking through things
(die Arbeit des Durchsprechens der Sachen) as the work of the
word in poetry or thought, or the work of the stone in sculpture.
Bringing together the radically divergent treatments of time found
in Parmenides and Heraclitus, ‘ontochrony’ stands for this
disclosure, culminating in the notion of the authentic present or
Egyptian documents. Cf. Diels, H. (1906). Die Fragmemte der Vorsokratiker. Two
vols. Berlin: Weidmannsche Buchhandlung.
14
Coxon, A.H. (1986). The Fragments of Parmenides. A critical text with
introduction, translation, the ancient testimonia and a commentary 210-11.
Assen/Maastricht: Van Gorcum.
15
Heidegger, M. (1953). An Introduction to Metaphysics 84 (trans.) R.
Manheim. New Haven: Yale University Press.
16
In fr. 8: 36-8. See Coxon 210 op. cit.
17
Iliad 16. 453.
18
According to Fragment 150 of Damascius, Eudemus - writing in the late
fourth century BC - said that the hypostatisation Chronos was derived from the
Iranian Zurvan Akarana (unending time).
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‘instant’ (to exaiphnēs). This links it to kairos (the exact moment),
a notion which takes on a special significance in the New
Testament19. If an analysis is akin to exegesis of text (Lacan S1:
73) - something woven (texere) - it might not be too fanciful to
suggest that kairos signifies ‘a moment of understanding’ or the
insight that results from the disentanglement of the interwoven
past and present and future, the latter - as death - being something
already with us in our innermost being.
If we take heed of Heidegger, the inalienable link
between being and time (and thus speech) must surely imply that
the question of time, as it has been considered in the Western
philosophical tradition, resembles a series of paths that lead to an
impenetrable thicket. That is to say, the conception of time set out
by Plato and Aristotle fails to take account of being. The former’s
view of time is an analogue of his idea that the sensible, temporal
world shares something of an intelligible, timeless world, defined
time as an everlasting likeness (aiōnios eikōn) of eternity20. While
the latter, in a highly obscure and elliptical passage in the Physics
IV. 10-14 defined time as a kind of number (arithmos), something
that can be broken down into instants of change and counted,
measured and ordered21. Like Plato, Augustine derived
temporality from a timeless eternity, or more precisely from a
multiplicity of eternities. In this he probably relied, however, not
on Plato but on Basil’s Adversus Eunomium I.21 and on Gregory
of Nyssa’s idea that time consists of three states of mind.22 He
distinguished between a fundamental aeternitas that refers to the
immutable divine essence, from a derived eternity (aeternitas
participata) that he calls aevum (a term based on the Greek aiōn),
which is unlike created time as it is not susceptible to change
(tempus mutabilis). Plotinus in his reading of the Timaeus had
19

In its earliest usage, kairos refers to the precise moment in weaving a cloth
in which the shuttle could be passed through threads on the loom.
20
Anaximander had contrasted the cosmic operation of time with the eternity
of to apeiron cf. Coxon op. cit. On the background see Finkelberg, A. (1993).
Anaximander's Conception of the "Apeiron" Phronesis 38 (3): 229-56. Despite being
so obscure as to puzzle Aristotle, who described it variously, the notion seemed to
appeal to Freud who referred to it in Totem and Taboo. Indeed it may have contributed
to his view of the timelessness of the unconscious.
21
Coope, U. (2005). Time for Aristotle. Oxford: Oxford University Press.
22
Although there is some uncertainty about whether Augustine actually
knew this work, it is generally accepted that he was familiar with a Latin version of
the Hexaemeron. See Callahan, J.F. (19580. Basil of Caesarea a New Source for St.
Augustine's Theory of Time Harvard Studies in Classical Philology Vol. 63: 437-54;
and (1960) Gregory of Nyssa and the psychological view of time Atti del XII
Congresso Internazionale di Filosofia 11: 59-66.
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already discussed the distinction between the atemporal and the
perpetual. Designating the latter aidiotēs23. The atemporal refers
to that which is outside time. This idea - eternity (aeternitas) in
other words – is distinct from continuous, unending time
(perpetuitas; sempiternitas) – and refers, rather, to permanent
presence.
The whole notion of a ‘beyond time’ connects the
question of time to the mystical or more precisely, to ecstasy with
which it is often unwittingly conflated. Heidegger,
despite
his insistence that the three ecstasies of temporality - the character
of having been, letting-oneself-be encountered, and of Beingtowards-oneself (SZ 328) - possess a unity, gives priority to the
future as anticipation (being-towards-death), which holds them
together. Thus he speaks of the present being formed in a folding
back of the future into the past. Freud, on the other hand, describes
present events in some sense creating the past
(Nachträglichkeit)24. At the same time both consider that a residue
of the past always remains fundamentally inaccessible and
irretrievable. Wrapped up in that association is, perhaps, to echo
Wittgenstein, the idea that the solution to the riddle of time
lies outside time (Wittgenstein Tr. 6.4312).
JOHN GALE

Enneads 3.7.3. This distinction between aiōn and aidiotēs is mirrored in
Plotinus’ distinction between eidos (contemplation) and logos. While the eternal
refers to participation in eternity (theōmemos). Cf. Sleeman, J.H. and Pollet, G.
(1980). Lexicon Plotinianum c.46-9. Brill: Leiden-Leuven.
24
Freud, S. (1950). Aus den Anfängen der Psychoanalyse. Imago
Publishing. Cf. Eickhoff, F.-W. (2006). On Nachträglichkeit: the modernity of an old
concept. The International Journal of Psycho-Analysis 87 (6): 1453–69; Faimberg,
H. (2007). A plea for a broader concept of Nachträglichkeit The Psychoanalytic
Quarterly 76 (4): 1221–40; Laplanche, J. (1999). Time and the Other Essays on
Otherness 238–63. London and New York: Routledge.
23
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ABSTRACTS

FROM
TIMELESSNESS
TO
OTHERNESS:
THE
ARTICULATION OF SYMBOLIC TIME IN JACQUES
LACAN’S WORK
Chenyang Wang
Abstract: It is generally believed that to Lacan, the symbolic order
exists in the field of language. It is the realm of synchronic
difference between signifiers that determines the constitution of
the subject. However, I argue in this article that a temporal
dimension is also essential to Lacan’s theorisation of the symbolic
order. Instead of being a static system, the symbolic order is rather
a dynamic one in a process of constant movement. The
articulation of the time of the symbolic order is made possible by
Lacan’s critical examination of Freud’s idea of the timeless
unconscious and the enlightenment of cybernetic theory. This
temporal dimension, which I name ‘symbolic time’, cannot be
assimilated into inner time consciousness or objective time
measured by the clock or calendar. It confronts us from outside as
a seemingly independent force that accounts for the unpredictable
encounter between the subject and the Other.
Keywords: Cybernetics, Lacan, symbolic, time, timelessness
Sommario: Si ritiene generalmente che, per Lacan, l’ordine
simbolico esiste nel campo del linguaggio. Esso è il territorio della
differenza sincronica tra significanti, che determina la
costituzione del soggetto. Tuttavia, in questo scritto sostengo che
per la teorizzazione lacaniana dell’ordine simbolico è pure
essenziale una dimensione temporale. Anziché essere un sistema
statico, l’ordine simbolico è un sistema dinamico in costante
movimento. L’articolazione del tempo nell’ordine simbolico è
resa possibile da Lacan attraverso una disamina critica dell’idea
di Freud di inconscio atemporale e la teoria cibernetica. Questa
dimensione atamporale, che io chiamo “tempo simbolico”, non
può essere assimilato al tempo interno cosciente o al tempo
oggettivo misurato dall’orologio o dal calendario. Esso ci convoca
dall’esterno come forza indipendente che da conto
dell’imprevedibile incontro tra il soggetto e l’Altro.
12

Parole chiave: cibernetica, Lacan, simbolico, tempo, atemporalità.
A TIME FOR THERAPY. TIME LIMITED THERAPY IN
LIGHT OF LACAN’S LOGICAL TIME
Rosa de Geest & Reitske Meganck
Abstract: This article discusses the embodiment of time in therapy
from two different perspectives. On the one hand, there is a vast
focus in our society on values such as efficiency, logic and
instrumentalism. Within this discourse, the time for
psychotherapy is presumed to be calculable and measurable. From
a Lacanian viewpoint, however, it is impossible to foresee a
subject’s time for understanding in advance. Our study explored
the contrast between these two discourses by interviewing
psychoanalytic psychotherapists working within a time limited
setting. We studied how they experienced working with a time
limit and how it disagreed with their customary Lacanian way of
working. Working time limited conflicted with their
psychoanalytic frame and ethics on three different levels: the time
limit had a restricting effect on the patients’ speech, patients’
expectations changed because of the time limit and finally
therapists noticed that patients became alienated from their
subjective time because of the predetermined time frame. This
article demonstrates how inserting a time limit in a psychoanalytic
therapy not only changes the patients’ and therapists’ sense of
time, but also has severe consequences for other crucial aspects of
a Lacanian psychotherapy, such as the transference, free
association and free floating attention.
Key words: time limit, psychoanalysis, Lacan, psychoanalytic
psychotherapy, managed care
Résumé: Cet article traite de l'intégration du temps en thérapie
sous deux différentes perspectives. D'une part, notre société
accorde une grande importance aux valeurs telles que l'efficacité,
la logique et l'instrumentalisme. Dans ce cas, le temps de la
psychothérapie est présumé calculable et mesurable. Cependant,
d’un point de vue lacanien, il est impossible de prévoir à l’avance
le temps nécessaire à un sujet pour comprendre. Notre étude
explore le contraste entre ces deux discours en interrogeant des
psychothérapeutes psychanalytiques travaillant dans un cadre
circonscris. Nous avons étudié comment ils ont vécu l’expérience
de travailler dans une limite de temps et combien elle s'opposait à
13

leur manière habituelle de procéder. Délimiter le temps de travail
entrait en conflit à trois niveaux avec leur cadre psychanalytique
et leur éthique: Effet restrictif sur le discours des patients,
changement de leurs attentes; finalement les thérapeutes
remarquaient que les patients étaient devenus étrangers à leur
temps subjectif suite à la prédétermination de la durée de
l’analyse. Cet article montre comment imposer une limite de
temps dans une thérapie psychanalytique modifie non seulement
le sens du temps des patients et des thérapeutes, mais a également
des conséquences graves sur d'autres aspects cruciaux d'une
psychothérapie lacanienne, tels que le transfert, la libre
association et l’attention flottante.
Mots-clés: limite de temps, psychanalyse, Lacan, psychothérapie
psychanalytique, prise en charge.
Sommario: Il saggio affronta il tema dell’incarnarsi del tempo
nella terapia da due diverse prospettive. Da un lato troviamo il
focalizzarsi della nostra società su valori come l’efficienza, la
logica, la strumentalità. In questo ambito, il tempo della
psicoterapia è calcolabile e misurabile. Da un punto di vista
lacaniano, invece, è impossibile prevedere in anticipo il tempo di
un soggetto. Il nostro studio esplora il contrasto tra questi due
discorsi intervistando psicoterapeuti a orientamento analitico che
lavorano con un setting a tempo definito di sedute. Abbiamo
studiato come la loro esperienza contrasti con il loro abituale
modo di lavorare lacaniano. Lavorare a tempo definito di sedute
cozza con la loro etica psicoanalitica a tre diversi livelli: il tempo
pre-definito ha un effetto inibente sulle associazioni del paziente,
le aspettative cambiano e, in conclusion, i terapeuti hanno notato
una alienazione dal tempo soggettivo dei pazienti a causa
dell’assetto a tempo pre-definito. Questo saggio dimostra come
l’inserimento di un tempo limite nella psicoterapia psicoanalitica,
non solo modifichi il senso del tempo sia del paziente che del
terapeuta, ma abbia anche severe conseguenze su altri aspetti
cruciali della psicoterapia a orientamento lacaniano, come il
transfert, le libere associazioni e l’attenzione fluttuante.
Parole chiave: tempo pre-definito, psicoanalisi,
psicoterapia psicoanalitica, gestione della cura.

Lacan,

Abstracto: Este artìculo discute respecto al incorporamiento del
tiempo en terapia desde dos perspectivas diferentes. Por un lado ,
14

hay un amplio enfoque en nuestra sociedad en valores como:
eficiencia, lògica e instrumentalismo. En este comentario, el
tiempo para la psicoterapia se asume poder ser calculable y
medible. Desde un punto de vista Lacaniano es imposible de
asumir y comprender por adelantado el tiempo del sujeto.Nuestro
estudio explorò el contraste entre estos dos discursos
entrevistando a psicoterapeutas psicoanalìticos que trabajan con
un encuadre de tiempo limitado. Estudiamos como ellos
experimentaron el trabajo con tiempo limitado y fijo y còmo no
concuerda èste con la manera Lacaniana regular de trabajo.
Trabajando con tiempo lìmite conflictuò con su marco
psicoanalìtico y ètica en tres diferentes niveles: el tiempo limitado
tuvo un efecto restrictivo en el habla de los pacientes, las
expectativas de los pacientes cambiaron por causa del lìmite de
tiempo y finalmente los terapeutas advirtieron que pacientes se
alienaron de su tiempo subjetivo por causa del marco de tiempo
predeterminado. Este artìculo demuestra como introduciendo un
tiempo lìmite en una terapia psicoanalìtica no solo afecta a los
pacientes y terapeutas sino que tambien tiene consecuencias
cruciales en los aspectos de la psicoterapia Lacaniana tales como:
la transferencia, la asociaciòn libre y la atenciòn flotante.
Palabras Clave: Tiempo limitado, Psicoanàlisis, Lacan, Terapia
psicoanalìtica, cuidados de manejo.
THE FIXITY OF IMAGES AND THE PERCEPTION OF TIME
Antonello Correale
Abstract: In this paper I will try to underline a specific feature of
the internal and subjective perception of the flow of time. I am
referring to the fixity quality that some mental images may acquire
through some specific conditions. The issue will involve which
traits may those fixed images have and the specific relations that
they show with the flow of time. This reflection will bring us very
close to some psychoanalytic concepts that previously other
authors had described and on which they focused their attention. I
will refer mainly to the Internal Objects of the British
Psychoanalysis (Heinmann 1949), to the phantoms and to the
Transitional Objects (Winnicott1953). Following this path, we
will find some analogies and differences between fixed images
and those psychoanalytic concepts. Subsequently, I will try to
analyze and hypothesize a relationship between those fixed
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images and the subjective time perceived, therefore probably
following the same direction set by Fachinelli E. in “La Freccia
Ferma” (1992) when he draws attention on a “chronotype”
(cronotipo) as a form of a subjective mental elaboration of time.
Lastly, we will be able to analyze three different forms of fixed
images, which are related to as many clinical conditions:
psychosis, trauma and fetishism.
Sommario: In questo scritto si cercherà di evidenziare una
caratteristica della percezione interna e soggettiva dello scorrere
del tempo. Mi riferisco alla fissità che alcune immagini mentale,
mediante alcuni procedimenti, possono acquisire. Ci si chiederà,
dunque, quali caratteristiche possono avere queste immagini e
quale è il loro rapporto con il fluire del tempo. Questa riflessione
ci porterà molto vicino ad alcuni concetti psicoanalitici che in
precedenza altri autori hanno descritto e sui quali hanno
focalizzato la loro attenzione. In questo modo si troveranno delle
analogie e delle differenze con questi concetti, mi riferirò
prevalentemente agli oggetti interni della psicoanalisi britannica,
ai fantasmi e agli oggetti transizionali. Successivamente la
riflessione ci porterà ad analizzare ed ipotizzare quale possa essere
il rapporto tra queste immagini fisse e il tempo soggettivo
percepito, seguendo la linea tracciata da Fachinelli che ne “La
freccia ferma” richiamava l’attenzione sulla cronotipia come
elaborazione soggettiva temporale. Questo ci permetterà di
analizzare tre diverse forme di immagini fisse, legate ad altrettante
condizioni cliniche rilevanti: la psicosi, il trauma e il feticismo.
Résumé: Dans cet article, je vais essayer de souligner une
caractéristique spécifique de la perception interne et subjective de
la durée. Je fais référence à la qualité de fixité que certaines
images mentales peuvent acquérir dans certaines conditions. La
question portera sur les caractéristiques que peuvent avoir ces
images fixes et sur les relations spécifiques qu’elles révèlent au fil
du temps. Cette reflexion nous rapprochera de certains concepts
psychanalytiques précédemment décrits par d'autres auteurs et sur
lesquels ils se sont concentrés. Je me référerai principalement aux
objets internes de la psychanalyse britannique (Heinmann 1949),
aux fantômes et aux objets transitionnels (Winnicott 1953).
Suivant ce chemin, nous trouverons des analogies et des
différences entre les images fixes et ces concepts
psychanalytiques. Par la suite, j'essaierai d'analyser et de
considérer l'hypothèse d'une relation entre ces images fixes et le
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temps subjectif perçu, en suivant probablement la même direction
que Fachinelli E. dans ‘La Freccia Ferma’ (1992) lorsqu'il attire
l'attention sur un ‘chronotype’ (cronotipo) en tant que forme
d'élaboration mentale subjective du temps. Enfin, nous pourrons
analyser trois formes différentes d’images fixes liées à autant de
conditions cliniques : psychose, trauma et fétichisme.
Abstracto: En este paoel yo tratarè de subrrayar una novedad
especìfica de la percepciòn subjetiva en el flujo del tiempo. Me
estoy refiriendo a la cualidad del arreglo de algunas imàgenes
mentales que puedan adquirir a travès de condiciones especìficas.
El asunto involucrarà cuàles tratos tendran esas posibles imágenes
fijadas y tener sus relaciones especìficas a mostrarse en el flujo
del tiempo. Esta reflexiòn nos traerà muy cerca de algunos
conceptos psicoanalìticos que previamente algunos autores han
descrito en los cuales han enfocado su atenciòn. Me referirè
principalmente a los objetos internos del psicoanàlisis Britànico (
Heinmann 1949) a los fantasmas y los objetos transicionales (
Winnicott 1953). Siguiendo este camino, vamos a encontrar
analogìas y diferencias entre imàgenes fijadas y esos conceptos
psicoanalìticos. Subsecuentemente yo tratarè de analizar e
hipotetizar una relaciòn entre esas imàgenes fijas y el tiempo
subjetivo percibido ahì mismo probablemente siguiendo la misma
direcciòn por Frachinelli E. en " " La fraccia ferma" (1992)
Cuando el dibuja su atenciòn en el cronotipo ( cronotipo) como
una forma subjetiva de elaboraciòn mental ďl tiempo. Por último
seremos capaces de analizar tres formas diferentes de imàgenes
fijadas, que estan relacionadas con muchas condiciones clìnicas:
psicosis, trauma y fetichismo.
LE PROCESSUS AU FIL DU TEMPS
Maurice Khoury
Abstract: The concept of temporality in the process is examined
from J. Canestri's text with overlaps from F. Petrella's text. This
communication takes up the notions of synchronous causality and
the diachronic dimension of the process. It also considers the
elusive time in the analytic process from the concept introduced
by Canestri on the theorizations of the analyst in the cure,
theorizations that are the foundation of the process.
Key words: Time – Process - Synchronous / diachronous
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Résumé. Le concept de temporalité dans le processus est examiné
à partir du texte de J. Canestri avec des recoupements dans le texte
de F. Petrella. Cette communication reprend les notions de
causalité synchrone et de dimension diachronique du processus
ainsi que celle de l’insaisissable du temps dans le processus
analytique à partir de la notion introduite par Canestri sur les
théorisations de l’analyste dans la cure, théorisations qui fondent
le processus.
Mots clés: Temps – Processus – Synchronie/diachronie.
Sommario: Il concetto di temporalità nel processo analitico è
esaminato a partire dal testo di J. Canestri con riferimenti al testo
di F. Petrella. Questo scritto riprende sia le nozioni di causalità
sincrona e di dimensione diacronica, sia quella di inafferrabilità
del tempo nel processo analitico, a partire dal concetto introdotto
da Canestri sulle teorizzazioni dell’analista nella cura,
teorizzazioni che fondano il processo stesso.
Parole chiave: tempo, processo analitico, sincronia/diacronia.
DEMOCRACY AND ETERNITY IN SPINOZA
Francesco Raparelli
Abstract: The time of our life flows. Spinoza clarifies that when
our mind imagines, it perceives the existence of our body
according to its duration. Yet each of us is part or gradus of the
infinite and eternal productivity of God, sive Nature. To the extent
that, in the Fifth Part of the Ethics, and denying the immortality
of the soul, Spinoza states: in earthly and finite life, as grimed as
it is splendid, we can experience eternity (sentimus,
experimurque, nos aeternos esse). It may seem the privilege of a
few wise individuals, but only in democratic practice, in the
common life of the many, can such an experience be had.
Key words: Duration, eternity, potency, praxis, democracy
Résumé:Le temps de notre vie s’écoule. Spinoza clarifie que
lorsque notre esprit imagine, il perçoit l'existence de notre corps
en fonction de sa durée de vie. Pourtant, chacun de nous fait partie
de l’infini et de l’éternelle créativite de Dieu, sive Nature. Dans la
mesure où, dans la cinquième partie de l'éthique, et reniant
l'immortalité de l'âme, Spinoza affirme: dans une vie terrestre et
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finie, aussi caricaturale que magnifique, nous pouvons
expérimenter l'éternité (sentimus, experimurque, nos aeternos
esse). Cela peut sembler être le privilège de quelques individus
sages, mais ce n’est que sous un regime démocratique q’une telle
expérience peut être vécue dans la vie quotidienne de plusieurs
personnes.
Mots cles: Duree, éternite, puissance, praxis, democracie
Sommario: Il tempo della nostra vista scorre. Quando la nostra
mente immagina, chiarisce Spinoza, percepisce l’esistenza del
corpo secondo la durata. Eppure ciascuno di noi è parte o gradus
dell’infinita ed eterna produttività di Dio, sive Natura. Tanto che,
nella Quinta parte dell’Etica, e negando l’immortalità dell’anima,
Spinoza afferma: nella vita terrena e finita, sporca quanto
splendida, possiamo fare esperienza dell’eternità (sentimus,
experimurque, nos aeternos esse). Potrebbe sembrare privilegio di
pochi saggi, invece solo nella prassi democratica, nella vita
comune dei molti, una tale esperienza può essere conquistata.
Parole chiave: Durata, eternità, potenza, prassi, democrazia
Abstracto: El tiempo de nuestra vida fluye. Spinoza aclara que
cuando nuestra mente imagina, percibe la existencia de nuestro
cuerpo de acuerdo con su duraciòn. Sin embargo, cada uno de
nosotros es parte o gradus de la infinita y eterna productividad de
Dios, Sive Nature. En la medida en que en la quinta parte de Las
Eticas y negando la inmortalidad del alma Spinoza dice: en la vida
terrenal y finita , tan sombrìa como esplèndida es, nosotros
podemos experimentar eternidad ( Sentimus, experimurque, nos
aeternos esse). Parece el privilegio de unos pocos individuos
inteligentes. Pero no solo en la pràctica democràtica ,en la vida
común de muchos, puede tal experiencia ser terrible.
Palabras Clave:
Democracia.

Duraciòn,

Eternidad,

Potencia,

Praxis,

UNA CRITICA DELLE RIFLESSIONI SUL TEMPO
Leonardo Provini
Abstract: In this paper the author highlights some issues and
complexities that arise when we try to treat the topic of time. In
this regard, he focuses mainly on an exchange of views that
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happened between Albert Einstein and Henri Bergson in the
second decade of 20th century at the end of a conference which
was organised in honour of the physicist. In this way the author
aims to underline the necessity of keeping in mind that the word
‘time’ can signify different things, and shows that this conceptual
separation is required in order to gain clarity and complexity in
different discourses. He focuses mainly on the issue of time for
psychology.
Key words: Time, psychology, physics, perception and
transformation.
Sommario: In questo scritto cercherò di evidenziare alcune
problematiche e complessità che emergono quando si cerca di
trattare il tema del tempo. Per farlo mi concentrerò
prevalentemente su uno scambio di punti di vista avvenuto nel
secondo decennio del novecento tra Henri Bergson e Albert
Einstein al termine di un convegno organizzato in onore del fisico.
Mi auguro in questo modo di evidenziare la necessità di tenere a
mente che la parola tempo può significare diverse cose e cercherò
di mostrare come questa separazione concettuale è necessaria in
termini di chiarezza e complessità dei discorsi. Mi focalizzerò
prevalentemente sulla questione del tempo per la psicologia.
Parole chiave:
trasformazioni.

Tempo,

psicologia,

fisica,

percezione
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TEMPORALITE
PSYCHIQUE
ET
INCONSCIENT
INTEMPOREL - TRAUMAS DE GUERRE A L’EPREUVE DU
TEMPS
Zeina Zerbé
Abstract: Within the framework of the dual instinct theory of S.
Freud, this article examines the trauma of war throughout time,
specifically while considering the notion of the defusion of
instincts aiding the drives of death and self-destruction. The
analysis is centered on both references of art and literature: first,
the Guernica (1937) by Pablo Picasso, which in its universality,
highlights certain images from the massacres of the Lebanese civil
war (1975-1990) such as they have been described by veterans;
second, the plot of Hiroshima mon amour (1959) by Marguerite
Duras, serves to underline the timelessness of the unconscious as
well as the activation of the life instincts, namely the sexual
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instincts, in an attempt to humanize the unthinkable trauma.
Finally, the article concludes by exploring how the association of
all these separate elements may contribute to the aftermath of
trauma, the psychic temporality as well as to the construction of
the individual and collective historicity.
Keywords: Defusion of instincts, war trauma, psychic
temporality, timelessness of the unconscious, aftermath
Résumé: En se basant sur la théorie des pulsions de S. Freud,
examinant notamment la désintrication pulsionnelle au service des
pulsions de destruction et de mort, l’article se penche sur les
traumas de guerres à l’épreuve du temps. L’art et la littérature y
serviront de point d’appui : l'universalité de la toile de
Guernica peinte par Pablo Picasso en 1937 permettra de mettre en
exergue certaines images des massacres de la guerre civile
libanaise (1975-1990) telles qu’elles ont été décrites par des
anciens combattants; l'analyse de la trame de Hiroshima mon
amour écrite par Marguerite Duras en 1959, mettra en évidence
l’intemporalité de l’inconscient mais aussi l’activation des
pulsions de vie- pulsions sexuelles dans une tentative d’humaniser
l’impensable trauma. Nous examinerons enfin comment
l’association de tous ces éléments épars servira dans l’après-coup,
la temporalité psychique mais aussi la construction d’une
historicité individuelle et collective.
Mots clefs: Désintrication pulsionnelle- traumas de guerretemporalité psychique- inconscient intemporel- après-coup
Sommario: Basandosi sulla teoria pulsionale di S. Freud,
esaminando soprattutto il disimpasto pulsionale al servizio delle
pulsioni di distruzione e di morte, il testo si sofferma sui traumi di
guerra alla prova del tempo. L’arte e la letteratura serviranno da
punto di appoggio: l’universalità dell’opera di Guernica, dipinta
da Pablo Picasso nel 1937, permetterà di mettere in esergo certe
immagini relative ai massacri della guerra civile libanese (19751990), per come sono stati descritti da anziani combattenti;
l’analisi della trama di Hiroshima mon amour, scritto da
Marguerite Duras nel 1959, metterà in evidenza l’atemporalità
dell’inconscio ma anche l’attivazione delle pulsioni di vitapulsioni sessuali, nel tentative di umanizzare il trauma
impensabile. Esamineremo, infine, come l’associazione di tutti
questi elementi sparsi sarà al servizio, nell’après-coup, della
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temporalità psichica ma anche della costruzione di una storicità
individuale e collettiva.
Parole chiave: disimpasto pulsionale, trauma di Guerra,
temporalità psichica, inconscio atemporale, après-coup.
THE TIME OF RE-LIVING.
PSYCHOANALYSIS

FOR

AN

EVENTFUL

Raluca Soreanu
Abstract: In this paper, I discuss a particular temporality specific
to the psychoanalytic encounter: the time of re-living. I see this
time in the frame of an eventful psychoanalysis, where the “event”
under consideration is that of psychic fragmentation. In dialogue
with Sándor Ferenczi, I disentangle various facets of the event of
fragmentation and I argue that it consists in sets of violent
temporal relations. Ferenczi’s ideas on time are a ‘graft’ on the
Freudian Nachträglichkeit: they acknowledge this violence of
temporal relations, where the times of some fragments attack,
displace, or negate the times of other fragments. In what follows,
I reflect on the event of survival, the event of being beside oneself,
autoplastic events, including the emergence of the Orpha fragment
of the psyche, and the event of neo-catharsis on the psychoanalytic
couch. I also reflect on alienation understood as temporal relation.
There is a violent internal plurality of the times of the subject,
where the different psychic fragments “living” inside a different
time create an overall effect of a-synchrony. The analyst’s
complicated work is to engage in some form of dialogue with
these psychic fragments.
Keywords: re-living, time, temporality, event, Sándor Ferenczi,
Nachträglichkeit, repetition, violent temporal relations.
Résumé: Dans cet article, je discute une temporalité particulière,
propre à la rencontre psychanalytique: le temps de la réviviscence.
Je vois ce temps dans le cadre d’une psychanalyse chargée
d’évènements, où ‘l’événement’ observé est celui de la
fragmentation psychique. En dialogue avec Sándor Ferenczi, je
démêle les différentes facettes de la fragmentation et je soutiens
que cela consiste en une succession de violentes relations. Les
idées de Ferenczi sur le temps sont greffées sur la Nachträglichkeit
Freudienne: elles reconnaissent cette violence des relations
successives, où les temps de certains fragments attaquent,
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déplacent ou annulent les temps d'autres fragments. Dans ce qui
suit, je réfléchis sur l'événement de survie, l'événement d'être à
côté de soi, les événements autoplastiques, y compris l'émergence
du fragment Orpha de la psyché ainsi que l'avènement de la néocatharsis sur le divan analytique. Je réfléchis aussi à l'aliénation
comprise comme relation qui se déploie dans le temps. On
constate une violente pluralité interne des temps du sujet où les
différents fragments psychiques vivant dans différents temps
créent un effet généralisé d'a-synchronie. Le travail complexe de
l'analyste consiste à s’engager dans une forme de dialogue avec
ces fragments psychiques.
Mots clés: réviviscence, temps, temporalité, événement, Sándor
Ferenczi, Nachträglichkeit, répétition, succession de relation
violentes.
Sommario: In questo testo viene discussa una forma particolare di
temporalità, specifica dell’incontro psicoanalitico: il tempo del rivivere. Colloco questo tempo nell’ambito di una psicoanalisi
dell’evento, in cui l’”evento” considerato è quello della
frammentazione psichica. In dialogo con Sandor Ferenczi,
estrapolo vari aspetti della frammentazione, che io sostengo
consista in serie di violenti rapporti temporali. Le idee sul tempo
di Ferenczi sono inserite sul concetto freudiano di
Nachtraglichkeit: esse tengono conto di tale violenza dei rapporti
temporali, dove i tempi di alcuni frammenti attaccano, spostano o
negano i tempi di altri frammenti. Nel seguente lavoro, rifletto sui
tempi della sopravvivenza, l’evento di essere accanto a se stessi,
su eventi autoplastici incluso l’emergere del frammento Orpha
della psiche, e l’evento di neo-catarsi che accade sul divano
analitico. Rifletto anche sull’alienazione in quanto rapport
temporale. C’è una pluralità interna violenta dei tempi del
soggetto, dove differenti frammenti psichici che “vivono” in un
tempo diverso, creano un effetto complessivo di a-sincronia. Il
complesso lavoro dello psicoanalista è quello di ingaggiarsi in un
dialogo con questi frammenti psichici.
Parole chiave: ri-vivere, tempo, temporalità, evento, Sandor
Ferenczi, Nachtraglighkeit, ripetizione, violenza temporale,
relazioni.
Abstracto: En este escrito yo discuto sobre una temporalidad en
particular y que es específica del encuentro psicoanalìtico: El
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tiempo de re_viviendo. Yo veo que este tiempo es el marco de un
psicoanàlisis de parte aguas, donde el "evento" bajo consideraciòn
es el de la fragmentaciòn psìquica. En diâlogo con Sàndor
Ferenczi yo desembrollo varias facetas del evento de
fragmentaciòn y discuto que este consiste en escenarios de
relaciones temporales violentas. Las ideas de Ferenczi sobre el
tiempo, son un "gràfico" del del Nachträglichkeit Freudiano. Ellos
reconocen que esta violencia de relaciones temporales, donde los
tiempos del ataque de algunos fragmentos atacan, desplazan o
nieganlos tiempos de otros fragmentos. En lo que sigue, yo reflejo
en el evento de sobrevivencia, el evento de estar junto a uno
mismo, eventos auto plàsticos, incluyendo la emergencia del
fragmento Orpha de la psique y el evento de neo_ catarsis en el
divan psicoanalìtico. Yo tambien reflejo en la alienaciòn
entendida como una relaciòn temporal. Hay una pluralidad interna
violenta de los tiempos del sujeto, donde los diferentes fragmentos
psiquicos "viviendo" dentro de un tiempo diferente, crear un
efecto sobre el todo de una sincronìa.El complicado trabajo del
analista es comprometerse en alguna forma de diàlogo con estos
fragmentos psìquicos.
Palabras clave: re_ viviendo, tiempo, temporalidad,
evento Sàndor Ferenczi, Nachträliglichkeit, repeticiòn, relaciones
temporales de violencia.
KANT AVEC SADE: A GHOST IN THE SHELL?
Isabel Millar
Abstract: In a blazing assault on the foundations of enlightenment
values and rationality, Lacan’s Kant avec Sade attempts to read
D.A.F. de Sade, the infamous French Marquis, as the consummate
Kantian and in doing so, uncover the structural logic (and
inconsistencies) underpinning both the virgin philosopher of old
Königsberg and the libertine novelist’s ethics. Published just 8
years after Immanuel Kant’s Critique of Practical Reason, Sade’s
Philosophy in the Boudoir details the depraved acts inflicted by a
band of libertines on their virtuous and beautiful victim Eugénie
de Mistival, and is, Lacan argues, not just an extension of Kant’s
ethics, but in fact its completion. Sade shows us the disturbing
truth of Kantian ethics that Kant himself had failed to recognize
or admit. For Kant the ultimate objective of the moral law is the
realization of the supreme good, the point at which virtue and
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happiness coincide. But by renouncing all emotional factors as
“pathological” in the moral realm, Kant paved the way for a
system of ethics which exposed the true and hideous face of
jouissance and its structuring as the other side of the law. Nearly
60 years later and in light of our increasingly technologically
mediated relationships, the question of sexual enjoyment and
ethics has become ever more problematized. As cultural fantasies
about “robotic sex” draw closer to our grasp, we must ask what
the future entails for these new configurations of sexuality and
Artificial Intelligence. Lacan’s groundbreaking contribution to
the ethical debate Kant avec Sade whilst well-used in the literature
on psychoanalytic ethics, has yet to be employed in relation to the
(female) robot and its significance in human relationships. As sex
becomes further “technologized” we are forced to inquire after the
structure of enjoyment that drives it.
This paper will attempt to imagine how a reading of Kant avec
Sade alongside Rupert Sanders’ 2017 film Ghost in the Shell can
decipher the foundations of a future ethics that will derive from
relationships with forms of embodied Artificial Intelligence,
given that the law and jouissance are for Lacan inexorably
connected. Furthermore, Ghost in the Shell, reveals the Sadean
universe residing inside the seemingly most innocuous fantasies
of robot bodies that prevail in contemporary culture. As
developers and research units seek to legislate for Artificial
Intelligence and “Robot Ethics”, the other side of the law as
human jouissance, comes conspicuously into view. If Sade’s
libertines’ fantasies of a perpetual victim grow out of their
fascination with the “second death”, the inescapable law of
castration, how would the “immortality” of the female robot body,
and potential for endless torment, feature as a mode of fantasy for
the desires of the libertines? What kind of ethics can be built
around the assumption of a subject who does not know castration
and who, supposedly, cannot suffer? And is the “sex-robot” the
Sadean ethical imperative incarnate? This reading crucially allows
us to stage the mutual haunting of two diametrically opposed
philosophers through the fantasy of the female robot as undead
subject.
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FROM TIMELESSNESS TO OTHERNESS: THE
ARTICULATION OF SYMBOLIC TIME IN
JACQUES LACAN’S WORK

Introduction
Among various topics covered by Jacques Lacan’s writings,
time does not seem to receive adequate attention. After his early
paper ‘Logical Time and the Assertion of Anticipated Certainty:
A New Sophism’, time rarely appears as a central topic in Lacan’s
writings. When Lacan was increasingly preoccupied with the
theorisation of the symbolic order in the 1950s, few commentators
make a note of the development of his thinking of time. In fact,
Lacan’s work in this period has often been referred to support the
argument that he was a key member of the French structuralist
movement, who paid more attention to system and structure while
remained unconcerned with history and time.
Considering the theoretical continuity between Saussure
and Lacan in terms of the privileged synchronic characteristic of
the linguistic structure, it is understandable to see where this
opinion comes from. To Saussure, diachronic changes of a
linguistic system can only be understood once a synchronic
description of language is provided and functions as ‘the solid
ground for discussion’ (1965 p.73). With regard to the question of
how ‘the meaning that we attach to the word change’, Saussure
points to ‘a shift in the relationship between the signified and the
signifier’ (p.75). The relationship itself must remain stable,
permanent and even transcendental during the constant historical
evolution of various languages, and it is precisely because of the
nature of language as ‘a system of arbitrary signs and lacks the
necessary basis’, that the historical changes of linguistic signs can
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become possible. In other words, diachronic change is rather an
effect of the synchronic structure, which unfolds spatial
differences on the temporal axis.
The reduction of the signifier’s diachronic movement to its
synchronicity can indeed be observed in Lacan’s texts. Following
Saussure’s argument that ‘language is a system whose parts can
and must all be considered in their synchronic solidarity’ (1965:
p.87), Lacan maintains that ‘the subject proceeds from his
synchronic subjection in the field of the Other’ (1998: p.188). The
synchronic point of view guides Lacan’s reformulation of
Freudian psychoanalysis. What Lacan finds interesting in Freud’s
work is the mechanism of word plays in numerous psychic
phenomena, from jokes and parapraxes to dreams. Not only can
the signification of these phenomena be read through the linguistic
structure, but they themselves are structured like language.
Language presents a complex network of oppositions that relates
one signifier to another at one point in time. The infinite
combinations and displacements of signifiers include and
predetermine any potentiality, if not actuality, of meaning. By
replacing Freud’s ideas of condensation and replacement with
rhetorical devices such as metaphor and metonymy, Lacan moves
away from individual psychology to a study of the symbolic
function as the determination of the human order: ‘Everything
which is human has to be ordained within a universe constituted
by the symbolic function’ (1988: p. 29). The idea of the ‘symbolic
universe’ suggests some universal and autonomous rules of human
society and the human mind, an assumption fundamental to
structuralist thoughts.
This being the case, many have pointed out that the overall
theoretical edifice of Lacan cannot be confined to a structuralist
framework. Bruce Fink suggests that ‘while structure plays a very
important role in Lacan’s work, it is not the whole story, nor was
it ever at any point in Lacan’s development’ (1995: p.64). Not only
because chronologically, Lacan in the 1970s became more
interested in the Real which lies outside language and resists
assimilation by the symbolic structure, but also because Lacan’s
theory, in general, does not share the strong sense of conformity
with structuralism. As Eve Tavor Bannet suggests, if we cease to
regard the label ‘structuralist’ as a description of method, and
begin to think of it ideologically, as an intellectual endeavour that
defines society as a system that exclusively restricts human action,
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‘leaving no place for innovation, creativity and non-conformity’,
then we must read Lacan as an anti-structuralist or counterstructuralist (1989: pp.3–4). The Lacanian subject, despite being
alienated by the symbolic order and determined by the name-ofthe-father, retains what Jacques-Alain Miller (2012) calls ‘the
ineliminable feature of subjectivity’ that has often been excluded
in typical structuralist thinking. Lacan is able to maintain this
seemingly paradoxical position by reversing Saussure’s algorithm
and putting the signifier over the signified, which not only
indicates the primacy of the signifier but also produces an
incessant sliding of meaning in the symbolic structure that can
never be pinned down to a fixed point. The subject in the symbolic
structure is not an entity but a void that lacks substantial existence,
a speaking being that does not manifest itself in speech.
However, while presenting the Lacanian subject as lack or
absence that keeps the symbolic structure incomplete, these
attempts to distance Lacan from structural determinism fail to
demonstrate the significance of time in Lacan’s work on the
symbolic. Is it possible to speak of time, when the whole symbolic
structure constitutes an all-encompassing system, ‘in which the
subject, the small circle which is called his destiny, is
indeterminately included’ (Lacan 1988: p.98)? Having noticed the
seeming superiority of synchronicity over diachronicity, Adrian
Johnston questions whether the subject’s interaction with the
Symbolic can lead to a genuine temporal experience or the
Lacanian model of time is simply a redoubled synchronicity,
reaffirming the hegemony of static, spatialised logic (2005: p.43).
Slavoj Žižek, in his own manner, arrives at a similar conclusion,
as he suggests that Lacan’s theoretical models take the ostensible
historical account simply as ‘a temporal projection of the
possibilities of variation within the timeless structure itself’ (2006:
p.377).
In contrast to both the structuralist and the post-structuralist
reading of Lacan, I intend to make an argument in this article that
Lacan’s theorisation of the symbolic order does not overlook or
intentionally reject time. On the contrary, the deterministic effect
of the symbolic upon the subject is made possible by the
individual’s subjection to a specific temporal dimension, which I
would call “symbolic time”. It is not a time whose duration and
variations are altered by one’s subjective experience, but the time
of the Other that does not fall into the subject’s grasp while
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cultivates his desire. In drawing upon relatively underdeveloped
material in Lacan’s work, I present this unique temporal dimension
as Lacan’s original contribution to our understanding of the
necessary condition of the subject’s symbolic existence.
Is the unconscious timeless?
One major obstacle we confront when trying to introduce
time into Lacan’s symbolic structure is posed by Freud’s idea of
the timeless unconscious. Throughout Freud’s theoretical
development, there was a rich account of different temporal
features in relation to a range of psychic phenomena, among which
the timelessness of the unconscious plays a central role. If,
according to Lacan’s famous claim, the unconscious is structured
like a language, how can we relate time to the symbolic on the
basis of the function of language when the unconscious resists
being subordinated to time?
To answer this question, we need to first examine the
genesis of the idea of timelessness in Freud’s work. As Adrian
Johnston suggests, Freud’s argument that the unconscious is
timeless is a result of a long line of observations and thinking. It is
abstracted from a congregation of various psychoanalytic ideas
including ‘the indestructibility of infantile wishes, the persistence
of polymorphously perverse libidinal activities through
sublimation, the mechanisms of transferential object-choice in
neurosis’ (2005: p.7). Strachey, in his examination of appearances
of the term ‘timelessness’ throughout Freud’s writing, points out
that while the idea had already been indirectly alluded to in The
Interpretation of Dreams,1 the first explicit reference to it was in a
footnote added in 1907 to The Psychopathology of Everyday Life
(1901), where Freud made a comment that ‘in the case of repressed
memory-traces it can be demonstrated that they undergo no
alteration even in the course of the longest period of time’ (p.274).
The timelessness of the unconscious takes the form of psychical
fixation which preserves all previous impressions, ‘not only in the
same form in which they were first received, but also in all the
forms which they have adopted in their further developments’. In
Remembering, Repeating and Working-Through (1914), Freud
continued to elaborate this idea by highlighting how early
Freud makes a claim in this book that ‘it is a prominent feature of
unconscious processes that they are indestructible. In the unconscious, nothing can be
brought to an end, nothing is past or forgotten’ (1900: p.577).
1
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childhood impressions are the most valuable memories for
psychoanalysis: ‘Not only some but all of what is essential from
childhood has been retained in these memories. It is simply a
question of knowing how to extract it out of them by analysis’
(p.148). Based on these speculations, timelessness was introduced
as an essential characteristic of the system Ucs. in Freud’s 1915
metapsychological paper The Unconscious (1915):
The processes of the system Ucs. are timeless; i.e. they are
not ordered temporally, are not altered by the passage of time;
they have no reference to time at all. Reference to time is
bound up, once again, with the work of the system Cs.
(Freud 1915: p.187).
According to these statements, it is clear that what Freud
had in mind when he talked about ‘timelessness’ is certain
representational content (memories, wishes and fantasies) in the
unconscious that is unforgettable. In this sense, timelessness
equals permanence and immutability. However, understanding
timelessness in this way immediately causes tensions with other
characteristics of the unconscious. Taking infantile wishes in
Freud’s dream theory as an example, if the unconscious consists
of infantile wishes as the permanent source of the content of adult
dreams, it still needs to be explained how these wishes become
unconscious in the first place. According the Freud, the primary
process is the dominant unconscious mental activity, in which
psychic excitations are able to be discharged instantly without
obstruction or delay. ‘An inhibition of the tendency of cathected
ideas towards discharge’, as Freud would later indicate, belongs to
the secondary process of the system Pcs. (1915: p.188). However,
how is it possible for the unconscious to be able to preserve
unsatisfied wishes during infancy when the Pcs. has not yet fully
developed? Returning to Freud’s Project for a Scientific
Psychology (1895), we find that what is supposed to be stored in
the unconscious is rather the mnemic image of the object that
fulfils the wish, so that when the state of wishing appears, the
accompanied unpleasure can be quickly discharged along the
perceptual pathway in the form of hallucination (p. 318). It is not
the task of the primary process to prevent wishes from fulfilment
and thus keep them repressed in the unconscious, yet Freud’s idea
of the indestructibility of infantile wishes requires it to do so. As
Malcolm Macmillan points out, ‘Freud’s explanations of the
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formation of symptoms and of some types of dreams requires the
existence of a class of fantasies the theory of the mind says cannot
exist. Repressed fantasies cannot exist in the Ucs. and cannot
therefore be incorporated into dreams’ (1997: p.271).
Secondly, there is a noteworthy inconsistency in Freud’s
explanation of the mechanism of regression essential to the
formation of dreams in adult life. According to Freud, everyday
experience in adult life is not strong enough to produce a dream,
unless it is connected with the forbidden expression of infantile
wishes, and thus ‘attracted by the memory into regression as being
the form of representation in which the memory itself is couched’
(1900: pp.544-45). Therefore, an adult dream is ‘a substitute for
an infantile scene modified by being transferred on to a recent
experience’ (p.545). However, Freud does not explain how
infantile wishes hold such a determinate power in the timeless
unconscious. Adrian Johnston has drawn attention to this problem,
as he points out that ‘if the unconscious is truly timeless, then it
shouldn’t be capable of recognizing any chronological differences
between the mnemic traces forming its content. This would
therefore imply the possibility of nonhierarchized interactions
between representations being the paradigm of unconscious
processes’ (2005: p.136). In this sense, recent adult wishes should
be as influential as earlier infantile wishes, both of which deserve
equal distribution of wishful impetus from the unconscious. At
least the activation of the former should not rely on the energetic
displacement from the latter. Even Freud himself admits this
problem:
We have learnt, lastly, from numerous analyses that wherever
a dream has undergone distortion the wish has arisen from
the unconscious and was one which could not be perceived
during the day. Thus it seems at a first glance as though all
wishes are of equal importance and equal power in dreams. I
cannot offer any proof here that the truth is nevertheless
otherwise.
(Freud 1900: p.552).
The immanent difficulty to reconcile the idea of
timelessness with his theory of the unconscious in general leads
Freud to shift his position. Marie Bonaparte suggests that the late
Freud ‘is prepared to admit that repressed psychic content
undergoes some modification, however unalterable it may appear
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to our conscious minds’ (1940: p.439). For instance, in New
Introductory Lectures on Psycho-Analysis (1933), Freud revisits
the idea of timelessness and goes on to suggest that the
unconscious contents ‘can only be recognised as belonging to the
past, can only lose their importance and be deprived of their
cathexis of energy, when they have been made conscious by the
work of analysis, and it is on this that the therapeutic effect of
analytic treatment rests to no small extent’ (p.92). If the task of
psychoanalysis is to render the unconscious contents conscious by
putting it in the temporal sequence of an individual’s life, to
recognise and reconstruct the forgotten in the present, it must
admit the possibility that the unconscious can be altered by the
passage of time. For this reason, Charles Hanly argues that
‘Freud’s attributions of timelessness to unconscious constellations
of memory, phantasy and wishful motives are inconsistent with his
valid claim that these constellations can be modified by
psychoanalysis’ (2009: para.24). The assumption that the
unconscious is timeless is unjustifiable as it undermines the
foundation of psychoanalysis as a therapeutic technique to bring
change.2
Having noticed the difficulty to characterise the
unconscious in terms of permanent and immutable content, some
contemporary readers of Freud come to suggest other ways to
understand the idea of timelessness. To Derrida, understanding
Freud’s opposition between timelessness and time requires a more
careful examination of the context in which the term ‘time’ is
defined:
2

In her book, Kelly Ann Noel-Smith defends the validity of the timeless
unconscious by arguing that ‘Freud never claims that the cathartic effect of
psychotherapy is to change the unconscious’ (2016: p.144). She describes a transition
in Freud’s thinking on this topic, from an ego-centred view in the beginning, which
regards the task of psychotherapy as permanent strengthening of the ego, ‘either
enabling it to firm up its repressive function or to permit what is repressed access to
consciousness: that is, either to keep material timeless or to impose temporal order on
it’ (pp.144-45), to a more pessimistic perspective in the end, which admits the
temporariness of the therapeutic effect, due to the strength of the death drive ‘that
undermines the help afforded by psychoanalysis’ (p.146). I find this explanation
problematic for two reasons. Firstly, imposing a temporal order on the unconscious is
not merely adding a new attribution to a self-contained entity. It altered the content of
the unconscious which is related to other conscious memories and subject to
meaningful associations. To argue that the unconscious remains intact after being
revealed is to deny the subjective reconstruction and resignification of memories
which take place at the conscious level. Secondly, the impossibility of permanent
change does not mean that any change is impossible. On the contrary, it further
indicates that the unconscious is no less temporal than the conscious, both of which
defy the idea of permanence and belong to a process of constant transformation.
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The timelessness of the unconscious is no doubt determined
only in opposition to a common concept of time, a traditional
concept, the metaphysical concept, the time of mechanics or
the time of consciousness[…]The unconscious is no doubt
timeless only from the standpoint of a certain vulgar
conception of time.
(Derrida 2005: p.270)
This argument is echoed by Julia Kristeva, who, in her
reading of Freud, suggests that Freud’s idea of timelessness does
not imply non-time, but refers to a ‘lost time’, a ‘time outside time’
(Kristeva 2002). Both Derrida and Kristeva reject the absolute
absence of time in the Freudian unconscious while maintaining
that the time of the unconscious cannot be confused with our
everyday concept of time, namely the individual’s conscious
temporal experience. If the target of Freud’s critique is only a form
of time that is conscious, linear and chronological, there is no good
reason to consider the negation of time as the only alternative.
The Other’s voice at the Other’s moment
Similar to Derrida and Kristeva, we find in Lacan’s work a
radical reworking of the relationship between time and the
unconscious that does not fall into the naive opposition between
chronological time and timelessness, as Lacan actively explores
new possibilities of temporal modality. We shall see that in
Lacan’s interpretation, time of the unconscious is not erased, but
articulated as a different temporal dimension separated from inner
time consciousness, one that is experienced by the subject as a
radical sense of otherness.
In his reading of Freud, Lacan offers an explicit critique of
the indestructibility of infantile wishes as the cornerstone of
Freud’s idea of timelessness. In Seminar II, Lacan rejects the idea
of regression in any developmental sense. He remarks that ‘do we
ever see any adult actually regress, return to the state of a small
child, start wailing? Regression doesn’t exist’ (1988: p.103), and
‘the idea of the regression of the individual to the initial stage of
his development dominates[…]The entering into play of this
notion, which now seems so familiar, is however not a matter of
course’ (p.147). To Lacan, infantile wishes do not enjoy any
particular psychical significance whose distribution is based on
chronological order. The unconscious is not defined by the
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residues of a phase of development when the primary process is
the only kind of psychical process, nor shall we merely rely on
childhood experience to understand conflicts in the present. If the
indestructibility and immutability of infantile wishes are put into
question, so is the timelessness of the unconscious. However, how
can we interpret the unconscious in the dream after getting rid of
the dependence on the distant past? Does it mean that the
unconscious is only the sedimentation of the present experience
during the day, or does it belong to another temporal dimension
beyond the chronological order of conscious time?
Lacan’s interpretation of the dream of Irma’s injection
provides us with an answer. As the first dream presented by Freud
in The Interpretation of Dreams, a dream through which the secret
of the unconscious is revealed to him, the dream of Irma’s
injection occupies a crucial position in Freud’s theoretical
development. However, as Lacan points out, Freud’s treatment of
this dream does not lead to the conclusion he summarises later in
the book, that the indestructible infantile wish is determinant in the
dream formation. In his meticulous analysis of this now wellknown dream, Freud reveals two wishes - excusing his own
responsibility in the unsuccessful treatment of Irma’s symptoms
and putting the blame on his friend ‘Otto’ - both of which are
merely responses to the waking experience of recent events in
Freud’s adult life. One may wonder where the unconscious
infantile wishes are. If it is so important, how can they be absent
in the dream which Freud carefully chooses to demonstrate the
technique of dream interpretation?
The question in my view is rather more like this – how is it
that Freud, who later on will develop the function of
unconscious desire, is here content, for the first step in his
demonstration, to present a dream which is entirely explained
by the satisfaction of a desire which one cannot but call
preconscious, and even entirely conscious?
(Lacan 1988: p.151)
After rejecting the need to regress to infantile wishes to
explain this dream, Lacan does not accept the two preconscious
wishes as the ultimate meaning of this dream either. In his two
consecutive sessions devoted to this topic, Lacan divides the
dream of Irma’s injection into two parts. In the first part, Freud in
the dream maintains an imaginary relationship with Irma by seeing
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his wife and another ideal patient behind her image. This part ends
when he gets Irma to open her mouth, where a horrendous scene
appears, ‘that of the flesh one never sees, the foundation of things,
the other side of the head, of the face, the secretory glands par
excellence’ (p.154). To Lacan, this horrendous picture designates
the subject’s encounter with the Real, and ‘the experience of his
being torn apart, of his isolation in relation to the world has been
attained’ (p.167).
If this traumatic moment in the dream marks the
disintegration of the ego as a loose aggregation of a series of
imaginary identification, then the theme of the second part of the
dream can be interpreted as symbolic reorganisation. After Freud’s
ego being decomposed into imaginary figures of three doctors, all
of whom desperately try to explain the scene and thus to symbolise
the Real, the dream reaches another emotional peak, when a
mysterious word presents to the subject: trimethylamine. This, in
Lacan’s word, ‘explains everything.’ In Freud’s original account,
a series of associations are produced in relation to this word.
However, to Lacan, the significance of this word does not come
from what it may signify, be it the mystic trio (three women, three
doctors) or certain sexual content (trimethylamine as a
decomposition product of sperm). Instead, it is derived precisely
from a lack of meaning. It is the pure gesture of pronunciation that
introduces the discourse of the Other into play, ‘discourse as such,
independently of its meaning, since it is a senseless discourse’
(p.170). Trimethylamine appears in the dream as a signifier
without a signified that represents the subject, whose lack of being
is revealed through its encounter with the Real. Substituting the ‘I
of the subject’ with the ‘N of the trimethylamine formula’, the
subject in the dream regains a sense of self not by imaginary
attachment but by symbolic fixation in the discourse of the Other,
in a way to recognise oneself as defined by the signifier. In this
sense, the dream of Irma’s injection does not reveal a personal
secret but expresses the fundamental truth of psychoanalysis
regarding the constitution of the subject.
Lacan's interpretation of Irma’s injection offers an insight
into his understanding of the relation between time and the
unconscious. The unconscious meaning of the dream is far more
complicated than a narrowed range of infantile wishes, and far
more dynamic than a limited number of messages with unchanging
contents. To understand the unconscious necessarily means to
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locate the subject in the symbolic order and to find the signifier
through which he speaks. The word trimethylamine in Freud’s
dream can be seen as an ‘enigmatic signifier’ in Laplanche’s
terminology that comes from the Other. However, different from
Laplanche’s approach, I argue that the encounter with the signifier
does not take place in the inner time consciousness. A linear
narrative cannot be provided in which an enigmatic signifier was
received in one’s early childhood and then revives in one’s adult
life, calling for reinterpretation and retranslation.3 On the contrary,
nothing in the subject’s life-history makes a particular signifier
such as trimethylamine a certainty to come in the present, neither
does the subject come across this signifier purely by accident. This
signifier rather belongs to a temporal register independent of the
subject’s existence and experience, produced through the
autonomous mechanism of symbolic substitution and
condensation, and spoken in a voice that is ‘nothing more than the
voice of no one’, ‘which speaks in me, beyond me’ (1988: pp.170171).
The game Freud mentions at the end of The
Psychopathology of Everyday Life further clarifies this point. In
this game, the subject is invited to say numbers at random. In the
following association, these numbers turn out to be not random at
all but contain significance unique to the subject. In Lacan’s
reading, the reason why ‘what he chose goes well beyond anything
we might expect from pure chance’ is not that these numbers were
acquired in the past and repressed in memory, or that these
numbers were articulated by the subject unconsciously and one’s
following association is simply a rediscovery of what one has
already known. On the contrary, Lacan argues that these
mathematical combinations are counted by the symbolic machine.
The subject pronounces numbers as the production of a temporal
process to which he himself does not belong: ‘Chance doesn’t
exist. While the subject doesn’t think about it, the symbols
The problem of Laplanche’s theory of après-coup is that although it intends
to go beyond the either-or choice between two temporal directions in the traditional
understanding of time – a determinist one that proceeds from the past to the future and
a retrospective or hermeneutic one that proceeds from the present to the past – by
introducing the unconscious of the other, so that the dilemma of the primal scene
between reality and fantasy can be solved by the idea of ‘enigmatic signifier’, it is still
dominated by a unified and singular temporal dimension that is both subjective and
conscious. To place the enigmatic signifier in one’s childhood means that the
individual only reaches the unconscious in a closed temporal circle consisting of his
‘own past’ and ‘own present’. The problem of the temporal hierarchy which always
prioritises the past remains to be solved.
3
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continue to mount one another, to copulate, to proliferate, to
fertilise each other, to jump on each other, to tear each other apart’
(1988: p.185). The individual’s association is not a kind of
reminiscence directed towards his own past, but a genuine
exploration that introduces him into the discourse of the Other and
provides meaning which he has never sensed before. In this sense,
an encounter with the signifier from the Other is always an
encounter with the time of the Other. The history of the signifier
is not ‘my past’ in which the signifier is acquired, remembered and
utilised, but an unknown process of becoming in the Other that
will only unfold to me in the future.
Symbolic order and cybernetics
By replacing the repressed messages left in the individual’s
own past with the unknown signifier emerging from the operation
of the symbolic order, Lacan’s reinterpretation of the unconscious
opens up a different temporal dimension which externally
determines the subject’s psychical life. In order to understand this
temporal movement in which a thinking subject is absent, Lacan
has to find another theoretical inspiration other than Saussurean
linguistics.
Alongside various assertions of static, synchronic
characteristics of the symbolic structure, Lacan, throughout his
seminars, also insists on the existence of another side of the
symbolic structure that is intrinsically temporal. For example, in
Seminar VI, Lacan speaks of language not as the fixation of the
momentary appearance of things, but as the very creation of time:
At a time when the whole of philosophy is engaged in
articulating what it is that links time to being…It is quite
simple to see that time, in its very constitution, past-presentfuture, refers itself to the act of the word – and to nothing else.
It is strictly impossible for us to conceive of a temporality in
an animal dimension, namely in a dimension of appetite. The
abc of temporality requires even the structure of language.
(Lacan 1959: p.254).
Further on, in Seminar XI, Lacan relates time to the
unconscious by claiming that ‘we are beginning to circumscribe
the unconscious in a structure, a temporal structure’ (1998: p.32)
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and ‘I speak to you of the unconscious as of that which appears in
the temporal pulsation’ (p.143). These statements show a
complexity of Lacan’s symbolic order, which cannot be easily
accommodated within the synchronic structure of the Saussurean
model. Instead of reducing them to another linguistic effect that
produces the illusion of time, I suggest that these statements make
sense if we pay attention to another theoretical resource underlying
Lacan’s construction of the symbolic order. In the 1950s, what
Lacan appropriated as new epistemological approaches to
reinterpreting the Freudian unconscious and thus reinventing
psychoanalysis include not only Saussurean linguistics and LéviStrauss’s anthropology, but also cybernetic theory, to which Lacan
devotes a large proportion of the discussion in his early seminars.
While the former two are more concerned with the synchronic
structure, cybernetic theory, as Lacan explains in Seminar II, ‘was
born very straightforwardly from the work of engineers concerned
with the economics of information passing through conductors’
(1988: p.296). It is dedicated to the study of data transmission and
feedback that highlight the importance of time. More importantly,
this temporal dimension offered by cybernetics is inaccessible
through the lens of Saussurean linguistics. To Saussure, to think
time or diachronic change of language necessarily means a
transition from la langue to la parole, from a study of the language
itself ‘which is social in its essence and independent of the
individual’ to a study of the individual part of language. As he
writes in the Course:
If we considered language in time, without the community of
speakers[…]we probably would notice no change; time
would not influence language. Conversely, if we considered
the community of speakers without considering time, we
would not see the effect of the social forces that influence
language.
(Saussure 1965: p.78)
While ‘language is not a function of the speaking subject’
(p.14), speech, for Saussure, certainly is. This opposition of
language to speech clearly designates language users as the subject
that sets the historical changes of language in motion. In other
words, the time of language only appears in interpersonal
communication where meaning is generated by humans. However,
in making this distinction, Saussure’s theory seems to return to a
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notion of ‘consciousness’ as the metaphysical presupposition of
time, a consciousness capable of receiving and transmitting signs
and meanings that logically precedes the time in which differences
between signifiers are realised. If the human being is the only
agent that can change the potentiality of time embedded in the
synchronic differences within a linguistic system into actuality, it
means, as Derrida points out, that ‘difference [which] has been
derived, has happened, is to be mastered and governed on the basis
of the point of a present being[…]this present being, for example,
a being present to itself, as consciousness, eventually would come
to defer or to differ’ (1982: p.15).
The characterisation of consciousness as the determination
of temporal experience clearly contradicts the fundamental
viewpoint of Lacanian psychoanalysis, which persistently
enhances the idea of a decentred subject that inscribes itself within
the symbolic order. To Lacan, ‘what’s involved is knowing what
time is involved’ (1988: p.286). The historicity of language is not
defined by the time of language users. Instead, language has its
own time and to use language is to ‘introduce ourselves into the
temporal succession’. What Lacan learns from cybernetics pushes
him further in this direction. In The Human Use of Human Beings:
Cybernetics and Society, a book written by Norbert Wiener, the
originator of cybernetics to whom Lacan frequently refers in his
seminars, we find a different description of language which not
only exists independently, as Saussure argues, but can also
function independently without human involvement:
Language is not exclusively an attribute of living beings but
one which they may share to a certain degree with the
machines man has constructed.[…]We ordinarily think of
communication and language as being directed from person
to person. However, it is quite possible for a person to talk to
a machine, a machine to a person, and a machine to a
machine.
(Wiener 1989: p.76)
The human being does not exist as a stable entity prior to
the symbolic order, nor is he in control of the symbolic machinery
that automatically functions. Opposing the argument that the
human subject is the only speaking being that manifests itself as
an unconditional self-presence, this anti-humanist point of view
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makes cybernetics ‘one of the principal destabilizing instruments
of the anthropocentric conception of man’ (Dupuy 2009: p.109).
It is easy to imagine how Lacan was impressed by Wiener’s
assertions that would have likely led him towards the conclusion
that ‘cybernetics also stems from a reaction of astonishment at
rediscovering that this human language works almost by itself,
seemingly to outwit us’ (1988: p.19). If Saussurean linguistics
provides a theoretical framework for Lacan to investigate the
systematicity of the symbolic order, and Lévi-Strauss’s
anthropology demonstrates how fundamental symbolic relations
are set up, then cybernetics can be regarded as the only science
utilised by Lacan that illustrates the autonomy of the symbolic
process. It is the new theoretical foundation upon which Lacan is
able to continue the work of the decentralisation of the ego after
Freud. By recognising the existence of the machine that transmits
messages according to its own algebraic laws, Lacan is able to
move away from a traditional binary distinction between
atemporal, impersonal language and temporal, subjective speech.
It is the starting point for him to articulate symbolic time that
transcends human consciousness.
Time of the machine
In cybernetics, what interests Lacan most is the cybernetic
idea of the machine. The machine has long been a fascinating topic
in Western philosophy, particularly since the eighteenth century,
when the industrial revolution initiated rapid development of
labour-saving machinery that would eventually change the
landscape of social life. The steam engine that ushered in the
industrial age became a key object of contemplation for theorists
who popularised the idea of mechanism that explains human
behaviour in terms of an outside or internal motor force. However,
in the 1950s when Lacan started his seminars, he had observed that
‘there is a mutation taking place in the function of the machine,
which is leaving all those who are still bent on criticising the old
mechanism miles behind’ (1988: p.32). The first electronic
computers were constructed in the years just preceding Lacan’s
seminar. These symbol-processing machines, which ‘automated
the ‘laws of thought’ in a series of logical and combinatorial
operations’ (Johnston 2008: p.71), radically redefined what the
idea of the machine could offer for philosophical thinking. We can
observe that Lacan’s theoretical development throughout Seminar
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II is, in fact, a transition from an old mechanical model based on
the energy-driven machine to a new one based on the information
machine. In the first half of the book where the body and the Real
are concerned, Lacan develops but does not go beyond the
Freudian machine, which uses the steam engine as a template to
construct a theory of energetics; however, in the second half,
preoccupied with Poe’s The Purloined Letter and in particular with
the game of even and odd in the story, Lacan attributes the
cybernetic machine a central role in the mobilisation of the
symbolic order.
In the fifteenth chapter of Seminar II, Lacan dedicates the
whole seminar to the discussion of the cybernetic machine. It is no
coincidence that Lacan makes this move just after he finishes the
reinterpretation of the dream of Irma’s injection, which, as we
have examined in the previous section, ends with a symbol that is
devoid of meaning but nevertheless represents the subject. Such a
conclusion opens rather than closes the question about what
constitutes the being of the subject. Therefore, in the following
seminar, in order to make fully comprehensible his claim that
cybernetics is something ‘which concerns us in the highest degree’
(1988: p.175), Lacan turns to the game of even and odd which
appears in Poe’s story as an anecdote. It is a simple game in which
one puts two or three marbles in his hand and lets the other guess
whether the number is odd or even. In the original account, the
detective Dupin talks about a brilliant boy he knows that always
wins the game by ‘mere observation and measurement of the
astuteness of his opponents’: a simpleton keeps changing the
number of marbles every time he loses, while a smart one chooses
the same number for the next round. By ‘making himself other,
and to end up thinking that the other, being himself an other, thinks
like him, and that he has to place himself in the position of a third
party, to get out of being this other who is his pure reflection’
(p.180), the boy is able to beat his opponent. However, in his
seminar, Lacan points out some problems in this strategy. Since
the boy can only recognise the opponent as either naive or smart,
it will be difficult for him to play against ‘someone of superior
intelligence [who] can in fact understand that trick’, whose playstyle does not fall into the prefigured scripts. After criticising the
boy’s strategy to play the game of even and odd on the level of the
dual relation, ‘of the equivalence of one and the other, of the alter
ego and the ego’ (p.181), Lacan asks the audience to think beyond
imaginary intersubjectivity, considering a game played not
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between two persons, but between a person and a machine, which
will allow the emergence of the symbolic function.
What is it like to play with a machine? As Lacan suggests,
because of the complexity of the mechanic articulation which
makes it impossible for the subject to identify with, the game of
odd and even is no longer a psychological game but a symbolic
game based on probability and chance. What the subject addresses
is the symbol and his chances ‘bear only on the symbol’ (p.182).
The process in which the machine automatically generates
seemingly random numbers for the subject bears a resemblance to
the operation of the symbolic order, whose secrets remain
inaccessible to human intelligence. The machine does not require
the intervention of a thinking subject to produce an infinite
sequence of numeric combinations, yet Lacan also points out that
‘there are the temporal breaks which we make in it (the machine)’
(p.284) that produce signification for us. The subject comes to find
himself being determined in this symbolic process over which he
has no control. What produces the effect of symbolic
subjectivisation is precisely ‘the temporal element, the
intervention of a scansion permitting the insertion of something
which can take on meaning for a subject’ (p.285). To illustrate this
point, Lacan asks his audience to imagine a case in which a player
surprisingly wins multiple times against the machine. If we
examine each round separately, his chance of winning is always
fifty percent; however, on the symbolic level, his chance of
continuing to win the next round actually decreases. As Lacan
summarises:
Anything from the real can always come out. But once the
symbolic chain is constituted, as soon as you introduce a
certain significant unity, in the form of unities of succession,
what comes out can no longer be anything.
(Lacan 1988: p.193)
Chance exists in the Real but doesn’t exist in the Symbolic,
where an isolated signifier is always oriented towards a certain
direction in the temporal succession of signifying substitution and
displacement. What appears random often turns out to be
determined when the whole cybernetic circuit of signifiers are
taken into consideration. As Lacan points out: ‘Since there is a
temporal succession, things are oriented, and it is evidently not the
same if there is first 2 then 1, or 1 then 2’ (p.269). John Johnston
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gives a succinct explanation of this point: ‘The very recording of
random events gives rise to a rudimentary form of order, since it
allows the formation of units and hence the emergence of a syntax
governing their possible sequences of succession’ (2008: p.76).
Lacan gets this idea from the practice of psychoanalysis. Although
the patient on the couch is encouraged to freely associate, the more
his thoughts get as close as possible to chance, the more evident it
becomes that his speech is not free at all but somehow determined.
In this sense, Lacan’s symbolic order is not a spectrum of signifiers
that is open to the play of differences and thus becomes subject to
multiple interpretations. On the contrary, as Lacan mentions in
Seminar IV: ‘It is evidently not the same if there is first 2 then I,
or 1 then 2’ (1957: p.269), the symbolic order is always a temporal
order that sets itself in motion and restricts the ways in which
differences can be distributed and meaning can be derived.
Lacan’s analysis of the game of even and odd sets the tone
of his reading of Poe’s The Purloined Letter. Although Lacan’s
delineation of a triadic structure within Poe’s text has now become
classic, the primary focus of his analysis is not the structure as such
but the temporal movement of the subject from one symbolic
position to another, the very concrete way in which symbolic time
intervenes in human reality. This point is made clear at the
beginning of his seminar:
This is why I have decided to illustrate for you today a truth
which may be drawn from the moment in Freud’s thought we
have been studying – namely, that it is the symbolic order
which is constitutive for the subject – by demonstrating in a
story the major determination the subject receives from the
itinerary of a signifier.
(Lacan 2006: p.7)
As is well-known, Lacan abstracts from Poe’s story ‘three
moments, ordering three glances, sustained by three subjects,
incarnated in each case by different people’ (p.10). These three
subject positions are organised around a letter received by the
Queen, whose content remains mysterious throughout the whole
story. In the first scene, the King sees nothing; the Queen sees that
he doesn’t see and thus believes the letter to be covered; the
Minister sees what the Queen is hiding and takes advantage of it.
However, in the second scene, the possession of the letter puts the
Minister in the Queen’s position. The way he conceals the letter
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by leaving it uncovered fools the police but not Dupin, who uses
the same strategy the Minister used against the Queen to retrieve
the letter.
This particular letter in the story, therefore, functions as a
signifying mark around which three subjects constantly change
their positions while maintain the balance of power. Lacan
summarises the relation between the letter and the subject as such:
‘When the characters get a hold of this letter, something gets a hold
of them and carries them along and this something clearly has
dominion over their individual idiosyncracies’ (1988: p.196). Each
subject shows a certain degree of blindness regarding the symbolic
chain that orients them. Even Dupin himself, who uses the
anecdote of the game of even and odd as a metaphor to
demonstrate his capability of thinking what the Minister is
thinking, cannot help but leave a vicious message to the latter at
the last moment and thus becomes ‘a participant in the
intersubjective triad, as such, finds himself in the median position
previously occupied by the Queen and the Minister’ (2006: p.27).
By demonstrating how the itinerary of a letter is always
accompanied by the displacement of subject positions in a
temporal sequence, Lacan’s seminar on “The Purloined Letter”
testifies the significance of symbolic time in organising one’s life
trajectory.
To conclude, the aim of this article was to introduce a
unique temporal dimension fundamental to Lacan’s work on the
symbolic order. I started with Lacan’s critique of the idea of the
timeless unconscious in Freudian psychoanalysis. The content of
the unconscious is not the exception to temporal movement and
change. Instead, it is a sequence of signifiers dynamically
generated in the symbolic order. In its own time, the unconscious
conveys the message from the Other, which is radically foreign to
the human experience but somehow touches the very essence of
subjective existence. Drawing on cybernetic theory, I further
explain this temporal dimension in terms of the time of the
machine. The Lacanian symbolic order is not a static structure
governed by the principle of synchronicity. It is rather a symbolprocessing computer, whose autonomous function initiates the
movement of the signifying chain in which the subject is caught
up. As such, symbolic time is experienced as a radical sense of
otherness, something that cannot be easily integrated into the
subjective syntheses of past, present and future. If the subject
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responds to the enigmatic presence of the Other with the question
“Che vuoi?” (“What do you want?”), the process of subject
formation must be driven by the same desire to know what time I
am living in. While we often take our inner time consciousness as
the anchoring point that produces a sense of self-coherence, it is
actually the unfolding of symbolic time in relation to symbolic
processes and with respect to the Other that exercises a direct
influence on our existential condition.
CHENYANG WANG
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A TIME FOR THERAPY: TIME LIMITED
THERAPY IN LIGHT OF LACAN’S LOGICAL
TIME

Time is the substance I am made of
Time is a river which sweeps me along, but I am the river
It is a tiger which devours me, but I am the tiger
It is a fire which consumes me, but I am the fire
Jorge Luis Borges
1. How can we embody time in therapy?
‘How long do you think this therapy is going to take?’ is a
question that every psychotherapist in private practice is asked
now and then. As a new therapist, I attempted to estimate this time
for some patients. However, with time and experience I have
learned to withhold the answer to this question. After all, who can
predict which course a psychoanalytic psychotherapy1 will take?
Freud also challenged the idea that the answer to this question was
predictable (Freud 1913). He had the habit of telling his patients
that the work was going to take a lot longer than they had foreseen,
and that it could take months or even entire years. According to
him, some patients had unrealistic ideas about the duration and
cost of an analysis:
No one would expect a man to lift a heavy table with two
fingers as if it were a light stool, or to build a large house in
the time it would take to put up a wooden hut; but as soon as
it becomes a question of the neuroses - which do not seem so
far to have found a proper place in human thought - even
1

Lacan made a clear difference between psychoanalysis and psychotherapy.
We want to clarify that in this article, we discuss a form of psychotherapy, namely
psychoanalytic psychotherapy. The claims and hypotheses that are posed as a result
of our study therefore do not apply to an analysis.
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intelligent people forget that a necessary proportion must be
observed between time, work and success.
Freud 1913: 1045
To counter these unrealistic expectations, Freud found it
effective to inform patients in advance about the difficulties and
sacrifices of the enterprise, telling them that the journey could take
longer than they initially expected.
It is easier to answer the question about the duration of a
treatment within a medical discourse: in this setting, the doctor can
estimate how long you should take your antibiotics, how long you
will have to wear your cast or how long your flu will last. In
psychotherapy, however, the question remains much more
ambiguous. These different approaches to time demonstrate how
the time for a therapeutic process differs from the time for a
medical recovery.
Nowadays, patients can find it remarkable that the time for
therapy is hard to foresee. Our zeitgeist is not in accordance with
the idea that a time estimation for therapy can be difficult. As a
heritage of the industrial revolution; efficiency, goal orientation
and technological advancement have become central values in our
society. The revolution initiated the development of relentless
knowledge - a science ready to face any quest imaginable. Within
this spirit, body and mind are controllable and understandable
through technical knowledge. Since the Age of Enlightenment,
mankind started to perceive the world as malleable and
manageable, and the same goes for our health (De Schutter 2014;
Cushman and Gilford 2000). Our focus on these values of
calculability, logic, and instrumentalism has also left its mark on
our current healthcare system. The government, and patients alike
seem to expect a certain scientific, predictable, technical, and
rational healing process. The idea that the length of a therapy is
difficult to predict is not in accordance with these popular ideas.
Typical for our time spirit, we find it hard to acknowledge that a
time for therapy is hard to calculate or estimate.
1.1. Lacan’s teaching on time and the unconscious
But why is it so difficult to calculate this duration? We can
try to comprehend this question by a Lacanian reading of time in
psychoanalysis, which differs radically from a medical discourse.
According to Lacan’s teaching, time fulfils a function in
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discovering a subjective knowledge, and therefore a patients’ time
in therapy cannot be embodied as linear or chronological (such as
the time that predicts how many minutes fit within an hour). The
article entitled ‘Logical Time and the Assertion of Anticipated
Certainty. A New Sophism’ (1966) is probably Lacan’s most well
know article on time, since it brought out the significance of time
in a full-fledged way (Wang 2018). In this article, he describes
how every analysis has its own tempo, hence a ‘logical time’ that
does not answer to any prescription or prediction. He outlined
three different times in an analysis, which he describes by using
the apologue of the three prisoners (Lacan 1966). However, for
this study we chose to focus on one of his later discussions
concerning time, namely how he made time a central dimension in
the concept of the unconscious, in Seminar XI. According to these
subsequent elaborations, we should embody the unconscious as a
subject that manifests itself unexpectedly during the therapy
sessions (Miller 2000). The unconscious should therefore be
presented as an occurrence or a phenomenon. This leads us to its
time dimension: in its essential form, the unconscious appears to
us as a discontinuity. It has the temporality of a flash and opens
and closes in an unexpected manner. The moments in which
something is illuminated (e.g. through dreams or slips of the
tongue) alternate with moments of darkness. With time, these
consecutive illuminations gradually form a pattern in an analysis.
However, this is not a pre-existing pattern (of which the duration
is predictable) but one that realises itself during analytical work. It
takes an unpredictable form, even in its time dimension. It is hard
to predict its duration in advance because the talking cure evolves
around this opening and closing of the unconscious (Adriaensen
2001).
Freud conceptualised the unconscious differently than
Lacan. He tended to embody the unconscious as a form of
knowledge. Only when all the unconscious material within the
patient was brought to the surface, the patient was considered as
healed. We can use the metaphor of a basement here: only when
all the traumas and complexes are cleaned out of the stuffy
basement, are we considered as cured of our neurosis. This vision
implies that an unconscious knowledge was present in advance,
before therapy even started. This would imply that the time to
bring the unconscious to the fore (cleaning out the basement) is
calculable (Adriaensen 2001).
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Although Freud was reluctant to make predictions about the
length of therapy (as we saw previously), at other moments he did
refer to the time in analysis in a linear way. As such, in his article
‘Analysis Terminable and Interminable’ he describes how his own
technical advancements ensured that in the future, certain cases
could be solved more quickly: ‘Since he had to suffer through all
my technical and theoretical errors, I actually think that a future
case could be solved in half the time’ (Masson 1985: 409).
Lacan approached the matter radically differently:
according to his teaching, the unconscious can be presented as a
subject that realises itself during the sessions (and does not await
us in the basement). This implies that it is hard to foresee the
duration of an analysis in advance. It is therefore impossible to
predict the end of treatment, since we do not know the time for
understanding of the subject in advance (Adriaensen 2001). Lacan
describes this time for understanding as ‘the time necessary to
produce a trace of what failed to work out at first’ (Lacan 2001:
428). He linked the end of an analysis to the closing of the
unconscious, rather than the opening. The end of an analysis
therefore takes form when the subject can take a different attitude
towards this not-knowing. The logical time is then the time that is
necessary to conclude about this not-knowing, namely the real.
2. Time limited therapy
Contrary to Lacan’s theory on time in therapy, in time
limited therapy the answer to the question: ‘How long is this
therapy going to take?’ is given in advance. As such, it can be
foreseen that a therapy lasts for seven, fifteen or twenty sessions.
Reasons for implying a time limit to therapy are often economic:
to limit possible therapy costs. Scientific research is another
setting in which the time limit is often applied. Here, researchers
find it important to keep a variable such as the length of therapy
constant, to be able to measure another variable (such as outcome).
Limiting therapy in time is currently a common practice in our
Western society. Within many healthcare systems across different
countries, patients with less difficult problems are first acquainted
with a first dose of therapy which is outlined in time. Psychiatric
hospitalisations are also conceived increasingly as time limited.
In these economic and research applications of a time limit,
the technique is applied for reasons external to the therapeutic
logic: the therapy cannot cost society too much or should be
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measurable within an experimental study. However, this implies
we are no longer questioning how the application of a time limit
can influence the internal logic of a therapy. Freud was one of the
first to use the technique for motivations intrinsic to therapy. In his
article ‘Analysis Terminable and Interminable’ (1937) he
describes his experiences with the intervention. He decided to
apply a time limit in the case of the Wolf Man because the therapy
got stuck on a resistance in which the patient was nestling. In the
final months of the analysis, Freud claimed his patient was able to
bring back all the memories and connections that were necessary
to conquer his neurosis. Although Freud was initially enthusiastic
about the effects of the time limit, the case of the wolf man ended
less optimistically than hoped for. From his experiences with other
patients Freud asserted that, while the time limit could enable
access to a lot of unconscious material, it also caused another part
to repressed and become ‘buried’ (Freud 1937).
While Freud dared to experiment with the time limit and
investigated the effects it had on his therapies, our current
therapeutic landscape seems to have stopped questioning the
technique altogether, considering it an application that does not
influence the therapeutic process. The time limit easily blends in
with our ‘technical’ zeitgeist: the idea that therapy can be
considered as a calculable procedure that can be outlined in time.
However, as we can discern from Lacan’s teaching, applying a
time limit to a Lacanian therapy may cause some strange effects,
as it disaccords with its fundamental concepts. We investigated
this dissonance in our qualitative research.
3. Therapists’ experiences in time limited Lancanian
psychotherapy
In our study, we tried to answer the question ‘How does a
time limit interfere with a Lacanian psychotherapy?’ For this
reason, we analysed interviews of therapists working with a time
limit in a Lacanian psychotherapy. More specifically, we
interviewed four psychoanalytically oriented therapists
participating in a large scale randomised controlled trial (RCT).
The therapists had three to nine years of clinical experience and
had all completed postgraduate education in Freudian-Lacanian
psychoanalytic psychotherapy. Although the therapists all
identified with Lacanian psychoanalysis, they each provided their
own interpretation of this type of therapy in private practice. In the
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RCT, the time limit was set at twenty sessions, which on average
lasted for a period of six months. Patients were not given a
rationale for the number of sessions during the study, it was simply
communicated to them that the therapy would last twenty sessions.
If patients asked about the therapy ending, therapists were
supposed to tell them that these matters could be discussed towards
the final sessions.
The therapists were interviewed at three moments during
their research participation: before the start of the RCT, after
finishing their first therapy (after +/- six months) and after the
finalization of the research (after +/- two years). This way, we
could study the evolution of their experiences with the time limit.
The interviews were transcribed and analysed with a qualitative
research method. Three themes were derived from this analysis
which show how the time limit interferes with some of the
fundamental theorems of psychoanalytic practice: (1) Firstly,
therapists noticed that the time limit had a restricting effect on the
patients’ speech. Feeling pressured and hasty, the therapists had
the tendency to focus more in the sessions, and to limit free
association. (2) Secondly, patients’ expectations changed because
of the time limit: they seemed to expect a more directive therapist;
some kind of expert, which was not in line with the common
abstinent attitude of a psychoanalytic therapist. (3) Finally,
therapists noticed that patients became alienated from their
subjective time because of the predetermined time frame. We will
discuss these themes in more detail below.
3.1. The time limit restricts patients’ speech
The therapists within our research had the feeling that they
had to ignore certain themes in the patients’ speech or leave them
aside, because they lacked the time to discuss them properly within
the restricted time frame. Due of the time restrictions, they felt
obligated to lay focus on specific themes in therapy, which felt
uneasy for them. Most of the therapists found this narrowed focus
hard to jibe with their normal psychoanalytic way of working in
which free association is a key pillar. Chloe for example, discussed
how this often led to hesitations in therapy: ‘It’s almost like
deliberating – shall I close this now, because we’ve only got
twenty sessions, or shall I leave it open for something new to
appear - which can be discussed?’ (Chloe).
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The doubts and deliberations regarding the focus in therapy
can be linked to the haste caused by the time limit at times. As a
result of the time restrictions, the therapists felt the topics in
therapy had to be chosen more carefully. The majority of the
therapists therefore felt restricted in their role as a therapist. For
example, Arthur told us he felt that he could not allow patients to
talk as freely as he would have liked. Chloe expressed how she
desired to ‘leave more room for coincidence’ and to let certain
themes expand in therapy. These experiences show us how the
time limit could have a narrowing effect on therapy. This tendency
made therapists feel the desire to broaden the patient’s stories, in
spite of the limited time.
Regarding psychoanalytic ethics, Arthur found that the time
limit stood in way of free association and coincidence in therapy,
mainly because it had a restricting effect on the goals of a Lacanian
therapy: a speech that evolves around the lack. Arthur noticed that
the necessary focus in therapy did not coincide with his clinical
desire (where the accent lies more on exploring). According to
him, it is one of psychoanalysis’ strengths to leave as much open
and free in therapy as possible, and thus allowing for almost
anything to appear in the patient’s free association. He thought that
working in a time limited manner required a totally different way
of working than his usual technique: ‘But you have to know that if
you see these people for twenty sessions, the goal is to stop
afterwards, and you have to work in a totally different way, you
have to pick out certain themes in a directive way and leave some
other themes aside. You also have to silence the patient when they
talk about these matters while – I can’t - I just can’t - I’m not
trained for that’ (Arthur).
Arthur also found it unethical to unfold certain difficult
themes with patients, only to then abruptly send them home after
twenty sessions. To him, working time limited therefore also
meant that certain themes would have to be closed in the final
sessions. The other therapists also mentioned this closing up at the
end of therapy. Chloe and Isabel found that in the final sessions,
the focus of the therapy narrowed down. Chloe found that she
reduced her input in the final sessions, because she did not want to
open the patient’s speech towards the end. Aside from her own
‘closing up’, she also noticed this tendency on the patients’ behalf.
Some of her patients started to bring less material in the final
sessions because they felt the end was nigh. Isabel also noticed this
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tendency and associated it with patients starting to detach toward
the end of therapy: ‘What you sometimes notice is that people can
also … in the eighteenth, nineteenth session, maybe even the
seventeenth … start talking in a way that’s more like small talk …
uhm and they start to detach one way or another and take some
distance. They gradually let their speech fade out … (Isabel). By
their closing up, Isabel noticed that patients sensed the end of
therapy was near and therefore started to take some distance in the
final sessions. Thus, the closing up happened on the beat of the
proposed time limit, instead of ending naturally in time for the
patient and therapist.
The stories of the therapists show us how talking freely in
therapy was strained by the time limit. Naturally, this conflicted
with the therapist’s usual psychoanalytic way of working. Where
a psychoanalytic session should behold the possibility for almost
anything to unfold in the patient’s speech (and thus leaves plenty
of room for the unconscious), the time limit seemed to sabotage
this process. On behalf of the therapists, their free-floating
attention was hindered because of the time limit. Narrowing the
focus in therapy contrasted with the Lacanian principle of gardez
vous de comprendre. The time limit seemed to make it harder to
stay open for what’s new or different in the patient’s speech.
3.2. The time limit changes patients’ expectations
towards therapy
According to the therapists, the time limit and the research
context changed the image and the expectations patients had about
therapy. Patients seemed to get the idea more that the therapy
evolved around reaching their goals within a limited time frame.
It was remarkable how, within the research context, patients
seemed to hold the therapists more responsible for this goal instead
of themselves. Due to the predetermined time frame, some patients
got the expectation that their presenting complaint would be
solved within the 20 sessions. The therapists certainly felt the
pressure of this expectation: ‘I think this gives people a certain
idea before they engage in the research or start the sessions … like
okay twenty sessions? I’m coming with this complaint and by then
it will be solved. And that – that creates the expectation’ (Isabel).
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All therapists therefore noticed that patients had higher
expectations of them in time limited therapy. Patients seemed
more focused on ‘coming to get something’ in therapy, compared
to their regular, time unlimited therapies: ‘I had the impression that
the limit, one way or another […] created the expectation for them
like “I’m coming to get something, and you will have to give it to
me” - I felt that way less in my regular therapies’ (Arthur).
In Arthur’s own private practice, the time is not set in
advance and the end of therapy is discussed with the patient, which
according to him, diminishes these expectations. For these
patients, time is time ‘as it passes’ and the idea ‘time is passing,
and you have to give me something’ is less present. Marie also
noticed that the time limit caused patients to take on a more passive
position in therapy. The therapists all noticed that patients
expected them to take on a more directive position in time limited
therapy. Because of the pressure of the time limit, they also tended
to hasten their interventions.
According to Arthur, his patients in the research were less
demanding when the transference felt right in therapy. In this case,
patients tended to have less expectations or demands for the
therapist to give them something. These patients seemed to join
Arthur’s idea of the time limit as an artificial ending. According to
him, they joined in on his idea of therapy, instead of holding on to
the research context. Arthur found them to be more engaged in
therapy: ‘I think these are the people that kept on coming and that
still come, while the people who tended to hold on to the fact that
I had to – that I had to fix something and that this should be done
within a certain time frame – they ended way sooner or after
twenty sessions like – okay this was it. It amounted to something
or nothing but I’m not coming back, because you have nothing to
offer. I found this differed immensely, compared to the people who
were like … uhm … there’s something in the therapeutic bond and
time doesn’t really matter, it’s me who has to do it here’ (Arthur).
Isabel and Chloe both seemed to have developed a certain
strategy to work with the high expectations the patients sometimes
had. Chloe created a ‘time logic’ with her patients and started to
make resumes with them about the previous sessions: ‘Of course,
people expect something to happen in those twenty sessions- or
that we would have some kind of strategy that allows for, uhm and
that’s also a strategy I’ve put in there myself (laughs) – like “we’re
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now halfway”. And I kind of started to make more resumes myself
–I started to insert some kind of strategy or some kind of time logic
myself’ (Chloe).
Isabel also tended to refer more to the goals the patients had
foreseen at the beginning of therapy and started to ask them about
where they were at in therapy and what they wanted to reach. By
making the resumes and getting back to the goals, Isabel and Chloe
seemed to take on a more directive position than normally. Their
structured way of keeping in touch with the patients and their goals
almost seemed self-evident for them in a time limited therapy.
Although Isabel liked working this way, Chloe feared that her
directive way of working closed something in the patients’ story.
Marie and Arthur, on the contrary, actively rejected taking on this
directive role: they resolutely chose to maintain their usual way of
working in therapy.
Therapists mentioned another factor that influenced the
expectations of patients, namely the instance that imposed the time
limit. They considered the research team, and even broader, the
university as having proposed a time limit of twenty sessions. The
university was anything but a neutral instance to the patients: they
considered it a well-respected institution, representing a certain
knowledge base. The therapists found that some patients tended to
hold on to this image, also when referring to the research context
itself. As a result of this association, patients sometimes thought
that the number of sessions prescribed by the university would be
enough for their issues. The therapists differed in their opinions on
whether this could be an advantage or disadvantage in therapy. For
example, Isabel found that these high expectations could work as
a ‘self-fulfilling prophecy’ for some patients, making them work
towards their initial therapy goals: ‘And from that viewpoint I
think that a restricted amount of sessions, restricted in advance,
has a therapeutic effect in itself because it makes them work
towards something they will fill in themselves, a sort of selffulfilling prophecy – in which you can absolutely maintain free
speech’ (Isabel).
Other therapists, such as Marie and Arthur, had the feeling
that because of the high expectations, patients could also feel more
disappointed when the therapy did not proceed as foreseen.
The time limit, together with its research context, seemed to
have changed patients’ expectations of the therapy. Of course,
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patients expecting their problem to be solved is not only the case
in time limited therapy. However, where patients’ focused on the
fact that this had to be done within twenty sessions seemed to
fixate something for them, which gave the therapists less space to
manoeuvre. From a psychoanalytic perspective, the treatment also
revolves around a patients understanding of the function of his or
her symptom. This implies patients taking an active position in
questioning themselves and how they could be implied in the
situation. Unfortunately, our results show that the time limit
caused the patients to take on a more passive position and seemed
to rely more on the therapists for something to change. This
impeded the analytic process.
Within the research context, the therapists (associated with
the university) were put on a pedestal. They represented more than
in their private practice, a “subject supposed to know”. This
transference gave them a power to work with, which Isabel did
when she referring to her ‘self-fulfilling prophecy’. However,
when the therapists could not live up to the expectations, the
disappointment also tended to be bigger.
3.3. Patients alienate from their own time in time limited
therapy
All therapists noticed that patients tended to hold on
strongly to the twenty sessions within the research. As such, some
patients continued therapy while their initial symptoms had
already disappeared, while others continued in therapy even when
they were not very convinced of it. They had the idea that the
twenty sessions had to be completed before the therapy would
have its effect, or to do the therapy properly. The therapists often
wondered if the patients would have continued the therapy, had
there not been a set time frame. They thought that in a way, the
time limit motivated patients to continue therapy: ‘Weirdly I
wonder if he would have kept coming? … Because those twenty
also suggested that something would be completed and I think
people are influenced by this idea anyway - like okay, maybe I
should compete the twenty sessions for there to be an effect. And
this has an impact in itself’ (Chloe).
Patients tended to have the idea that something would
change about their problems, only when they had completed the
twenty sessions. In a way, the time the research offered in therapy
was equated to the time they thought they needed to solve their
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individual problem. They also seemed to measure the process they
had been through in therapy by comparing it to the twenty
sessions. Isabel described this way of thinking as such: ‘People
have this in mind “How many sessions are we at now?” “How
many sessions do we have left?” In this discourse, patients own
subjective feeling of time – the time they felt they needed to
conquer their problem – became less central.
The reason for this ‘pinning down’ on the twenty sessions
could vary from patient to patient. While for one patient, the
engagement towards the research and university was central,
others tended to hold on to the idea that twenty sessions would be
enough according to scientific logic: ‘And I thought this was very
clear… “Yeah I’m gonna do this now”…uhm…“But I’m gonna
stop with it after the twenty - maybe I’ll be back”’. She was
holding on very much to the idea that scientifically, twenty could
be enough’ (Chloe).
With no clear rationale foreseen for the time limit, patients
seemed to fill in the rationale themselves. The intervention of the
time limit therefore became coloured by their own ideas and
fantasies. Some patients saw a judgement about their own problem
in the time limit. Chloe for example, told us that in the healthcare
centre where she worked, a time limit of seven sessions sometimes
gave patients the idea that the problem they dealt with was not that
serious, or could be easily fixed: ‘Some patients feel relieved: “Ah,
I only have to come for seven sessions” (…) Some people do you
know. And they almost see it as a strength, like, I’m not such a bad
case after all (…). For some people it’s a relief’ (Chloe).
In this case, the time limit of seven sessions told patients
something about themselves: the problem they are dealing with is
minor, since it can be resolved in only seven sessions. Adriaensens
(2001) points out that this kind of message alienates the subject
from itself: where psychoanalysis aims at allowing a patient to find
his or her own words to give form to their identity, the time limit
seems to hinder this process and objectifies them even more.
As mentioned above, the therapists noticed that the time
limit could function as a sort of motivator in therapy. One of
Isabel’s patients was able to reach her predetermined goals
because of their positive transference, but also because in the
sessions, she was actively working towards the twentieth session:
‘I think those twenty sessions definitely have something to do with
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it because she really intended to do it right, like, within those
twenty sessions I’m gonna do it properly, almost as if she was
taking a course, like “I’m gonna pass in the end” (Isabel).
This was also the case in more difficult therapies where the
patients might have given up without the time limit. For example,
a patient of Marie had a very strict ethic (‘I have engaged myself
for this, I have to complete it’), and for the first time managed to
not quit a therapy prematurely: ‘I think this made it possible for
her to do what we did on Monday, to finish together, but not to
quit it – something she did in her previous therapies’ (Marie).
Although the time limit seemed to function as a motivator
for some patients to pursue a difficult but fertile therapy, for others
it seemed a reason to stick to a therapy they did not find useful, or
that they were disappointed in. Some patients in the study kept on
coming because they had engaged themselves for therapy but in
truth were actually dissatisfied with the therapy. Marie found it
hard to see the benefit of these cases, and proposed that in such a
case, a patient’s subjective decision about ending therapy could
have had a larger therapeutic effect: ‘I think the restricted character
of the therapy caused her to … finish the ride. Uhm but I have
serious questions about the added value of this completing. I think
it would have been much more effective if she had said – after the
umpteenth sessions – like – go fuck yourself. I’m out of here. That
would have had an effect. Of her own decision. Now she just went
along passively, she passively reduced herself to those twenty and
together we completed the ride. But why and how … I have no
idea’ (Marie).
Marie thus thought that the therapeutic effect would have
been bigger if her patient decided herself to quit therapy. In the
time limited setting, Marie found that her patient had reduced
herself to a passive object completing the twenty sessions against
her own will. Can we say that if patients chose their own ending at
a certain point this is more valuable than a foreseen ending? For
some patients the time limit could be an advantage, in the sense
that they pursued a difficult but fruitful therapy they would
otherwise have quit prematurely. On the other hand, this
completing could also take the form them dragging themselves to
a therapy for which they were not motivated.
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Conclusion
In this article we discussed how to give form to an
elementary dimension of psychotherapy, namely time. In doing so,
we studied the experiences of therapists working with a time limit
in a psychoanalytic psychotherapy. Our research showed that a
time limited therapy disaccords with the psychoanalytic frame at
several points. One the one hand, therapists appear to be compelled
to take on a more directive role in their therapies. This focus
disagrees with the principles of free-floating attention and the
gardez vous de comprendre of Lacan. Moreover, the therapists had
the feeling that the patients spoke less freely because of the time
limit (and the accompanied focus on goals), and therefore hindered
their free association. On the other hand, therapists noticed how
the time limit influenced patients’ expectations. Within the
research context, patients seemed to expect a more directive
‘expert’ – someone who achieved a defined result within a defined
time. More than in their own private practice, therapists were
attributed the title of ‘subject supposed to know’, which could
have benefits, but also downsides for the therapeutic process.
The results of our study demonstrate that when a time limit
is inserted in a psychoanalytic therapy, this not only changes the
patients’ and therapists’ sense of time, but also has severe
consequences for other important aspects of a Lacanian
psychotherapy, such as the transference, free association and free
floating attention. These effects point out that the dimension of
time is closely related to fundamental psychoanalytic interventions
and mechanisms. In Lacanian therapy, leaving room for the
unconscious to appear (and disappear) is essential. When this
space is restricted, working analytically does not become
impossible per se, but tends to hold more challenges. Although all
therapists found their own way of dealing with the time frame, they
also struggled to safeguard a place for the unconscious. Where
some chose to undermine the time limit from the beginning, others
found a way to compromise between the time limit and patient’s
free speech.
Another remarkable theme in our results was the patients’
tendency to arrange their sense of time according to the rhythm of
the time limit, instead of following their own rhythm in therapy.
As such, some patients continued therapy longer than usually
because they wanted to complete the twenty sessions.
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Additionally, certain patients assumed a judgement about their
problem in the length of the time limit. The author Joke Hermsen
(2010) provides an interesting point of view on the subject by
sketching the difference between an internal, subjective time and
a more general, consensual clock time. Hermsen proposes that
mankind has become more and more disconnected from its local
and natural time rhythm because of the installation of the
international Greenwich time and the globalisation and
industrialisation that followed. The universal, economic time
became more and more prominent in our daily lives compared to
our subjective, internal time. We discussed a consequence of this
phenomenon in our introduction, describing how patients can find
it remarkable that time for therapy is unpredictable, because they
assume this process is (as most activities in our daily lives)
calculable in clock time. However, apart from the universal and
calculable clock time, we maintain a different, nevertheless
important, time dimension in ourselves. Time is in essence part of
the subject, as the poem of Borges describes in the beginning of
our article: ‘It is a fire which consumes me, but I am the fire’. Our
relationship towards time is thus part of our identity. The time
needed for a therapeutic process takes the form of this internal time
rather than the universal clock time. When patients are given a
predetermined time frame in therapy, it can alienate them from
their own time and subjectivity. A Lacanian therapy, however, is
supposed to encourage the subject to discover its individuality,
instead of reducing them to a passive object. Though we do not
always have the luxury of time in every therapeutic setting, from
a Lacanian viewpoint it is paramount to keep pleading for
therapies in which patients are acquainted enough space and time
to take on an active position in discovering their own singular
truth.
ROSA MARIA DE GEEST and REITSKE MEGANCK
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THE FIXITY OF IMAGES AND THE
PERCEPTION OF TIME

In this paper I will try to focus my attention not on external
time, that is on the flow of events, of which the subject has little
or no control, but on internal time, on the perception of time, on
how each subject tends to experience it and live it. We could say,
with a certain approximation, that external time coincides with the
movement of the stars, with geological transformations, but also
with the uncontrollable deterioration and progressive aging of all
living beings. In this sense, external time coincides with
transience, with the change to which all things, and in particular
living beings, are subject. I will purposefully leave out the
important theme of history, the changes and repetitions it brings
about, in that it is too broad and not directly connected to what I
would like to talk about. Instead, what I would like to address here
is the subjective perception of time, experienced from a particular
point of view. A common experience is that by which some of our
mental products have a fixed nature. By fixed I mean the property
of maintaining a perceptive regularity in time, a kind of
unchangeable rigidity. The objects subjected to this fixity, display
some characteristics, which I will try to illustrate.
The first characteristic concerns a particular perceptive
intensity. It is as if these objects were illuminated, not from the
outside but from the inside, and were for this reason made stable
and unchangeable. It is as if these objects had no shadow, or
nuance, or variable tonality, but a fixed and motionless tone. A
second trait is related to their continuity. Despite the attempts to
connect them, contextualise them, integrate them in something
that may contain them, make them become figures of a possible
background containing them, these objects seem to be suspended
in a void, which is filled only by them: they are a totality in
themselves. A third trait is related to their tendency not to be
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symbolised. They are not so much signs of something, they do not
refer to a context of associations, they do not flow, so to speak,
towards something or in some direction; rather, they are
motionless, as it were, filled only with themselves. Any attempt to
use them as symbols seems destined to fail, because of a sort of
intrinsic, unmodifiable, concreteness.
Any object may acquire this fixity: a pet, an insect, a
specific part of our body, a blindfold on an eye, the hook of the
captain in Peter Pan, a moustache. It is important to underline that
we are talking about objects, that is, things, with a particular
perceptive intensity. In this sense also, a person can fall into this
category: though in this case he or she also becomes a thing, a
motionless persistence. These objects are therefore not
comparable to the internal objects of British psychoanalysis (Klein
1926, 1932; Heinmann 1949). Internal objects, in fact, are real
people with whom the subject has had a meaningful and important
relationship and with whom he or she has established a partial or
total identification. Such identification may undergo changes or it
may become crystallised, but in any case, it contributes in laying
the foundations for a possible construction of a personality or
character.
These objects are not even phantoms, representations of a
figure, modified by defence mechanisms or desires, made
persistent, precisely because they are invested by desires or
defence mechanisms. We know that identifications and phantoms
occupy the mind in an important way and often block it, limiting
its openness, the possibilities of knowledge and love. They are
more similar to, although they do not coincide with, Winnicott’s
transitional objects (1953): we are talking about real objects,
which exist in the world, but which have an almost ‘sacred’
character, in the sense of being separated from the world, despite
their very concrete nature. In short, these objects are real but have
a particularly powerful perceptive force. We could say that they
are indeed very similar to these types of objects, but that they
possess a force, which refers to something unknown,
immeasurable, strongly invested with interest and attraction, at
times eroticised; that they are bearers of destiny or of magic, but
that they are never symbols of something possible and other. We
could say that they are symbols of a force, of a power, of an
unfathomable energy and that moving beyond them creates a sense
of fear and of emptiness.
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What has been said has another consequence. These objects
detach themselves from the context, they seem to appear not
against a background, but as emerging from a productive, dark and
mysterious nothingness. In psychoanalytical terms, we could say
that they are split objects, separated, with a life of their own, and
are not susceptible to enter into connections, or form links,
branches. The only way to treat them is to broaden the horizon, to
observe them closely, to better understand their functions and
similarities, without trying to hastily define their meaning.
However, before carrying out a more in-depth investigation to
establish which categories these objects belong to, we must clarify
why we have chosen this fixity in order to talk about the perception
of time.
We can certainly say, in line with a rich philosophical
tradition (e.g. Arist. Phys. IV), that time essentially coincides with
a movement. Movement of bodies in space, movement of thoughts
and images in our mind: the connection between two thoughts, or
between an image and a thought or a real object and its memory, a
recovered connection between a memory and its real object, an
association, a link, a similarity. All these functions determine a
sense of time: time is born within us when something connects to
something else, like a train connecting two cities. This fluidity, this
shift from one point to another, is experienced by the subject as
new time, as something unfolding, moving within him or herself.
It is this movement that accompanies the alternating of day and
night, the time of seasons, cyclical time, but it also accompanies
the succession of our physiological states - hunger, sleep, sexual
arousal - which appear each time as the same, and that each time
introduce some differences in this sameness, a new detail in this
repetition. It is as if at least two parallel axes shifted inside the
subject: the inevitable movement of the body, with its variations always paradoxically the same - of its functions, and the
movement of the mind towards a progressive and ever increasing
fluidity.
We could consider mental illness as a partial loss of this
internal movement, as the predominance of a physical rigidity that,
instead of fluidity, continues to bring about sameness. This is why
the fixed objects we are talking about halt time: their fixity
immobilises the flow, it fixates the object to something that is
unchangeable and always the same, as if the time surrounding that
object were still. A grasshopper sitting motionless in the sun can
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be an insect, a particular or distressing presence, something
inspiring curiosity, a pleasant novelty, or perhaps company, or
danger. But under certain conditions, and soon we will see which
ones, that grasshopper becomes a logo, a brand, an immobile and
unchangeable perception, imbued with enigmatic and mysterious
qualities, that will never move again. It is important, however, at
this point, to specify the conditions under which the object,
separated from the context, becomes autonomous and blocks the
internal movement that contributes to the perception of time.
Before doing this, I would, however, like to provide a further
clarification, which relates to artistic language, and in particular
pictorial language, in the hope that this will help to better clarify
my thought.
In many paintings, one can clearly perceive that the
fascination of the work resides in a dialectic relationship between
geometry and the absence of organization. Geometry is present in
perspective, in the reading of the work as a set of structured
geometric forms, such as volume ratios, circumferences, cubes,
cones, parallelepipeds. It is also present in the distance between
objects and colours, in the symmetry between parts, in the
mysterious presentification of simple forms concealed behind
images, which however constitute the images themselves. The
unorganised element is the part of the painting that escapes the
geometric rule, though never completely. It seems that the
geometric and the unorganised element chase each other
continuously, in an endless dialogue, in which neither must prevail
definitely. If one takes a painting by Canaletto, for instance, the
predominant geometry of palaces, spires, streets and canals may
give rise to a sense of oppression or even boredom. But the soft
colour of the light, the casual stroll of a passer-by, the flight of a
bird, give a melancholic and dreamy quality to the background
geometry. Geometry turns into nostalgia. The bird acquires
meaning because it is inserted into the geometric element and this
element acquires meaning because it is enlivened by the flight of
the seagull.
This also hold true of the mind. The rigidity of the
perceptual structure is enlivened by the unexpected connections
that continually impose themselves on the structure itself. But if
these connections are blocked, if the objects becomes fixed and,
so to speak, hallucinated, no movement is generated and the
perceptive structure does not grasp an object to be rendered fluid
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inside a context, but a split body placed in an unconnected terrain.
We will soon see how these objects are formed and their function.
However, in the context of this paper, it is fundamental to grasp
the paralysing nature of temporality, which these objects tend to
bring about. If these fixed modalities prevail, the mental world
becomes more rigid, it becomes a sort of museum displaying
statues and objects, beautiful or ugly, but all the same immobile,
as if we were wandering through a deserted or no longer inhabited
house, where objects acquire a kind of enigmatic and fixed life of
their own.
We can now indicate the forms by which this process of
fixity is modified. There are essentially three main forms. The first
relates to psychosis. In this condition, especially in connection
with the crisis of presence, the object involved becomes hyperconcrete and therefore unchangeable. The second relates to
traumatic objects, which accompany traumatic experiences and
immobilise them over time. The third relates to fetish, that is, an
object that is immobile and immobilised but that is also eroticized,
which performs a function of saturation of a void placed
elsewhere, a void the object has the task of saturating. We will now
analyse them one at a time.
Fixity in psychosis
An essential characteristic of a psychotic state is the fact that
when a break occurs in a fundamental relationship with an
important other, thought acquires a visionary and, to a certain
extent, immobile quality. This visionary modality is characterised
by the particular intensity of sensory data, by the fact that this
sensory data is experienced as being suspended, not linked to any
context, seemingly fallen from the sky, and it, therefore, displays
the qualities of sacredness, or at the very least it seems to have
originated in an unknown world. Psychotics, in fact, need to have
a very powerful and protective relationship with a reference figure;
at the beginning of life it is the mother and then a brother, a
relative, sometimes a father, more rarely, a companion, or a friend.
When a rift occurs in this relationship, the psychotic subject is
faced with frightening anxieties caused by a sense of loss. The
world becomes a foreign place, everyday reality becomes
mysterious and bizarre, as if the missing person were able, with
his or her presence alone, to ensure a reality check and
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participation in a world made familiar, and his or her absence
causes their disappearance.
The break may be brought on by actual disappearance,
bereavement, abandonment, an important life event, such as an
illness, a change of job, but it can also be caused by the
appearance, in the loved one, of some element that creates doubt,
strangeness, an unexpected trait: this person is not what I thought!
The sense of loss is distressing and almost unbearable. For this
reason, the psychotic subject resorts to a kind of invocation of
sensory aspects, which may restore the threatened world, its
subjectivity, with the idea that a sort of presence continues to
exists. This presence, however, has two characters. The first one
indicates that it is fragmented, broken up, partial. The second that
it is decontextualised, not inserted into a figure-background
relationship, which may provide this presence with a space-time
collocation. Things therefore appear as if through a collapse of
space-time coordinates, in which the subject is collocated. This
collapse of space and time must be filled immediately because the
loneliness it creates and the sense of annulment of subjectivity are
intolerable. A hallucinated sensoriality therefore forms, filling the
subject with fixed, but mysterious, stable, though extraneous
elements, which somehow fill the void, but at the same time may
terrorise the subject.
Even when they do not terrorise the subject, they still
present themselves as enigmatic: the subject becomes worn out,
and spends a lot of time interrogating them. Much of the distracted,
absorbed, or confused behaviour of psychotic subjects derives
from the fact that they must continually concentrate on these
hallucinated presences, which absorb their energies and prevent
them from focusing on elements of the real world. In an important
passage of The Interpretation of Dreams (1900), Freud
hypothesises that in the event of a crisis of consciousness, the
subject retroactively invests some sensory fragments of past
experiences, which thus acquire a significant perceptive modality,
but also escape any possible contextualisation. The way in which
a psychotic tries to master this dramatic situation is to construct a
delirium. A bizarre and unreal explanation, which however has the
advantage of contextualising, in a possibly unitary pattern, albeit
unreal, what otherwise would continue to be unbearable chaos.
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The fixed images we have talked about can be located at a
bodily level, or at the level of external reality. In the first case it is
an emptied body, a mysterious obstruction in the area of the mind
and body, a profound alteration of the balance of the organs, the
belief that blood is not blood but a liquid inadequate for the
purpose, that the sex organ is an appendix, hateful or too powerful,
or even omnipotent, followed by other beliefs of the same kind. In
the case of the outside world, images may be a position of the head,
of the person who is present, a gesture, a pair of glasses, a smell, a
specific part of the body, a flame, a puddle. These images are all
invested with this mysterious and inaccessible quality, which fill
and empty, at the same time. It should be added that these images
contain within them both the emotional state of the subject, and
the relationship with the other that determined this state. They are
hyper condensed images that the psychotic cannot decipher
because they are experienced as being fragmented and dispersed,
though they contain, in a condensed way, the history of the
relationship.
For the purposes of the theme dealt with by this study, it is
not relevant to indicate how to treat these phenomena in therapy,
but to indicate the fact that time stops: in these moments the sense
of time of the psychotic is absorbed by still images, blocked and
blocking, that question him and that he questions, without ever
reaching an answer, i.e. an answer that is not delirium, in turn fixed
and motionless. Time can be reconstituted if these images dilate
and restore a sense which is always that of a story between the
psychotic subject and the other of reference.
Fixity in trauma
We may say that behind the traumatic experience is a
particular intensity of the violence of experience itself, which
carries a threat to the life or mental balance of the subject, a subject
who is not prepared to face it. In this case, the experience is not
recorded in the usual way, nor can it be repressed, that is, recorded
and then blocked out – which is how the process of repression
takes place. Instead, experience acquires a very powerful
emotional quality that is not accompanied by a thought, but by a
fragmentation of sensory data, which remain in the mind as such,
and do not lead to an identification of the traumatising scenario.
It is as if the human mind, in the face of traumatic
experience, were not able to form a scene that somehow reflects
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the experience itself, but undergoes a split: on the one hand the
emotional factor is overpowering, on the other the appearance of
fixed hallucinatory elements maintains the emotional state of the
mind. The emotion we are talking about can be unbearable
anguish, a sense of death, a sense of disappearance, of a precipice,
an explosion. Life is questioned, but more importantly, the mental
capacity to maintain a degree of control over the event is also
questioned. The sensory fragments are pieces of the scene, they
bear a threat, a sense of unbearable penetration, of emptiness, but
they too are somewhat split off from the overall scenario. The
difference with psychosis is that in the case of trauma fixed images
are not perceived as coming from another world, they are
powerfully inserted in the real world. It is the real world that
becomes violent, as if the world were no longer a place where it is
possible for living beings to live in a certain orderly manner
alongside the inanimate world, but a place where at any time a
violent element may appear, threatening life and mental health.
Many traumatised subjects have lost faith in the world, in a
place of possible peaceful coexistence: they experience the world
as a continuous and constantly impending storm, which is perhaps
subject to momentary pause, but somehow always on the verge of
occurring. What interests us for the purposes of the present work,
is that also the life of traumatised subjects is structured around
fixed sensory elements, which remain stable over time. Unlike
psychosis, these elements appear and reappear, but are always
lurking, so to speak, and can be rekindled at any time. Here too,
these elements are fragments of gestures, the tone of someone’s
voice, words experienced as insults, unbearable criticisms, but also
noises, flashes of lightning, animals experienced as dangerous,
dogs barking, frightening insects, such as grasshoppers,
cockroaches, spiders. In short, life becomes a concentrate of
images that carry danger. The traumatised person manages this
situation becoming angry and irritated, developing paranoia, or
social isolation, or adopting an aggressive and violent attitude,
which create the delusion the subject is dominating the world,
rather than being dominated, the feeling that he or she is a threat
to the world, instead of the world being a threat to him or her. Here
too there is a certain stillness of time, there is no development, but
a sort of fixed scenario, in which the victim is always confronted
by a persecutor, and all possible movement is experienced as being
blocked by this hallucinatory permanence. Unlike the psychotic,
there is no development towards delirium, but a stillness in the
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perception of a world, which is sensed as being permanently bad
and unmanageable. Time perception can be reconstituted very
slowly, when a personal relationship is able to foster elements that
breach the perception of danger, pointing to trust, hinting to a
possible relationship in which the violent dimension is certainly
not totally eliminated, though it is at least contextualised inside a
broader space, in which there is room also for different types of
feelings.
Fixity in fetishism
Fetishism is not only a sexual perversion, indeed it can
become, in many cases, a way of relating to the world and to
things. If, however, we limit ourselves to considering the original
nucleus of this posture, we may say that the fetishist cannot beat
the sight of a void, internal or external. With reference to its sexual
connotation, this void is connected to the fetishist’s inability to
acknowledge the difference between genders: this difference is
experienced not only as something enigmatic and mysterious, but
as a void to be filled, and as a risk of becoming lost in it. In
particular, the female body is not viewed as something other with
respect to the male body, but as a challenge to the integrity and the
wholeness of the male body. The sense of inner emptiness that the
fetishist experiences is projected onto this difference, and the sight
of a female body becomes an unbearable spectacle.
Before falling into this void, the fetishist attaches himself to
the details that surround this void, and that have the task of slowing
the fall. In other words, some images connected to the female
body, a fur, a pair of shoes, hair, a scarf, a button, nail polish, are
experienced as plugs that fill the void itself, replacing the missing
object with subsidiary objects, invested with powerful excitement.
Freud (1927) emphasises that not only does the fetishist attach
himself to these fixed objects, but that he also eroticises them,
turning them into a powerfully sexualised source, so that the
relationship with femininity is replaced by the relationship with
these objects, which substitute the real object and excite more than
the female body in its entirety. This posture, which Freud describes
in detail, is accompanied by a deep vertical split. On the one hand,
this void is recognised, but on the other hand, all truth is denied to
the void. In short, it is denial of the void itself, which is filled by
the fetishised object. But what are the characteristics of these
objects? A wig, a boot, a shoe, nail polish, are fixed objects, used
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in a way that is repeated and always the same. These objects do
not symbolise something, they do not replace something; they are
objects that merely fill something that does not exist. They are
therefore not subject to mental development: their characteristic is
precisely that of not being symbols, because they were not used
for developing thought, but for another purpose: to deny lack, and
to transform lack into excitement.
It is useful to draw a comparison with Winnicott’s
transitional object (1953). Transitional objects contain both an
element of reality and an illusion, therefore they always have a
double value, a double statute, in that they allow us to identify a
missing object in the object itself, which, however, can be recalled
and is open to development. The fetish object, on the other hand,
is immobile in time and space, it only serves to excite, and its
relationship with lack is metonymic, not metaphorical. One could
say, in a somewhat picturesque way, that this is the last thing the
subject saw before being exposed to the void: the choice for this
object is therefore made not because it is a symbol, but because it
is close to the void without having fallen into it.
It is possible to extend this concept to a modality of relating
to objects that is widespread in the social sphere. Is it possible to
hypothesise that a certain employment of goods, a certain
investment defined so far as consumerist, has the purpose of
eroticising buyers with something that has only the function of
filling and not of embellishing or making them dream? The frantic
quest for accumulation, the sense of dissatisfaction with something
that is never enough, the excitement generated by the interest for
an object, the exteriorisation of objects in the personal sphere, Are
these not somewhat similar to the fetishist’s modality of relating
to things? Perhaps it is possible to recall the distinction made by
Marx (1959) between use value and exchange value and compare
them with fetishism. What counts is not so much the way one uses
an object, but the value of the object itself as something that is
eroticised and sparkling, which serves to be shown off and thus
enhance the social image of a subject, but also serves as the
illusion that the subject can take possession of something the
subject continues to lack. As far as the choice of the object of
fetishism is concerned, Freud (1927) underlines that the type of
object pertains to the desired other, though it has the function of
filling the void that the desired other carries within him or herself
and in which the subject is left. An example could be that of a child
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who is unable to have an affectionate and intimate relationship
with his mother, and who goes to his mother’s wardrobe and
smells her underwear, her clothes, when she is not there. The
illusion consists in achieving sensory stimulation through an
object belonging to the mother, which is filling and fulfilling,
unlike the void in the object and the void to which the object
condemns the subject. The relationship with the chosen object is
therefore a relationship of closeness. Since I cannot love you, I
will obtain excitement with your clothes, and this way I will
control you. It is easier to control a clothes item than a person.
For the purposes of the topic addressed here, attention has
been given to fixed elements, which in this case are not carriers of
enigmas, as in psychosis, or of violence, as in the case of trauma,
but are carriers of a powerful erotic excitement, which gives the
subject the illusion that the sexualisation of an object can fill the
absence of a relationship, the anguish caused by the discovery of
unbearable faults in the other and in oneself. Time is frozen also
here, because the relentless search for a fetish immobilises the
subject in eternal repetition, in search of that excitement which
ignites but does not warm, in which the transient pleasure of a
delimited sexuality never succeeds in replacing the pleasure
derived from opening up to the object and manifesting one’s
availability to it.
Conclusions
My intention was to approach three very different
conditions – psychosis, trauma, fetishism – which all have the
effect of obstructing the mind with very powerful and very rigid
perceptual elements, which occupy the subject with a constant,
impending and overbearing pressure and which neutralise the idea
that there is a time that evolves, a movement towards the other or
towards the future, a possibility of change.
It is as if, in all three cases, despite their enormous
differences, there were a persecutory sensorialised object, which
requires the subject’s constant attention, and delimits his or her
horizon, preventing an opening up to something new, to the
unknown, to something foreign, to what poses questions not in a
blocked way, but in an open way. We could say that the perception
of time is accompanied by a certain sense of freedom: the more the
subject can free him or herself from these fixed elements, the more
he or she experiences time, not only as a distressing, impossible
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and unstoppable arrow, but also as richness to be used. No doubt
time is both a friend and an enemy: it is impossible to stop time,
but at least one may use it. Biological time of aging carries with it
a sense of anguish. But it is possible to contain it in part if we think
of the fact that the more time passes, the more one acquires a
certain inner freedom. This freedom is, however, achievable only
if there are no fixed elements that somehow imprison the subject,
with their rigid and immovable presence.
In this paper I have purposefully left out another way of
controlling time which is the obsessive modality, so well described
in La freccia ferma by Elvio Facchinelli (1979). In the case of
obsessive subjects, time is blocked because the subject is
anguished by death, degradation, violence, and a fictitious and
very rigid order imposed on things gives him or her the illusion of
controlling these feelings. Transforming life into a ceremonial
immobilises time inside an everlasting ritual, nourishes the fantasy
that life is a fixed point, not something which develops. This very
important theme, however, is not so much about the fixed elements
of the mind, rather it is about the ceremonial imposed on things.
For this reason, I did not address the obsessive modality, not
because it is not important, but because my intention was to
highlight how some stable elements of mental production can
obstruct the idea of development, and thus interrupt the idea of
time as a flow. The identification of these fixed elements and their
treatment can have an important effect, the reactivation of a sense
of time, which on the one hand inevitably gives rise to melancholy,
but on the other shapes the idea of the development of a possible
opening, which will bring joy, and which at least in part can
compensate for the inevitable acknowledgment of the passage of
things.
ANTONELLO CORREALE
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LE PROCESSUS AU FIL DU TEMPS1
Nous assistons depuis une trentaine d’années à un retour en force,
quoique d’une manière discontinue, des références et modèles
scientifiques aussi bien que métaphoriques, imaginaires et topologiques
chez les analystes, un retour qui peut bien être à la mesure de
l’irréductible dans le travail de la cure, ainsi que de l’aléatoire,
l’indicible et l’inopiné de certains mouvements régrédients ou
progrédients du parcours analytique. Nous faisons l’hypothèse par
ailleurs que l’abondance et la richesse de ces supports qui viennent
illustrer et formaliser les aléas du processus analytique viennent en
quelque sorte commémorer la solitude originaire, les tâtonnements,
vacillements, redressements et constructions dont Freud a été la proie
depuis l’Esquisse. N’oublions pas que dans son malaise originaire face
à l’hystérique et à son auto-analyse, les premières tentatives et
productions théoriques, ainsi que les premières correspondances ont été
parsemées d’illustrations, de schémas et de métaphores médicales aussi
bien que mythologiques. Nous pouvons donc dire que ce sont ces
« constructions originaires », nourries par la passion freudienne des
origines qui ont pu faire progresser la clinique, inséparable des avancées
théoriques depuis les premières découvertes.
L’extrême richesse du bagage référentiel du rapport de J.
Canestri ainsi que les essais et modèles scientifiques qui alimentent son
argumentation nous fournissent une assise convaincante de
l’articulation qu’il établit entre les théories de l’analyste, en particulier
la dialectique qui se joue entre ses segments théoriques, sa théorie
implicite et préconsciente et à un autre niveau, les théories officielles :
« La création de nouveaux concepts qui résultent de l’interaction des
1

This article was published in the newsletter of the Paris Psychoanalytical Society
(The Psychoanalytical Process, December/January 2004) as a preliminary communication to
the Congress of French Language Psychoanalysts held in Milan in May 2004. It deals with
some points discussed in the reports of J. Canestri and F. Petrella (Bulletin of the
Psychoanalytic Society of Paris, PUF, 2004).
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théories officielles apprises avec ses propres théories » peuvent avoir
des destins divers comme se maintenir au niveau pré-conscient ou se
manifester à la conscience, ou encore « se révéler totalement
inappropriés ou acquérir une dignité théorique et arriver à faire partie
des théories officielles. »
Toutefois, la détermination avec laquelle l’auteur insiste sur le
rapport dialectique et fondamentalement heuristique du
« fantasmatique », du « faillible », du « créatif », du « fantastique », des
« illuminations soudaines » (chez les mathématiciens par exemple) et
des théories partielles (chez l’analyste) d’une part, avec les observations
méthodiques, guidées et « infaillibles », voire les théories officielles
d’autre part, nous portent à nous questionner sur les étapes et les
mouvements à partir desquels ce rapport dialectique peut être « un
instrument de transformation dans le processus analytique. » J’entends
en particulier la dynamique transformationnelle des processus
psychiques chez l’analysant à partir de l’enjeu inter-psychique de ce qui
se joue graduellement dans l’espace et le temps de l’analyse. Sauf à
admettre que ce sont les théories de l’analyste qui transforment et font
progresser le processus du fait de ce qui se transmet de sa
compréhension aussi bien « silencieuse » que « constructionniste » des
mouvements psychiques – les siens et ceux de l’analysant – et dans ses
interventions dans l’espace de l’analyse (notion de champ chez les
Baranger). Pour poser le problème d’une manière simple, voire
simpliste, quels seraient les éléments effectifs en jeu qui, partant de
l’élaboration préconsciente des théories de l’analyste, agissent sur la
transformation et la progression des processus psychiques chez
l’analysant et comment s’opèrent les mouvements successifs qui
donnent au processus sa cadence dans la marche de l’analyse ?
Bien entendu, on peut d’emblée fournir une première réponse qui
considère que la présence de l’analyste dans son travail préconscient et
par la suite ses interprétations (mais aussi ses silences) de ce qu’il
entend et théorise des associations de l’analysant, constitue l’agent
fondamental de transformation et de métabolisation de l’énergie non
liée des processus primaires en un sens nouveau caractérisé par le règne
de la liaison. Mais ce progrès transformationnel n’allant pas de soi, je
reprendrai ici quelques éléments qui seraient à l’œuvre dans le
cheminement constitutif de la transformation dans le processus comme
la causalité synchrone et la dimension diachronique, ainsi qu’une notion
centrale qui mérite d’être relevée comme partie inhérente au processus
et qui est l’insaisissable et l’aléatoire du temps, et leur effet sur le
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progrès de la cure et la signification de l’expérience subjective dans
l’analyse. A noter que dans son rapport, Petrella reprend de façon
personnelle cette notion d’insaisissable du temps quand il évoque par
exemple « l’espace-temps impossible » (ni linéaire, ni narratif) qui est
« étendu et virtuel, temporel et atemporel, répétitif, régressif et
potentiellement évolutif et propulsif » (p. 153-154).
Le temps du processus
Un certain nombre d’auteurs s’est déjà profitablement penché sur
la conception du temps en psychanalyse dans sa dimension historique
et doctrinale dans l’œuvre de Freud mais aussi dans sa dimension
clinique et ses implications techniques (A. Green, J.-L. Donnet, F.
Duparc, J. Lacan…). Ce qui nous apparaît comme une donnée avérée
de l’expérience est que le processus analytique se déroule dans une
durée, plus ou moins longue selon les cas de figure, la problématique et
les différentes structures psychiques. L’élément temps a toujours été
une donnée silencieuse intrinsèque au processus sans toutefois avoir de
rapport de causalité linéaire avec lui2 : on ne peut prédire le temps d’une
analyse, le moment d’émergence d’une représentation incidente en
séance, l’instant de remémoration d’une série de représentations
infantiles, le rapport entre le fantasme et le temps mis pour son
élaboration, l’effet de la durée de la séance sur la bonne marche du
processus. Tout au plus, l’on pourrait agir sur le temps – pour faire
advenir et faire progresser le processus – en le découpant (durée de la
séance, fréquence des séances hebdomadaires) ou en le réorientant
autrement (interprétation, effet d’une construction) ou en mettant fin à
une cure. Cette action sur la dimension du temps au décours d’une
analyse se posera toujours dans une approximation qui, selon nos
propres théories ou segments théoriques (Canestri), agirait sur le
processus selon notre manière d’y croire et d’y adhérer.
Ce dont on est certain est « qu’il faut du temps pour qu’un
processus advienne et se développe », un temps caractérisé par la
discontinuité3. Dans cette optique, c’est le temps marqué et découpé qui
contribue à la marche du processus mais aussi et surtout, dans une
seconde période, le temps laissé à lui-même. Ce deuxième temps de
relâchement nous semble au moins aussi déterminant que le temps
2

Je renvoie le lecteur à l’ouvrage de A. Green Le temps éclaté. Ed. de Minuit ; Paris,

2000.
3
Cette discontinuité est justement illustrée par Petrella quand il évoque des « spires
irrégulières » plutôt qu’une spirale à « régularité idéale » dans la marche du processus
analytique (p. 194).
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marqué, tous deux introduisant une « dimension diachronique », des
progressions par petits sauts qui fondent le processus.
Je suis particulièrement retenu par l’article de Christine
Bouchard dont le titre « Processus analytique et insaisissable
perlaboration »4 rend bien compte de l’irréductible du processus
temporel à l’œuvre dans la cure et dont Freud a admis le caractère
indomptable quand il a concédé à toute « maîtrise du processus »
comme le montre la période de perlaboration nécessaire, période qui
associe une apparence de stagnation et de temps mort à un travail
souterrain qui répète et élabore seul en vue de surmonter les résistances.
Si Freud situe ce temps de la perlaboration comme corollaire de
l’action interprétative et de la remémoration sans qu’il n’y ait une action
automatique du sens ni de l’interprétation, J. Lacan s’essaye à une
décomposition des temps de la perlaboration dans son texte Le temps
logique et l’assertion de certitude anticipée ; un nouveau sophisme5, à
partir des deux dimensions synchronique et diachronique qui
caractérisent l’aspect processuel de la réorganisation psychique et de la
subjectivation6. Le développement de ces deux dimensions par Lacan
pourraient s’articuler avec l’hypothèse de Canestri – partant du concept
de champ dans l’analyse (W., M. Baranger et Mom) ou celui du two
bodies psychology (M. Balint) – qui met en jeu l'imbrication
synchronique des théories de l’analyste avec l’expérience subjective de
l’analysant, imbrication qui sert d’instrument de transformation dans le
processus temporel de la cure analytique (dimension diachronique).
L’originalité de cet article de Lacan – qui n’ajoute rien à la
solution du problème de logique dans l’exemple des trois prisonniers –
a toutefois le mérite de montrer qu’une certaine forme
d’intersubjectivité peut aboutir à une issue salutaire et que les arrêts et
les précipitations successifs des prisonniers ont pour but de concrétiser
« les instances du temps dans le progrès logique. » C’est à partir de deux
dimensions concomitantes, synchronique et diachronique, et de « la
transformation d’une donnée spatiale (la confrontation corporelle de
C. Bouchard – Processus analytique et insaisissable perlaboration. Revue
Française de Psychanalyse, 4, 2000. 1077-1092.
5
Lacan J. – Écrits, 1966, 197-213.
6
B. Penot, dans le chapitre X de son ouvrage La passion du sujet freudien ; entre
pulsionnalité et signifiance, a montré avec limpidité le progrès logique dans le processus de
subjectivation à partir du texte ardu de Lacan, en le rapprochant des temps successifs que
nécessite les premières transactions pulsionnelles mère-bébé et plus tard, l’expérience de la
castration. Érès, 2001.
4
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sujets réciproques alternés) dans la dimension du temps »7 que se
structurent les différents temps de la subjectivation que Lacan désigne
par l’instant du regard 8, le temps pour comprendre et le moment de
conclure.
Dans la continuité de cet exemple, je mettrai l’accent avec
Canestri sur un aspect du « processus de formation des théories
psychanalytiques » et de la « construction théorique de l’analyste dans
sa pratique quotidienne »9, aspect qui engage les notions économique
et dynamique de « poussée », de « pression » et de mise en « tension »
des concepts officiels chez l’analyste dans sa pratique et qui aboutissent
à « la création de nouveaux concepts » (p. 121) ; je dirai aussi : qui
aboutissent à un « moment de conclure » pour reprendre l’aphorisme de
Lacan. L’auteur utilise l’expression « poussée des situations
participatives » en évoquant le travail avec le patient, et celle de
« pression de problèmes qui peuvent dériver de conditions
pathologiques particulières d’un certain analysant… » « [qui] soumet à
une tension les concepts qui proviennent des théories officielles. » Les
poussées interpsychiques qui relèvent d’une dimension synchronique
du travail engageant les deux psychismes en tension de la séance
analytique, se produisent dans une temporalité, « un temps pour
comprendre » qui met à l’épreuve les propres théories de l’analyste (sur
la spécificité de la problématique structurelle du patient et la dynamique
de la séance) en interaction avec les théories psychanalytiques
officielles et qui aboutit ensuite à ce troisième temps qui est la théorie
propre de l’analyste à laquelle il « conclut » ; ce schéma conclusif
pourrait atteindre une « dignité théorique » (Canestri) officielle avant
d’être de nouveau revisité ultérieurement.
L’insaisissable du processus
Mais les différents moments plus ou moins repérables qui
découpent le progrès dans le processus et qui s’inscrivent dans une
dimension diachronique ne peuvent à eux seuls expliquer les sauts
significatifs qui jalonnent une cure. Les aléas du temps demeurent
insaisissables et fuyants et ne peuvent être justifiables que dans une
7

Penot, p. 158.
Au moment où pour la première fois cet article de Lacan a paru dans Les Cahiers
d’Art (1945), la dimension diachronique et la succession spécifiquement temporelle qui
organise la structuration psychique devait venir enrichir sa conception du rapport
synchronique entre sujets réciproques qu’il avait théorisé quelques années auparavant dans
son rapport sur l’identification spéculaire du stade du miroir (1936).
9
Après toute la dernière période d’exploration « du monde émotionnel de l’analyste
et de ses fantasmes » dans le mouvement analytique – travaux sur le contre-transfert –
Canestri, p. 116-117.
8
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construction approximative après-coup. Par exemple lorsqu’on relie
une période fertile de l’analyse, une « ouverture » de la vie onirique ou
une richesse associative à une interprétation énoncée la veille de cette
période, oubliant et négligeant les moments où des interprétations plus
« intéressantes » et présumées stimulantes pour l’économie psychique
du patient étaient tentées à d’autres moments sans être suivies de
mouvements psychiques aussi riches. C. Bouchard, dans l’article cité
plus haut, précise que « dans la clinique, on relève autant
d’interprétations sans effet que de changements dont on ne peut repérer
l’origine. »10 L’aspect « opaque » et insaisissable du temps de la
perlaboration explique le peu de développement de Freud sur ce sujet
d’une complexité considérable avec son caractère aléatoire et
irréductible, cet espace-temps « impossible » évoqué par Petrella. Dans
un ouvrage sur lequel je reviendrai brièvement à la fin, Meltzer11 dit que
« Le temps devient […] l’époux implacable du Destin, cet agent du
monde extérieur opérant au hasard avec d’imprévisibles
conséquences. »
Ces propos pourraient faire écho à la partie dans laquelle Canestri
se penche sur le concept de temporalité dans la théorisation de Meltzer
qui évoque « l’histoire naturelle du processus analytique auquel
l’analyste préside » et en complément, le champ analytique (Baranger,
Mom) qui met en jeu la modalité d’implication des deux contractants
du pacte de travail. L’on pourrait se poser ici la question du rapport
éventuel entre la temporalité aléatoire (un aléatoire pourtant
déterminé ?)12 et l’histoire naturelle du processus analytique –
processus auto-organisationnel ? Canestri enchaîne en s’interrogeant
sur la temporalité particulière du processus, en se demandant si le
processus est un phénomène naturel ou un artifice. Se référant à ce
qu’avance Freud (p. 93 du rapport) quand il dit que le processus ne peut
être déterminé à l’avance et que « une fois amorcé, [il] va droit son
chemin sans que sa direction puisse être modifiée ou son cours
détourné… », l’auteur se questionne sur deux destins qui sont d’une
part, la « vie propre » du processus qui est « dans le patient […]
indépendant et imprévisible (d’après Abend, 1990) et de l’autre, « le

10

C. Bouchard, p. 1080.
D. Meltzer et coll. – Explorations dans le monde de l’autisme. Payot, Paris, 1984.
12
Pragier G. et Faure-Pragier S. – Un siècle après l’ « Esquisse » : nouvelles
métaphores ? Métaphores du nouveau in Revue Française de Psychanalyse, 6/1990.
11
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processus [qui] semble dans une large mesure confié au patient et à la
maîtrise technique de l’analyste… »
Il nous semble que la portée transformatrice du processus se
situerait au carrefour d’une vie propre qui suit son chemin – Qu’est-ce
que la libre association, sinon un transfert sur le langage et sur l’objet
(A. Green), double transfert qui suit son chemin – et d’une présence
interprétante d’un analyste qui fonctionne avec son psychisme et ses
propres théories. Petrella le dit à sa façon quand il avance que « la
dimension intersubjective est le lieu où se développe le processus. Et
pourtant le processus concerne tant des mouvements personnels que des
niveaux impersonnels, inconscients, liés à des dispositions et à des
orientations qui échappent à la conscience et à sa prise. » Le processus
étant aussi une « ouverture vers l’inconnu et l’indéterminé, vers ce qui
n’a pas encore été pensé, vers un possible imprévisible » (p. 143).
Nous pourrions en outre relever deux autres moments qui
évoquent le processus en tant que concept temporel dans le rapport de
Canestri et de Petrella comme:
1. L’histoire du sujet dans la temporalité du processus
(Canestri) – analogie avec la représentation archéologique freudienne
du fonctionnement de l’analyse et du travail analytique, évoquée par
Petrella dans son rapport.
2. Le processus en tant que procedere, succession de
phénomènes liés entre eux dans un enchaînement relatif à un but final
ou au contraire identification du processus avec le fait d’avancer, de
faire route, indépendamment d’un objectif à atteindre (Canestri, p. 9697). Dans la première alternative, la dimension diachronique
transparaît, des sauts et des changements au regard d’une attente, alors
que dans la deuxième, la dimension chronologique, loin d’être absente,
nous semble néanmoins se juxtaposer à une exploration de
l’Inconscient comme connaissance et qui devient thérapeutique de
surcroît ; ce que Petrella reprend dans son chapitre « Finalité de la cure
et processus psychanalytique » en développant l’idée d’une tension
dans la direction d’une attente de guérison, « carotte, qui fait marcher
[le processus], en alternance avec le bâton de la souffrance intime »
mais qui se révèle « à la fin comme appartenant à l’ordre de l’illusion
pure. » (p. 164-165) Nous sommes tentés d’y déceler ici l’analogie avec
la conceptualisation lacanienne de l’objet a, objet cause du désir, objet
à jamais introuvable mais toujours recherché. Dans cette articulation
entre le but final à atteindre et le but proprement analytique dans la
manière de concevoir le processus, nous devinons la valeur tout à fait
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relative du temps, tantôt circulaire, tantôt oscillante ou en spirale et
parfois suspendue ou directionnelle.
A ce propos, il serait utile de rappeler ici brièvement et avant de
conclure, la bien connue théorisation de l’espace-temps chez Meltzer
sur la géographie du fantasme qu’il nous propose à l’occasion de son
étude sur la clinique de l’autisme13 quand il décrit le concept de
dimensionalité (uni, bi, tri et quadri-dimensionalité14 qui caractérisent
l’évolution du fonctionnement psychique dans l’espace et le temps).
L’uni-dimensionalité se caractérise par une relation linéaire de
distance-temps (temps indiscernable de la distance) entre le « self » et
l’objet, à l’image du schéma de la pulsion chez Freud (source, but et
objet). Alors que la bi-dimensionalité et la tri-dimensionalité
caractérisent respectivement le fonctionnement autistique (circulaire) et
le fonctionnement psychotique (oscillatoire) avec leurs corollaires
défensifs – l’identification adhésive et l’identification projective –, la
quadri-dimensionalité caractérise la vraie dimension du temps avec
l’identification introjective et la possibilité d’imaginer le
développement. Sur l’identification introjective que Meltzer distingue
des identifications narcissiques, il avance une phrase riche de sens
quand il écrit : « Le renoncement est sa condition préalable, le temps
est son ami et l’espoir son poinçon. »
Pour conclure, et alors que Canestri insiste sur la créativité
théorisante de l’analyste dans la marche du processus, articulée avec les
modèles scientifiques officiels, Petrella fonde son rapport sur « le point
de vue de l’image » – l’imaginaire de l’analyste – et la construction de
l’espace-temps dans l’espace intermédiaire entre, d’une part, « la
cristallisation conceptuelle et terminologique de la métapsychologie du
processus psychique » et « le fil discontinu du discours analytique au
cours de la séance. » A la limite, évoquent-ils presque la même chose,
chacun à sa façon, l’un usant de modèles scientifiques et
épistémologiques et l’autre de métaphores imagées qui, parallèlement à
leur fonction dans la transmission théorico-clinique, leur confère une
valeur heuristique et mobilisatrice de processus psychiques à peu près
inaccessibles sans la psyché de l’analyste. Sur ce point, la causalité
D. Meltzer – Explorations dans le monde de l’autisme.
La quadri-dimensionalité renvoie à « l’espace à quatre dimensions de
Minkowski » décrit par Albert Einstein dans sa théorie de la relativité. Le temps n’est plus
considéré comme dans la physique prérelativiste comme une donnée indépendante par
rapport à l’espace, et devient grâce à la théorie de la relativité dans un continuuum avec les
coordonnées de l’espace. Cf. Albert Einstein, La relativité ; Petite bibliothèque Payot, 1963.
13
14
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synchrone et la dimension diachronique auxquelles s’ajoute une
dimension aléatoire du temps constitueraient des éléments centraux
pour la compréhension du processus dans la cure analytique.
MAURICE KHOURY
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DEMOCRACY AND ETERNITY IN SPINOZA

In commenting the last propositions of Wittgenstein's Tractatus
logico-philosophicus, Pierre Hadot ‒ correctly ‒ refers to the important
pages by Schopenhauer. And the latter, in his major work, The World
as Will and Representation, explicitly refers to Spinoza. Just as Franco
Lo Piparo highlighted the link between Wittgenstein and Gramsci,
through Piero Sraffa, it would be interesting to explore the link between
Wittgenstein and Spinoza, through Schopenhauer. This is an operation
that would require skills that I do not possess. I will limit myself, rather,
to returning in my own way to a theme that has engaged several scholars
of Spinoza: the relationship between democracy and eternity. Another
perspective for considering the relationship between praxis and
mysticism, accepting what Wittgenstein says: ‘eternal life belongs to
those who live in the present’. If anything, it will be a question of
understanding, this is my objective, whether the intuition that makes us
grasp the singular essence of things, or rather ourselves as part of God's
infinite productive potency, is a silent move or, rather, one full of
words, cooperation and social conflicts; a matter for the multitude and
not for the wise.
Inverting the order in the title, I shall start from eternity.
According to Spinoza, as for Wittgenstein, it is possible to experience
eternity: vision, intuition; to show rather than to speak. And also for
Spinoza this is a laborious experience to be achieved, the result of
research, and a liberation that few can complete. According to his
Ethics, specifically, we feel that we are eternal when we achieve the
third kind of knowledge, that is, when we grasp the singular essence of
things and of ourselves.
However, what does this expression – ‘singular essence’ – mean?
The singular and actual essence of each thing, Spinoza clarifies at the
beginning of the third part of Ethics, is the conatus, an endeavor or
potency (potentia) to persist in existence. In the animal whose body is
capable more than others of suffering and doing many things, in other
words capable more than others of self-reflection and self-awareness,
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i.e. the human animal, the conatus takes the form of desire (cupiditas).
Certainly it is striking that essence, form or nature, in Spinoza is not
only actual, but also singular. Deleuze-Guattari, in their A Thousand
Plateaus, rightly speak of ‘accidental form’: in short, a nature or
potency that in being eternal is also, in existence, determined. And this
‒ we understand with Spinoza ‒ is because God, or nature, expresses
itself in multiple finite modes. Again: nature is the immanent, not
transcendent, cause of everything, whether it be a physical or biological
body, a human or non-human animal. In this sense ‒ we are already in
the fourth part of Ethics ‒ the potency that concerns us is part or degree
‒ intending potency as an intensive, not an extensive, quantity ‒ of
God's infinite productive/generative potency.
Our desire, however, varies continually. This is due to
encounters, to affections: we are a finite mode, precisely. When
affections compress our desire to live, we are sad and hate the object
that has determined our sadness. On the contrary, there are affections
that increase our potency, so that we are joyful and love the source of
our happiness. The world of affections we suffer, the world of passions,
is that of the first kind of knowledge: imagination. The image is a
psychic trace of the external object that we touch, see, feel, eat, etc. The
image is the idea with which the mind thinks about the affection of our
body. In the world of imagination, we are shipwrecked in the sea,
pushed from one side to the other.
When, starting from the continuous fluctuations, do we become
rational? When, by implementing joyful encounters, we learn the rules
that combine bodies and things. We learn, that is, to be an adequate
cause of our actions and thoughts. We will never stop suffering, because
we are not God, that is, the totality of nature, but we understand the
cause of pain, we grasp its necessity, so we learn to change course,
avoid wrong encounters, do without harmful love. From the world of
imagination we have moved on to the world of common notions: what
bodies and things have in common is what regulates positive, joyful,
stable combinations. The more I have these notions, the more active I
am, the freer I am. But the most important common notion for the
animal that we are is this: there is nothing more useful, in order to be
happy, than the emotional, productive, institutional combination of
animals that desire, think and speak. Common notions, thus friendship,
piety, civitas. This is the second kind of knowledge. Not cold
rationalism, let us be clear: reason, if anything, allows us to surf and to
make the most of the waves and the wind. From the shipwreck to the
surfer, or simply to the skillful swimmer. And here a common good,
one that is never scarce, but that on the contrary is increased by sharing,
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appears: acting according to reason, in fact, means to understand the
rules of composition in the best possible way, to know the causes, to be
an adequate cause of one's own practice. The more we gain this type
knowledge, adds Spinoza, the more we want others to gain it as well.
To know with this second kind of knowledge means to gain
autonomy – this must be stressed. From what? Obviously, from sad
passions (envy, jealousy, immoderate ambition, etc.), from destructive
conflicts, from illness. To desire according to reason, then, coincides
with the extension of friendship, because our practical life is now
directed by strength of mind and generosity (other individuals are what
is most useful to us). And the freer we are, the freer the political
institutions that govern us. Indeed: if the State has a decisive objective,
no doubt for Spinoza this is to conquer collective freedom. He writes,
in a famous passage of his Tractatus theologico-politicus:
From the foundations of commonwealth, as already explained, it
follows most obviously that its purpose is not dominium, nor the
coercion of men by fear, nor that they should act at the arbitrary
bidding of others; on the contrary, it is that every one may be free
from fear, that he may live securely, in so far as this is possible,
that is to say, that he may possess in the best sense his natural right
[potentia/desire] to existence, and to the fruits of his industry. It is
not, I say, the end of the State from rational beings to make men
brute beasts or automatons; on the contrary, its end is that mind
and body may unimpeded perform their functions, that every one
may enjoy the free use of his reason, and that hatred, anger, deceit,
and strife should cease from among its members. The end aim of
the State, in fact, is liberty.
Spinoza 1962: 344
Needless to say that the political form in question, for Spinoza, is
democracy. That is, the potency of the whole of society. Again: a
constituted power that rests on the self-regulating capacity of each one
and that is continually renewed by the constituent potency of the
multitude ‒ a true and unique source of legislation and legitimacy.
But I have jumped ahead, and above all I have not yet clarified
what the experience of eternity is. In the fifth and last part of the Ethics,
after presenting the strength of the intellect, Spinoza takes the final step:
the conquest of the third kind of knowledge. With words that we can
find in part in the last propositions of Wittgenstein's Tractatus, this is a
knowledge of things ‘under the aspect of eternity’ (sub specie
aeternitatis).
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But what does all this mean for Spinoza? It means to understand
the essence of things as well as that of oneself; for our mind, to have an
idea of the essence of our body, that is to grasp the desire that precedes
us, accompanies us and surpasses us, as part or a degree of the infinite
productive potency of God, of nature in its generative totality. A
knowledge that is rather an intuition, but also and fundamentally love
for nature as an eternal production of differences and compositions.
No doubt also Spinoza, at these ‘heights’, refers to a far from
easy, and certainly rare, experiment ‒ to be had in existence, in the
present. But this is not necessarily a silent and solitary moment. Firstly
because in Spinoza every kind of knowledge is also, and always, a form
of praxis: since there is no distinction between body and mind, since the
latter is always incorporated and the body is always thinking, the
potency of the intellect coincides with the capacity to act freely, to be
autonomous, that is, to be adequate cause of one's actions. As we have
seen, this freedom is only achieved through cooperation, friendship, and
democratic political institutions. What’s more, freedom, in the
Tractatus theologico-politicus, is mainly freedom of speech and
thought; but thoughts and words are not separated from the desire to
persist in existence, if anything they are expressions and articulations
of this. Secondly, from what has just been said, we must fully grasp the
notion of singular essence: part (finite) of the infinite productivity of
nature, or productivity ‒ as far as we are concerned ‒ of thought, of
words, of the body with its ability to be affectionate and to act. It is
therefore clear why the experience of eternity is much easier only
through democratic practice, where the freedom of each person is
increased by the freedom of all.
In concluding, however, it must be made clear that Spinoza was
a ‘pupil’ of Machiavelli. Like him, he did not worry about having-tobe, but took social relations seriously for what they are: constantly
animated by oppression, sad passions, violence. The democracy
outlined in the Tractatus theologico-politicus, in the Tractatus
politicus, Spinoza's last work, is ‘defeated’ by his premature death:
chapter XI, dedicated to democracy, was not completed. But in the first
chapters, the most anthropological ones, we find some fundamental
indications. Among often destructive passions (envy and ambition),
some retain a decisive political, constituent force: these are sympathy
(misericordia) and indignation. In feeling with our bodies the pain of
others, imitatio affectuum, we resist the domination of one or a few.
More than a stable form of government, possible only in a completely
liberated world, democracy is showed ‒ to revive a term dear to
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Wittgenstein ‒ by sedition and revolt against unjust laws and inequality.
More than a State, this is a practice, a free and eternal becoming.
FRANCESCO RAPARELLI
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THE APRÈS-COUP1

Over time, later on, we realise that the question of nachträglich
- après-coup - is one of the central knots of psychoanalysis. And one both in the theory and practice of psychoanalysis - that is hard to
untangle. The après-coup is one of the symptoms of psychoanalysis, a
point in which it reveals itself, and at the same time suffers itself.
I do not have time here to analyse what was said about aprèscoup by the two French authors who gave to this concept all its
importance: Jacques Lacan and Jean Laplanche. I will say that
Laplanche’s suggestion - to translate Freudian Nachträglichkeit as
‘afterwardness’ - was not successful, because now even anglophone
students use the French word après-coup, which is, in fact, quite
untranslatable in English.
Roughly speaking, we can say that we have today three ways to
interpret this concept, which Lacan was the first to isolate it as a
single and consistent concept. Consider one example given by Freud,
his patient Emma. This girl as an adult suffers from a phobia of
entering shops. This is connected to a scene from when she was
twelve, which Freud calls Scene I: She went into a shop to buy
something, saw the two male shop assistants laughing together, and
rushed out in some kind of fright. In this connection, it was possible
to elicit the idea that the two men had been laughing at her clothes.
But later she would remember a previous scene (what Freud would
call Scene II). On two occasions when she was a child of eight, she
had gone into a shop to buy some sweets, and the shopkeeper had
grabbed at her genitals through her clothes. In spite of the first
experience, she had gone to the shop a second time, after which she
never went back. According to Freud, in order to form a symptom or
This text was originally read at ‘Psychoanalysis on Ice 2018’, Reykjavik, 28 th July
2018. The author gives a fuller account in an article entitled ‘The Apres-Coup, Apres Coup:
Concerning Jean Laplanche Problématique VI. L’Après-Coup’ in Language and
Psychoanalysis 7 (1): 72-87.
1
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even just a trauma - in this case, the phobia of shops - a subject must
have at least two similar experiences. One way of considering this
idea of ‘two times’, which is generally attributed to the first authors
writing in English, was to consider nachträglich as a ‘time bomb’: in
other words, the first scene, the childhood scene, produces a traumatic
effect - but not until years later, when the girl becomes a woman,
something Laplanche considers deterministic positivism.
A second way is interpreting après-coup in hermeneutic terms,
according to which the second experience is a re-signification of the
first one. This is similar to what Jung thought, that in a certain way
the first scene was a sort of retro-phantasy. According to this
hermeneutical interpretation, the meaning reverses the arrow of time:
the later experience changes the meaning of earlier experiences.
A third way, more complex, was proposed by Laplanche. He
supposes a first scene, an original event he calls ‘of seduction,’ not in
the sense that the adult literally seduces the child, but in the sense that
the adult expresses to the child something the latter finds enigmatic,
something the child needs to ‘reconstruct,’ or, as Laplanche says,
‘translate.’ The adult will recognize this enigmatic something après
coup as ‘sexual.’ The child will have to translate into his or her own
language something ‘sexual’ in the adult. Laplanche’s theory - of the
primacy of the other - has rightly been put into relation with the socalled ‘relational’ trend. For example, in any case, après-coup refers
us back to a sort of original message that makes the other (the adult)
and the subject (the child) confront each other; an enigmatic message
that the subject will have to process in future, syncopated, times.
Laplanche’s theory does not convince me. And I tried to
demonstrate why in the paper I submitted for this conference, where I
say that deep down, Laplanche grasped the explosive power that the
concept of après-coup involves at the very moment Lacan isolated it
as a specific concept. For example, signalling the Freudian aprèscoup gave an uncanny or embarrassing sense to this notion. But what
is uncanny and embarrassing is the fact that the après-coup gives
substance to a ‘coup’ that would not exist without this après-coup.
The game is becoming dangerous. In fact, we could avoid the
alternative between deterministic causality and hermeneutic resignification by describing après-coup as a form of magic or miracle.
This is a road some are ready to take. In other words, the ‘before’ is
caused by the ‘after’; the after is the cause of the before. We can
change the past starting from the present - not in the dull sense of resignifying the past starting from the present, but in the sense that we
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can miraculously correct and change the past. But then we are
completely in the domain of science fiction.
There is, however, another way of conceiving the inversion of
the arrow of time: seeing nachträglich as a process thanks to which
the sense of a later event gives an earlier event a causal power. But
the opposite is also possible: in the two Emma scenes, Scene I (the
later one) acts as the cause of a phobia thanks to the sense of Scene II
(the earlier one). The hysteron proteron form that Freud adopts - the
fact that it represents as earlier what comes later - then expresses the
following: there is a causal primacy of the later scene, in the sense
that its sense makes an earlier scene the aetiology of later symptoms.
Now, this retroaction of the present on past is only possible in a
human world.
Let us imagine a connection of this type. A subject crosses a
bridge. Then he reads that the area has a high seismic risk and that
years earlier that same bridge had collapsed, but the information does
not particularly trouble him. Years later he sees a house collapse
because of an earthquake, and later he develops a phobia for…
bridges. He can no longer cross them for fear that they will collapse.
It’s an imaginary clinical case, but a plausible one. What happens
here? Let’s leave out any symbolic interpretations of the phobia.
What counts is that the first experience of crossing the bridge only
becomes the cause of a phobia through the sense that the later event
gives to the former: collapsing. A previous Event I becomes a cause
thanks to a sense given après coup by Event II.
Indeed, the concept of après-coup is fundamental precisely
because that of which après-coup is an ‘after’ which refers back to a
‘before’ that remains suspended, an x, an unknown element. The
paradox of après-coup is that at the beginning there is an after, never
a primacy. It is an after often without a before. It does not lead us to
the primacy of the other, but at the ‘primacy of the after’.
The real enigma in every psychoanalytical reconstruction is not
whether we reach realities or primary fantasies, but of which
experience a memory or fantasy is an elaboration of. In other words,
we are always in après-coup, always in the conditionality of the
future perfect. An example of future perfect: ‘If I’ll pass my exam, I
will have studied very well’. Laplanche would have us believe that
there is an absolute, original, first time: the time when the adult
‘seduces’ the child by saying and doing things that this child finds
equivocal. But this seduction scene, provided we can reconstruct it, is
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also, in turn, something constructed après coup. The après-coup is the
way in which psychoanalysis is confronted with its hardest and most
controversial challenge: the way it knots together the causes and the
meanings, the explanation and the understanding of human
vicissitudes.
SERGIO BENVENUTO
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UNA CRITICA DELLE RIFLESSIONI SUL
TEMPO
L’intervento di H. Bergson1
Ci troviamo a Parigi, il 6 aprile del 1922, quasi un secolo fa.
La Sociètè de Philosophie ha organizzato un convegno in onore
del fisico A. Einstein e delle teorie della Relatività pubblicate
rispettivamente nel 1905 e 1916.
Al termine della conferenza H. Bergson prende la parola, e
dopo aver evidenziato di aver ceduto alla ‘gentile insistenza della
Société de Philosophie’ e che di per sé si sarebbe limitato ad ascoltare,
procede nel suo intervento.
Si potrebbe riassumere la riflessione che il filosofo fece in
quella occasione nel seguente modo. Egli cerca infatti,
successivamente agli apprezzamenti di rito che porse al lavoro di
Einstein, di evidenziare che ‘il punto di vista relativistico non esclude
il punto di vista intuitivo e, anzi, lo implica necessariamente’.
Bergson si riferiva nello specifico all’idea di simultaneità tra
due eventi e pone l’esempio di due fulmini che cascano sul terreno.
Ad un osservatore del fenomeno naturale - in questo esempio
specifico proposto è lui stesso - i due eventi vengono definiti
simultanei perché essi sono uno e due contemporaneamente. Uno, ci
dice il filosofo, in quanto l’atto di attenzione è indivisibile e la
percezione è unica, due perché l’attenzione stessa si sdoppia tra i due
fulmini senza tuttavia scindersi (Bergson 2004).
Bergson a questo punto si domandò come fosse possibile che la
sua attenzione possa essere una e molteplice al tempo stesso, e
metaforizza, per chiarire il quesito, un’orchestra che suona una
1

Questo scambio di opinioni è riportato in Bergson 2004.
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melodia complessa di diverse note. Un orecchio allenato potrebbe per
l’appunto riuscire a percepire simultaneamente, sia il suono globale
della melodia, che invece discriminare il suono proveniente dai singoli
strumenti e in questo modo riconoscere ad esempio un violino, un
pianoforte, le percussioni e così via. Dunque, la percezione
dell’insieme, continua il filosofo, è sia indivisibile nella sua globalità
che divisibile nei particolari, in un processo che tende all’infinito.
Bergson continua la sua riflessione – mentre Einstein ascolta
attentamente - esplicitando il fatto che la simultaneità è del tutto
intuitiva ed è assoluta e inoltre non dipende da nessuna convenzione
matematica o da alcuna operazione fisica, quale potrebbe essere ad
esempio la regolazione di due orologi sincroni che siano da
riferimento.
Egli a questo punto del suo intervento riprende l’idea di
simultaneità così come, a suo dire, è stata introdotta e definita dalla
teoria della Relatività cercando di individuare ed esplicitare alcune
determinanti. Ad esempio egli parla di ‘percezione’:
...la simultaneità tra l’evento e l’indicazione dell’orologio è data
dalla percezione che li unisce in un atto indivisibile; essa consiste
essenzialmente nel fatto – indipendentemente da ogni
regolazione di orologi – che questo atto è, a discrezione, uno o
due.
Bergson 2004: 197
Oppure parla della relatività di alcune concezioni di rapporto,
sia tra elementi in generale che tra sistemi di riferimento, quali ad
esempio ‘vicino’ o ‘lontano’ che indicano per l’appunto
esclusivamente una relazione di termini sintetici:
Lei mi dirà che la simultaneità intuitivamente constata tra un
evento qualsiasi e quell’evento particolare che è l’indicazione di
un orologio, è una simultaneità tra eventi vicini, molto vicini, e
che la simultaneità di cui generalmente lei si occupa è la
simultaneità di eventi tra loro distanti. Ma, una volta di più, dove
incomincia la prossimità, dove finisce la lontananza?
Bergson 2004: 197
O ancora, Bergson cerca di evidenziare una sorta di ulteriore
relatività - forse sarebbe meglio dire ‘arbitrarietà’ per non far
confusione di termini - tra alcuni termini di sistemi di riferimento
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diversi tra di loro, ad esempio molto piccoli o molto grandi, ponendoli
nuovamente in relazione ad un osservatore percipiente che se fosse
altrettanto piccolo o altrettanto grande, o se fosse immobile o in
movimento, avrebbe un punto di riferimento ad esso prossimo e
simile, o per lo meno confrontabile.
Questa complessa riflessione viene conclusa dal tentativo del
Bergson di estrapolare dal suo intervento l’intenzione sottostante, cioè
quella che egli stava cercando di comunicare all’auditorio. Il filosofo,
infatti, ci vuole evidenziare che quanto detto non è certo una critica al
concetto di simultaneità che Einstein ha introdotto nei suoi lavori –
anzi in precedenza si era definito più einsteiniano di Einstein stesso –
invece egli stava cercando di sottolineare il fatto che, a seguito
dell’introduzione e della verifica della teoria della Relatività in quanto
teoria scientifica e fisica a livello globale, a suo modo di vedere il
lavoro da fare è lungi dall’essere concluso, bensì ci sarebbe un resto
da pagare e cioè: ‘determinare il significato filosofico dei concetti da
essa introdotti, resta da indagare sino a che punto rinunci
all’intuizione e sino a che punto ne rimanga legata’. A suo dire nel
futuro, ci si renderà conto che ‘la teoria della Relatività non contiene
niente che sia incompatibile con le idee del senso comune’.
La risposta di A. Einstein
A questo punto A. Einstein interviene e risponde in maniera
forse enigmatica, vale la pena di leggerlo nel complesso:
Il problema si pone in questo modo: il tempo del filosofo è il
medesimo tempo del fisico? Io credo che il tempo del filosofo sia
un tempo insieme psicologico e fisico; e il tempo fisico può
essere derivato dal tempo della coscienza. In origine gli individui
possedevano la nozione della simultaneità di percezione;
poterono allora capirsi tra di loro e convenire su qualcosa
relativamente a quanto avessero percepito; e questa era una prima
tappa verso la realtà oggettiva. Ma ci sono eventi oggettivi
indipendenti dagli individui e, dalla simultaneità delle percezioni,
si è passati alla simultaneità tra gli eventi stessi. E infatti per
molto tempo questa simultaneità non ha portato a nessuna
contraddizione che fosse causata dalla grande volontà di
propagazione della luce. Il concetto di simultaneità ha dunque
potuto trasferirsi dalle percezioni agli oggetti. Da qui dedurre un
ordine temporale negli eventi il passo era breve, e l’istinto lo ha
compiuto. Ma non c’è niente nella nostra coscienza che ci
impedisca di spingerci sino alla simultaneità degli eventi, perché
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questi ultimi non sono altro che costruzioni mentali, esseri logici.
Non esiste dunque un tempo dei filosofi; esiste soltanto un tempo
psicologico differente dal tempo del fisico.
Bergson 2004: 198
L’interessante e sintetica riflessione del fisico evidenzia e lascia
intendere molte cose. Egli suppone che in origine l’uomo abbia notato
che ci si poteva accordare reciprocamente, capirsi e condividere
informazioni basandosi su delle contingenze simultanee. Per Einstein
questo fu il primo passo verso una realtà che definisce ‘oggettiva’.
Successivamente - continua il fisico - l’uomo ha compreso che
esistono degli eventi oggettivi indipendenti dagli individui e in questo
momento mitico l’uomo è passato dalla simultaneità delle percezioni
alla simultaneità degli eventi e questo ha portato che si stabilisse un
ordine temporale degli oggetti stessi – uno spostamento della
simultaneità dalla percezione agli oggetti.
Einstein inoltre evidenziava nel suo intervento il fatto che la
grande velocità della luce ha fatto sì che per lungo tempo non
emergessero contraddizioni ad essa associate. Infine, ci dice che non
c’è nulla nella nostra coscienza che ci impedisce di spingerci verso lo
studio della simultaneità degli eventi e questo è dovuto al fatto che
essi sono ‘costruzioni mentali, esseri logici’. Infine egli termina la sua
riflessione con la perentoria negazione di un tempo dei filosofi, e
l’affermazione invece dell’esistenza di un tempo psicologico che
tuttavia differisce dal tempo del fisico.
Alcune riflessioni preliminari
Si è deciso di affrontare la tematica del tempo partendo da
questa introduzione per il fatto che essa è emblematica di alcune
complessità centrali che emergono quando si cerca di maneggiare
questo concetto. Potrebbe sembrare che sia un discorso vecchio e
passato, tuttavia mi sembra che alcuni nodi centrali - che emergono
chiaramente in questo scambio tra il Bergson e Einstein - non lo siano
affatto e che alcune problematiche significative, sono ancora oggi
degli oggetti spinosi da trattare con i guanti, probabilmente per diverse
discipline, sicuramente per la filosofia e la psicologia.
D’altronde le difficoltà nell’aver a che fare con il tempo sono
state evidenziate da diversi autori che le hanno incontrate cercando di
affrontare questo importante concetto, ad esempio Agostino
(Mangiagalli 2009) evidenziava proprio che l’abitudine e la
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consuetudine dell’aver a che fare con il tempo rendevano la questione
di difficile argomentazione.
La dimensione ontologica delle riflessioni sul tempo, diviene
forse ancor più chiara prendendo in esame il lavoro del Kant (2005), il
quale parla dello spazio e del tempo in quanto forme a priori sempre
presenti in qualsiasi dato cosciente per il fatto che il filtro del nostro
organismo lo pretende per poter percepire anche solo intuitivamente.
Lo spazio ed il tempo sono dunque presupposti necessari di
possibilità. Il tempo fa parte di tutto ciò che conosciamo, per il fatto
che se non fosse così non potremmo conoscere nessun oggetto e
sarebbe per l’appunto un oggetto inconoscibile.
Dunque, nel lavoro del Kant è presente implicitamente una
doppia determinazione del tempo che, a mio modo di vedere, si
avvicina molto all’idea epistemologica di Einstein e all’argomento
centrale di questo scritto.
Infatti Kant, oltre ad evidenziare che il tempo - insieme allo
spazio - determini in maniera pura il fenomeno, che è conoscibile solo
tramite queste determinanti, in quanto forme recettive (vedi lo
Schematismo Trascendentale, Kant 1909-1910, Libro Secondo); in
questo modo egli sta anche esplicitando che una parte del reale non è
affatto conoscibile dall’apparato sensibile, questa cosa in sé, per
l’appunto, è conoscibile tuttavia tramite la riflessione, il pensiero
(noumeno).
È evidente una certa sovrapponibilità tra la concezione kantiana
e la riflessione di Einstein precedentemente riportata. Infatti, il fisico
ha evidenziato una doppia determinazione del concetto di tempo,
proprie rispettivamente delle riflessioni degli psicologi e dei fisici.
Si potrebbe dire che Einstein si è adoperato più di un secolo
dopo in occasione del congresso, per fare a suo modo della metafisica.
Dunque, il presente scritto mira ad evidenziare alcune
confusioni che emergono quando si cerca di parlare del concetto di
tempo.
A mio modo di vedere, queste confusioni e gli effetti delle
stesse sulla riflessione sono evidenti ad esempio nell’intervento di
Bergson su cui torneremo nei prossimi paragrafi. Ritengo che queste
confusioni sono per lo meno riducibili se si tiene a mente una
separazione concettuale tra l’accezione di tempo per i fisici, che
riguarda la cosa in sé e che dunque si allontana dall’universo
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dell’intuizione per avvicinarsi maggiormente alle ‘costruzioni
logiche’, e un tempo invece degli psicologi che riguarda
prevalentemente lo studio della coscienza e delle sue forme
conoscitive.
Infatti, quando si utilizza la parola ‘tempo’ bisogna tener in
mente che essa significa aspetti della realtà completamente diversi, se
essa viene utilizzata e pensata da chi riflette sulla fisica e chi invece ha
maggiormente a che fare con la mente umana ed i suoi ‘organi’.
Questo non vuol dire che queste due linee di riflessioni in qualche
modo non possano dialogare, anzi - come si vedrà mi auguro nel
proseguo di questo scritto – ritengo che le due parti potrebbero
giovarne in una dialettica reciproca e bidirezionale.
Ad esempio alla riflessione dell’ultimo paragrafo, uno
psicologo un po’ scettico potrebbe controbattere che il dato percettivo
sensoriale conoscibile è sempre un prodotto mentale, e in quanto tale
alterato di per sé. Sarebbe dunque necessario poter in qualche modo
non-percepire per poter avere un punto di confronto ‘oggettivo’ del
reale non alterato dai propri schemi mentali. Questa conoscenza per
comparazione, potrebbe chiarire molti problemi e farci acquisire
numerose informazioni nella doppia direzione che si viene a creare:
cioè sia sulla realtà in quanto tale, che sui nostri organi conoscitivi
della stessa, cioè sulla mente.
A questo quesito ha risposto lo stesso Einstein parlando delle
‘costruzioni logiche’ sulle quali si può lavorare, che dovrebbero per
definizione allontanarsi dalla percezione e avvicinarsi invece ad una
logica ferrea nella consapevolezza del fatto che è necessario ridurre le
inferenze percettive e mentali il più possibile.
Ritengo che potrebbe essere questa un’interpretazione possibile
dell’asserzione di Einstein che ‘non esiste il tempo dei filosofi’.
Infatti, tramite la negazione delle riflessioni sulle forme soggettive
attribuite al reale, esso possa emergere in maniera relativamente
chiaro, o per lo meno con un grado di alterazione inferiore, in quanto,
per l’appunto, costruzioni mentali ed esseri logici.
In fondo, lo stesso Schopenhauer (2011; vedi anche Nietzsche
1985) criticò Kant per non aver tenuto adeguatamente in
considerazione il fatto che, se è vero che solamente il fenomeno è
conoscibile in quanto rappresentazione e che la cosa in sé non lo è
affatto, se non mediante un certo grado di approssimazione (di qui il
mondo come volontà), tuttavia, va tenuto presente che il nostro corpo
fa parte di diritto, anzi potremmo dire esso è, o almeno appartiene alla
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sfera di questa misteriosa cosa in sé che conosciamo esclusivamente
mediante i filtri sensoriali e intellettuali. Non esiste dunque una
separazione netta tra la cosa in sé e i nostri organi conoscitivi, di
conseguenza la separazione tra il dentro e fuori è del tutto arbitraria.
A questo punto possiamo approfondire ulteriormente il quesito
precedentemente trattato e rispondere di nuovo alla domanda: come
facciamo a sapere che queste nostre ‘costruzioni logiche’ si stiano
approssimando al reale della cosa in sé e non sono invece ulteriori
proiezioni mentali con le loro forme a priori o categoriali?
Possiamo infatti seguire le idee e le formule della fisica e
riflettere sul fatto che se le costruzioni logiche funzionano, esse sono
nel reale e sono dunque realistiche.
Ad esempio, gli studi sulla teoria della Relatività ci hanno
permesso di mandare dei satelliti nello spazio con degli orologi
atomici regolati seguendo la teoria di Einstein. Questi ci hanno
permesso una localizzazione spazio-temporale dei mezzi di trasporto
in movimento. La teoria del fisico ci permette di usare il GPS
(acronimo di Global Positioning System) e muoverci per le nostre città
avendo una localizzazione molto precisa e in continuo aggiornamento.
È sicuramente bizzarro e probabilmente dice molto sulla
naturale inerzia dei nostri sistemi conoscitivi, anche di quelli definiti
scientifici, il fatto che nel primo lancio di questi satelliti, alcuni
generali militari a capo del progetto non credevano, o almeno
presentavano dei dubbi riguardo agli effetti da tenere in
considerazione seguendo la teoria di Einstein. Nonostante gli
avvertimenti dei fisici, decisero di mandare i satelliti con una doppia
impostazione degli orologi. La prima non seguiva la teoria della
Relatività, la seconda invece rispettava i criteri della stessa. Inutile
dire che la prima versione non funzionava affatto (Rovelli 20172).
I problemi legati ad una concezione del tempo attribuita alle
cose sono innumerevoli. Ritengo tuttavia che alcune questioni e
concezioni errate di questo concetto, che sono spesso implicite in
molti degli articoli che si leggono a tal proposito, sono per lo meno
chiaribili ed evitabili se si tenesse in mente che con la parola ‘tempo’
si possono nominare concetti diversi tra di loro.

Vedi anche l’intervento che il fisico ha fatto al TEDxLakeComo dal titolo “Time
does not exist” (2012) facilmente trovabile su internet.
2
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L’intervento di Bergson precedentemente riassunto - e che forse
andrebbe letto per interesse nella sua interezza – ritengo che presenti
alcune di queste problematiche in maniera evidente. Nel seguente
paragrafo ne vorrei toccare una cara alla psicologia: la soggettività
della percezione.
La percezione del tempo
Riprendiamo per un attimo le riflessioni di Bergson.
Nello specifico, se si rilegge l’intervento tenendo in mente le
parole ‘percezione’ e ‘intuizione’ si noterà che emergono diverse
volte, sia esplicitamente, che invece lasciate intendere implicitamente
nel corso del suo discorso.
Colpisce innanzitutto che la prima riflessione identificabile
riguarda quella che lui definisce l’illusione dell’attribuire la nostra
stessa percezione temporale all’ambiente circostante e alle altre
persone come per estensione. Ad esempio una delle prime cose che
afferma è che: ‘ognuno di noi si sente durare’; altrimenti: ‘la nostra
vita interiore comprende però delle percezioni, e queste percezioni ci
sembrano appartenere contemporaneamente a noi stessi e alle cose’;
oppure: ‘noi estendiamo così la nostra durata al nostro ambiente
materiale immediatamente circostante’; cioè egli evidenzia che
tramite queste generalizzazioni temporali, e mediante l’illusione
relativa alla convinzione che ognuno ha di vivere in un’unica
dimensione temporale, solo in questo modo riusciamo a rappresentarci
‘una esperienza unica che occupa un tempo unico’.
Immediatamente dopo questa riflessione critica egli esplicita:
...a questo punto potremmo anche […] eliminare le coscienze
umane che avevamo dislocato (nella riflessione e nel gioco
mentale che aveva proposto sull’estensione della propria durata
temporale all’ambiente circostante) a intervalli regolari […] non
resterebbe altro che il tempo impersonale in cui trascorrono tutte
le cose.
Bergson 2004: 194
Bergson ipotizza a questo punto che, seguendo queste
riflessioni, si potrebbe andare alla ricerca di un tempo universale
‘comune alle coscienze e alle cose’, inoltre esplicita che secondo lui è
un’ipotesi fondata e che non contiene nulla che sia incompatibile con
la teoria della Relatività di Einstein. Approfondisce ulteriormente la
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questione in un caso particolare molto caro alla teoria della Relatività
stessa: la simultaneità. Inoltre afferma che: ‘potremo qui cogliere
senza difficoltà che il punto di vista relativistico non esclude il punto
di vista intuitivo e, anzi, lo implica necessariamente’.
Successivamente egli prosegue la riflessione facendo l’esempio
già riportato nel primo paragrafo di questo scritto, riguardante i due
fulmini che cadono sul terreno e definisce simultaneità il fatto che essi
sono contemporaneamente uno e due: ‘uno in quanto il mio atto di
attenzione è indivisibile, due in quanto ciò nonostante la mia
attenzione si ripartisce tra loro e si sdoppia senza scindersi’. Si
intravede a questo punto, nonostante l’onestà intellettuale del filosofo
una sorta di non applicazione del principio individuato ed esplicitato
da lui stesso, relativo all’illusione di estendere le proprie forme a
priori della percezione al concetto stesso.
Nonostante l’impegno del Bergson nell’osservare e riflettere su
un fatto della natura, quale la simultaneità di due fulmini, nelle sue
descrizioni emerge della confusione3, che sembra affrontare diverse
possibilità di accadimenti simultaneamente paralleli e possibili.
Sembrerebbe che il filosofo proseguendo nella sua riflessione sulla
base degli assiomi identificati finisca in un mondo di probabilità reali
parallele, dove diversi eventi potrebbero essere simultaneamente
possibili. Ho l’impressione che questa determinazione di possibilità
molteplici, con il suo carico di arbitrarietà e relativismo, emerga nel
momento in cui l’osservazione del fenomeno da parte del Bergson
implicitamente veda anche sé stessa in quanto forma intuitiva del
conoscere che si è oggettificata e dunque presenta dei gradi di cecità
nell’andare oltre a sé, per osservare qualcosa di estraneo ai propri
limiti e confini dati.
Il filosofo, infatti, avrebbe dovuto attendere una trentina di anni
per poter intravedere una certa simmetria tra la sua descrizione
dell’osservazione dei fulmini e i primi studi che sono stati portati
avanti dalla psicologia generale sulle diverse forme di attenzione4. Tra
le prime ricerche storiche ed i primi pionieri, si potrebbe citare Cherry
(1953) che tentò di studiare il cosiddetto ‘Effetto cocktail party’. Egli
tentò di comprendere come sia possibile che la nostra attenzione sia in
3

Questa parola ritornerà diverse volte nel corso dello scritto, è stata scelta tenendo
presente l’etimologia della stessa che evidenzia una “fusione con”, ad esempio tra oggetti
della fisica e della psicologia.
4
Ulteriori prove ipotetiche a tal riguardo potrebbero essere: 1) la metafora
dell’orchestra che spesso viene utilizzata anche nel parlare dell’attenzione dalla psicologia;
2) il filosofo parla esplicitamente di “attenzione”, si chiede come sia possibile che essa (e
non i fulmini) sia uno e due simultaneamente; 3) il fatto che il filosofo espliciti chiaramente
che la simultaneità è data dalla percezione che unisce un evento ad un orologio.
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grado di focalizzarsi, ad esempio, sul discorso che il nostro amico ci
sta facendo in un bar rumoroso e discriminare delle parole dalle altre
circostanti. Riscontrò inoltre una capacità intrinseca di poterci
‘muovere’ con lo ‘zoom attentivo’ da alcune percezioni ad altre, dal
particolare al generale e viceversa, di selezionare e discriminare alcuni
elementi rispetto ad altri seguendo determinati valori attribuiti in
automatico. Dunque egli studiò l’attenzione chiamata selettiva di
alcune informazioni tra le tante.
Altri autori successivamente si chiesero se le informazioni
scartate venissero in qualche modo percepite, per lo meno nel loro
significato superficiale. Ad esempio Broadbent (1958) partì da questo
quesito per sviluppare la sua ‘Teoria del filtro’, mostrando
sperimentalmente come in un primo momento diverse informazioni
vengono percepite simultaneamente e in parallelo, solo alcune tuttavia
superano questo ipotetico filtro attentivo per la loro salienza percettiva
e le altre vengono scartate, questa è una reazione del tutto automatica
e fisiologica.
Questi autori citati studiarono prevalentemente l’attenzione
uditiva, ma protocolli sperimentali simili sono stati utilizzati anche per
gli altri sensi e numerose ricerche sono state portate avanti
relativamente alla cosiddetta attenzione intermodale5 (definita a volte
transmodale o amodale; Stern 1987).
Non mi dilungherò ulteriormente su questi lavori capostipite
della ricerca in psicologia generale e che oggi fanno parte di un
bagaglio culturale popolare.
La cosa invece che vorrei evidenziare è l’ipotesi che Bergson
nel suo intervento, parlando della simultaneità tra i fulmini, stava in
qualche modo affrontando le spinose problematiche delle forme
spazio-temporali stesse dell’attenzione che ci consentono di
discriminare un oggetto fra i tanti, spesso per la sua rilevanza ed
importanza, ma anche altri ne possono essere percepiti in parallelo, ed
il movimento tra questi elementi nella percezione. Questa è la
simultaneità percettiva, e quando parlo di confusione tra diversi livelli

5

Ad esempio, alcuni ricercatori hanno dato a dei bambini di 3 settimane dei ciucci
da succhiare bendati. Questi succhiotti erano lisci oppure presentavano delle protuberanze.
Successivamente venivano tolte le bende e i neonati erano in grado di discriminare per
preferenza i succhiotti corrispondenti (Meltzoff e Borton 1979). Ricerche simili sono state
portate avanti su neonati sempre di 3 settimane ai quali “chiesero” quali livelli di intensità di
luce (luminescenza della luce bianca) corrispondessero meglio a certi livelli di intensità del
suono (decibel del rumore bianco) (Lewcowicz e Turkewitz 1980).
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mi riferisco a questo fenomeno particolare, ad esempio in questo caso
mi sembra presente tra un livello psicologico e uno reale compresenti.
Ritengo che il filosofo stava descrivendo una realtà fattuale in
maniera accorta e precisa, tuttavia quale realtà fattuale stava cercando
di descrivere? La mia ipotesi è che ci fosse per l’appunto una confusione fatta tra degli eventi oggettuali (i fulmini che cadono) e i
propri processi psicologici atti nella conoscenza, intesi in quanto
condizioni di possibilità del conoscere stesso. La coscienza si riflette
su sé stessa e il tempo per la psicologia è una modalità d’essere del
soggetto percipiente.
Si potrebbe dire, proseguendo la riflessione, che questa
dimensione psicologica temporale è un tratto peculiare di ognuno di
noi; e una tendenza altrettanto peculiare, così come evidenziato dal
Bergson, è quella di generalizzare la propria temporalità agli oggetti
circostanti.
Questo concetto puramente psicologico non va confuso con il
tempo (inteso ad esempio come variabile oppure funzione) di cui si
parla in fisica, il rischio infatti di non tenere a mente questa
separazione concettuale, è quella di perdersi in riflessioni filosofiche
che spesso risultano confuse e disordinate nei loro diversi significati.
Sui punti di riferimento e le trasformazioni: alcune
conclusioni
Cerbara (2016) evidenzia che il principio della relatività che si
trova nelle poche righe introduttive del lavoro di Einstein conosciuto
comunemente come teoria della relatività ristretta (1905)6:
non afferma affatto la diffusissima idea, anche tra persone molto
colte, in altri campi naturalmente, che ‘tutto è relativo’, ma,
oppostamente, postula non solo che il concetto di quiete assoluta
non ha valore scientifico, ma anche che le leggi fondamentali
della fisica come quelle dell’elettromagnetismo, che, per inciso,
non erano ancora note ai tempi di Galilei o di Newton, devono
valere formalmente inalterate per tutti i riferimenti inerziali, cioè
in moto relativo rettilineo e uniforme.
Cerebara 2016: 6

Il titolo scelto dal fisico viene tradotto in italiano: “Sulla elettrodinamica dei corpi
in movimento”.
6
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Cerbara esplicita che basandoci su questo principio introduttivo:
‘piuttosto che un’idea di relatività, esprime semmai una idea di
“assolutezza”’. Inoltre evidenzia che probabilmente lo stesso Einstein
avrebbe preferito il titolo di ‘teoria degli invarianti’ come suggerito
dal matematico F. Klein (Cerbara 2016), che ‘individuava giustamente
nel requisito di invarianza delle leggi fisiche il fulcro della relatività’.
Cerbara evidenzia l’importanza di questo concetto non solo per
la fisica ma anche per la sociologia, l’antropologia e la linguistica,
dove per invarianza si intende che ‘le leggi della fisica sono invarianti
per certe trasformazioni, la cui individuazione costituisce talvolta una
sfida’.
Nel corso di questo scritto abbiamo approcciato il concetto di
tempo inteso in diverse accezioni. Seguendo le riflessioni di Bergson
ci siamo posti dei quesiti che riguardano la psicologia come scienza
applicata e abbiamo riscontrato delle ipotesi che potrebbero in qualche
modo chiarire una questione centrale. La domanda infatti che il
filosofo si è posto è relativa ad un certo grado di simmetria tra il punto
di vista relativistico e quello intuitivo. Egli riteneva necessario
determinare il significato filosofico dei concetti introdotti dal lavoro di
Einstein e fino a che punto l’intuizione si distanziasse da questi.
In questo scritto, ho cercato di mostrare che Bergson nella sua
riflessione si sia probabilmente mosso tra almeno due tempi diversi a
volte fondendoli tra loro: un tempo della coscienza e un tempo delle
cose. Ad esempio questo processo è evidente quando egli ipotizza
l’esistenza di un tempo universale che governa tutte le cose, che
rimane quando a seguito di una generalizzazione del tempo della
coscienza personale, quest’ultima viene successivamente ‘eliminata’
(‘(…) eliminare le coscienze umane che avevamo dislocato (…)’ Vedi
il primo paragrafo). Egli ipotizza che in fin dei conti a seguito di
questa operazione si scoprirebbe che questa ipotesi intuitiva di
generalizzazione temporale dalla coscienza alle cose, non contiene
nulla che sia incompatibile con la teoria della Relatività di Einstein.
L’ipotesi centrale del presente scritto è stata invece la proposta
di tenere a mente il fatto che il concetto di tempo è un concetto
complesso e che probabilmente siamo abituati ad utilizzare questa
parola per riferirci a degli aspetti che nella realtà dei fatti sono molto
diversi tra di loro.
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Da un punto di vista della psicologia il tempo è una qualità data
all’oggetto della coscienza e per questo è sempre presente nella sua
intenzionalità e presenta dei segni di rassicurante orientamento. Da
una determinata prospettiva non c’è molta differenza nel dire alto o
basso, destra o sinistra, prima o dopo, simultaneo e in successione.
Queste, infatti, sono delle qualità, delle descrizioni che vengono
attribuite ad una cosa in funzione dell’altra. Rovelli (2012) ha
evidenziato ad esempio che nell’universo gli astronauti non possono
utilizzare il concetto di alto e basso, e che queste qualità perdono di
significato in quel contesto. Il fisico ha evidenziato inoltre a tal
proposito che lo stesso accade in alcuni sistemi di riferimento della
fisica per il concetto di tempo, esso è utile ma non fondamentale e
molte cose che la fisica ha compreso sono difficili da rappresentare
intuitivamente.
La questione allora diviene quella di rompere7 il proprio
pensiero intuitivo – e forse anche l’abitudine - che può essere tale solo
grazie al tempo psicologico e dunque questo processo di rottura è
ancora più complesso che per altri concetti. La tradizione in tal senso
non ci può venire in aiuto, l’unica cosa è un’apertura al mistero.
D'altronde ogni grande cambiamento di prospettiva che è stato
introdotto nel mondo della scienza ha spesso creato più problemi e
questioni su cui riflettere, che chiarezza e linearità e, nonostante
questa grande complessità, questa spinta alla conoscenza ci
caratterizza e ci rende ciò che siamo.
Ad esempio, ci è servito diverso tempo affinché si rendesse
operativa l’idea che la terra fosse tonda e non piatta come si pensava,
e nonostante i tentativi di mantenere la rappresentazione abituale la
realtà dei fatti ha spinto per poter essere.
Per quanto riguarda i quesiti posti da Bergson, egli giustamente
evidenziava che se dovesse esistere un tempo universale esso è il
tempo della coscienza, tuttavia cercare di estenderlo alle cose della
natura, pensare che sia lo stesso per tutti gli oggetti e che questo li
lasci inalterati, è un grave errore da non fare: essi non sarebbero gli
stessi oggetti della coscienza e sarebbero invece soggetti a qualche
tipo di trasformazione.
Ad esempio, nella stessa psicologia nessuno si sognerebbe mai
di pensare che il tempo di un oggetto psichico intrinseco sia lo stesso,
sia nel sistema conscio che nel sistema inconscio in assenza di una
qualche tipo di trasformazione che altera l’oggetto in entrambe le
7

L’etimologia della parola vuol dire ‘spezzare in due o più parti’.
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direzioni. Due oggetti diversi dunque, potrebbero presentare delle
leggi psichiche invarianti sia nel conscio che nell’inconscio, come se
fossero uno lo specchio dell’altro, ed essere legati tra di loro proprio
grazie a queste trasformazioni. Queste leggi invarianti sono da
individuare ed interpretare ad esempio tramite un processo
metapsicologico e significante in un’ottica di cambiamento - o per lo
meno di un movimento - della struttura psichica. Potremmo tuttavia
dire che questi due oggetti sono gli stessi identici oggetti nella
trasformazione? Non ho risposta a questo quesito, tuttavia se così
fosse potremmo rappresentarci intuitivamente mediante questo
processo dei confini tra i due sistemi psichici, insieme ad una sorta di
comunicazione. Probabilmente per questo motivo Cerbara (2016)
evidenziava l’importanza delle leggi invarianti per diverse discipline
oltre alla matematica.
Se si estendesse un tempo della coscienza agli oggetti della
natura, invece, si sovrapporrebbe una simmetria tra un tempo
psicologico e un tempo fisico che genera dei problemi di
comprensione e che, se venisse applicata alla realtà delle cose anche e
solo ipoteticamente, così come è evidente negli esperimenti mentali
del filosofo nel suo intervento, generebbe un mondo di possibilità
parallele confusionali ed alterate da delle uguaglianze e relazioni
bizzarre: sarebbe come omologare le cose della natura ad una idea.
A tal proposito, Bergson nel suo intervento mette a paragone il
molto grande ed il molto piccolo, evidenziando che queste possono
esserlo solo relativamente all’osservatore stesso:
(…) una volta di più, dove incomincia la prossimità, dove finisce
la lontananza? Dei microbi scienziati (…) troverebbero che la
distanza che li separa, cioè la distanza tra l’orologio e l’evento da
lei definito ‘vicino’, è enorme.
Bergson 2004: 197
Tralasciamo il discorso sull’osservatore terzo (i microbi
scienziati) che potrebbe essere argomento per un altro scritto,
potremmo infatti chiederci chi è questo terzo in un sistema
sperimentale del genere visto che le cose fisiche hanno sì bisogno di
un ‘osservatore’, ma sicuramente non di un osservatore
antropocentrico.
La cosa che invece vorrei far notare è che per i fisici il molto
grande ed il molto piccolo non sono interscambiabili - pensiamo ad
esempio alle bizzarre evidenze della fisica quantistica - in relazione ad
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un osservatore, alcuni punti di riferimento non sono relativi ed
esistono per l’appunto delle leggi che paradossalmente non variano.
Probabilmente invece, ancora una volta ritroviamo nelle
riflessioni di Bergson le forme dell’attenzione intese come costrutto
definito e studiato dalla psicologia generale. Infatti, un movimento di
questo genere descritto dal Bergson che va dal particolare al generale,
insieme ad una certa simmetria tra il piccolo ed il grande è per lo
meno più comprensibile se si pensa agli studi sull’attenzione; basti
pensare ad esempio all’attrazione di bellezza che proviamo nei
confronti di quelle forme chiamate frattali che presentano proprio la
caratteristica intrinseca di mantenere le proporzioni di rapporti che si
ripetono nello stesso modo su scale diverse. I frattali potrebbero essere
una buona definizione visiva delle forme dell’attenzione.
Per concludere, ritengo che bisogna fare attenzione alle
generalizzazioni, le quali necessitano di alcune trasformazioni adatte.
LEONARDO PROVINI
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TEMPORALITE PSYCHIQUE ET INCONSCIENT
INTEMPOREL. TRAUMAS DE GUERRE A
L’EPREUVE DU TEMPS
Nous admettons que les instincts de l’homme se ramènent
exclusivement à deux catégories: d’une part ceux qui veulent
conserver et unir; nous les appelons érotiques –exactement dans le
sens d’Eros dans Le Banquet de Platon- ou sexuels, en donnant
explicitement à ce terme l’extension du concept populaire de
sexualité; d’autre part, ceux qui veulent détruire et tuer; nous les
englobons sous les termes de pulsion agressive ou pulsion
destructrice.
Freud 1933 [1932]:53- 4
L’histoire de l’humanité est faite de guerres et de conquêtes.
L’histoire des hommes avec la guerre se construit à partir des guerres
et des violences qu’ils ont personnellement connues, vécues ou
engendrées selon qu’ils soient perdants ou gagnants, occupés ou
occupants. La guerre génère des violences profondes, primaires,
destructrices et marque à vie les personnes de blessures narcissiques et
identitaires. Elle les fige souvent dans des identités qui les inscrivent de
façon permanente dans leurs liens avec le moment traumatique :
victime/rescapé(e)- bourreaux/criminel(les)/collabos etc. obstruant
leurs parcours personnels, socioculturels, en contexte mais aussi hors
contexte, et leurs personnalités. Ce phénomène est surtout propre aux
guerres civiles où le travail de mémoire bute face aux lectures clivées
des différents protagonistes et où une appréhension des faits de manière
plus ambivalente et nuancée n’est amorcée que très difficilement.
Dans un registre similaire, les violences politiques sont autant
plus insidieuses que les situations de guerre déclarée où l’ennemi est
identifié. Elles sont exercées par des régimes dictatoriaux contre leurs
propres populations. Dans ces situations, les personnes sont soumises à
une guerre psychologique, morale du fait de la terreur, de la répression,
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des arrestations arbitraires, de la torture et de l’emprisonnement sans
procès ou dans le cadre de procès judiciaires extrêmement politisés.
Elles deviennent accusées de penser librement, d’oser contrer la
propagande et coupables de refuser l’instrumentalisation des citoyens
et des ressources des pays au service des dictateurs. D’autres formes de
violences sociales notamment celles des régimes de ségrégation ségrégation raciale, ségrégation religieuse et ségrégation sexuelle,
légiférées par les Etats et les régimes d’Apartheid- touchent aussi les
personnes au plus profond de leurs appartenances identitaires. Elles
développent à long terme, en miroir à la haine de l’autre, une haine de
soi qui affecte les assises narcissiques du fait aussi du renoncement
forcé aux droits humains et humanitaires les plus fondamentaux.
Dans cet article nous allons examiner les effets de la guerre, en
tant que violence sociale, sur le fonctionnement psychique des
individus. Ainsi, quand les personnes sont soumises à la destructivité et
aux traumas de guerre, leurs capacités de mentalisation et leurs
processus de liaisons sont mis à mal. Ces derniers ne peuvent
fonctionner parfois que dans l’après-coup grâce aux supports de
médiations psychiques intermédiaires, artistiques, littéraires ou
thérapeutiques qui constituent des objets tiers. Ces objets tiers
permettent de placer le trauma à l’extérieur de soi et autorisent enfin la
levée du refoulé, le travail d’associativité et la construction de
l’historicité individuelle, intime dans une rencontre simultanée avec des
vécus en lien avec l’histoire collective. Nous allons prendre comme
point d’appui : la toile de Guernica peinte par Pablo Picasso en 1937
qui porte en elle les affres de la guerre civile espagnole et la terreur
engendrée par le carnage du fascisme en Europe ; les écritstémoignages des anciens combattants aux prises avec les épisodes
sanglants de la guerre civile libanaise (1975-90) et le texte-scénario
Hiroshima mon amour écrit par Marguerite Duras en 1959 comme
script au film d’Alain Renais. Dans ce texte, il est question d’histoires
d’amour, d’occupation allemande de la France pendant la deuxième
guerre mondiale mais aussi des horreurs de la bombe atomique lancée
par les Etats-Unis sur la ville de Hiroshima au Japon en 1945. L’objectif
étant d’examiner les fonctions de la destructivité et de la pulsion de
mort au sein du fonctionnement psychique et de mettre en évidence, à
travers ces histoires de guerre, en définitive « racontables »,
l’intemporalité de l’inconscient et la temporalité psychique, toutes deux
aux prises avec le travail de liaison et de déliaison pulsionnelles, à
l’épreuve du temps, du travail d’historicité et de l’universel.
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Guernica et les effets du traumatisme
Le bombardement-génocide : traumatisme de guerre
En pleine guerre civile espagnole, le 26 Avril 1937 alors que la
région basque était sur le point de tomber entre les mains du franquisme
et que le front du nord était militairement en pleine déconfiture (France
Culture 2012), la Légion Condor- armée de l’air de l’Allemagne naziebombardait la ville basque de Guernica sur ordre du général Franco.
‘Incendies criminels et meurtres de masse’ commis par l’aviation
allemande transforment alors la ville de Guernica en ‘ruines fumantes’.
Les bombardements conduits avec ‘atrocité prononcée et rigueur
scientifique’ ont ‘détruits le centre de la tradition culturelle et
politique basque’. ‘Aucune des atrocités précédentes liées à la guerre
civile sanguinaire ne fut autant impitoyable’ (New York Times Archives
29 Avril 1937). Les avions volaient si bas que les habitants, fuyant en
cavale, pouvaient apercevoir la croix gammée sur les ailes des avions1.
L’attaque eut lieu un lundi, le jour de marché. Plusieurs fermiers étaient
venus en ville avec leurs animaux.
Il était 16 h 30 lorsque la cloche de l’église sonna l’alarme pour
signaler l’approche des avions. Les gens se réfugièrent aussitôt
dans les caves et dans les abris (…) le bombardement augmenta
d’intensité et fut continu. Il ne cessa qu’à 19 h 45. La ville de 7 000
habitants, auxquels il faut ajouter 3 000 réfugiés, avait été
lentement, systématiquement détruite, et dans un rayon de huit
kilomètres, d’autres avions incendiaient l’une après l’autre les
fermes de la région.
La Croix 29 Avril 1937
Après environ, trois heures-trente ininterrompues de pilonnage,
il ne restait plus rien de la ville. Lorsque les survivants sortirent de leurs
abris, ‘Guernica était rouge. La ville brûlait’2. Inaki Arzanegi qui avait
14 ans à l’époque, raconte qu’il y avait une mer de flammes et qu’il
n’avait pas pu, en la cherchant, trouver sa maison. ‘Les gens criaient.
Tout avait été bombardé et brûlait’ (Simons Marlise New York Times:12
1

INA.fr (27 Avril 2006), Témoignage d'une rescapée du bombardement de
Guernica auprès de lycéens lors du 69ème anniversaire du bombardement de la ville
espagnole,
Edition
Euskal
Herri
Pays
Basque
disponible
sur
https://www.ina.fr/video/R17111746 [dernière consultation le 27 Mars 2019].
2
Témoignage de Pako Garcia San Roman, un survivants qui avait 7 ans au moment
du bombardement in DELOBEL Pantxika (25/4/2017), Pays basque espagnol : les 80 ans du
bombardement
de
Guernica
commémorés,
Sud-Ouest,
disponible
sur
https://www.sudouest.fr/2017/04/25/pays-basque-espagnol-les-80-ans-du-bombardementde-guernica-celebres-3395861-4018.php [dernière consultation le 27 Mars 2019]
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Mai 1998). Il y avait des cadavres partout. L’attaque avait fait des
centaines de morts. Pourtant, l’offensive ne servait à rien. Le mal était
gratuit. La ville de Guernica ne revêtait aucun intérêt stratégique ou
militaire.
Il est difficile, même dans l’après-coup, d’écrire et de plonger
dans les atrocités du massacre de Guernica. L’intensité traumatique et
l’irreprésentable qu’il véhicule, sont à la fois atrocement familiers mais
aussi étrangers, spécifiques et propres à une histoire autre. Les enjeux
psychiques et les conséquences aux niveaux du lien social, de l’histoire
du pays et du monde continuent de faire l’objet de réflexions, de
tentatives d’élaboration et de mises en mots, des décennies plus tard.
Les pulsions de haine et d’anéantissement, l’injonction à la violence
émise par des Etats avec l’accord et la participation tacites ou déclarés
de leurs populations civiles et militaires, demeurent au fur et à mesure
du passage du temps, soumises à la processualité psychique dans une
tentative de penser l’impensable mais aussi des garde-fous aux
capacités à la haine et la violence que recèlent l’humanité.
Pour les personnes qui le subissent, le traumatisme est un
…événement de la vie du sujet qui se définit par son intensité,
l’incapacité où se trouve le sujet d’y répondre adéquatement, le
bouleversement et les effets pathogènes durables qu’il provoque
dans l’organisation psychique. En termes économiques, le
traumatisme se caractérise par un afflux d’excitations qui est
excessif, relativement à la tolérance du sujet et à sa capacité de
maitriser et d’élaborer psychiquement ces excitations.
Laplanche et Pontalis 1967: 499
La psychanalyse définit le traumatisme comme un choc violent,
une effraction engendrant des conséquences sur l’ensemble de
l’organisation psychique. Le premier effet du traumatisme c’est qu’il
provoque un état de sidération qui met en échec la capacité de penser
entrainant un arrêt de toute espèce d’activité psychique.
Une des caractéristiques de l’événement traumatique est de
garder au fil des années chez les survivants, une acuité que le temps ne
réduit pas. Les images sont là et le temps n’a pas d’effet sur leurs
précisions. Les souvenirs sont cuisants et la perception est tellement
empreinte de sensorialité que le refoulement devient difficile et l’oubli
impossible. Certaines personnes que j’avais interrogées et qui avaient
subi de graves traumatismes et des préjudices majeurs en lien avec la
guerre du Liban, avaient pu fonctionner pendant des années en clivant
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le traumatisme, le mettant de côté, s’appuyant sur une mémoire
sélective concernant la remémoration des éléments de leur passé.
Cependant, le jour où un facteur déclencheur avait provoqué une levée
du refoulé, elles avaient été capables de restituer le récit du
traumatisme, en détails, dans son intégralité. Quant à leurs vécus
respectifs, les symptômes qu’ils avaient développés en lien avec le
traumatisme mais aussi avec leurs histoires personnelles en dehors du
traumatisme, relèvent alors de constructions psychiques qui
mériteraient d’être analysées.
Guernica, la toile : transmission et inscription du traumatisme
dans l’histoire, travail de liaison pulsionnelle.

http://e-cours-arts-plastiques.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/guernica-Picasso_thumb.jpg

Quand la guerre civile espagnole éclata en 1936, Picasso vivait à
Paris. Il prit alors fermement position en faveur des républicains. Quand
le bombardement de Guernica eut lieu, Picasso fût bouleversé. Il vit les
premières photos dans journaux, lit les éditoriaux, écouta les récits et
réagit très vite. Immédiatement, de manière fébrile et très intense, il
commença à faire quelques esquisses. Dès le 11 mai, soit 15 jours
seulement après le bombardement, la toile Guernica sera mise en place
dans sa dimension définitive et jour après jour, jusqu’au 4 Juin 1937,
elle sera modifiée, corrigée, les formes de l’horreur et de la terreur
esquissées. (France Culture 2012) Les cris primitifs de terreur et
d’agonie, le morcellement et l’anéantissement furent mis en œuvre.
Humains et animaux paraissent ainsi sacrifiés dans un tableau où leurs
terreurs se rejoignent, se confondent. Ils ouvrent la bouche- la gueule,
hennissent, mugissent et hurlent leurs soupirs ultimes avant de
s’affaisser -figés dans des mimiques gravées pour l’éternité- et de choir,
chacun seul face à la mort, sur les membres des corps coupés, morcelés
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et éparpillés de leurs concitoyens. A travers cette toile traitée
exclusivement en noir, blanc et gris, Picasso peint sombrement, le
renversement de l’ordre et de la culture.
L’œuvre est ainsi présentée d’emblée comme une arme contre le
fascisme, le totalitarisme et la guerre. Elle représentera aussi une icône
universelle contre la barbarie. Picasso acquit ainsi à l’issue du second
conflit mondial une image d’artiste engagé. Les œuvres de cette période
respirent tout le sordide de ces années-là et reflètent combien le peintre
ressentit, alors, le tragique des événements (France Culture 2012).
La réalité extérieure impacte ainsi la réalité psychique du peintre,
le contexte mortifère génère le fantasme et l’horreur prend alors les
formes de la créativité artistique. L’intensité des pulsions de mort et de
destruction véhiculées, semblent avoir été telles, que Picasso a dû
opérer une transformation du réel traumatique des événements, le
sublimer pour assurer sa survie psychique. L’intensité de ses émotions,
affects, pensées, aurait été canalisée de manière à les rendre
représentables à travers la toile de Guernica. Le travail du négatif et la
négociation avec les atteintes au narcissisme et au principe
d’autoconservation ont débouché sur le travail de transformation
créatrice.
Ce que la toile de Guernica a de particulier, c’est qu’elle
« touche une double fibre, constamment : l’une, individuelle,
subjective, intime ; l’autre tout aussi personnelle, sans doute, mais en
même temps paradoxalement commune, partageable » par tous comme
l’écrit Catherine Chabert au sujet du livre de Daniel Mendelson, Les
disparus (Chabert 2016:28). Si au niveau de son inscription dans le
temps, elle porte le nom et raconte le massacre de Guernica qui a eu
lieu en 1937, par ces images, elle raconte les atrocités de toutes les
guerres, celles de tous les temps. Elle me ramène au Liban entre 1975
et 1990, au temps de la guerre civile mais aussi au-delà, au cœur de tous
les récits et vécus de guerre que j’ai côtoyés, lus, écoutés, aux corps
mutilés que j’ai vu se trainer dans la ville. Guernica atemporelle,
renvoie pour ce qui suit, en miroir les images de la guerre et de la
destruction de Beyrouth.
Beyrouth3 , traumatismes de guerre et travail d’écriture
Jalonné tout au long de son histoire d’histoires de guerres, de
persécutions et d’occupations, le Liban a sombré officiellement dans les
3
BAGHDADI Maroun, Hamassat, 1980 ; CHAHAL SABBAG Randa, Nos guerres
imprudentes, 1995
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affres de la guerre civile le 13 Avril 1975. Je ne m’attarderais pas sur la
combinaison des facteurs politiques et psychosociaux qui auraient
provoqué ce basculement mais j’aborderais mon propos sous l’angle de
la guerre des identités, une guerre qui a scindé les groupes sociaux
libanais en camps et factions communautaires et idéologiques.
Transformés en combattants au service de milices conduites par des
leaders politiques, les citoyens, au nom de la lutte pour la cause, ont pu
commettre les atrocités les plus extrêmes et glisser sur les cordes raides
de la torture, des assassinats et des procédés de liquidation macabres.
Les écritures des images-récits de deux épisodes sanglants de la guerre
du Liban, illustreront mon propos: le massacre du samedi noir (6
Décembre 1975) et la bataille du centre-ville de Beyrouth (1975-6) tels
que narrés par les protagonistes présents sur place à l’époque. Ils seront
examinés sous l’angle de la désintrication pulsionnelle, au service des
pulsions de destruction, de haine et de mort, mais aussi de vie.
L’économie psychique particulière aux différents combattants et
l’organisation de la personnalité pendant la guerre, tenteront d’apporter
un éclairage sur les motifs qui pourraient pousser une personne,
apparemment socialement adaptée et intégrée, à succomber dans les
rouages de la violence. Nous examinerons aussi l’impact sur les
générations suivantes -en partie, ma génération- qui portent
indubitablement en elles, les résidus psychiques ‘radioactifs’ (Gampel
2005) de ces violences sociales, parfois génocidaires.
Le samedi noir, une histoire de dissociation psychique ?
Une fièvre, démente, s’abattait sur le quartier. Nous n’étions plus
des hommes. Les loups, sans doute, sont moins cruels. (…) On
tuait sans relâche, et c’était qui se couvrait de plus de sang. Les
plus déments triomphaient. Je ne me sentais pas satisfait :
je n’éprouvais aucune joie, aucune exaltation. Je tirais car il n’y
avait plus d’innocents, plus d’innocence. Tous les musulmans
étaient responsables de la mort de mes fils
Joseph Saadé in Brunnquell et Couderc 1989:14

Et la ville entière s’embrasa. Ce samedi 6 décembre 1975, ‘Samedi
noir’, l’assassinat du fils ainé de Joseph Saadé plongea le Liban
dans les eaux sans fond de l’horreur où disparaissent les vivants.
Le Samedi noir consacrait la déchirure d’un pays et de ses
communautés, chrétienne et musulmane. C’était la guerre,
vraiment.
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Brunnquell et Couderc 1989:16
Joseph Saadé était marié, père de trois enfants. Employé dans un
journal, il était apprécié par ces collègues, bien intégré socialement, non
engagé politiquement. Cependant, en l’espace de trois mois, sa vie
bascula. Il fût confronté au double traumatisme de l’assassinat de ces
deux fils, âgés respectivement de 20 et 22 ans, par des miliciens
palestiniens. Le premier a été tué début Septembre 1975, mutilé et
supplicié achevé par une balle dans la tête ; le second a été tué le 5
décembre 1975 à coups de hache. Les palestiniens ‘lui avaient cassé
toutes ses dents. Son épaule et sa hanche ont été tranchées. Après avoir
été frappé à la hache, il a été tué par balle’4.
« Quand j’avais été identifié son corps le 6 décembre 1975, c’était
le jour du Samedi noir, je n’avais plus de limites. Je me sentais
complètement dénudé dans ce monde. Si après la mort de mon
premier fils, j’avais eu une crise cardiaque, à la mort du second j’ai
eu une démence »5
En effet, au cours de ce samedi noir, Joseph se décrit comme
perdant complètement le contrôle de lui-même, incapable de s’arrêter,
ne se souvenant pas des détails de la tuerie, ni des personnes qu’il a tué,
ni de leurs réactions, il se souvient juste de sa fièvre et de son besoin de
tuer encore et encore comme si son corps opérait en dehors de lui-même
et que son Moi était scindé en deux. Confronté à l’impensable et
irreprésentable double assassinat de ses fils, il connut un moment de
dissociation traumatique; la désintrication pulsionnelle sous l’égide des
pulsions de mort et de destruction, aurait été traduite un massacre de
masse, un agir nécessaire alors à la survie psychique de Joseph. En fait,
en dehors de la tuerie de ce samedi noir, de ce moment de dissociation
traumatique, Joseph est resté un père éploré qui n’avait plus participé à
des massacres. Engagé cependant depuis dans la guerre, il tirait « d’un
front à un autre », « mais je n’ai plus égorgé »6 me dit-il.
Les propos de Freud sur la pulsion de mort et de destruction
peuvent illustrer l’état mental de Joseph Saadé lors de la tuerie du
samedi noir.
Nous sommes arrivés à concevoir que cette pulsion agit au sein de
tout être vivant et qu’elle tend à le vouer à la ruine, à ramener la
vie à l’Etat de matière inanimée. Un tel penchant méritait
véritablement l’appellation d’instinct de mort, tandis que les
Entretien accordé à l’auteure le 27 février 2016
Idem
6
Idem
4
5
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pulsions érotiques représentent les efforts vers la vie. L’instinct de
mort devient pulsion destructrice par le fait qu’il s’extériorise, à
l’aide de certains organes, contre les objets. L’être animé protège
pour ainsi dire sa propre existence en détruisant l’élément étranger
(…) L’application de ces forces instinctives à la destruction dans
le monde extérieur soulage l’être vivant et doit avoir une action
bienfaisante.
Freud 1933 [1932]:57-8
En effet, Joseph Saadé en me dédicassant en Mars 2016 le livre
qui avait été consacré à son histoire, m’écrivit ‘A Zeina, en souvenir de
ceux qui sont partis pour que nous restions’. Là, il désignait peut-être
ses fils et ceux qui sont morts au combat pour défendre la cause. Je me
demande aussi si nous ne pouvons pas penser, au sein de ce moment de
dissociation qu’il a connu, à ceux qu’il avait dû tuer pour pouvoir «
rester ». Si l’espace intermédiaire de l’élaboration psychique est
demeuré longtemps obstrué par l’impact du traumatisme, Joseph Saadé
nous a quand même légué, dans un livre, sa terrible histoire. Elle sera
éternellement associée à l’histoire du samedi noir et à l’histoire du
Liban. Au moins, puissions-nous tenter d’élaborer, dans l’après-coup,
quelques-uns de ses éléments dont l’impact continue d’alimenter les
rancœurs du Liban d’aujourd’hui, de susciter les mêmes passions
haineuses et le même cortège d’accusations (Zerbé 2016).
Le livre qui avait été écrit sur Joseph Saadé l’avait figé dans une
double identité clivée, Victime et Bourreau dans laquelle lui-même ne
se reconnaissait pas. Il me dit ainsi
« Moi je n’ai pas une double personnalité. Le tort des personnes
qui ont fait ce livre est d’avoir monté en épingle le bourreau. Moi
je ne valide pas l’identité de bourreau. Moi je suis une victime d’un
temps où il n’y avait ni armée ni police, un temps où nous étions
en train de vivre dans une jungle. Et dans une jungle, soit c’est toi
qui vis soit celui qui est en face de toi. 7 »
La
bataille
d’autoconservation ?

du

centre-ville :

tuer,

une

pulsion

Ci-dessous, un des tableaux qui dessine la jungle qu’était devenu
le centre-ville de Beyrouth suite à environ deux années de guerre civile:

7

Entretien accordé à l’auteure le 2 Mars 2016
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Le feu des incendies ravage çà et là les échoppes et les commerces,
illuminant le ciel d’une lumière rougeâtre et crachant des
fumées noires qui assombrissent davantage des lieux déjà
ténébreux… l’ennemi est partout, et il peut surgir au milieu de
nous et nous prendre par surprise (…) Ce théâtre digne d’une pièce
dantesque se transforme rapidement en un immense cimetière, où
les cadavres de miliciens de tous bords s’entassent et pourrissent
en plein air, répandant l’odeur nauséabonde et pestilentielle de la
chair en décomposition, tandis que les canalisations d’égouts
crevés déversent inlassablement leurs lots d’immondices et d’eaux
souillées, métamorphosant par endroits certains coins en fosses
septiques à ciel ouvert
Maroun Machaalani in Gemayel G. 2018:299
Maroun Machaalani, commando de la troupe BJ (Béjine) troupe
d’élite de la milice libanaise chrétienne Kataëb8, avait participé aux
grandes batailles notamment celles du Centre-Ville de Beyrouth et des
Grands-Hôtels contre les milices palestiniennes et libanaises partisanes
de la cause palestinienne et du nationalisme arabe. La troupe BJ était
constituée de jeunes gens âgés entre 17 et 23 ans, étudiants à l’école ou
à l’université, parfois déjà sur le marché du travail, connus pour leur
bravoure, leur détermination, leur solidarité et leur âpreté aux combats.
Ils étaient unis par une cause déterminante : « défendre le Liban et
surtout les chrétiens, contre le danger palestinien » (Gemayel G.
2018:299) Les palestiniens eux, chassés de la Palestine en deux vagues
en 1948 et 1967, s’étaient retrouvés redistribués et éparpillés dans des
camps de réfugiés, notamment en Palestine, au Liban, en Syrie et en
Jordanie. Au Liban leur nombre était passé de 110 000 en 1948 à plus
de 400 000 en 1975 ce qui effraya les chrétiens maronites (Joumblatt
1978:147). Armés pour combattre les israéliens suite aux accords
conclus au Caire en 1969, les palestiniens avaient mis leurs armes au
service des partis de la gauche libanaise en revendication face aux
inégalités sociales et aux prérogatives politiques que détenait la droite
maronite ; comme ce fut le cas en Jordanie, les palestiniens avaient
outrepassé l’autorité de l’Etat, tentant de reconstituer au Liban un
semblant de mini-état palestinien.
Par leurs dérogations à la loi libanaise, l’anarchie du port d’armes,
la police qu’ils faisaient à certains accès importants de la capitale,
facilité l’éclosion du complot contre eux. (…) Des fonctionnaires,
8
Parti politique chrétien, transformé aux abords la guerre civile en milice, en
réaction à l’armement des palestiniens et des partis de la gauche libanaise. Plus tard en 1980,
les milices chrétiennes : Kataëb, Ahrar, Gardiens du cèdre etc. furent unifiées par Bachir
Gémayel et regroupées sous le nom de Forces Libanaises.
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des directeurs généraux étaient parfois arrêtés par des patrouilles
palestiniennes pour vérification d’identité. Parfois des libanais ou
des étrangers étaient enlevés ou séquestrés, sous le prétexte vrai
ou faux d’atteinte à la sécurité de la révolution palestinienne.
Joumblatt 1978:126
Un ancien combattant palestinien, membre du Fatah9 qui avait
participé aux batailles des grands hôtels, explique les motifs de son
combat contre les Kataëb au centre-ville:
« Moi je voulais défendre la cause palestinienne et mon peuple. À
l’époque les Kataëb faisaient partie du projet orchestré pour nous
achever (…) tout comme les israéliens, ils voulaient nous
achever. » 10
Ainsi, une personne ou une communauté est entrainée au combat,
lorsqu’elle a le sentiment qu’elle, ses proches, sa terre ou ses biens, sont
mises en danger ou menacées d’extermination. Pour les chrétiens
libanais, l’armement des palestiniens, l’atteinte à la souveraineté de
l’Etat libanais, l’arrestation illégale et illégitime de personnes auraient
réveillé un sentiment de profonde menace. Pour les palestiniens,
l’angoisse d’annihilation identitaire suite à la Nakba11 et l’impuissance
militaire à combattre l’Etat d’Israël aurait été déplacée contre un
ennemi autre, vécu et véhiculé par la propagande comme l’auxiliaire de
l’Etat d’Israël. Leur âpreté aux combats et leur sentiment de toutepuissance sur le terrain libanais semblaient venir pallier, par
procuration, à leur incapacité à libérer la Palestine.
Le déclenchement de la guerre rend ainsi le danger et la menace
que constitue l’Autre, réels. Des groupes de jeunes hommes se forment
et se mobilisent de part et d’autre pour se défendre. A ce moment-là, il
devient alors question de tuer pour ne pas être tué. Le Moi:
…dominé par des peurs réalistes, est obligé de séparer
l’inconscient au profit d’une soumission aux questions de survie.
Cette organisation décrit un état du moi de l’individu dans des
situations menaçantes où la peur doit mener à l’action
Oliner et Hacker 2016:115
9

Organisation palestinienne politique et militaire fondée à la fin des années 1950
par Yasser Arafat. Elle prônait l’indépendance de la Palestine et la lutte contre l’Etat hébreu
10
Entretien avec l’auteure, 3 juin 2016
11
Nakba ou catastrophe en arabe : concept qui désigne le déplacement forcé de
milliers de palestiniens à la création de l’Etat d’Israël en 1948
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Oliner M. rapporte ainsi l’étude de Bergeret qui décrit
…ces états dans lesquels le moi total menacé réagit par une
violence fondamentale. L’attitude du « tuer ou être tué » n’est
alors pas dirigée vers un objet, mais vers la cause de la menace. Ce
qui la déclenche c’est la peur
Oliner et Hacker 2016:114
Il s’agirait ici de ‘violence inhérente à l’autoconservation’
(idem). Quand il y a une connexion directe, non réfléchie, entre la peur,
la perception qui la provoque et la violence agie, l’action de tuer, bien
que s’inscrivant dans la pulsion de destruction et de mort, irait mobiliser
et mettre à l’œuvre les pulsions d’autoconservation du Moi.
Cependant, conduite sous l’égide de l’intrication des pulsions
d’autoconservation et de destruction,
…la guerre détruit des vies humaines chargées de promesses, place
l’individu dans des situations qui le déshonorent, le force à tuer
son prochain contre sa propre volonté, anéantit de précieuses
valeurs matérielles, produits de l’activité humaine etc. on ajoutera
en outre que la guerre sous sa forme actuelle, ne donne plus aucune
occasion de manifester l’antique idéal d’héroïsme
Freud 1933 [1932]:62
Les replis identitaires et la radicalité qui en résultent, font
forclusion à la loi et portent atteinte à l’instauration des fondements de
l’Etat de droit. En atteste, la destruction de Beyrouth, le démantèlement
des factions chrétiennes suite à un basculement ultérieur dans des
guerres fratricides où s’entretuer semblait devenir l’unique leitmotiv ;
l’objectif principal qui était la lutte pour la souveraineté, semblait
raisonner difficilement dans les consciences embrumées. Par ailleurs,
le grignotage par Israël des territoires Palestiniens dont il ne reste plus
grand-chose aujourd’hui, atteste aussi de la vanité de la guerre et de
l’échec du conflit armé comme modalité de résolution du conflit
politique et étatique. Les guerres d’extermination et d’anéantissement
modifient finalement le rapport à soi et affectent durablement les
générations qui suivent.
Transmission transgénérationnelle, temporalité psychique et
travail d’écriture
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Si la première génération a vécu directement le massacre, la
deuxième et la troisième le vivent sur le mode fantasmé et sont
susceptibles de développer des symptômes masqués qui peuvent
sembler sans liens explicites avec le trauma. Il est très difficile pour
nous, les personnes de la deuxième génération, de pouvoir nous
représenter les atrocités commises par les nôtres. Partagées entre
fascination et désir de savoir, nous sommes nombreux, ayant grandi aux
sons de la guerre à œuvrer à apprendre ce qui s’était passé, à documenter
la guerre mais aussi à la penser (Gemayel 2018;Boustany12;Buchakjian
2018.), à la fantasmer, à la raconter et à l’écrire (Gemayel, Boustany
2016;Majdalani 2015;Cachard 2016). ‘L’horreur produit généralement
le silence, mais un long travail en profondeur permet parfois l’accès à
la représentation. Alors la possibilité de dire advient.’ (Gampel Y. 2001:
17) Beaucoup d’anciens combattants n’hésitent plus à témoigner
quarante ans plus tard. Ils acceptent aussi de nous accueillir et de nous
confier les coulisses de la politique de l’époque, les dédales des
collaborations, mais aussi des faits et des histoires qu’ils ont longtemps
tus, même aux personnes les plus proches. Ce qu’ils ont vécus pendant
la guerre demeure inscrit dans des zones profondes et intimes et n’est
pas toujours, même pour eux, mesurable ou explicable. Ils ont aussi
souvent été témoins et ont commis des atrocités impensables,
effractaires à toute capacité d’articulation psychique ou possibilité de
travail de liens. Cependant, cet espace de paroles coute cher et
déclenche beaucoup de résistances ; notre désir de savoir réactivant en
eux les traces mnésiques refoulées de tout un pan de soi parfois
longtemps dénié ou clivé.
A défaut d’être entrepris par l’Etat, ce travail de mémoire initié
dans des démarches personnelles et rendu public par chacun des
chercheurs, propose ainsi une tentative de construction, de
reconstruction de l’histoire qui donne accès à la représentation. Il
permet aussi grâce au passage du temps et au croisement des
générations, d’offrir un espace tiers qui a pour objectif de rendre
audibles, perceptibles et compréhensibles à l’échelle publique et
sociale, les violences meurtrières subies et les conséquences
psychologiques, identitaires, familiales, économiques et sociales qui en
ont résulté. Sollicités par la résurgence de traces mnésiques, conscient
et inconscient se conjuguent aux rythmes des temporalités psychiques
de chacun pour autoriser enfin, dans l’après-coup, de briser le tabou des
non-dits, de le traduire en mots qui racontent le trauma et le

12
Georges Boustany a créé le 1er Avril 2005 une page Facebook pour retracer
chronologiquement, bar le biais d’une rétrospective quotidienne basée sur les journaux de
l’époque, l’histoire de la guerre du Liban https://www.facebook.com/75aujourlejour/
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transforment au service de la construction des historicités individuelle
et collective.
Hiroshima mon amour et inconscient atemporel
L’après-coup :
…se dit de la dimension de la temporalité et de la causalité
spécifique de la vie psychique et qui consiste dans le fait que des
impressions ou des traumatismes mnésiques peuvent n’acquérir
tout leur sens, toute leur efficacité que dans un temps postérieur à
celui de leur première inscription. Dès ses premières œuvres, S.
Freud relève que les expériences vécues sans effet immédiat
notable peuvent prendre un sens nouveau dès lors qu’elles sont
organisées, réinscrites ultérieurement dans le psychisme. C’est
même à partir d’un tel schéma qu’il faut concevoir le traumatisme.
Chemama et Vandermersch 2002: 31
Lui : tu n’as rien vu à Hiroshima. Rien
Elle : j’ai tout vu. Tout… Ainsi, l’hôpital je l’ai vu. J’en suis sûre.
L’hôpital existe à Hiroshima. Comment aurais-je pu éviter de le
voir ?
Lui : Tu n’as pas vu d’hôpital à Hiroshima. Tu n’as rien vu à
Hiroshima…
Elle : je n’ai rien inventé.
Lui : tu as tout inventé.
Elle : Rien. De même que dans l’amour cette illusion existe, cette
illusion de pouvoir ne jamais oublier, de même j’ai eu l’illusion
devant Hiroshima que jamais je n’oublierai. De même que dans
l’amour.
Duras 1960: Quatrième de couverture
Tout au long de leurs échanges, le japonais dénie les images
qu’elle a vues. Pour lui tout ce qu’elle voit est mensonge car l’horreur
de Hiroshima est tout bonnement impensable et dépasse ce qui pourrait
être donné à voir ou à raconter. Sa fixation à répéter inlassablement,
avec la même tonalité « tu n’as rien vu » renvoie à l’état de sidération
traumatique. Qu’aurait-t-il vu, vécu, lui, à Hiroshima auquel elle serait
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étrangère? Pourtant entre toutes les femmes, c’est elle, la française qu’il
a reconnu et choisi parce qu’elle est « comme mille femmes ensemble »
et que « cela ne lui déplait pas à elle d’être mille femmes ensemble pour
lui » (Duras 1960:37) Lui aussi est un autre homme pour elle. Tout au
long de leur rencontre amoureuse, il se substitue à son amant français
perdu, mort, s’en distingue pour mieux se confondre avec lui.
J’avais faim. Faim d’infidélités, d’adultères, de mensonges et de
mourir. Depuis toujours. Je me doutais bien qu’un jour tu me
tomberais dessus. Je t’attendais dans une impatience sans borne,
calme. Dévore-moi, déforme-moi à ton image afin qu’aucun autre,
après toi, ne comprenne plus du tout le pourquoi de tant de désir.
Duras 1960:115
Lui dit-elle (Duras 1960 :115) Quel désir exprime-t-elle ? Est-ce
un désir d’incorporation, de retour à la fusion originelle avec la
mère ? D’union dans la mort avec l’amant ? Et lui se prête à sa
demande :
‘Lui : quand tu es dans la cave, je suis mort ?
Elle : tu es mort… et… comment supporter une telle douleur ?’
Duras 1960: 87
Le moment présent se vit dans un entrelacement entre le passé et
le présent témoignant du caractère progrédient et régrédient des
processus psychiques. Green parle de ‘l’existence d’un « temps éclaté’,
c’est-à-dire d’un temps qui n’a plus rien à voir avec l’idée d’une
succession ordonnée selon la tripartition passé-présent-futur » (Green
2000 : 11). La rencontre entre eux deux, avec l’intensité de tous les
enjeux passés et présents qu’elle porte, se limite aux cadres du trauma
et de l’amour à travers lesquels ils communiqueront. Les personnages
n’auront pas de noms. Ils seront anonymes tout le long du film mais se
désigneront par les prénoms des villes porteuses de leurs traumas
respectifs :
‘Elle : Hi-ro-shima. C’est ton nom
Lui : C’est mon nom. Oui. Ton nom à toi est Nevers. Ne-vers-enFrance’ (Duras 1960: 124).
L’idée de l’ « affect étranglé», autrement dit de l’horloge arrêtée,
est liée au temps bloqué par la fixation ; un mouvement figé sur un
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parcours évoluant dans le temps (…) On y retrouve les notions de
trauma, de couches concentriques mémorielles « archivées » et de
cheminement transversal radiaire qui révèlent d’emblée le souci
d’un ensemble temporel complexe, celui-ci relevant l’hypothèse
d’un fonctionnement transchronique.
Green 2000: 21
Pour la trame de l’histoire, son drame à elle a lieu à Nevers en
France en 1944 dans la France occupée par les nazis. Amoureuse à 18
ans, elle a une relation qui semble passionnée avec un soldat allemand
de l’occupation. Le jour où elle va le retrouver comme convenu pour
partir avec lui, quelqu’un lui avait tiré dessus d’un jardin. Quand elle
arrive, il n’était pas tout à fait mort. Elle reste collée à son corps toute
la journée puis la nuit suivante, accompagne son agonie, se confondant
avec sa mort pendant que, simultanément, Nevers est libérée de
l’occupation allemande et que les cloches de l’Eglise sonnent la
victoire. Déshonorée, tondue, passée pour une morte aux yeux de la
ville, elle a été enfermée dans une petite cave, froide, été comme hiver.
Elle criait son nom allemand, s’écorchaient les mains contre les murs
de la cave, elle avait peur, le temps pour elle ressemblait à l’éternité. La
Marseillaise qui passait autour de sa tête lui semblait assourdissante.
Son amour mort était un ennemi de la France. Puis un jour, elle ne crie
plus, elle commence à entendre la pluie, ses cheveux poussent, sa mère
lui donne de l’argent et elle part la nuit à Paris. Quand elle arrive à Paris,
Hiroshima faisait la une des journaux. Pour elle, ça symbolisait la fin
de la guerre mais aussi la stupeur : ils avaient osé et réussi. Puis elle a
glissé dans l’indifférence. 14 ans plus tard, en 1957, elle se rend à
Hiroshima pour jouer dans un film sur la paix. C’est là qu’elle rencontre
le japonais, ingénieur ou architecte et qu’ils auront ensemble une
histoire d’amour très courte.
Nous ne savons rien de ses traumas à lui mais nous devinons
qu’ils sont impensables. Nous savons qu’il faisait la guerre et que sa
famille vivait à Hiroshima.
Les rencontres amoureuses en tant de guerre sont fréquentes. En
dehors du désir de transgression et des considérations d’opposition aux
codes sociaux qui définissent le permis et l’interdit, l’étranger et le
familier, les rencontrent amoureuses et sexuelles semblent davantage
mobiliser des mécanismes de défenses qui rendent l’ennemi et la guerre
apprivoisables, moins étrangers. La séduction, le désir et le plaisir sont
les agents de la pulsion de vie. Face aux craintes qu’inspire l’Autre, la
rencontre intime des corps rassure. Sans aller jusqu’à suggérer une
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relation sexuelle ou amoureuse avec celui qui est désigné comme
agresseur, Freud écrit à Einstein qu’il faudrait arriver à une
…formule qui fraye indirectement une voie de lutte contre la
guerre. Si la propension à la guerre est un produit de la pulsion de
destruction, il y a donc de faire appel à l’adversaire de ce penchant,
à l’Eros. Tout ce qui engendre, parmi les hommes, des liens de
sentiment doit réagir contre la guerre.
Freud 1933 [1932]: 59
soit « des rapports tels qu’il s’en manifeste à l’égard d’un objet
d’amour » (Freud 1933 [1932] :59). Ainsi, l’Eros viendrait s’intriquer
aux pulsions de mort comme pour les conjurer. Cependant, ce n’est que
dans l’après-coup, que les personnes mesureraient l’incidence de ces
relations amoureuses en temps de guerre sur leur subjectivité, la nature
des enjeux psychiques qui s’y articulaient et la façon dont elles ont été
affectées. La rencontre avec le japonais, 14 ans plus tard, en contexte
de guerre, d’amour et d’interdit, aurait réactualisé le familier, permis
une levée du refoulé et une mise en mots du trauma.
J’ai raconté notre histoire. Je t’ai trompé ce soir avec cet inconnu.
J’ai raconté notre histoire. Elle était, vois-tu, racontable. Quatorze
ans que je n’avais pas retrouvé… le goût d’un amour impossible.
Regarde comme je t’oublie… regarde comme je t’ai oublié.
Regarde-moi.
Duras M. 1960: 110
L’oubli se met ainsi ici au service du refoulement et non plus du
clivage. Son histoire, racontable, soumise donc au travail de la
construction psychique, s’inscrit désormais dans la temporalité.
En définitive, l’incidence des violences sociales et des
traumatismes de guerre marque les individus et l’histoire de l’humanité.
Soumis à la conjugaison du travail de liaison et déliaison pulsionnelle,
les traumatismes pourraient
…avoir des conséquences plus ou moins irréversibles, supprimant
la représentation de l’objet et fixant le sujet au négatif comme
porteur de la seule réalité. Dans ce cas, désormais seul ce qui est
négatif sera réel et, par la suite, il importera peu que l’objet soit ou
ne soit pas là. Etant là, c’est encore comme s’il ne l’était pas
puisque le négatif aura imprimé sa marque de manière indélébile
pour la psyché. Ces remarques gagnent à être éclairées par rapport
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aux phénomènes et objets transitionnels et, plus indirectement, à
l’espace potentiel. Le concept d’espace intermédiaire ou potentiel
a le mérite de préciser les conditions de possibilité de la
symbolisation, puisque la transitionnalité est supposée survenir au
lieu d’une réunion potentielle, là où s’était produite la séparation.
Green 2000: 17-18
Ainsi, la toile de Guernica de Picasso, les livres et témoignages
des combattants sur la guerre du Liban, le film d’Alain Renais
Hiroshima mon amour écrit par Marguerite Duras seraient l’équivalent
de phénomènes et objets transitionnels. Ils ouvrent la brèche d’un
espace potentiel à l’élaboration psychique, d’une aire intermédiaire
pour penser le traumatisme et dégager les personnes du sentiment de
honte qui souvent l’accompagne. Ces chefs-d’œuvre artistiques ou
ouvrages littéraires symbolisent ainsi la reconnaissance de l’horreur et
de ses conséquences et raisonnent comme un écho au devoir de
mémoire. Ils offrent aussi une médiation créatrice au profit du travail
de transformation, au rythme de la temporalité psychique. Les
rencontres fortuites, les amours des temps de guerre seraient quant à
elles, des tours joués par l’inconscient. S’y pencher, dans l’après-coup,
permettrait d’en mesurer l’articulation, la portée et le sens.
ZEINA ZERBE
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THE TIME OF RE-LIVING. FOR AN EVENTFUL
PSYCHOANALYSIS

Psychoanalysis and the Event of Fragmentation
In the psychoanalytic frame we can discern qualities of time that
are invisible elsewhere. As Gilles Deleuze (1988) wrote, time is ‘a
polyphony of polyphonies.’ In what follows, I disentangle one thread
of this polyphony, which I call the time of re-living. To trace this
complicated time, I am in dialogue with Sándor Ferenczi, who left us
many theoretical and clinical clues to assemble an eventful
psychoanalysis. But what can give the singularity of this ‘event’?
Surely, we cannot ignore the many decades of conversations that make
us suspicious of the event as the carrier of a modern ethos, where, in a
moment of rupture, something deemed new constantly displaces or
replaces something that got old. A close reading of Ferenczi’s work
brings into focus a unique psychoanalytic event, which comes with its
own metapsychology: the event of psychic fragmentation. In other
words, Ferenczi’s great interest in psychic splitting amounts to a
metapsychology of fragmented psyches, but also to filling a
phenomenological gap in psychoanalysis, by giving precise
descriptions of what is being split in the psyche and of the life of the
fragments that result from the splitting (Soreanu 2018).
In what follows, I disentangle various facets of the event of
fragmentation and I argue that it consists in sets of violent temporal
relations, where it is not a case of various moments in time crossing
each other and thus creating meaning and memory, but a case of a clash
between times. To start with, we can imagine it as a time of an other
intruding in the time of subject, or shocking the subject out of their own
time, or overwriting the time of the subject with a foreign and
overwhelming time. But we can also imagine it as a violent internal
plurality of the times of the subject, where different psychic fragments
‘live’ inside a different time, in an overall effect of a-synchrony, and
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where the times of some fragments seem to attack, displace, or negate
the times of other fragments.
Ferenczi’s ideas on time are a ‘graft’ on the Freudian
Nachträglichkeit: they do not deny its operation, but make an addition
that takes us in a different direction, both in terms of our
metapsychological constructions and in terms of our clinical position in
the consulting room.
In a similar manner, there is a Ferenczian ‘graft’ to the Freudian
ideas on repetition. Let us take a closer look at the kind of ‘graft’ we
are observing. The 1920 Freudian text Beyond the Pleasure Principle
made an important contribution in accounting for a ‘daemonic’ aspect
of repetition, but it also inhibited us from imagining further types of
repetition (Soreanu 2017).
In 1920, Freud discovered a new form of repetition, which is not
in service of the pleasure principle. When he solidified this important
discovery, because of its strong anchoring in the primacy of the death
drive, he closed the path to exploring other kinds of repetition. Our
imaginary on repetition became partly ‘frozen’ after the uncovering of
its ‘daemonic’ aspect. In a succinct formulation, in Beyond the Pleasure
Principle, Freud theorizes two types of repetition. The first one is in
service of the pleasure principle and it proceeds by linking. It happens
in the transference, in the psychoanalytic setting, and it leads to
recollection. The second type of repetition is in service of the death
drive, and it is an attempt to restore a previous state of things, an attempt
to return to the inanimate by way of a total extinction of tension in
psychic life. This second kind of ‘daemonic’ repetition represents the
core discovery of the text Beyond the Pleasure Principle.
With Ferenczi, we can imagine a kind of repetition that does not
serve directly the pleasure principle, nor does it bear its first and most
important connection to the death drive. It is primarily a reparative
repetition aiming at eliminating residues of unworked-through traumas
and at restoring some elements of a pre-traumatic state of the ego (or of
the proto-ego). This repetition takes the form of an eventful re-living of
the trauma. In what follows, I reflect on what constitutes the
‘eventfulness’ of this sort of re-living, which occurs primarily in
traumatic dreams and in the consulting room.
Ferenczi gave a whole different meaning to the series
repetition/remembering/reliving. Freud contrasted remembering with
repeating and distinguished sharply between insight (memory or
recollection) and experience (repetition or regression). Ferenczi saw
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repetition, and particularly regression or experiential reliving, as one of
the tracks of remembering. Importantly, reliving is the way of gaining
access to the child in the adult, or what Ferenczi (1931a) speaks of in
terms of ‘child analysis in the analysis of adults’.
In Ferenczi’s theory, memory operates both through the ego and
through the id, constituting two different regimes or tracks of memory,
defined in their difference by their object-relatedness (Stanton 1990:
84). In the regime of id memories, we find ‘bodily sensations’, referring
to primal life and death trends. When these are elaborated
retrospectively by the ego, they are lived as emotions. In the regime of
ego memories, we encounter ‘projected sensations’, referring to the
environment and to external occurrences. These tend to produce effects
of objectivity, and they are experienced as verifiable consciously. The
crux of the matter is how these regimes of memory interact, and whether
the emotionality of the bodily sensations and the objectivity effects of
the projected sensations come to be connected. We can argue that
Ferenczian re-living aims at a composition between id memories and
ego memories.
Ferenczian repetition has its own track because it involves the
memory register that was constituted around bodily sensations. It is thus
very far from mere remembering (which, in Freudian terms, would be
the ‘colder’ activity of the conscious part of the ego; or the passing of
marks from the unconscious part of the ego to the conscious part of the
ego). Ferenczian repetition is also oriented toward the clearing up of
traumatic residues – this is why we think of it as reparative repetition.
It occurs in dreams and in certain forms of regression or in enactments
in the psychoanalytic frame. Finally, it stands in a curious relation to
the idea of restoring a previous state of things, which in Freud is
interpreted as restoring the inanimate state, where tension is absent.
What is being restored in a Ferenczian paradigm, in my view, is a state
akin to the pre-traumatic state of the ego or of the proto-ego. This form
of reparative repetition, therefore, passes through the self-preservative
instincts or the ego instincts. In other words, we need the ego instincts
to come to understand how this form of repetition works. It can only
secondarily be said to operate in the service of the pleasure principle.
Without the implication of the register of memory of the id, the reattunement between emotionality and rationality, which became split
from each other at the time of the trauma, cannot be achieved.
This brings us to Ferenczi, to his conception of the symbol, and
to his ideas on analogical thinking. Association – linking across levels
of sensoriality and signification – brings an alteration of material
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structures, and a re-organisation of the very fleshiness of the body.
‘[T]he symbol – a thing of flesh and blood’, Ferenczi (1921:352) writes.
The implications of this conception of the symbol are profound.
I would like to ponder here on the idea of the non-arbitrary that emerges
from Ferenczi’s work and from his philosophical ideas on mimetism
and analogy. Even language imitates the body and body parts in a
complicated manner. This means that associations have a necessary
aspect to them, and thus they also need to be very precise. Marion
Oliner (2013) has recently drawn our attention to the fact that although
there is a growing body of work in psychoanalytic theory on the
irrepresentable, the non-represented or non-represented mental states
(Green 1996; Roussillon 2011), we are still confronted with an
unsettling clinical-empirical puzzle in the fact that there is often a very
striking accuracy in the enactments and actualizations of the traumatic
events, even when the memory of them remains inaccessible to
consciousness. This is to say that the psycho-soma is able to re-stage
the traumatic events with a great level of precision. This precision and
minuteness of detail leads us to believe that the crux of the matter is not
that these marks were not presented in any way to the psyche, or that
they belong to the realm of the irrepresentable.
Oliner (2013) uses ‘non-represented’ in inverted commas, to
draw our attention to the overuse of his term to cover situations where
actually what is missing are the associations between different modes
of representation (or, we would say, between different modes of
presentation in the psyche). The crux of the matter, rather, is another
Ferenczian theme: that of the splitting of the psyche during a moment
of excessive stimulation, when the psyche cannot convert the amount
of free energy invading it into linked energy. In short, we can say that
the reason why association is at times very difficult and painful across
different sensorial modalities is because we are dealing with modes of
presentation belonging to different split-off parts of the psyche, rather
than because the traumatic event has not presented itself to the psyche
in any way that produces a mark.
The Ferenczian reading of Nachträglichkeit would entail, firstly,
a psychoanalytically plausible version of a type of ‘time-travel’, where,
via what Ferenczi calls the memory of the id, or sensorial memory, we
become able to ‘touch’ another time. (Here, I use ‘touch’ as a metaphor
for multi-sensorial access, not just in the strictly tactile sense – it may
be acoustic, olfactive, kinetic, etc).
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Secondly, as we will see in what follows, a Ferenczian
Nachträglichkeit also involves in the structure of the traumatic scene a
third presence, which ‘locks-in’ the trauma, via denial (or
misrecognition of the nature or of the magnitude of the child’s
experience, whose world was broken by the intrusion of the language
of passion of the adult). When, in a clinical setting, different sensorial
modalities become linked with one another, and the memory of the id
becomes connected in stronger ways to the memory of the ego, what
we achieve are effects of authenticity, which are at the core of the
process of healing. Originally, the trauma brought about the splitting of
sensorial modalities and of parts of the more or less developed ego,
producing effects of inauthenticity. It is crucial to mark that the memory
of the id is capable of some form of inscription. This means that both in
the ‘locking-in’ of the trauma, and in its subsequent unpacking and
working-through, the memory of the id has a leading role. The reliving
of a different moment in time and the recuperation of the split-off parts
of the ego unfold in the spirit of the marks inscribed via the memory of
the id. In other words, healing occurs guided by and in the spirit of the
memory of the id.
Thirdly, a Ferenczian Nachträglichkeit acknowledges the
violence of the temporal threads that cross one another in the psyche.
For Ferenczi, trauma occurs in the form of a ‘confusion of tongues’
(Ferenczi 1933) between children and adults. Children speak the
‘language of tenderness’ which is an experimental, playful and
expansive register, through which more and more of the outside world
is taken inside. Adults speak the ‘language of passion’, the register of
adult sexuality, which has known repression and guilt. The meeting of
the two languages causes children shock, a sense of intrusion, and an
unbearable intensity. The meeting of ‘languages’ is a meeting of times
as well. It is the time of guilt intruding in the time of play. This violent
crossing of times is rehearsed and restaged in the psyche.
The confusion of tongues is thus an asymmetric encounter
between two psychic registers. Furthermore, for Ferenczi, any
traumatic event occurs in two moments and it includes three presences.
A first moment is that when the language of passion intrudes into the
language of tenderness (and this can take the form of an actual sexual
assault or of a psychic transmission). The second moment is that of
denial [Verleugnung] when a third adult called upon to recognize the
intrusion fails to do so. It is only through the action of denial that an
intrusive event becomes a trauma, bringing a near-death of the self,
producing a gap in memory, and destroying the capacity of the subject
to trust their own senses.
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The event of fragmentation is not a unitary or abstracted one.
Instead, it presents itself to us with various facets. We can say that
fragmentation condenses different forms of eventfulness. In what
follows, we discuss the event of survival; the event of being beside
oneself; the event of alienation; autoplastic events, including the
emergence of the Orpha fragment of the psyche; the event of re-living
on the psychoanalytic couch (neo-catharsis).
The Event of Survival
While Ferenczi insists that the adaptive potential ‘response’ of
very young children to sexual or other passionate attacks is much
greater than one would imagine, it is worth stressing that what is at stake
is not necessarily an act of sexual abuse. Indeed, what is at stake is a
psychic transmission. In On Shock, Ferenczi clarifies this point: ‘Shock
can be purely physical, purely moral, or both physical and moral.
Physical shock is always moral also; moral shock may create a trauma
without any physical accompaniment’ (Ferenczi 1932a: 254). As Jay
Frankel (2015) has shown, the place of the aggressor here is occupied
in most cases by a narcissistically compromised care-giver. The ‘attack’
therefore consists of parts of the care-giver’s mind intruding into the
child; appropriating aspects of the child’s mind and using it for the caregiver’s own purposes (Frankel 2015); or inverting the parent-child
relationship, so that it responds primarily to the care-giver’s needs and
not to those of the child (Frankel 2015).
The first response to the attack is a state of traumatic paralysis,
which is incompatible with any sort of psychic spontaneity or activity
of psychic defense. The paralysis is not a fleeting state or a moment of
adaptation. Instead, it is capable of changing the structural organisation
of the psyche, and it generates a ‘frozen fragment’ of the psyche, which
is silent, deadened and fully de-libidinised. This frozen fragment moves
outside time and any sense of unfolding. As Ferenczi describes:
First, there is the entire paralysis of all spontaneity, including all
thinking activity and, on the physical side, this may even be
accompanied by a condition resembling shock or coma. Then there
comes the formation of a new—displaced—situation of
equilibrium. If we succeed in making contact with the patient even
in these phases, we shall find that, when a child feels himself
abandoned, he loses, as it were, all desire for life or, as we should
have to say with Freud, he turns his aggressive impulses against
himself. Sometimes this process goes so far that the patient begins
to have the sensations of sinking and dying. He will turn deadly
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pale, or fall into a condition like fainting, or there may be a general
increase in muscular tension, which may be carried to the point of
opisthotonus.
Ferenczi 1931a:137–8
The absolute paralysis of motility in the moment of the attack
includes the inhibition of perception and, with it, the inhibition of
thinking (Ferenczi 1931b: 240). The traumatic impressions that occur
at the time of the attack cannot be recorded via the system of memory
of the ego, because this would involve the presence of thinking, even if
we are talking about processes of repression. These impressions are thus
taken up by the psyche without any sort of resistance. While Ferenczi
hesitates between suggesting that ‘no memory traces of such
impressions remain, even in the unconscious, and thus the causes of the
trauma cannot be recalled from memory traces’ (ibid) and describing
instead the elements of the new system of memory of the id, I have
shown that the precision of the traumatic re-enactments leads us to
believe that some marks, in the first instance incompatible with
thoughts, are presented to the psyche.
The fact that the traumatised subject survives, psychically and
physically, the moments of traumatic paralysis, is a highly improbable
event, in terms of the state of the drives. In other words, it is a time that
is so radically dominated by the operation of the death drive and so
prone to un-linking, that the ‘the event of survival’ requires an
explanation.
Alongside the ‘frozen fragment’ of the psyche that moves outside
time, there are other psychic forces at play. Ferenczi speaks of a psychic
dimension always latent in the soma, and, interestingly enough, in all
material substance. This manifests as a series of ontogenetic and
phylogenetic inclinations (or ‘motives’). Ferenczi discusses this primal
substrate in the first pages of his Clinical Diary, pointing to a process
when different organs or body parts produce effects of thinking, and are
able to perform surprisingly minute calculations that have as a result the
preservation of life.
Inorganic and organic matter exist in a highly organized energy
association, so solidly organized that it is not affected even by
strong disruptive stimuli, that is, it no longer registers any impulse
to change it. Substances are so self-assured in their strength and
solidity that ordinary outside events pass them by without eliciting
any intervention or interest. But just as very powerful external
forces are capable of exploding even very firmly consolidated
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substances, and can also cause atoms to explode, whereupon the
need or desire for equilibrium naturally arises again, so it appears
that in human beings, under certain conditions, it can happen that
the (organic, perhaps also the inorganic) substance recovers its
psychic quality, not utilized since primordial times. In other words
the capacity to be impelled by motives [Bewegtwerden durch
Motive], that is, the psyche, continues to exist potentially in
substances as well. Though under normal conditions it remains
inactive, under certain abnormal conditions it can be resurrected.
Man is an organism equipped with specific organs for the
performance of essential psychic functions (nervous, intellectual
activities). In moments of great need, when the psychic system
proves to be incapable of an adequate response, or when these
specific organs or functions (nervous and psychic) have been
violently destroyed, then the primordial psychic powers are
aroused, and it will be these forces that will seek to overcome
disruption. In such moments, when the psychic system fails, the
organism begins to think.
Ferenczi 1932b: 5–6
In the hour of the traumatic attack, the event of survival means
maintaining a beating heart or getting air into the lungs, against all odds.
All available psychic energy is concentrated on one task, an apparently
simple one, but without which preserving life would be impossible. The
heart, at this time, becomes a ‘thinking’ heart.
The Event of Being Beside Oneself. Alienation as a Temporal
Relation
Unlike the Kleinian ‘projection’ of the unwanted aspects of the
self, we encounter in Ferenczi’s work a curious libidinal act that can be
read more as a temporary re-location or ex-corporation of the ego,
rather than a mere projection. In his text On the Analytic Construction
of Mental Mechanism, Ferenczi (1930a: 222) will call this excorporation of the ego ‘getting beside oneself’. This psychic act requires
tremendous psychic energy. Although this fragment is associated to a
temporary state in the scene of the trauma, I believe it should not be
treated fleetingly. It generates a kind of psychic ‘trail’ that the psyche
can later repeat or reconstitute in situations of abuse or strain:
Another process requiring topical representation is characterized
in the phrase ‘to get beside oneself’. The ego leaves the body,
partly or wholly, usually through the head, and observes from
outside, usually from above, the subsequent fate of the body,
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especially its suffering. (Images somewhat like this: bursting out
through the head and observing the dead, impotently frustrated
body, from the ceiling of the room; less frequently: carrying one’s
own head under one’s arm with a connecting thread like the
umbilical cord between the expelled ego components and the
body.)
Ferenczi 1930a: 222
Ferenczi crafts a language to talk about a phenomenon that many
clinicians working with traumatised patients have noted: the peculiar
moment of exiting the body, of observing oneself from the ceiling, as if
the self were an other. This ‘othering of the self’ produces an important
dissociation, a sense of exteriority from their own experience that is
available to the self in subsequent situations that mimic the scene of the
trauma. The psychic fragment ‘observing from the ceiling’ marks what
I call a ‘pre-Orpha function’: it develops after the moment of traumatic
paralysis, which we described above, and which was experienced as a
near-death, as a cessation of all thought and feeling; and before the
coagulation of the Orpha-fragment of the psyche, which, as we will see
in what follows, comes in the shape of a ‘guardian angel’ – a true,
stable, and fully shaped dissociation, capable of watching over the
abused child, abandoned by all external helpers and subjected to the
overwhelming force of the aggressor.
In an entry of the Clinical Diary, Ferenczi argues:
If I am to believe what my patients repot about similar states, this
‘being gone’ is not necessarily a state of ‘non-being’, but rather
one of ‘not-being-here’. As for the ‘where’, one hears things like:
they are far away in the universe; they are flying at a colossal speed
among the stars; they feel so thin that they pass without hindrance
through the densest substances; where they are, there is no time;
past, present and future are simultaneous for them; in a word, they
feel they have overcome time and space. Seen from this
gigantically wide perspective, the significance of one’s own
suffering vanishes, indeed there develops a gratifying insight into
the necessity for the individual to endure suffering, when opposed
and combatant natural forces meet in one’s own parson.
Ferenczi 1932b: 32
What we can discern here is a state of traumatic omnipotence,
based on particular kind of violent temporal relations. The particular
kind of timelessness described here is one where a part of the subject
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feels triumphant over time or feels like they have overcome time or
‘killed’ time altogether.
There is also a particular kind of alienation that derives from
different parts of the psyche being in their own times. We are referring
to a violent internal plurality of the times of the subject, where the
different psychic fragments ‘living’ inside a different time create an
overall effect of a-synchrony. The times of some fragments seem to
attack, displace, or negate the times of other fragments. Here, the time
resulting from ‘being beside oneself’ attacks the sense of unfolding of
the more conscious and well-adapted parts of the ego.
Let us look closer to this violent internal plurality of times. When
subjected to an overwhelming psychic transmission or to an attack, the
child can go through an instantaneous maturation, and develop the
emotions of an adult. This premature coming of age is often
accompanied by being able to perform roles more easily associated with
motherhood or fatherhood, than with childhood. The playful,
spontaneous, gradual appropriation of the world stops, while the
traumatised child migrates to a place of ‘carer’ for the narcissistically
compromised adults around him, for other children, or even for parts of
the self. Another facet of this precocity refers to sexual roles. It is worth
noting that it is a fragment of the psyche that goes through what
Ferenczi (1933, p. 165) calls ‘traumatic progression’ or ‘precocious
maturity’, and not the entire personality. There is a traumatic
bifurcation that happens, which produces a markedly paternal/maternal
fragment, and other fragments that are still ‘childful’, in their needing
the presence of the register of tenderness, of gentle care and gradual
learning, in order to mature.
Traumatic progression extends to the sphere of the intellect: the
traumatised child will be capable of surprisingly wise utterings,
sometimes to the delight of the adults around him, who will gratify and
encourage faculties that are in fact results of traumatic dissociation. As
Ferenczi poetically puts it: ‘It is natural to compare this with the
precocious maturity of the fruit that was injured by a bird or insect’
(Ferenczi 1933: 165). Ferenczi regards the intellect as born out of
suffering. The splitting that leads to the birth of intellect is recorded in
the unconscious in the form of dreams where a ‘wise baby’ enters the
scene, speaking in the voice and with the contents of an adult
conversation. In the dream the wise baby starts teaching wisdoms to the
entire family. The ‘wise baby’ became an important psychoanalytic
construction for Ferenczi, through which he was able to better discern
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the effects of the particular arrangement of the trauma-scene on his
patients.
Autoplastic Events. The Event of Orpha
There are two kinds of responses of the ego to the trauma,
according to Ferenczi. The first, corresponding to a highly developed
sense of reality, he terms ‘alloplastic adaptation’, which means that the
ego is able to alter the environment in such way that self-destruction
and self-reconstruction are not necessary, and in such way that the ego
maintains its equilibrium (Ferenczi 1930b, p. 221). The second he
names ‘autoplastic adaptation’ (ibid), which means that ego does not
have, or loses its capacity, to mould the external world, and instead
takes action on itself.
Perhaps one of the most eventful cases of autoplastic adaptation
is the creation of new organs or new capacities – or, as he calls them,
‘neoformations’ (Ferenczi 1926). In his 1926 essay on The Problem of
the Acceptance of Unpleasant Ideas, he discusses how certain kinds of
self-destruction lead to an enlarged recognition of the surrounding
world and lead closer to the formation of objective judgement (ibid). To
illustrate this kind of phenomena, he turns to a helpful biological
analogy with Loeb’s eggs:
This is similar to the phenomena noted in the ingenious attempts
of Jacques Loeb to stimulate unfertilized eggs to development by
the action of chemicals, i.e. without fertilization: the chemicals
disorganize the outer layers of the egg, but out of the detritus a
protective bladder (sheath) is formed, which puts a stop to further
injury. In the same way the Eros liberated by instinctual defusion
converts destruction into growth, into a further development of the
parts that have been protected.
Ferenczi 1926: 377
Ferenczi’s biological analogies allow him to extend his trauma
theory and to observe that new faculties emerge at the time of the
trauma. This opens new paths in psychoanalytic theory in terms of how
we think of repair, and on how the ‘new organs’ created in traumatic
times can be part of this repair. In the 30 July 1932 entry of his Clinical
Diary, Ferenczi concludes: ‘A neoformation of the self is impossible
without the previous destruction, either partial or total, or dissolution of
the former self. A new ego cannot be formed directly from the previous
ego, but from fragments, more or less elementary products of its
disintegration. (Splitting, atomization.)’ (Ferenczi 1932b: 181).
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There is yet another ‘eventful’ result of the time of trauma: this
refers to the sudden creation of new organs. It is a kind of ‘teleplastic’
transformation (Ferenczi 1932b: 117), producing ad hoc organs, which
become responsible for some of the organism’s functions:
[...] it seems that it is possible for life to continue with the aid of
purely psychical powers. Expressed in psychiatric terms: the
hallucination of breathing can maintain life, even where there is
total somatic suffocation. The hallucination of muscles and
muscular power, cardiac strength, evacuation of the bladder,
vomiting, accompanying the complete paralysis of these organs,
can delay the disintegration of the organism. The patients feel,
however, that in a ‘teleplastic’ fashion up to now perhaps believed
in only by spiritualists, real organs, receptacles, gripping tools,
tools of aggression are produced as ad hoc organs, which take
charge of a greater or lesser part of the organism’s functions, while
the organism is lying lifeless in a deep coma. Discharge of these
functions occurs then extrasomatically.
Ferenczi 1932b: 117
The connections that Ferenczi makes between destruction,
creativity and the creation of new organs should not however seduce us
into a celebration of fragments, a sort of enthusiasm for a post-traumatic
subjectivity. Such triumphalism of fragments is not in the spirit of
Ferenczi’s work. Ferenczi remains lucid on the dark implications of
splitting, which pass through a particular kind of narcissism, where the
deadened fragments of the ego are denied. The ego becomes a kind of
mosaic of dead and still-alive parts, but the deadened and de-libidinised
parts are ‘forgotten’. Some of the fragments ‘assume, as it were, the
form and function of a whole person’ (Ferenczi 1930a: 222).
Among the fragments of the psyche that result from the
unbearable attack in the moment of the trauma, we find a curious
fragment, which Ferenczi names ‘Orpha’ – the feminine of Orpheus.
Orpha is perhaps Ferenczi’s most complicated and eventful fragment.
Orpha is the form that the organising life instincts take at the time of
the trauma, precisely when the enormity of suffering has resulted in a
renunciation of any expectation of external help. As Ferenczi notes,
‘[t]he absent external help […] is replaced by the creation of a more
ancient substitute’ (Ferenczi 1932b, p. 105). Orpha is a sort of ‘guardian
angel’, a healing agent, and a principle of salvation: by surprising
minute calculations around what it would mean to continue living (as
we saw above, often in a basic sense of continuing breathing or
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maintaining a beating heart), Orpha acts in the direction of selfpreservation. Orpha also ‘produces wish-fulfilling hallucinations,
consolation phantasies; it anaesthetises the consciousness and
sensitivity against sensations as they become unbearable’ (ibid:8).
What is remarkable here – and of great political importance – is that
with Orpha any dichotomy between reason and passion collapses.
Orpha is created by the intrusion of the language of passion in the realm
of the language of tenderness. Orpha is wise, but it is a fragment, it is
split-off from other faculties. Orpha is formed when death is very near,
but it acts as an organising life instinct.
As I see it, Orpha brings an account of the emergence of hyperfaculties and of over-performance. A strange product of the traumatic
shock, Orpha manifests itself, Ferenczi writes, as ‘an unperturbed
intelligence which is not restricted by any chronological or spatial
resistances in its relation to the environment’ (Ferenczi 1931c: 245–6).
One could say that Orpha is a metapsychologically plausible account of
a particular kind of clairvoyance. Orpha’s time is a triumphantly
eternalised time. It is the time of gods, saviours and miracles. Later in
life, it persists as a time of a particular sort of omnipotence, one that
violently pulls the subject away from the reality principle, and invites
dangerous forms of over-exertion.
The Time of Re-living on the Couch. Neo-catharsis
If the psyche presents itself as a kind of mosaic of parts, some of
which are alive and some of which are deadened (de-libidinised), then
what does it mean to say that some form of reconstruction is possible
and what does such a reconstruction rest upon? In his Clinical Diary
Ferenczi makes an intriguing note: ‘in a manner which to us appears
mystical, the ego fragments remain linked to one another, however
distorted and hidden this may be’ (Ferenczi 1932b: 176). To achieve a
fresh start in thinking about psychic healing we are to think about this
note as a metapsychological assumption, rather than a metaphorical
statement. This is confirmed by the fact that the ‘link’ preserved
between the split parts of the psyche also makes its apparition in dreams
and dream-like images and states. Patients sometimes bring us dreams
of a cut-off body part that is still attached by one thread to the body. In
such dream imagery, what is represented is not only the severed
organ/head, but also the thread that connects it to the body.
If we take this proposition seriously, what emerges as a question
is: where and how can this thread be found and in which way can it be
used for psychic healing? In the consulting room, this question brings
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us to the crucial importance of re-living for approaching the trauma.
The clinician will know that as a result of a traumatic shock, one part
of the personality can ‘die’ (or, in other words, the libido can fully
withdraw from a part of the personality), while the part that survives the
trauma can wake up from the shock with a ‘gap in memory’ (or, to be
more precise, with a gap in conscious memory, or the system of
memory of the ego). The ‘thread’ that we are discussing passes through
the system of memory of the id, which has an entirely different
inscription mechanism from the system of memory of the ego. This
does not mean that nothing was ever presented or preserved in the
unconscious, but that to be able to access it, a re-living by way of
regression is needed. Ferenczi noted that often in the second part of the
analysis, what the patient experiences is a ‘collapse of the intellectual
superstructure’, accompanied by a ‘breaking through of the
fundamental situation, which after all is always primitive and strongly
affective in character’ (Ferenczi 1931a: 140). This kind of regression
will make possible a ‘new beginning’ – a term that Michael Balint
(1968) will later put at the centre of his propositions on ‘benign
regression’ and ‘the basic fault’. What is repeated in this event of reliving is the original conflict between the ego and the environment and
the painful intrapsychic solutions found for this conflict, in search of a
fresh solution.
This is where the experience of the ‘trace’ becomes relevant. It
is however not any kind of mystical trance, but precisely ‘neocatharsis’,
an experience of re-living the inscriptions made in the memory of the
id, while arriving at some effects of reality, veridicity and conscious
memory, in the presence of the analyst:
It was easy to utilize these symptoms as fresh aids to
reconstruction—as physical memory symbols, so to speak. But
there was this difference—this time, the reconstructed past had
much more of a feeling of reality and concreteness about it than
heretofore, approximated much more closely to an actual
recollection, whereas till then the patients had spoken only of
possibilities or, at most, of varying degrees of probability and had
yearned in vain for memories. In certain cases these hysterical
attacks actually assumed the character of trances, in which
fragments of the past were relived and the physician was the only
bridge left between the patients and reality. I was able to question
them and received important information about dissociated parts
of the personality.
Ferenczi 1929: 119
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One difficult question is what the fundamental difference is
between re-enactments driven by the compulsion to repeat and
operating under the imperatives of the death drive, and this form of
‘neocatharsis’. In other words, what precisely makes it possible for us
to say that the re-living of the traumatic experience occurred under ‘new
conditions’ (and potentially with a new resolution)? Here, the picture
painted in Ferenczi’s work is a complicated one, but there are two
recurring themes. One new condition is that of the constant elaboration
by the analyst of their own ‘professional hypocrisy’ (1933), referring to
the analytical posture that makes the patients repress their criticism
directed to their analysts, in a similar way they repressed their criticism
of the lack of love of the adults in their childhood. As he notes:
We greet the patient with politeness when he enters our room, ask
him to start with his associations and promise him faithfully that
we will listen attentively to him, give our undivided interest to his
well-being and to the work needed for it. In reality, however, it
may happen that we can only with difficulty tolerate certain
external or internal features of the patient, or perhaps we feel
unpleasantly disturbed in some professional or personal affair by
the analytic session. Here, too, I cannot see any other way out than
to make the source of the disturbance in us fully conscious and to
discuss it with the patient, admitting it perhaps not only as a
possibility but as a fact.
Ferenczi 1933: 158
This sort of clinical sincerity makes it possible for the patient to
experience the traumatic events of the past as thoughts or as objective
memories, and not only as hallucinatory reproduction.
The second way toward a new condition is aiming toward the
horizontality of the analytic space. Because of the ubiquitous nature of
phenomena of infantile obedience, there will certainly be little scope
for any complete or enduring horizontality, but the analyst needs to
invent new ways around and across submission. Ferenczi (1932b: 108)
argues that:
The most essential aspect of the altered repetition is the
relinquishing of one own’s rigid authority and the hostility hidden
in it. The relief that is obtained thereby is then not transient and
the convictions derived in this way are also more deeply rooted.
Ferenczi 1932b: 108
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The analyst’s complicated work is to engage in some form of
dialogue with psychic fragments that are already entangled in violent
temporal relations. The crux of the matter then is intervening in these
fraught temporal relations or finding ways to use the ‘odd’ times of
some of the psychic fragments for the progress of the analysis.1 In
several entries of the Clinical Diary, Ferenczi describes the experience
of engaging the Orpha-fragment of the psyche. On the couch, Orpha
appears as a fragment of the psyche that sometimes instructs, directs or
guides the analyst with great precision as to what to do, how to speak,
how to be silent, in order to allow the re-living of the traumatic
sequence of events. In evoking the experience with one of his patients,
Ferenczi writes:
At her demand and insistence, I help her by asking simple
questions that compel her to think. I must address her as if she
were a patient in a mental hospital, using her childhood nicknames,
and force her to admit to the reality of the facts, in spite of their
painful nature. It is thought two halves have combined to form a
whole soul. The emotions of the analyst combine with the ideas of
the analysand, and the ideas of the analyst (representational
images) with the emotions of the analysand; in this way the
otherwise lifeless images become events, and the empty emotional
tumult acquires an intellectual content.
Ferenczi 1932b: 14
Proposal of a woman patient, O.S.L during the trance, simulate
thinking by asking very simple questions, to revive tactfully yet
energetically the ‘ghost’ which has been given up, as it were, and
slowly to persuade the dead or split-off fragment that it is not dead
after all. Simultaneously the patient must encounter enough
compassion and sympathy that it seems worth his while to come
back to life.
‘Each ‘adult’, who ‘takes care of himself is split (is no single psychic unit).
Apparent contradiction: Sense of reality is possible only on the basis of a ‘fantasy’
(=unreality) in which a part of the person is sequestrated and is regarded ‘objectively’
(externalized, projected); this, however, is only possible with the help of a partial suppression
of emotions (repression?)— Analyses which are carried through on the level of reality never
reach the depth of the processes of splitting. Yet each succeeding development depends on
the way it occurs (on its vehemence), on the time factor, and on the conditions, of the original
splitting (primal repression). Only in earliest childhood, or before the original splitting, was
anyone ‘one with himself. Deep analysis must go back under the level of reality into pretraumatic times and traumatic moments, but one cannot expect a proper resolution unless this
time the resolution is different from the original one. Here intervention is necessary
(regression and new beginning). Cf. the kindly understanding, the ‘permission to give vent’
and the encouraging calming reassurance (‘Suggestions’)’ (Ferenczi 1932d: 270-71).
1
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Ferenczi 1932b: 39-40
In his writing The Two Extremes: Credulity and Scepticism,
Ferenczi speaks of ‘psychognosis’ or ‘gnosis’, which he sees as ‘the
hope that it is possible, through an adequate profound relaxation, to gain
access to a direct path to a past experience, which can be accepted
without any other interpretation as being true’ (Ferenczi 1932c, p. 263).
Here, the pre-traumatic time and the post-traumatic time touch, creating
an opening for understanding a particular kind of utopia. What we
arrive at through ‘psychognosis’ is not direct access to the experience
‘of how things truly were’, but an effect of authenticity and an effect of
veridicity. The post-traumatic state is, paradoxically, fuller in
possibilities for enrichment and more radically relational than the pretraumatic state. Utopia is the multiplication and expansion of such
psychic effects of authenticity and veridicity.
Vignette
Katarina arrived in my consulting room shortly after an
attempted suicide. A few weeks before, she had taken all her medication
at once, a combination of antidepressants and sleeping pills. Her
husband had found her and she was taken to the hospital in time,
avoiding any permanent damage to her physical health. In the first
session she told me a lot about her dissatisfaction with her relationship,
her feeling trapped in a couple with an older man with whom she fought
often. She was able to talk directly about her suicide attempt, and she
asked me for help. Her speech did not lack emotion and I found her
expressive, but I also felt a heaviness and darkness at the core of what
she was recounting. At times, it was as if a black metallic sphere was
slowly coming toward me. The second session brought a surprise:
Katarina told me the same sequence of episodes she had evoked in the
previous session, using the same words and the same voice inflections.
It was an uncanny repetition, and as the minutes of the session passed,
I felt the metallic sphere even heavier. In the second half of the session
I intervened and told her that I knew the story she was telling me
already. I added that the story was familiar to me because she had told
it to me in the previous session, but that I did not mind hearing it twice,
or however many times she needed to tell it. She revealed that she had
no recollection of having told me the same things in the previous
session. She was occupied by chains of stories, which she was telling
herself and, at times, other people, but without shifting the words or the
colour of her voice. For the first part of her analysis, I often felt like a
recording device storing encrypted sequences, which were hiding
something dangerous.
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After a few months, Katarina moved to the ‘dangerous place’ in
my presence and she told me her secret. When she was around four
years of age, she was playing in the house of her mother and stepfather.
They had a pub on the ground floor, and one of the rooms was covered
by a glass ceiling. Katarina thought she saw a doll on the glass ceiling,
to which she could get through a side entrance, and she went to get it.
While crossing the ceiling, it collapsed with her. She fell with it on one
of the tables, where the customers were having their beer. The glass
shattered and spread everywhere. While she was screaming on the table,
her mother came and spanked her and scolded her for having broken
the ceiling, while the stepfather stood and watched, doing nothing.
Katarina had never forgotten what had happened, she had conscious
knowledge of it, but a part of her psyche was in a pulverised state, just
like the glass ceiling breaking into thousands of pieces. She was
constantly falling and re-falling: her vocabulary around falls, drops,
trips, tumbles and plummets was incredibly diverse. When she felt like
she didn’t want to go on with life, she experienced a blank and memoryless state where she would not take the pills, but ‘fall’ into her box of
pills. When she was experiencing uncontrolled emotions, she would tell
me she was afraid of ‘re-falling’ in one of the bad states. As a child, she
was often left alone for long periods, to take care of herself, and also of
a brother a few years younger than herself, who had a neurological
diagnosis. She was also ruthlessly beaten, by both her mother and her
stepfather. Given this extreme abandonment, I was often confronted
with the sense of how improbable the event of her survival was: indeed,
she had had to invent new organs to preserve her life in such
circumstances. Self-caring was imperative, as she could not count on
care by an other. But free-falling, total loss of control over the event of
self-preservation was an equally active psychic possibility.
One of the important directions of our ‘Orphic dialogues’ was
that of re-experiencing the fall and slowing it down. I worked with a
vocabulary that ‘transposed’ what she brought in the session to another
speed, always decelerating her movement: it was not free-falling and
plunging, but floating, hovering, drifting slowly. This was also a form
of addressing the traumatic progression that falling through the roof, as
well as other episodes of abuse, had brought. Indeed, Katarina was
living across a-synchronic times, to the point that these were tearing her
apart, pulverising her sense of self and pulling her into different
directions. A part of her was repeating in her mind a complaint and an
accusation for mistreatment, like a lullaby or a soothing internal sound,
without any sense about the thousands of times that she had repeated
the exact same complaint to herself. Her repetitions were an Orphic,
self-caring sound. Another part of her was highly adapted: she
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completed her studies and obtained a position of considerable
responsibility. Another part of her, perhaps the most dangerous one,
was boundless and pulverised, like a cloud of particles without contour,
existing outside time lived in its unfolding, experiencing herself as an
effect of an inhuman, cruel and unstoppable acceleration. When this
part of her took over, she could ‘fall’ into the box of pills, without
having any recollection of herself engaging in a set of actions,
happening in a sequence: taking out the pills from the bag, taking off
the lid, counting the pills, swallowing the pills.
Several months after evoking the fall, Katarina told me about a
very conflictual situation with her husband, when she felt she had lost
control. She suddenly remembered something else she wanted to show
me, and stood up from the couch, moving toward a chair in the
consulting room where she had left her bag. While standing up, she
paused and revealed that during the argument with her husband, she had
picked up a vase and thrown it into a glass cabinet full of crystal glasses.
The sliding doors of the glass cabinet were completely shattered. When
telling me all this, she was making efforts to summon some feelings of
shame for her ‘losing control’. What I felt was that beneath a thin layer
of self-reproach there was excitement and enjoyment. The way she told
this story, as well, was ‘de-railing’ from her usual grammar: there were
pauses and seemingly un-related sequences. She was free-associating
rather than voicing an eternal complaint. She was also standing up and
looking at me, while I was following her from my chair. I intervened:
in the past, when she had fallen through the glass roof, there was
nothing she could control; now, when she broke the glass cabinet, she
was standing and acting. Indeed, there had been some inversion
between the horizontal and the vertical. For a moment, Katarina could
have a glimpse into her enjoyment in causing – a derangement in the
terrain of the pleasure of submitting and being subdued, which was
dominating the relationship with her objects, but also the relationship
between different parts of her self. A particular crossing of times was
needed for our accessing and starting the analytic work with this
‘alternative enjoyment’, involving being active, doing, and causing. It
was a combination of acting-out (breaking the glass cabinet) and actingin (standing up and having part of her session while standing). Her
standing up was akin to the state of ‘trance’ described by Ferenczi. She
could re-live part of her fall, but this time while standing, and while the
analyst was acknowledging her psychic pulverisation and her suffering.
The re-living in this case involved both the shattering of the glass
cabinet (while in analysis) and the telling of this shattering (in the
consulting room, while standing). This was the beginning of a long
working-through of the scene of trauma. It took the form of the analytic
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pair engaging the violent temporal relations that the subject was living
under. It was an instance of the time of re-living.
Conclusions
The clinical reimagining of Nachträglichkeit as implying a
violent clash of times can produce important theoretical and clinical
insights in psychoanalysis. Ultimately, there is a violent internal
plurality of the times of the subject. Different psychic fragments ‘live’
inside a different time, creating an overall effect of a-synchrony. In
other words, the times of some fragments attack, displace, or negate the
times of other fragments. What we have looked at in this paper is how
these sets of violent temporal relations can be theorised and can be put
at the centre of a metapsychology of fragmented psyches.
Thinking with Ferenczi, the event of psychic fragmentation fills
up with different kinds of meanings and becomes less enigmatic and
also less unitary. We can say that fragmentation needs to be thought in
the plural. We can also say that fragmentation condenses different
forms of eventfulness. The analyst faces the complicated work of
engaging the psychic fragments that are already entangled in violent
temporal relations. The analyst holds up the frame where the eventful
re-living of the trauma can take place.
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KANT AVEC SADE: A GHOST IN THE SHELL?

Introduction
In a blazing assault on the foundations of enlightenment values
and rationality, Lacan’s Kant avec Sade attempts to read D.A.F. de
Sade, the infamous French Marquis, as the consummate Kantian and in
doing so, uncover the structural logic (and inconsistencies)
underpinning both the virgin philosopher of old Königsberg and the
libertine novelist’s ethics.
Published just 8 years after Immanuel Kant’s Critique of
Practical Reason, Sade’s Philosophy in the Boudoir details the
depraved acts inflicted by a band of libertines on their virtuous and
beautiful victim Eugénie de Mistival, and is, Lacan argues, not just an
extension of Kant’s ethics, but in fact its completion. Sade shows us the
disturbing truth of Kantian ethics that Kant himself had failed to
recognize or admit. But rather than the more obvious route of trying to
prove the existence of “bad intentions” in the Kantian categorical
imperative, however, Lacan is more interested in locating a solid
adherence to an ethical maxim in the Sadean fantasy.
For Kant the ultimate objective of the moral law is the realization
of the supreme good, the point at which virtue and happiness coincide.
But by renouncing all emotional factors such as sympathy or
compassion as “pathological” in the moral realm, Kant paved the way
for a system of ethics which exposed the true and hideous face of
jouissance and its structuring as the other side of the law. Kant proposes
the establishment of a law which excludes any consideration of the
relation between subject and object, and the capacity for the latter to
produce pleasure or displeasure in the former, but rather is based upon
the extent to which the subject’s will is in accordance with an a priori
law.
Following this logic, Lacan (2006) is able to discern in the
barbaric and licentious acts of Sade’s libertines a certain adherence to a
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strict moral code which is articulated in the form of a maxim, which
when enunciated takes as its foundation the acknowledgment of the
other’s supreme right to dominion over one’s body, such that:
“I have the right to enjoy your body”, anyone can say to me “and
I will exercise this right without any limit to the capriciousness of the
exactions I may wish to satiate with your body” (p. 248).
In highlighting the position of the enunciated “I” in this maxim
as not the subject but the voice of law, Lacan proceeds to analyze its
value as a universal and unconditional categorical imperative. Crucially
it is the non-reciprocal nature of this edict that is significant. In the
Sadean universe the right to jouissance is dependent upon the nonnegotiable inequality between victim and aggressor in any sexual
configuration and thereby all forms of social interaction.
However, in light of our increasingly technologically mediated
and “tailor-made” relationships, the question of sexual enjoyment and
ethics has become ever more problematized. As cultural fantasies about
“robotic sex” draws closer to our grasp, we must ask what the future
entails for these new configurations of sexuality and Artificial
Intelligence? Whilst the likes of Elon Musk’s Neuralink, DeepMind and
philosophers such as Nick Bostrum (2014) consider the implications of
AI and Robotics for our legal system, culture, politics and human
relationships, they fail to attend to the complex question of the ethics of
enjoyment. Lacan’s groundbreaking contribution to the ethical debate
Kant avec Sade on the other hand, whilst well-used in the literature on
psychoanalytic ethics, has yet to be employed in relation to the (female)
robot and its significance in human relationships. As sex becomes
further “technologized” we are forced to inquire after the structure of
enjoyment that drives it.
This paper will attempt to imagine how a reading of Kant avec
Sade alongside Rupert Sanders’ 2017 film Ghost in the Shell can
preemptively decipher the foundations of a future ethics that will derive
from individualized relationships with forms of embodied Artificial
Intelligence, given that the law and jouissance are for Lacan inexorably
connected. Since the growing intervention of AI in social and sexual
configurations dramatically changes the very stakes and scope of the
law, it is a domain of ethics in complete overhaul. Furthermore, Ghost
in the Shell, I will argue, reveals the Sadean universe residing inside the
seemingly most innocuous fantasies of robot bodies that prevail in
contemporary culture. As developers and research units seek to legislate
for Artificial Intelligence and “Robot Ethics”, the other side of the law
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as human jouissance, comes conspicuously into view. How, for
example, do Asimov’s famous three Laws of Robotics, which seem to
resemble the current prevalent discourse on AI ethics, immediately
provoke dissonance with Sade’s ethical edict as mentioned above? We
will recall that in I, Robot Asimov’s Laws state:
1. A robot may not injure a human being or, through inaction,
allow a human being to come to harm;
2. A robot must obey the orders given it by human beings except
where such orders would conflict with the First Law; and
3. A robot must protect its own existence as long as such
protection does not conflict with the First or Second Laws.
Lacan already demonstrated how the ethical law, when it comes
to matters of human enjoyment, is very much more complicated that it
may first appear, so how is this further problematized in the domain of
AI? If Sade’s libertines’ fantasies of a perpetual victim grow out of their
fascination with the “second death”, the inescapable law of castration,
how would the “immortality” of the female robot body, and potential
for endless torment, feature as a mode of fantasy for the desires of the
libertines? What kind of ethics can be built around the assumption of a
subject who does not know castration and who, supposedly, cannot
suffer? And is the “sex-robot” the Sadean ethical imperative incarnate?
The reading of Ghost in the Shell, crucially allows us to stage the mutual
haunting of two diametrically opposed philosophers through the fantasy
of the female robot as undead subject.
Sexual Dis-Harmony
Lacan objected strongly to the idea forwarded by many thinkers
after World War II (including the French publisher Jean Jacques
Pauvert, Maurice Blanchot and Simone De Beauvoir among others) that
Sade’s libertine novels foreshadowed Freudian Psychoanalysis (Nobus,
2019). Instead, as Nobus points out, Lacan argued that Sade’s works
should be situated within the history of ethics and that he ought to be
considered as moral philosopher above all else. He argues that:
‘If there is a link at all between Sade and Freud it has nothing to
do, then, with the former anticipating the latter but merely with the latter
being able to formulate his fundamental ‘scientific’ concept of the
‘pleasure principle’ and especially its ostensible contradiction - the fact
that one can experience pleasure in one’s own and someone else’s pain
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- because Sade had somehow prepared the ethical ground for it’ (p.
115).
So, you may ask, what does this have to do with automated
female bodies (and the anxiety, fascination, and repulsion they
provoke)? Sex-robots are a relatively new phenemenon, which as it
stands bring to mind rubbery and uncanny looking dolls that may
perform rudimentary sexual acts and, in some sophisticated versions,
entertain the user with small talk and bad jokes. This, however, does
not begin to reflect the meaning of the term sex-robot when applied to
our fantasmatic imaginings of them, which has been developing in
culture, literature, television and film over decades, Descartes himself
having allegedly been one of the earliest dilettantes of the “art” (he
purportedly had a robotic version of his late daughter Francine whom
he took everywhere with him, supposedly not for sexual motives but
the question of female automation is already well under way in the 17 th
Century).
In reference to sex-robots, I am therefore dealing with the
significance of, on the one hand, actual sex-robots that exist
commercially and of which only some arguably superficial critiques
exists in academic literature1, but more fundamentally I argue that the
concept of the sex-robot, when taken to its speculative zenith, combines
the extimate2 notions of enjoyment and the law via the challenge to
subjectivity that Artificial Intelligence poses. The sex-robot
furthermore presents us with the very kernel of the ethical foundation
of the pleasure/pain dichotomy epitomized in the Sadean maxim which
stipulates the other’s right to enjoyment over ones’ own body, and by
extension our own compulsion to experience this submission to the
other’s will or our domination over it.
Abyss Creations – previously Realbotix, but now known as
RealDollX – are currently the company creating the most advanced
forms of sex-robot, whose poster girl Harmony will be familiar to
anyone who has taken even a passing interest in this phenomenon,
appearing as she has in numerous TV documentaries and online articles.
These humanoid figures come equipped with sophisticated Artificial
Intelligence applications that allow their user (or should we say partner)
1

See for example Richardson (2018), and Devlin (2018) for opposing takes on the

matter.
2

Extimacy, a portmanteau of exterior and intimate, is a word first coined by Lacan
in his seventh seminar The Ethics of Psychoanalysis. Although he does not take the concept
up explicitly in any of his seminars, the logic of extimacy, following Miller (1998), can be
said to underpin the structure of the Lacanian project at large; an intimate exteriorization and
structural moebius strip.
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to engage in basic conversation and even a bit of minor banter; and of
course no-holds/holes-barred sexual intercourse. Their bodies are fully
customizable – hair, eyes, skins, breast size and shape, choice of
nipples, numerous vagina fittings – and even the particular regional
accent are at the discretion of the purchaser. There are a variety of
personalities too, including options from sensual, insecure, jealous,
talkative, affectionate, cheerful, helpful, unpredictable, spiritual, funny,
moody, sensual and even intellectual. But ultimately, if what you want
is a rape or torture scenario, you can have it, despite what kind of
personality you endow your sex-robot with.
As the first ever manufacturers of intelligent custom-made sexrobots, the mission statement of Abyss Creations is:
‘[T]he result of a dream shared by Matt Mcmullen, Daxtron labs
and NextOS who bring their best efforts and individual specialties to
collaborate creating the world’s first practical and affordable human
like robot’ (Realbotix, available online).
But what is the navel of their dream, the intractable real that their
project aims at? It is no great insight to see that the aim is to create the
illusion of “women” (and some men) who exist only for the pleasure of
their users, and indeed to continue to create increasingly life-like
models that give their users an uncannily real experience. So, the
question is what really would be the ultimate sex-robot? When would
they become too human? Is it as the RealdollX website suggests a
simulacrum of intimacy that means you will “never be lonely again”, or
just the fantasy of another being who you can abuse and not be
restricted, judged nor penalized? A way to escape guilt? To know
oneself and one’s desires better? Or simply the thrill of the illusion of
transgressing the (human) law? Or, perhaps more fundamentally, it is
not an illusion at all for some users, but rather the sexual access to a
body without a “soul” is actually the real erotic prize? In other words,
an undead body.
It is of course impossible to say on spec, what any individual
experiences in using a sex-robot, but as it stands there is one significant
difference between the use of a sex-robot and a human prostitute; one
of them can enjoy, can suffer and can die. So clearly in terms of
examining the Sadean imperative, actually existing sex-robots do little
to push the boundaries of human ethics. For Sade, remember, to be in
conformity with the moral law one must follow the maxim as outlined
at the start, which contains within it an injunction to both victim and
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aggressor. As Lacan (2006) posits in contrast to Kant’s practical reason,
the Sadean moral experience revolves entirely around jouissance:
‘[J]ouissance is that by which Sadean experience is modified. For
it only proposes to instate itself at the inmost core of the subject whom
it provokes beyond that by offending his sense of modesty’ (p. 651).
As Nobus (2019) goes on to elaborate:
On the side of the libertine aggressor the will to jouissance is as
absolute as the victims will to resist should be. Because of this, the
latter’s suffering will always be the former’s delight and the
latter’s agonizing disgrace will always be the former’s cherished
immodesty
(p.124)
As Nobus explains, Lacan’s point here is that as the object of the
moral law is materialized in the figure of the libertine tormentor, it loses
its Kantian inaccessibility. As distinct from the Kantian moral law as
outside the realm of sensory experience, in the Sadean view the law is
an abstract point of emission, which nevertheless presents itself as a
disembodied voice, heard but not seen and always to be obeyed. Unlike
for Kant, for the libertines however this disembodied voice of law is not
God, as Kant could not possibly conceive of the possibility of the
jouissance of God (ibid, p. 126). Since they themselves occupy the
position of Gods, rather it is nature itself that determines their actions.
As Dolmancé puts it, whilst waiting for his victim Eugénie to regain
consciousness after a bout of torturous activities:
‘If as merely the blind instruments of its inspirations, nature
ordered us to set the universe ablaze, the sole crime would be to resist!
And all the scoundrels on earth are purely the agents of nature’s
caprices’ (Sade, 2006, p.168).
The “tragedy” though for the libertines is that no matter how
heinous or depraved their actions, their jouissance is but a pale imitation
of the imagined enjoyment they would receive from executing the
perfect crime; that is, of eternal suffering inflicted on their victims,
along with their eternal ability to witness it and perhaps more
fundamentally the fantasy of their own death. Of course, the obvious
barrier to this possibility is the brute fact of the limitations of the human
body and its ability to endure torment and destruction. So, as Lacan
(2006) puts it, the libertines have to admit that:
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‘[T]he humility of an act in which he cannot help but become a
being of flesh and to the very marrow, a slave to pleasure’ (p. 652).
In other words, the libertines when all is said and done, can never
achieve the full satisfaction they desire because it is always thwarted by
the very human cycles of excitement and orgasm that are ultimately and
inevitably always returning back to a state of equilibrium. So, could we
not say that the ultimate pleasure for the libertine is in fact not just
death, but immortality, to be the undead. In which case perhaps the
libertine would not wish to have a sex-robot, but to be one?
Clearly then, the sex-robot as a concept (not merely a tool or an
invention), which I would argue it is, cannot be fully explored with
recourse to reality, and of course why should it be, given that the very
notion of a sex-robot is one that puts fantasy into play as the raison
d’être of these “artificial” creatures. That is to say the logic of the ethics
of enjoyment is revealed by our fascination with automated and
inhuman (yet usually female) sexual companions. So, given the current
limitation to the technological advancement of Artificial Intelligence,
to put the conceptual question of the ethics of the sex-robot to the test I
turn now to science-fiction.
Undead Suffering
Rupert Sanders’ 2017 film Ghost in the Shell adapted from the
Japanese Manga series of the same name features the cybernetic female
body and depicts its relationship to memory and trauma. The film
allows us to examine the question of the body and suffering in relation
to AI, and ask how the Sadean imperative may help us to understand
our fascination with the fantasy of an automated female body. I could
equally use examples from the films Ex Machina or Bladerunner 2049,3
but by avoiding the explicit reference to sexual or romantic relations
with Artificial Intelligences as the latter two films explore, I hope to
highlight something fundamental about the question of the undead body
as bearer of subjectivity and its capacity for suffering, which for our
analysis of Sadean sex robot ethics is paramount.
Ghost in the Shell depicts a near dystopian future where virtuality
and Artificial Intelligence have reached a state of sophistication such
that the everyday texture of reality is interspersed with simulations and
holograms, much like a walk through a Baudrillardian video game. The
skyscrapers of what is in fact Hong Kong compete for dominance with
giant holographic heads addressing the citizens with various
3

As I do elsewhere (Millar, 2018 and forthcoming).
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commands, advertisements and provocations. Humans live alongside
AI’s in multiple forms of embodiment both humanoid and monstrous.
Like so many recent cinematic visions of cyborgian life, we are
enthralled by a beautiful feminine protagonist; in this case, it is Scarlett
Johansen portraying the character of anti-terrorism operative Major
Killian. Killian is supposedly neither human nor AI. After an accident
which destroyed her human body, she has been reanimated from the
merging of her brain with an entirely synthetic body. She is presented
to us as a perfect specimen of what Hollywood tells us woman should
be: eternally young, beautiful, strong, perpetually naked and, of course,
alabaster white4. According to the CEO of Hanka Robotics, Killian is a
weapon in the fight against the threat of a new kind of cyber-terrorism
which can hack into AI and human brains and perform mind control.
She is told that due to her unique combination of human and non-human
qualities she represents a new dawn for civilization. In effect Killian is
a last bastion against the complete algorithmic takeover of humanity,
whose relevance and efficiency is waning.
Given the progressive redundancy of the fragile and fallible
biological body, Killian is, her designer Dr. Ouelet tells her “what we
will all become”. Noticing Killian is clearly experiencing distress, her
doctor is concerned for Killian’s psychological wellbeing, even though
she suffers multiple physical assaults which leave her temporarily
incapacitated she does not seem to suffer any bodily pain. Suffering
from occasional glitches in her own memories, she starts to experience
visions of what she is led to believe are faults in her programming.
When she first awakes from her transformation into a cyborg, Killian
asks why she can’t feel he body. Dr. Ouelet explains that her body could
not be saved after a tragic boat accident which killed her whole family,
and that she now has an entirely synthetic, yet supercharged new shell.
Her brain, however, is completely intact.
Major Kilian is sent to hunt for a hacker who is terrorizing Hanka
Robotics. After a robotic geisha is hacked and starts a killing spree at a
Hanka business conference Killian is sent in “neutralize” the Geisha.
After which she defies protocol and decides to take a dangerous virtual
deep dive into the AI of the defunct Geisha to see what she can retrieve
from its memories. Here she discovers the author of the hack: Kuze.
4

Given the original Manga story was set in Japan the character of Major Killian was
of course Japanese, leading to accusations of Hollywood whitewashing in the casting of
Scarlett Johansen. The defence was given that, since the body of Killian was augmented, she
was therefore not bound to being Japanese. Which ultimately only served to highlight the
implicit superiority given to the white body as chosen for Killian’s reincarnation.
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After Major is eventually captured by Kuze, he reveals that he was
himself a test case of the same type as Major Killian, and there were
many other before her. She discovers that the story she was told about
her “origins” – i.e. that her life was saved after an accident and her brain
uploaded into a new, more sophisticated, non-biological body – was all
a lie. In fact, Killian’s life was “stolen”. It becomes clear though,
through the visions she experiences as “glitches”, that her own
memories have resisted complete annihilation after her organic brain
was uploaded in her new synthetic body. It turns out she and Kuze were
in fact young anti-augmentation activists who had run away from home.
Posing a threat to political order, they were killed by a new and
menacing technocratic regime that erased their memories in the hope of
turning them into ultimate fighting machines in the service of the state.
In revenge Kuze wants to create a super network of human-AI
consciousness all connected to a central “brain” and implores Killian to
join with him. She refuses, however, intent on retrieving her
subjectivity and goes about a mission to recover her lost memories.
In a world where AIs are instrumentalized in a biopolitical
regime of domination over humans, obeying orders without room for
subversion, Major Killian holds out the possibility of a refusal of
authority over her remaining humanity, albeit bolstered by a
superhuman cybernetic body. Through it all, it seems Killian retains
hold of her subject position and resists total assimilation into an
automated and machinic life form.
But what may we glean from the depiction of the augmented
female body in its relation to questions of the subjectivity of Killian?
How does the film deal with the problem of Killian’s “lost” past? And
what are we to make of the fact that whenever she engages in combat,
she mysteriously loses her clothing and fights with a completely bare
silicone body? Is it for her own pleasure or for the opponents? What is
Killian’s relationship to her body? Does she feel physical sensation?
And if not, how does she operate in a physical world if her body can
feel nothing? In other words, in what ways does the character of Major
Killian speak to the question of sexuation in relation to the Sadean
Universe of undead enjoyment?
It is notable that the film contains no sexual or romantic
interactions, but mostly naked fight scenes. Apart from this there is a
very short sequence where Killian accosts a human prostitute and takes
her inside her room for the briefest moment of sapphic face touching.
Her clothes do not come off for this, however. Why, in a film which has
clearly chosen an actress known for her sex appeal, and in which she is
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depicted nude on the poster, does it not contain any actual sexual or
romantic activity? Most likely not for the sake of modesty. Perhaps this
lacuna represents a deliberate attempt to make Killian seem less
human? Ironically though it is precisely this lack of overt sexuality, yet
her condition of pseudo-nakedness when in combat, that reveals her
subjectivity as all the more traumatic.
What do I mean by this? Here, with reference to the Sadean
predicament it is useful to take the Lacanian approach and instead of
inquiring after a soul or indeed consciousness, two very nebulous and
ideologically loaded concepts, ask instead about the subject and the
enjoying body. It seems that what is retained by Killian after her
reanimation is her subject position, an indelible stain in the fabric of
reality that cannot be substituted nor lost no matter what memories
(conscious or unconscious) are erased by her physical designers.
However, she appears strangely devoid of enjoyment, given that she
cannot feel any physical sensation. But is this really the case? Can it be
that Killian does in fact enjoy? And if so, in what is this enjoyment
constituted? Like so many depictions of female robots, is what we are
in fact being asked to imagine an articulation of feminine jouissance,
the logic of which escapes castration? It would seem her primary
source of suffering though still revolves around an originary loss. An
impossible object that her reincarnated body still mourns after. It is no
surprise then that the film ends with Killian being reunited with her
mother, her original lost object.
This is just one of the many cinematic instances where the female
body is put to work in pursuit of an answer to the question of the
relationship between sex and the law. Major Killian’s subjectivity is of
course intimately bound to her embodiment. Hence why, only when she
is fulfilling her purpose as “ultimate weapon”, she is naked and
eroticized? A banal and trite point about female representation in
cinema perhaps, but there is something more significant behind this.
Major Killian is not just a sexualized female body in this film she is a
super-human one and in examining the idea of the superhuman, we may
thereby understand something about the Sadean ethics of sexuality.
Lost Enjoyment
Perhaps we should recall Freud’s notion of the Prosthetic God,
which he never directly related to the question of sexuation but
nevertheless to castration. In Civilization and its Discontents he (2004)
writes:
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Man has become, so to speak a [prosthetic] god with artificial
limbs. He is quite impressive when he puts on all his auxiliary
organs, but they have not become part of him and give him a good
deal of trouble on occasion … Distant ages will bring with them
new and probably unimaginable achievements in this field of
civilization and so enhance his godlike nature. But in the interests
of our investigations, let us also remember that modern man does
not feel happy with his godlike nature
(p. 36-37)
It may seem like Freud is articulating the familiar sci-fi anxiety
over the future impingement of technology onto the human body but in
fact he is saying something more nuanced than it first appears, contrary
to how some critics have understood his position. For example, the
philosopher of technology Bernard Steigler (2014) accuses Freud of not
quite getting the significance of the technical object. But rather it is
Stiegler who, I would argue, completely misses the point of Freud’s use
of the prosthetic God when he states that:
This Prosthetic destiny does not arise in the twentieth century as
we might think from a cursory reading of Civilization and its
Discontents, but represents the originary default of the origin that
is the originary murder of the father by the weapon that is all
technics. And the first of these technics is the knife, that of Totem
and Taboo just as much as that of the sacrifice of Isaac, but which
Freud, not knowing how, was unable to think.
(p. 12).
What Stiegler fails to appreciate here I would argue is the logic
of castration which is precisely the originary murder that Freud (1913)
was alluding to in Totem and Taboo. While Steigler accuses Freud of
not going far back enough in his theory of the technical object it is in
fact Stiegler who does not go nearly far enough. The knife which kills
the father is not in fact the first technics, which indeed Freud knew only
too well and is why he had to resort to the medium of myth to express
his conceptual point. What Freud understood to be the first of all
technics, although he perhaps would not have put it that way, was
sexuality. As we know the originary murder staged in Totem and Taboo
is also the intractable antagonism giving form to the non-existent sexual
relation and its resultant masculine and feminine modes of enjoyment
(Lacan, 1998).
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Far from predicting a possible time where humans will be
replaced by some perfect God-like version of themselves that is allpowerful and all-knowing (in the form of Kurzweil’s singularity for
example), Freud recognises the inherent fantasmatic structure of this
prosthetic God. Freud is in effect acknowledging the fact that the human
is human by virtue of his inability to find satisfaction through his
auxiliary organs. These organs will only ever circulate hopelessly
around their partial drive objects. Much in the same way that Stiegler
(1994) hypothesizes the technicity of being as predicated on the
founding myth of the fault of Epimetheus, Freud had perceived a certain
deficit or fault in the human whose existence was sustained by a
perpetual prosthesis. It is of course Lacan who will pin down explicitly
what Freud is getting at in his fantasy of the originary lost object. The
m/other (or das Ding) is one way of understanding this lost object, but
there is another, more precise even, way of understanding the structural
significance of the postulation of the human drives, oral, anal, scopic
and invocatory and their relation to the body and the fantasy of
immortality.
The fantasy of the undead body that Ghost in the Shell depicts is
described by Lacan in Position of the Unconscious (2006) and Seminar
XI (1977) where he speaks of the mythical l’hommelette or “manlet”.
He then further characterises it as the lamella, that strange amoeba that
leaves the body at the time of birth when the child is separated from the
placenta. He (2006) asks us to imagine a phantom ‘infinitely more
primal form of life’ that would take flight away from the new-born (p.
717). This crêpe-like form is the remainder of the subject before it
becomes sexed:
Whenever the membranes of the egg in which the foetus emerges
on its way to becoming a new-born are broken, imagine for a
moment that something flies off, and that one can do it with an egg
as easily as with a man, namely the hommelette, or the lamella.
The lamella is something extra-flat, which moves like the amoeba.
It is just a little more complicated. But it goes everywhere. And as
it is something – I will tell you shortly why – that is related to what
the sexed being loses in sexuality, it is, like the amoeba in relation
to sexed beings, immortal – because it survives any division, and
scissiparous intervention. And it can turn around. Well! This is not
very reassuring. But suppose it comes and envelopes your face
while you are quietly asleep…I can’t see how we would not join
battle with a being capable of these properties. But it would not be
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a very convenient battle. This lamella, this organ, whose
characteristic is not to exist, but which is nevertheless an organ –
I can give you more details as to its zoological place – is the libido.
It is the libido, qua pure life instinct, that is to say, immortal life,
irrepressible life, life that has need of no organ, simplified,
indestructible life. It is precisely what is subtracted from the living
being by virtue of the fact that it is subject to the cycle of sexed
reproduction. And it is of this that all the forms of the objet a that
can be enumerated are the representatives, the equivalents’
(Lacan, 2004, p. 197-198).
So, the lamella has no sensory system in other words it has no
need for partial drives oral, anal, scopic or invocatory, synthesizing all
these aspects into one complete plenitude of pure satisfaction,
wholeness and presence. It exists purely in the real with no need for
symbolic mediation, and “thus has an advantage over us men who must
provide ourselves with a homunculus in our heads in order to turn that
real into a reality” (Lacan, 2006, p. 717).
The manlet or lamella is indestructible, immortal and undead. In
other words, the lamella is libido. Pure enjoyment; a logical
impossibility of course, yet whose originary loss provides the formal
conditions for the structure of the sexed being. The lamella is the
undead life force that the prosthetic god attempts to replicate but will
never capture. As Žižek (2010) puts it paraphrasing Lacan, the lamella
does not exist, it insists (p. 226).
The myth of the lamella, we could say, is the very thing that
inhabits the eschatological fantasies of the “singularity”, that moment
when human-kind is replaced by an immortal and indestructible digital
form of life. This problematic phenomenon is arguably what we find
manifested in the lathouse, a device for siphoning off enjoyment, that
Lacan briefly discusses in Seminar XVII.
The relationship between technological forms of life and
sexuality is indexed then, upon a certain mode of enjoyment. As Ghost
in the Shell epitomises, the character of Major Killian serves as a perfect
vessel to reunite the feminine subject back with the lamella, in the guise
of an undead silicone fighting machine. But ultimately this, as with all
attempts at breaching castration, fails. So, what is it in the subject that
remains indestructible? Is it the lamella? If Major Killian retains her
subjectivity despite the complete replacement of her body and her
memories are virtually replaced in what sense is she traumatised by the
event of her physical death?
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Conclusion: A Sex-Robot Ethics?
Here it is useful to bring in Malabou’s and Žižek’s debate over
the post-traumatic subject. In The New Wounded, Malabou (2012)
criticizes the Freudo-Lacanian paradigm of unconscious trauma on the
basis that it cannot possibly grasp the radical change of a subject who
has faced a massive brain injury which effectively erases all memory
and as it were “resets the program”. In this case, she argues, it would be
impossible to apply the logic of Freudian trauma which operates via a
double inscription. That is to say, the initial occurrence of the trauma is
not registered as trauma for the subject but only becomes traumatic
when a subsequent experience imbues this previous event with meaning
and causes suffering to the subject. The error she is making according
to Žižek is that, in focusing so much on the traumatic content of the
supposed erasure of all memories, she omits the trauma of the erasure
of all positive content that is subjectivity itself. In other words, a radical
trauma in the form of a massive brain damage would reveal the pure
empty form of subjectivity. The form which remains when all positive
content is removed:
‘precisely insofar as it erases the entire substantial content, the
traumatic shock repeats the past, ie. the past traumatic loss of
substance which is constitutive of the very dimension of
subjectivity. What is repeated here is not some ancient content,
but the very gesture of erasing all substantial content. This is why,
when one submits a human subject to a traumatic intrusion, the
outcome is the empty form of the ‘living-dead’ subject… [W]hat
remains after the violent traumatic intrusion into a human subject
which erases all its substantial content is the pure form of
subjectivity, the form which must have already been there’
(Žižek, 2016, p. 339).
So, when Major Killian awakes from her traumatic experience of
total brain erasure and complete bodily substitution, the trauma she is
exposed to is not the loss of subjectivity but in effect the stripping out
of her objective substantialized content revealing the empty form of her
as subject. When the memories of her past life appear to her they are
traumatic insofar as they intrude as if from nowhere into the empty
space of subjectivity. Killian is suddenly exposed to the effects of
castration, moving from undead subject back to the trauma of birth and
the realm of the living.
To return to Sade’s Philosophy in the Boudoir, the action also
centers around the complete erasure of a previous form of subjectivity
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and the explosive discovery of new forms of jouissance of the
“exquisite” female protagonist Eugénie de Mistival. It is significant
furthermore that her primary cause of suffering and indeed the victim
of the culmination of her most depraved fantasy is her own mother. It
is her mother whose unbearable (and hypocritical) virtuousness causes
Eugénie to be caught between her own so called “natural” desires and
passions and the restrictions put upon her by polite society. As
Dolmancé explains to her during her sexual “education”:
Did her mother think about Eugénie when she brought her into the
world? The hussy let herself get fucked because she enjoyed it, but
she was quite far from envisioning a daughter. So let Eugénie do
whatever she likes to that woman! Let’s give her free rein, and
let’s content ourselves with assuring that no matter how extreme
her excesses, she’ll never be guilty of a crime
(Sade, 2006, p. 57)
Horrifyingly it is with the rape and torture of her mother that
Eugénie supposedly fulfills her ultimate desire. Whilst of course Killian
does nothing of the sort, the character of Dr. Ouelet who fulfils the role
of Killian’s new mother being her “designer”, is blamed and killed by
Hanka CEO Cutter once Killian has “gone rogue”. But Killian’s
relationship to her ‘real’ mother is one of pure enigma. Her biological
mother ties her to her human mortality and her indelible subject position
as ‘stain on reality’, yet her second ‘prosthetic’ mother Dr. Ouelet,
redesigns her and facilitates her escape from the second death the laws
of castration (much like Madame de Saint-Ange attempts to “redesign”
Eugénie in line with different laws). Her new body allows Killian to
live outside of the restrictions of pleasure and pain which her biological
body as given to her by her first mother could not accommodate.
As revolting and brutal as the appetites of Sade’s libertines are,
we may nonetheless see some of their ontology present in film Ghost in
the Shell. What kind of fantasy victim would Kilian represent? A body
that can’t die yet can suffer indefinitely generating an unquenchable
jouissance unfettered by the limits of human biological cycles? And
what kind of subject is Killian? Does she have a history? And does this
form the basis of her suffering and her enjoyment? Is this not the Sadean
ethical dream of ultimate satisfaction? Is this the perverts dream? Or the
Sadists dream? As pointed out by Nobus (2019) at no point does Lacan
in fact directly equate the Sadean ethics with perversion which is
mentioned only once in the text in a superficial manner and Sadism
while mentioned several times is not treated as homologous to a Sadean
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ethics even if the brutal psychoanalytic category bears his name, these
are assumptions taken up later by other theorists and analysts 5. Lacan’s
aim in Kant avec Sade is to complexify the tripartite relation between
the subject’s enjoyment and suffering on the one hand and knowledge
of the others pain and pleasure on the other and how the law mediates
between the two.
In Sade’s dark satire on contemporary French moralizing and its
class politics, Eugénie ends the story in spectacularly gruesome fashion
by sewing up the vagina and anus of her mother after she is raped by
the syphilitic gardener. It is undoubtedly infinitely more graphically and
explicitly violent towards the mother than Ghost in the Shell, but what
seems to be at stake and under erasure in both stories, is the position of
the mother as sole progenitor and indeed moral guardian of the species.
For Sade the mother as the holy grail of religious discourse and morality
must be desecrated, whilst for Ghost in the Shell the mother occupies
an ambivalent role, supposedly the origin of Killian’s subjectivity but
ultimately limiting to the progression of the “species”. The question of
the mother and reproduction is an area highly under theorized in
Artificial Intelligence debates, one which I have only begun to touch
upon here, however this theme is of crucial importance for our
understanding of robot ethics and AI going forward.6
This sketches out for us another crucial factor in the Sadean
ethics which hinges on male and female sexuation. The victim, for the
libertine must be female, but why? Not for a contingent reason relating
to the specific heterosexuality dictated by the times, but because the
female subject represents the ultimate empty subject, for whom
substantialised content is ontologised by the carnality of the female
form. It is precisely the hyper-materiality of the female body that acts
as veil for the negativity of being which the Sadean libertine cannot
bear. As Žižek (2016) puts it:
This redoubling of the body into the common mortal body and the
ethereal undead body brings us to the crux of the matter: the
distinction between the two deaths, the biological death of the
common mortal body and the death of the other “undead” body: it
is clear that what Sade aims at in his notion of a radical Crime is
the murder of this second body
(p. 334)
(Notably Miller, 1998 and Žižek, 2016).
See Millar forthcoming for a discussion of reproduction and AI as depicted in the
film Bladerunner 2049.
5
6
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What Sade missed and Lacan realised, Žižek argues, is precisely
that these two deaths come in reverse order: ‘I can see that the second
death comes prior to the first and not after as de Sade dreams it’ (Lacan
cited by Žižek p. 335). For Sade’s libertines (not Sade himself, as Žižek
will hypostatize him) the universe is pure substance without subject,
they still believe in the big Other and ‘Nature as ontologically consistent
realm’ (ibid.). Therefore, according to Žižek:
Sade continues to grasp reality only as substance and not also as
subject, where subject does not stand for another ontological level
different from substance but for the immanent incompleteness inconsistency - antagonism of Substance itself’
(ibid).
The sex-robot then comes to signify something altogether more
quintessentially human than we may at first have thought, and the ethics
surrounding it more urgent than ever. If we see Killian as our ultimate
fantasy of a sex-robot it becomes clear that she embodies the
irreconcilable trauma of subjectivity that full automation or artifice
cannot erase. Killian is both the indestructible killer and the perpetually
killed.
The law and enjoyment as first problematized by Lacan’s reading
of it, is brought to a strange conclusion in the figure of the undead body
that seems ubiquitous in both our sci-fi fantasy worlds, the growing
interactions with commercially available sex-robots as they currently
exist, and inevitably soon our legislation on embodied Artificial
Intelligence. Major Killian may be augmented into the form of a quasiinvincible non-biological body, but yet her “humanity” appears
precisely at the point where satisfaction fails. In her search for the lost
memories that escape her grasp, the voices she hears, the images she
sees in her technological “glitches” point to a structure of fantasy that
yearns after various lost objects, or one in particular. The prosthetic god
that Freud once postulated was one which also dreams hubristically of
not suffering the effects of castration, does not die and is not born. From
the point of view of the Sadean Universe, Killian is probably the
ultimate victim, a futuristic Eugénie de Mistival. Not only is she an
impeccable body of alabaster virtue, perpetually unscathed and virginal,
yet inhumanly strong but she also has the capacity to suffer indefinitely
and probably can’t die. Is this what we could call the start of a sex-robot
ethics?
ISABEL MILLAR
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HINDU CONCEPTS OF TIME

I am time grown old to destroy the world,
Embarked on the course of world annihilation:
Except for yourself none of these will survive,
Of these warriors arrayed in opposite armies.
Raise yourself now and reap rich fame,
Rule the plentiful realm by defeating your foes!
I myself have doomed them ages ago:
Be merely my hand in this, Left-handed Archer!
God speaking to Arjuna
The Bhagavad Gita
I start with the simple and intuitive notion that the past
determines the present and the present determines the future. This is
true in Hinduism as it is in psychoanalysis. Time in Hinduism is
considered to be cyclical rather than linear. Time is viewed as vast
cycles that repeat infinitely. Four fundamental concepts of HinduismSamsara, Karma, Dharma and Moksha—introduce us to the concept of
time in Hinduism. These concepts outline the Hindu existential position
and draw the trajectory of an individual life through the vast cycles of
time.
The Story of Indra and the Parade of the Ants1
Indra, king of the gods, slew the great demon. By killing the
demon, Indra reestablished the power of the gods in heaven. To
commemorate his victory, he employed the divine architect
Vishvakarman to build a city worthy of the gods in heaven.
1

As retold by Heinrich Zimmer in Myths and Symbols in Indian Art and
Civilization, Princeton University Press, 1974.
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Vishvakarman applied himself and built a beautiful city. Yet Indra was
not satisfied. He wanted more splendor and grandeur. Indra’s demands
increased to the point that Vishvakarman, exhausted and frustrated by
Indra’s demands, sought help from the supreme deity, Vishnu. Having
heard the architect’s plight, Vishnu nodded, indicating that he would
take care of the situation.
The next day, Vishnu, in the form of a young boy, came to visit
Indra. The boy admired his palace and the new city Indra was building.
He sang praises to Indra and his accomplishments in heaven. He then
asked Indra how much longer it would take to finish the task. He told
him that no other Indra before him had built such a magnificent city.
Full of the wine of triumph, the king of the gods was entertained
by the mere boy’s pretension to knowledge of Indras earlier than
himself. With a fatherly smile, he put the question: ‘Tell me,
Child! Are they then so very many, the Indras and Vishvakarmans
whom you have seen-or at least, whom you have heard of?’ The
wonderful guest calmly nodded. ‘Yes, indeed, many have I
seen…O King of Gods, I have known the dreadful dissolution of
the universe. I have seen all perish, again and again, at the end of
every cycle. At that terrible time, every single atom dissolves into
the primal, pure waters of eternity, whence originally all arose.
Everything then goes back into the fathomless, wild infinity of the
ocean, which is covered with utter darkness and is empty of every
sign of animate being. Ah, who will count the universes that have
passed away, or the creations that have risen afresh, again and
again, from the formless abyss of the vast waters? Who will
number the passing ages of the world, as they follow each other
endlessly? And who will search through the wide infinities of
space to count the universes side by side, each containing its
Brahma, its Vishnu and its Shiva? Who will count the Indras in
them all-those Indras side by side, who reign at once in all the
innumerable worlds; those others who passed away before them;
or even the Indras who succeed each other in any given line,
ascending to godly kingship, one by one, and one by one, passing
away. King of Gods, there are among your servants certain who
maintain that it may be possible to number the grains of sand on
earth and the drops of rain that fall from the sky, but no one will
ever number all those Indras. This is what the Knowers know.
The life and kingship of an Indra endure seventy-one eons, and
when twenty-eight Indras have expired, one Day and night of
Brahma has elapsed. But the existence of one Brahma, measured
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in such Brahma Days and Nights, is only one hundred and eight
years. Brahma follows Brahma; one sinks and the next arises; the
endless series cannot be told. There is no end to the number of
those Brahmas-to say nothing of Indras.
Zimmer 1974: 5-6
Having said this, the young Brahmin boy broke into laughter. He
saw a parade of ants marching through the palace. Indra, frightened and
bewildered asked the boy why he was laughing. The boy said that he
laughed because of the ants.
I saw the ants, O Indra, filing in long parade. Each was once an
Indra. Like you, each by virtue of pious deeds once ascended to
the rank of the gods. But now, through many rebirths, each has
become again an ant.
Zimmer 1974: 7
Disguised as a boy, Vishnu’s comments served to modulate
Indra’s hubris and his ego. By placing Indra into the context of the many
Indras that came before him and that will come after him in the vast
cycles of time, Indra was reminded of the Hindu perspective that one is
born, dies, and is reborn: the doctrine of Samsara, or reincarnation. The
boy also told Indra that his individuality and ego were not immaterial,
for what one does now and how one acts, determine what the person
will do and become in the future-in this life and the next. This is the
doctrine of Karma: the Hindu law of causation, retribution and psychic
determinism. Acting morally, according to Dharma (one’s duty in life),
will determine whether one becomes an ant or a god.
Hindu Concepts of Time
Hindu concepts of time revolve around the periodic and infinite
repetition of the creation and dissolution of the universe. This aspect of
repetition distinguishes the Hindu cosmogony from that of the
monotheistic/Semitic religions (Judaism, Christianity and Islam),
wherein the creation and the destruction of the world is strictly linear
(i.e., from Genesis to the Last Judgment). Central to the cycle of the
creation and destruction of the universe are the notions of Kalpas and
Yugas. A Kalpa is 10,000 divine years, or ten million human years.
According to the mythologies of Hinduism, each world cycle is
subdivided into four Yugas or world ages. These are comparable
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to the four ages of the Greco-Roman tradition, and like the latter
decline in moral excellence as the round proceeds. The classical
ages took their names from the metals-gold, silver, brass and ironthe Hindu from the four throws of the Hindu dice game-Krita,
Treta, Dvapara, and Kali. In both cases the appellations suggest
the relative virtues of the periods, as they succeed each other in a
slow, irreversible procession.
Zimmer 1974: 13
A trinity of gods retains the responsibility for the periodic
creation, destruction and maintenance of the universe. Brahma is the
creator; Vishnu, the preserver; and Shiva, the destroyer. In the Hindu
cosmogony, each Kalpa represents one day and night in the hundredyear life span of the god Brahma. Thus, one day and night of Brahma
corresponds to 4,320,000 human years! These years are divided into the
4 Yugas, each successive Yuga declining in “moral excellence,” as
reflected by the behavior of human beings who are less spiritual, more
materialistic, and more self-interested by the last Yuga, Kaliyuga.
According to Indian mathematical calculations, our current age,
Kaliyuga, began on February 18, 3102 B.C. It is important to keep in
mind that there have been an infinite number of such Kaliyugas in the
past, and that there will be an infinite number of Kaliyugas to come.
Every Kalpa lasts a thousand great ages of the world (mahayuga),
corresponding to 12,000 god years or 4,320,000 human years,
which are divided into the four ages of the world (yuga), and each
of them has a tenth long dawn and dusk, in which Brahma (or
Vishnu) rests. The whole thing is repeated a thousand-fold, a
hundred Brahma years or 311 billion and forty million human
years. When the epoch (para) is over, the world declines. The
coarse material will again become subtle primeval material, in
which the constituents are in balance, until they are shaken-either
by themselves or by a divine impulse-and the cycle of the
emergence and passing away of the worlds (samsara) continues.
Michaels 2004: 300 (see chart below)
Such a conception of time is indeed extraordinary-not only
because of magnitude but also because of the precision of the
mathematics involved. Years are related to humans, gods and the
“super” divinities (i.e., Brahma and Vishnu), indicating that not only
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humans, but also gods and super gods are subject to the laws of karma
and samsara. They, too, are endlessly created and pass away:
Behind this is a deeply rooted cyclical awareness of time, which
holds that life consists of an eternal return, of an eternally new
expansion and contraction of the world. Thus, the Yuga doctrine is
also known as the doctrine of the world cycle (samsara).
Everything passes away according to these ideas; only change
itself is lasting, but only the condition beyond this change brings
salvation (Michaels 2004: 303).
For the individual, this view of time places a particular individual
life in perspective. Rather than rendering any one life meaningless, it
implies the importance of doing one’s duty and acting morally in this
life. If our actions are not “good”, the Karma from these actions will
make us transmigrate eternally. It is this scary and horrifying scenarioknown as Samsara-and the need to escape it that motivates Hindu
religious thinking and life.2
The Yuga Calculation of Time 3

Creation (srsti)
1 age of the world (mahãyuga) = 12,000 god years = 4,320,000 human years
divided into four ages (yuga) with the following features:

Age (yuga)

Krta

Tretã

Dvãpara

Kali

God years (including

4,800

3,600

2,400

1,200

Human years

1,728,000

1,296,000

864,000

432,000

Metal

Gold

Silver

Bronze

Iron

Guna

sattva

rajas and tamas

tamas

Twilight Epochs)

rajas

2
See Madeline Biardeau, M. (1989). Hinduism: The Anthropology of a Civilization
(trans.) R. Nice. Oxfrd: Oxford University Press.
3
From Michaels 2004: 301.
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Color

White

Red

Yellow

Black

Dharma

4/4

¾

½

¼

x 1,000 years = 1 day of Brahmã (= 12,000,000 god years);
World Dissolution (pralaya)
+ 1 night of Brahmã (= 12,000,000 god years): world rests folded up
= 1 age of the world (kalpa) (= 24,000,000 god years)
Creation (pratisarga)

Samsara
Samsara refers to the Hindu concept of reincarnation or
transmigration. In Sanskrit, it means “to wander.” Samsara is accepted
in all Hindu philosophical systems of thought, with the singular
exception of the Carvaka school of Indian materialism which denies the
existence of a soul.4 It is fair to say that the goal of Hinduism is to
escape samsara, and to ultimately exit the endless cycle of birth and
rebirth.
To understand samsara, a brief discussion of the Hindu view of
the Soul or Self is necessary. The Hindu notion of “Self” differs
fundamentally and radically from the psychoanalytic concept of the
“self” or “ego”. This point cannot be emphasized strongly enough, as it
is precisely the identification of the “ego” with the “Self” that is the
bedrock problem for Hindu philosophy and psychology. According to
Hinduism, it is the confusion (avidya) of “Self” with “ego” that leads to
human suffering.
Hinduism postulates a fundamental distinction between “matter”
and “soul” (here, “Soul,” “Self,” and “Spirit” are considered identical
and used interchangeably). In Samkhya philosophy, the oldest Hindu
philosophical system, a distinction is made between the Soul (purusha)
and matter (prakti). The Soul is conceptualized as contentless
consciousness, which becomes entangled with matter throughout its
life.5 The reason for this entanglement is not explained; it is simply
4

See Carvaka/Lokayata, edited by Debiprasad Chattopadhyaya, Indian Council of
Philosophical research, New Delhi, 1990. The Carvaka School, as such, also denies the
concepts of karma and dharma. Their view of time is linear and as such, is uniquely more
western.
5
For an extensive discussion of Samkhya philosophy, see Encyclopedia of Indian
Philosophies-Samkhya, edited by G.J.Larson & R.S. Bhattacharya, Motilal Banarsidass, New
Delhi, 1987
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given and stated. The association is considered to exceed the grasp of
human comprehension.
Interestingly, and perhaps surprising to some schooled in western
traditions, Samkhya postulates that the mind, including intellect,
consciousness, emotions and psychological states are ultimately a
derivative and function of matter (prakti). This position is in
concordance with contemporary neuroscientific theories of mind. Thus,
what we would view in psychoanalysis as conscious and unconscious
psychic structures are, according to Samkhya, evolutes of matter. In
distinction, purusha (Soul/Self) is independent of matter (prakti). It is
unconditioned, timeless, and has always existed. To say that purusha is
timeless has subtle connotations. It is strictly true only when purusha is
not entangled with matter. When it is involved with matter, it functions
in time and attains karmic residue but is not altered by it. This is similar
to Freud’s assertion that the unconscious is timeless-that is, not changed
or altered by time. This is not to equate purusha to the Freudian
unconscious, but rather to point out an interesting dichotomous parallel.
From all eternity, Spirit has found itself drawn into this illusory
relation with psycho-mental life (that is, with ‘matter’). This is
owing to ignorance (avidya), and as long as avidya persists,
existence is present (by virtue of karma), and with it suffering. Let
us dwell on this point a little. Illusion or ignorance consists with
confusing the motionless and eternal purusha with the flux of
psycho-mental life. To say ‘I suffer’, ‘I want’, ‘I hate’, ‘I know’
and to think that this ‘I’ refers to Spirit, is to live in illusion and
prolong it; for all our acts and intentions, by the simple fact that
they are dependent upon prakti, upon ‘matter’, are conditioned and
governed by karma.
Eliade 1969: 28
In Hinduism, there are complex traditions that view the soul
theistically and atheistically. The Samkhya postulation of the soul is
strictly atheistic. It is purely descriptive and involves neither god nor
divinity. “This true and absolute knowledge-which must not be
confused with intellectual activity, which is psychological in essenceis not obtained by experience but by a revelation. Nothing divine plays
a part here, for Samkhya denies the existence of god” (Eliade 1969: 29).
Revelation is not to be understood as conveyed by the divine, as in the
Judeo-Christian tradition, but as achieved through self-knowledge and
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self-exploration.6 In Hinduism, one road to self-revelation, or selfknowledge, is via the instruction of a pupil by a guru. The parallel to
the analytic situation where self–knowledge occurs through an
interaction between an analyst and an analysand is striking and worth
noting.7 Sudhir Kakar, in his work, The Analyst and the Mystic, in the
chapter “The Guru as Healer” discusses this point in detail.8
For the Hindu, this life is one of many lives we live. What then
transmigrates when we die? It is the Soul-purusha-contentless
consciousness. After the death of a person, the Soul moves to another
body. Its new destination (i.e., an ant, god etc.) is predetermined by the
law of karma. Karma dictates that the nature of actions committed by a
particular combination of purusha and prakti determine where the
purusha, with its karmic residue, will go after death to once more
become entangled with matter (prakti). This cycle repeats infinitely
until the Soul no longer attains karmic residue. It can exit the cycle of
samsara to become pure contentless consciousness again. As the god
Krishna explains to Arjuna, his pupil and devotee, in the sacred Hindu
text “The Bhagavad Gita”:
Never was there a time when I did not exist, or you, or these kings,
nor shall any of us cease to exist hereafter. Just as creatures with
bodies pass through childhood, youth and old age in their bodies,
so there is a passage to another body, and a wise man is not
confused about it…There is no becoming of what did not exist,
there is no unbecoming of what does exist: those who see the
principles see the boundary between the two…As a man discards
his worn-out clothes and puts on different ones that are new, So
the one in the body discards aged bodies and joins with other ones
that are new.
Bhagavad Gita Chap 2, Verses 11-229
The central concept of samsara is that actions determine one’s
fate. The specifics of a person’s reincarnation after death are determined
by the actions of that person in this life. It is a fair and profound question
to ask, then, to what extent does fate (or biology or circumstance or pure
chance) determine one’s actions. Essentially, Hindu teachings hold that
6

See S.Radhakrishnan, Eastern Religions and Western Thought, Oxford University
Press, 1939.
7
See Reddy, S., “Psychoanalytic Process in the Sacred Hindu Text, The Bhagavad
Gita”, in Freud on the Ganges, Other Press, New York, 2005.
8
Sudhir Kakar, The Analyst and the Mystic, University of Chicago Press, 1991.
9

All references to the Bhagavad Gita are from J.A.B.van Buitenen’s translation.
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human acts arise from a combination of given circumstances and free
will. An individual acting under those circumstances is responsible for
their actions. These actions produce karmic residues. This notion
remains controversial and represents the Hindu contextualization of the
conflict between free will and determinism.
The state reached when one is not reborn, after exiting samsara,
is termed moksha—in Buddhism, nirvana. What, then, does it mean to
exit samsara? Is to exit time? Is it to withdraw from life? No. It is to
be in this life and to act without attaining karmic residue. Is this not a
contradiction? For if we act, we attain karma. How then is it possible to
act without attaining karma? The Hindu solution to this dilemma is
Karmayoga: desireless action as enumerated in the Bhagavad Gita by
Krishna to Arjuna:
A person does not avoid incurring karman just by not performing
acts, nor does he achieve success by giving up acts. For no one
lives even for a moment without doing some act, for the three
forces of nature cause everyone to act. He who, while curbing the
faculties of action, yet in his mind indulges his memories of sense
objects is called a self-deceiving hypocrite. But he who curbs his
senses with his mind, Arjuna, and then disinterestedly undertakes
the discipline of action with his action faculties, stands out…All
the world is in bondage to the karman of action, except for action
for the purposes of sacrifice: therefore, engage in action for that
purpose, disinterestedly, Kaunteya.
Bhagavad Gita, Chap 3, verses 5-9
Karma
Karma literally means action. The law of karma is that every
action has a reaction or consequence. It is a law of cause and effect. The
action may be intentional, conscious or unconscious. Regardless, it has
a consequence. Every action is modulated and determined by previous
actions and future actions are similarly modulated and determined by
present actions. The concept of karma links an individual’s past, present
and future and presents the continuum or context in which a person,
more specifically the “ego” (ahamkara) exists and functions. When an
action is performed, it is performed by the “ego” and the karmic residue
of the action stays with the “ego”. This is psychic determinism in
Hinduism. We are psycho-physically conditioned by actions we
perform and the karma accumulated from these actions determines
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individual behavior, both in this life and the next. The concept of karma
is very similar and analogous to the psychoanalytic notion of psychic
determinism: “The sense of this principle is that in the mind as in
physical nature about us nothing happens by chance or in a random way.
Each psychic event is determined by the ones that preceded it. Events
in our mental lives that may seem to be random and unrelated to what
went on before are only apparently so. In fact, mental phenomena are
no more capable of such a lack of causal connection with what preceded
them than are physical ones. Discontinuity in this sense does not exist
in mental life” (Waelder 1963).
What is the “Ego” in Hindu psychology that performs actions and
attains karmic residue? It is not the same as the concept of “ego” in
psychoanalysis. Heinrich Zimmer explains:
Ahamkara, the ego function, causes us to believe that we feel like
acting, that we are suffering, etc.; whereas actually our real being,
the Purusha, is devoid of such modifications. Ahamkara is the
center and prime motivating force of ‘delusion’. Ahamkara is the
misconception, conceit, supposition, or belief that refers all objects
and acts of consciousness to an ‘I’ (aham). Ahamkara-the making
(kara) of the utterance ‘I’ (aham)- accomplishes all psychic
processes, producing the misleading notion ‘I am hearing; I am
seeing; I am rich and mighty; I am enjoying; I am about to suffer.’
It is thus the primal cause of the critical ‘wrong conception’ that
dogs all phenomenal experience; the idea, namely, that the lifemonad (purusha) is implicated in, nay is identical with, the
processes of living matter (prakti). One is continually
appropriating to oneself, as a result of the Ahamkara, everything
that comes to pass in the realms of the physique and psyche,
superimposing perpetually the false notion (and apparent
experience) of a subject ( an ‘I’) of all the deeds and sorrows.
Zimmer 1989: 319
This notion of the Hindu ego, ahamkara, is important to
understand because it is the temporal construction of a person, one that
defines an individual’s personality-their tastes, wishes, predispositions,
habits and actions. Ahamkara exists and functions in present time, and
it and the physical body are what die at death. The Hindu “ego”
(ahamkara) is a function of matter or prakti-not of the purusha or
“Self”. The Self is unconditioned and timeless as previously explained.
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It is the association of the Self with matter that gives rise to the “ego”.
It is precisely the identification of the Self as “ego” (ahamkara) that is
the fundamental existential error (ignorance or avidya) which leads
actions to attain karma and make the Self transmigrate indefinitely.
The doctrine of karma is both a psychology and philosophy of
action. It is a theory of motivation-a conceptual schema to explain why
we do what we do. Importantly, it is also a moral and ethical concept.
The moral and ethical dimension of karma is an important
differentiating factor between psychic determinism in Hinduism versus
psychoanalysis. On a descriptive level, karma describes and explains
human behavior. On the moral level, each action has a moral valenceactions are “good” or “bad” based upon the individual’s dharma (their
particular moral duty-not absolute, Kantian style, moral duty, but
individual duty). The moral valence of one’s actions determines an
individual’s life trajectory, temporally in this life and trans-temporally
in future lives. Even if we disallow future lives (i.e. reincarnation), we
are still left with a powerful concept-that actions are predetermined, that
they have a moral value and that the moral value is based on dharma or
one’s specific moral duty in society. I take this point up in more detail
in the next section on dharma. As Sudhir Kakar explains: “Karma
influences the Hindu world image in two fundamental ways: in the
Hindu’s experience of time, and in the formation of his cosmology. The
way in which a culture estimates and elaborates ideas of time and
destiny provides insight into the psychological organization of its
individual members” (Kakar 1981: 45).
Is karma fate? Does karma annul free will? If all acts are
predetermined, where does free will come into play? The question may
be asked of human behavior viewed through the psychoanalytic lens of
psychic determinism. Does psychic determinism mean that we act
without free will? If our actions are produced by psychic structures and
forces that inexorably drive us to act in a particular way, where does
that leave an individual’s freedom to act? Intuitively and from common
sense, we act as if we have free will. Karma is in part fate. But a basic
tenet of karma is also the presence of free will. Indeed, this is where
dharma and the moral valence of actions come into play. We may be
“driven” to act based on our past karma, but we have a choice to do
otherwise. It is precisely the exercising of our free will-in the face of
competing karmic residues-that underlies the moral basis of karma.
For the Hindu, karma has profound psychological import. If
something bad occurs, a Hindu is apt to blame it on his previous karma.
Resorting to karma to explain one’s actions does not absolve the act
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from its moral value. How one navigates between a given set of
circumstances and the options available for action are determined by
karma and determine karma. This is a profoundly complex and subtle
theory of action where karmic forces are multi-directional and actions
are “over determined”. Free will exists and operates with responsibility
for the actions done.
Dharma
Derived from the Sanskrit “dhr, which means “to hold”, the
concept of dharma is complex. It can be, and is, variously and
simultaneously translated as duty, law, correct moral action, and acting
in accordance with one’s nature. Dharma refers both to individual
moral duty and social responsibility. Acting according to one’s dharma
refers to actions contextualized by one’s position in society (caste) and
stage of life (asrama). Thus, the dharma or correct action for a Brahmin
is different from the dharma of a Kshatriya (kings and warriors). In the
Bhagavad Gita, Krishna says to Arjuna: “It is better to carry out your
own law (swadharma) poorly, than another’s (para-dharma) well; it is
better to die in your own law than to prosper in another’s.” (Bhagavad
Gita, 3, 35). Sudhir Kakar explains how swadharma is simultaneously
specifiable and subjective:

… how does the individual acquire knowledge of his svadharma,
and thus of ‘right actions’? This is a complicated matter, and, as it
happens, a relative one. Hindu philosophy and ethics teach us that
‘right action’ for an individual depends on desa, the culture in
which he is born; on kala, the period of historical time in which he
lives; on srama, the efforts required of him at different stages of
life; and on gunas, the innate psychobiological traits which are the
heritage of an individual’s previous lives. ‘Right’ and ‘wrong’ are
relative; they emerge as clear distinctions only out of the total
configuration of the four ‘co-ordinates’ of action.
Kakar 1981: 37
Psychoanalytically, we may see dharma as analogous to the “ego
ideal”. Dharma is also the force, or principle, that maintains social
order by regulating and modulating interactions between individuals
within and between different castes. When each individual performs his
duty according to his nature, state and stage in his life, order and
equilibrium is maintained in the individual and in society. Dharma is
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traditionally depicted as a wheel (charkha): the wheel can be seen to
rotate properly when its spokes (individuals) are properly aligned and
functioning.
While dharma refers to duty based on caste and stage of life, it
also, and more subtly, refers to acting according to one’s nature. In Yoga
psychology10, the term vasana refers to the compelling deep urges in
us, gathered from past fields of action that now determine our present
emotional profile. Vasana derives from the Sanskrit root vas, which
means “to dwell in, to abide”. Note the striking resemblance of vasana
to the psychoanalytic notion of an “instinct”. The difference between a
vasana and an “instinct” may be that vasanas are conditioned (and, to
some extent, determined) by our prior actions (i.e. karma), unlike
instincts which are not conditioned by experience or time. Vasanas
determine the specific nature of an individual. Eliade explains:
‘The vasanas have their origin in memory’, Vyasa writes, thus
emphasizing their subliminal nature…The vasanas condition the
specific character of each individual; and this conditioning is in
accordance both with his heredity and with his karmic situation.
Indeed, everything that defines the intransmissible specificity of
the individual, as well as the structure of the human instincts, is
produced by the vasanas, by the subconscious. The subconscious
is transmitted either ‘impersonally’, from generation to generation
(through language, mores, civilization-ethnic and historical
transmission), or directly through karmic transmigration.
Eliade 1969: 42
When dharma is referred to as acting according to one’s nature,
it may be more accurately described as acting despite one’s nature or
overcoming one’s instinctual impulses. For example, my vasanas may
propel me towards a certain act. But if this act is not in accordance with
my dharma, then I must not do it. To not do something that I am
inclined to do requires self-control and restraint. This produces “good
karma” which in turn modulates and modifies my vasanas. This circuit
repeats indefinitely and multidirectionally until moksha is achieved.
Dharma may be seen as adjudication between the demands of one’s
mental structure and the demands of society. From a psychoanalytic
viewpoint, this is analogous to the ego’s action based on the demands

10

For a concise and excellent introduction to Yoga psychology, see Yoga
Philosophy, by S.N. Dasgupta, Motilal Banarsidass, Delhi, 1930
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of the pleasure principle and the constraints of the reality principle, as
manifest in societal constraints, and enforced by the superego.
When we act according to our dharma, our actions are “good” in
so far that they attain less karmic residue and take us closer to the
possibility of exiting samsara and attaining moksha. Drawing a circle
around social order, moral order and divine order, dharma links the
concepts of karma, samsara, and moksha.
Moksha
Moksha means release—spiritual release—and freedom from the
endless circuit of life-death-rebirth cycle, samsara. The attainment of
moksha is the paramartha, or highest goal of Hinduism. Moksha is
considered the fourth aim of life, the other three being artha (material
wealth), kama (love and sensual/sexual pleasure) and dharma
(religious, moral, family and social duties). Hinduism considers each of
these aims important and necessary for an individual. And each aim
should be pursued and enjoyed according to the timetable prescribed by
the Hindu scriptures. The time frame of pursuing these aims is provided
by the Hindu life cycle, known as asramas. Sudhir Kakar explains:
Like modern theories of personality, the Hindu model of
asramadharma conceptualizes human development in a
succession of stages. It holds that development proceeds not at a
steady pace with a smooth continuum, but in discontinuous steps,
with marked changes as the individual moves into a new phase of
life: proper developmental progress requires the meeting and
surmounting of the critical task of each phase in the proper
sequence and at the proper time. Essentially, asramadharma is the
Hindu counterpart to man’s development in relation to his society
and, as I have shown in detail elsewhere, it is very similar to
Erickson’s well-known theory of psychosocial stages of growth.
Contrasting with Erickson’s model, which is clinical and
developmental, the Hindu view proposes ‘ideal' images in the
Platonic sense. In outlining the stages of life and the specific tasks
of each stage, the Hindu model does not chart the implications for
mental health if the tasks remain unfulfilled, but emphasizes the
importance of scrupulous progression from task to task and from
stage to stage in the ultimate realization of moksha.
Kakar 1981: 42-3
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The Hindu asrama or stages of life prescribe when each aim
should be pursued. It is not appropriate, for example, for a Hindu man
in the householder stage of life (garhasthya) to give up his duties to his
family and move to the forest to meditate on the nature of god.11 Below
is a chart, taken from Kakar’s book, comparing the Hindu stages of life
with Erickson’s psychosocial scheme.
Erikson’s Scheme
Stage

Hindu Scheme

Specific Task and

Stage

Specific Task and

“Virtue”
1. Infancy

“Virtue”

Basic Trust vs.

Individual’s pre-

Preparation of the capa-

Mistrust: Hope

history’ not expli-

city to comprehend

citly considered

dharma

2. Early Childhood
Autonomy vs. Shame,
Doubt: Willpower

3. Play Age

Initiative vs. Guilt:
Purpose

4. School Age

Industry vs. Inferiority:

1. Apprenticeship Knowledge of dharma:

Competence

(brahmacharya)

Competence and
Fidelity

5. Adolescence

Identity vs. Identity
Diffusion: Fidelity

6. Young Adulthood

Intimacy vs.

2. Householder

Isolation: Love

7. Adulthood

8. Old Age

(garhasthya)

Generativity vs.
Stagnation: Care

Love and Care

3. Withdrawal

Teaching of dharma:

(vanaprastha) Extended Care

Integrity vs.
Despair: Wisdom

Practice of dharma:

4. Renunciation
(sanyasa)

Realization of dharma:
Wisdom

11
It is provocative to consider if the Buddha, from the Hindu point of view, was
guilty of abdicating his family and royal duties (garhasthya stage) to pursue the withdrawal
(vanprastha) and renunciation (sanyasa) stages before the prescribed timetable.
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Moksha derives from the Sanskrit root “muc”, which means “to
release”, “set free”, “let go”. Philosophically and psychologically,
moksha is seen as the purusha (“Soul”, “Self”, “Spirit”) disentangling
itself from prakti (primordial matter), and returning to a state of
contentless consciousness.
What exits in moksha? It is the Soul (purusha). When the Soul
exits time, it no longer exists in time. It can be said to be timeless. A
subtlety must be noted here. Timelessness can imply something not
being conditioned or changed by time: for instance, Freud’s notion of
the timelessness of the unconscious. Timelessness can also refer to an
emotional experience, some times referred to as nunc stans, or “the
abiding instant”, in which, as described by Loewald,
…there is no division of past, present, and future, no remembering,
no wish, no anticipation, merely the complete absorption in being,
or in that which is…the experience of eternity does not include
everlastingness. Time as something which, in its modes of past,
present, and future, articulates experience and conveys such
concepts as succession, simultaneity, and duration is suspended in
such a state. In as much as this experience, however, can be
remembered, it tends to be described retrospectively in temporal
terms which seem to approximate or be similar to such a state.
Loewald 1972: 405
The notion of moksha has been understood in psychoanalysis
broadly within the concept of fusion states. A sizeable psychoanalytic
literature has been devoted to understanding and explaining these states,
going back to Romain Rolland’s12 correspondence with Freud
regarding the Hindu saint Ramakrishna and the states of samadhi or
timeless bliss he accessed13. Freud considered this an affect, one he
named the “oceanic feeling,” and conceptualized it as a fusion state, or
a narcissistic regression to a symbiotic connection to the primordial
mother. It is important to point out the difficulty—indeed, the
impossibility—of understanding moksha through psychoanalysis, in
12

Romain Rolland, The Life of Ramahrishna, Advaita Ashrama, Calcutta, 1984.
For an extensive discussion of the “oceanic feeling”, see William Parsons’ book,
The Enigma of the Oceanic Feeling, Oxford University Press, 1999.
13
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part because moksha can not be properly understood as an affect, which
is within Hindu thought necessarily material, i.e., issuing from the body,
and thus essentially not only physically, but temporally finite. To exit
samsara, and to attain moksha, is to literally leave the cycle and circuit
of time. The experience of timelessness of the “oceanic feeling” is
fundamentally different from the notion of actually exiting time.
Moksha is an ontological condition-not an emotional or psychological
state. Moksha cannot be said to be experienced at all. Moksha, simply
put, is a state of not existing in time.
Another reason moksha cannot be understood within
psychoanalysis is because as a theory, psychoanalysis rejects the
Cartesian mind-body dualism required to admit the presence of a “Soul”
or “Self” in as much as the Hindu understands it; that is, as separate
from matter. In psychoanalysis, the mind is essentially and only
material. There is no “Soul” or “Self” as in Hinduism. Hence,
psychoanalytic attempts to understand the notion of moksha tend to be
reductionistic, simplistic, and ultimately of little use and relevance.
However, there is significant potential for cross-fertilization of ideas
between psychoanalysis and Hindu thought, specifically, the Hindu
systems of Samkhya and Yoga, which developed theories of the mind
long before psychoanalysis. For example, one interesting and
fascinating area for future exploration is the Samkhya notion that mind,
intellect, emotions and even consciousness are all evolutes and
derivatives of matter.
Conclusion
The notion of time in Hinduism, while fascinating, can be
overwhelming and frightening. The Hindu view of the eternal
recurrence of the cosmos and the vastness of the time cycles involved
makes one question the value of any individual human existence.14 In
discussing the Hindu concepts of samsara, karma, dharma and moksha,
I hope the reader has come to understand, that for the Hindu, it is
precisely the suffering inherent to human existence and the need to
escape it that emotionally motivates and drives Hindu philosophy and
religion. While the Hindu conception of time can be frightening, the
notion of cyclical time and eternal recurrence of the Self is also
strangely reassuring and edifying. Man’s place within the ages is
assigned and understood, and his behavior at each stage in life can be
guided according to his dharma. And by recapitulating the cycle of ages
in microscopic form within each man’s own tiny and finite life, a
See Mircea Eliade’s work, The Myth of the Eternal Return, Princeton University
Press, 1954.
14
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connection to the incomprehensibly immense macrocosmos is
maintained, assuring that all individual lives retain relevance and
meaning. Through eternal recurrence, the Self has the possibility of
discarding its karmic residue and attaining freedom-no ordinary
freedom-but the freedom to exist as unconditioned contentless
consciousness-pure being which exists both in time and outside of it. In
the Maitri Upanishad15, it is said that there are two forms of Brahmantime and the timeless.
“Time cooks all things,
Indeed, in the great self.
He who knows in what time is cooked
He is the knower of the Veda”.
SATISH REDDY
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COMMODIFIED REASON IN THE NEO-LIBERAL
UNIVERSITY DISCOURSE:
THOUGHTS FOR THE TIMES ON THE
TEACHING OF PSYCHOANALYSIS IN
UNIVERSITIES

In the Autumn of 1918, just weeks before the official end of
World War I, a large group of medical students at the University of
Budapest petitioned the rector of the University for the inclusion of
psychoanalysis into their academic curriculum, and for the appointment
of Sándor Ferenczi, the recently elected President of the International
Psycho-Analytical Association (IPA), to the newly created Chair
(Harmat 1988: 71; Erős 2011a, 2019).1 Ferenczi first informed Freud
of the fact that he had been approached by medical students about the
possibility of his teaching psychoanalysis at the University in a letter
dated 25 October 1918, in which he also asked for the matter not to be
made public in order to avoid ‘unedifying discussions about the
principles of ψα [sic]’ (Falzeder, Brabant and Giampieri-Deutsch 1996:
303-4). Nonetheless, socio-political turmoil in Hungary following the
disintegration of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, paired with strong
opposition to the proposal of integrating psychoanalysis into medical
degree courses from the ultra-conservative Hungarian Ministry of
Education, eventually resulted in Freud agreeing to compose a short
position statement on the vexed issue of the relationship between
psychoanalysis and university education. The text was first published
in Hungarian in the medical weekly Gyógyászat (Therapy) on 30 March
1919, some six weeks before Ferenczi was officially appointed under
1
On Ferenczi’s election and term of office as President of the IPA, which was not
without controversy, so much so that it was effectively repressed from the organisation’s
institutional memory until the mid-1990s, see Bonomi (1999: 507-10).
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Béla Kun’s Hungarian Soviet Republic (the Hungarian Republic of
Councils) to the world’s first Professorship in Psychoanalysis
(Mészáros 1998: 208; Erős 2010, 2011a, 2011b; Pizarro Obaid 2018).2
To the best of my knowledge, Freud’s letter to the Hungarians is
the only written document in which he engaged explicitly with the
question concerning the relationship between psychoanalysis and the
‘Academy’. For all I know, it is the one and only occasion on which
Freud expressed himself publicly, and in no uncertain terms, about
whether psychoanalysis should be recognized academically, as a
distinct subject of study, in Higher Education Institutions (HEI).3 Freud
approached the issue from two different angles: from the perspective of
psychoanalysis and from that of the university. Viewed from the angle
of psychoanalysis, he was adamant that psychoanalytic training does
not need to rely on the university system in order to maintain itself.
Although psychoanalysts may welcome the integration of
psychoanalysis into the university curriculum, the academic teaching of
2
The German text of Freud’s memorandum appeared for the first time in 1969 in
the journal Das Argument, and was subsequently included in the Nachtragsband to Freud’s
Gesammelte Werke (Freud 1969, 1987). However, this text is a German translation by Anna
Freud of the English translation by James Strachey of the Hungarian translation by Ferenczi
of Freud’s original text. The original was deemed lost until it was discovered, as a letter to
Lajos Lévy (the editor of Gyógyászat), by Michael Schröter amongst the papers of Max
Eitingon, which are preserved in the Israel State Archives in Jerusalem. Schröter has also
convincingly demonstrated that Freud’s statement did not just serve the purpose of endorsing
Ferenczi’s appointment, but was part of a broader appeal by prominent academics and
scholars to reform medical training programmes at Hungarian universities. Rather than
relying on Strachey’s translation, which is already a ‘third-hand’ rendition of the original
document, I will use my own English version of Freud’s manuscript, a transcription of which
can be found in Schröter (2009, 2017). For all the political wrangling leading up to it,
Ferenczi’s academic tenure was extremely short-lived, because on 2 August 1919, just one
day after the collapse of the Hungarian Soviet Republic, his post was declared null and void
again (Harmat 1988: 76; Erős 2010). At the risk of stating the obvious, I should perhaps also
remind the reader, here, that Freud’s own academic appointment at the University of Vienna
was not in psychoanalysis, but in neuropathology, and that despite his Professorship he was
never a full member of the Faculty of Medicine, which relieved him of the obligation to offer
regular lectures to students, but which also deprived him of the power to influence decision
making strategies. See, in this respect, Gicklhorn & Gicklhorn (1960), Eissler (1966) and
Jones (1953: 340-41).
3
In a lecture presented in 2010 on the occasion of the centenary of the IPA, the
former IPA president Cláudio Laks Eizirik opined: ‘Despite his ambivalent position vis-à-vis
the University, which embraced him with everything but open arms and where he was never
given the opportunity to become a Full Professor, Freud generally relayed the view that the
University was hugely significant for the development of his new science and that
psychoanalysis should be represented there, since the University has always been the place
for creative, critical and independent thinking and research in all areas of knowledge’ (Laks
Eizirik 2011: 286). When formulating this statement, the author did not refer to Freud’s letter
to the Hungarians which, as we shall see, evinces a rather different stance, nor to any other
source materials, yet this does not necessarily imply that the position attributed to Freud here
is by definition wrong or questionable. If nothing else, Laks Eizirik’s formulation leaves us
with the task of articulating Freud’s views on the University carefully and comprehensively,
over and above his 1919 position paper, which falls beyond the scope of this essay. Here and
elsewhere, translations from foreign-language materials are mine unless otherwise noted.
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psychoanalysis is in a sense superfluous, or at least not a pre-requisite
when it comes to ensuring that students of psychoanalysis receive the
instruction necessary for becoming qualified practitioners. In sum,
Freud posited that candidates may easily acquire theoretical knowledge
about the discipline from studying the literature, from attending
psychoanalytic conferences, and from interacting with established
members of psychoanalytic organisations. As to the equally important
practical experience, this is what they would be able to derive from their
own analysis, and from conducting their own clinical work under the
supervision of recognized psychoanalysts. Freud’s programmatic
statement would leave a lasting imprint on psychoanalytic training
programmes for many years to come:
When psychoanalysis is adopted by academic education the
psychoanalyst can only experience satisfaction, but he can
dispense with the University without harm. He can find the
theoretical instruction that he requires in the literature and in a
more in-depth fashion at the meetings of the psychoanalytic
organisations, and also through personal contact with older and
more experienced members of these organisations. Apart from
personal analysis [Selbtsanalyse], he will acquire practical
experience from the treatment of clinical cases, which he will
conduct under the direction [Leitung] and supervision
[Überwachung] of a recognized analyst.
Schröter 2009: 603
Almost one hundred years after these lines were written, and
despite fundamental changes to both psychoanalytic training and
university education, it remains hard to disagree with Freud. In a sense,
the very fact that, over the past century, the psychoanalytic profession
has indeed been able to sustain itself without having to rely on the
Academy is sufficient proof that Freud’s point of view has retained its
strength, and does not require any serious reconsideration.
Still, I believe that the peculiar relationship between
psychoanalysis and the Academy as proposed by Freud in 1919, raises
a number of important questions, which are as relevant and acute today
as they were a hundred years ago. For one, taking the training of
psychoanalysts outside the university system places a huge burden upon
psychoanalytic organisations, their institutes and training programmes,
insofar as it forces them to articulate and justify their own subject
benchmarks and what, in contemporary management-speak, one could
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call their ‘quality assurance procedures’. In this respect, the tumultuous
history of psychoanalysis has shown that, onerous as the task may be,
it is not at all impractical or inopportune for psychoanalytic
organisations to develop their own rigorous training standards, yet
seemingly impossible for psychoanalysts themselves to agree on what
exactly these standards should be, and how they should be
implemented.
Were I to single out one reason as to why the psychoanalytic
organisation Freud founded in March 1910, notably upon the insistence
of Ferenczi (Freud 1957[1914d]: 44), has splintered into hundreds of
rivalrous psychoanalytic associations, then I would be less inclined to
consider the wide variety of theoretical orientations than the ongoing
divergence of opinion with regard to the concrete format
psychoanalytic training should adopt.4 More than anything else, this is
the issue that prompted Lacan and some of his followers to leave the
Société psychanalytique de Paris (SPP) in 1953 (Miller 1976). More
than anything else, this is what emboldened the IPA to present their
ultimatum to Lacan’s group in 1963, with the known consequence of
his eventually being ‘excommunicated’ (Miller 1977). Matters of
training also presided over subsequent splits in Lacan’s own École
freudienne de Paris (EFP) (Roudinesco 1990: 443-77 & 633-77), and
theoretical differences aside these issues lie at the heart of many an
intra-institutional conflict in the world of psychoanalysis.
Whereas no one is likely to dispute Freud’s 1919
recommendation that psychoanalytic trainees should gain practical
experience from their own analysis and from the supervised treatment
of patients, the concrete implementation of this relatively simple
guideline continues to divide the psychoanalytic community. Should
there be a minimum criterion for the duration of a candidate’s own
analysis, and if so what should it be? Should the frequency and the
duration of the candidate’s analytic sessions be pre-established? Should
a candidate be allocated a training-analyst by a training committee, or
The oldest, so-called ‘Eitingon-model’ of psychoanalytic training, consisting of
formal theoretical and technical instruction, a prolonged ‘didactic’ analysis, and analytic
supervision, which Freud outlined in his letter to the Hungarians, but which would not
become formally adopted by the IPA until 1920, after the foundation of the Berlin
Psychoanalytic Institute by Karl Abraham, Max Eitingon and Ernst Simmel, is currently one
of three accepted training protocols in the IPA. Outside the IPA, numerous alternative
frameworks have been developed, with many psychoanalytic training organizations trying to
promote a more communal, libertarian system of training. On the history of the IPA, see
Loewenberg and Thompson (2011: 1-5). On the Berlin Psychoanalytic Institute, see Brecht
et al. (1985: 32-6) and Fuechtner (2011).
4
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should trainees be allowed to choose their own analyst? If the latter,
should the analyst be a practitioner within the candidate’s training
organisation, or should the pool of qualified analysts be extended to all
practicing psychoanalysts, irrespective of their affiliation and seniority?
Should the training-analyst decide whether the candidate’s analysis has
sufficiently progressed for him or her to be inducted into the profession,
or should this decision rest with the training committee? If the latter,
which ‘assessment criteria’ should the training committee employ,
other than the authorised record of completion of the candidate’s
analytic sessions? What happens if the training committee decides that
a candidate is not (yet) qualified to work as a psychoanalyst? Should
candidates be allowed to see patients (under supervision), and if so at
what stage in their training analysis? Should patients be assigned to
candidates, or are candidates at liberty to take on any patients who come
to them? Should the training analysis de facto end when the candidate
is admitted to the profession? If not, is it entirely up to the candidate to
decide how long the training analysis should continue? How does an
analyst become a training analyst and/or analytic supervisor? Is it
purely based on the number of years she or he has practiced, or should
an analyst apply to the training committee or another institutional body?
If so, which criteria will this institutional body use in order to assess the
analyst’s application? How many hours of analytic supervision should
a candidate complete? Should the candidate be given the freedom to
choose his or her own supervisor? If so, should the supervisor belong
to the organisation in which the candidate is training, or can he be
chosen from a wider constituency of analytic supervisors? How will the
supervisor evaluate the candidate’s work? Is the supervisor expected to
report back to the training committee, and if so what form should the
supervisor’s report take? And what about the theoretical components of
the training-programme? Should psychoanalytic candidates sit exams,
write essays, deliver presentations, participate in group-work, complete
a dissertation? And then there is the even more vexed issue of entry
criteria. If candidates are not to be selected on the basis of academic
qualifications, what will the training committee be looking for? Which
motivations for analytic training are deemed acceptable and which are
deemed inadmissible? Should candidates be of a certain age, and have
certain professional or other qualifications before they can be
considered? Should people with a history of mental illness or with a
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criminal record be de facto excluded from training? Should candidates
be of good moral character?5
In some European countries, these pressing concerns, which
refer less to how psychoanalysis is being transmitted than to how the
transmission of psychoanalysis is guaranteed, have been ‘resolved’ via
the introduction of a form of state regulation, which dictates and
monitors the overall delivery of psychoanalytic training programmes,
including entry qualifications, progression criteria and ‘graduation’
requirements. In countries where there is no state-controlled regulatory
framework, such as the UK, professional bodies have stepped in to
guarantee the quality and standards of training organisations, so that
candidates who have completed their training in these accredited
institutes can become officially registered with a professional council
or association, and use this registration as a hallmark of quality.
Needless to say, this does not imply that psychoanalytic training
programmes operating outside this framework of accreditation are by
definition suspect, nor that the psychoanalysts they produce are by
definition ‘wild practitioners’, even less that those psychoanalysts who
carry the hallmark of quality are invariably ‘civilized’ and reliable.
Even though training and practicing under the aegis of a professional
body may make it easier for practitioners to attract and sustain a steady
stream of patients, this ‘economic benefit’ on the grounds of ‘symbolic
capital’ is not guaranteed either, if only because psychoanalysts also
have to compete for patients with a plethora of other mental health care
providers, some of whom are generally regarded as more evidencebased and cost-effective.
The unintended corollaries of Freud’s 1919 position
statement have left the field of psychoanalysis hopelessly divided and
seriously at risk of professional disintegration on account of its own
internal inconsistencies. And so I think the time has come to revisit the
relationship between psychoanalysis and the Academy, and to review
5
All of these questions, and many more, featured high on Lacan’s agenda during
the years following the establishment of the Société française de psychanalyse (SFP) in 1953,
partly because they served to justify the group’s institutional existence, partly because they
were also being debated within the IPA at the time. Whenever Lacan addressed them directly,
often sarcastically and in a highly satirical vein, as in his 1953 ‘Rome Discourse’ and in a
1956 paper commemorating the centenary of Freud’s birth, it always proved easier for him
to criticize the formalistic rules and pragmatic regulations in the IPA than to offer a workable
alternative. Indeed, a genuine alternative would not be articulated until June 1964, after
Lacan’s ‘excommunication’ and with the creation of the EFP, yet if anything it resulted in
more internal disagreements and another split. See Lacan (2006[1953]: 197-205; 2006[1956]:
385-406) and Roudinesco (1990: 470-7).
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the possible benefits of a ‘strategic partnership’ between the two, in a
way which would transcend the boundaries of the mainly theoretical
delivery of psychoanalysis as a stand-alone Masters’ programme or as
part of the taught Undergraduate or Postgraduate provision in a relevant
Higher Education degree course.6 For sure, various objections could be
raised against this type of initiative. First of all, the regulations
governing the academic curriculum, with their emphasis on contact
hours, learning outcomes, credits and degree classifications, would
seem totally anathema to the required openness and flexibility of
psychoanalytic training. Secondly, conventional academic assessment
tools, such as examinations and essays, may be considered unsuitable
or insufficient for evaluating a candidate’s psychoanalytic knowledge,
skills and experience. Third, the requirement for psychoanalytic
candidates to pursue their own analysis and conduct clinical work under
supervision might seem impossible to integrate into an academic
curriculum.
Credible as these challenges may seem, I believe they are not
particularly
significant.
The
incommensurability
between
psychoanalysis and the Academy on the aforementioned grounds is
definitely overstated. All the psychoanalytic training programmes
outside the University system that I am familiar with already draw to
some extent on the traditional academic format of lectures and seminars
for the candidates’ theoretical instruction. As such, the Academy has
always already been present within psychoanalytic training institutions,
and I think it is fair to say that, although lecture courses may be less
regulated there in terms of aims and objectives, learning outcomes and
assessments, the style and format of these lectures are not always vastly
different from the way in which academic lecturers would deliver their
teaching.7 True, psychoanalytic training organisations do not award
On the emergence and development of academic programmes in ‘psychoanalytic
studies’ at UK universities until the mid-1990s, see Stanton & Reason (1996). Over the last
twenty years, many of the programmes discussed in this book have been either closed down,
or transformed into broader degrees in ‘psycho-social studies’, partly owing to staff turnover,
yet mainly on account of the corporatisation of higher education, to which I shall return later
on in this essay. As to the literature on psychoanalysis and the Academy, this is by no means
as expansive as one may think. There are numerous books and papers on the challenges of
teaching psychoanalysis, but relatively few in-depth analyses of the relation between
psychoanalysis and the university as a social institution of higher education. Readers wishing
to explore the issue further may start with Borgogno & Cassullo (2010), Borgogno (2011),
Chaudhary et al. (2018), Ferraro (2008), Giampieri-Deutsch (2010), Kernberg (2011),
Lackinger & Rössler-Schülein (2017), Laplanche (2004), Shengold (1979) and Wallerstein
(2009, 2011).
7
Between 1953 and 1963, Lacan delivered his weekly seminar under the auspices
of the psychoanalytic training programme of the SFP at Sainte-Anne Hospital in Paris. Had
6
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degree classifications, and I cannot imagine what a ‘second-class
honours’ psychoanalyst would look like, yet they do often rely on a core
curriculum with a set number of contact hours between trainee and
instructor, as well as annual progression criteria and an academic lifecycle, starting at the end of September and ending in June, spanning
three or four years of part-time study. As to assessment tools, academic
regulations are effectively much more flexible than what is generally
assumed when it comes to evaluating students’ performance on a given
module or level of study. If anything, academic institutions value and
support innovation in assessment, as long as it can be demonstrated that
the chosen approach still allows for a robust evaluation of the students’
performance with regard to the stated learning outcomes. It is not
uncommon for university students to be assessed, wholly or in part, on
the basis of presentations to other students, study diaries, classparticipation, process notes, pieces of creative writing, and individually
or collectively designed objects. Firmly embedded and distinctly
convenient as the traditional examination or essay may be, these are by
no means the only options in the academic’s assessment toolkit, and
academics are often rewarded for their dedication and inventiveness if
they suggest feasible alternatives. Furthermore, psychoanalytic training
institutions do not dispense with academic evaluation either, inasmuch
as candidates generally have to do more than simply attend the lectures
and seminars, and are routinely expected to produce one or more papers
in order to progress to the next level of training.
As to the requirement of analytic candidates undertaking their
own analysis and conducting supervised treatment of clinical cases, this
does not represent an insurmountable problem either. Many universities
actively encourage students to undertake one or more work placements,
not in the least because these integrated ‘academic apprenticeships’ are
considered to enhance their employability. Universities also
unapologetically use this component of the curriculum in their
marketing and recruitment strategies, and they (correctly) believe it
significantly increases their chances of improving their position in
national league tables of graduate employment and higher education
‘leavers’ destinations’ statistics. Universities have also found creative
ways to assess students’ achievements in this part of their degree
course. For example, an undergraduate student in psychology
he been asked to present his seminar at a HEI, or had the psychoanalytic training programme
been organised and overseen by an academic body, I am not convinced the style and format
would have dramatically changed.
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undertaking a work placement with a pre-approved employer is
commonly expected to submit an academic essay on a topic germane to
the work environment as well as a reflective report on their personal
and professional experience. Both pieces of work are graded ‘pass’ or
‘fail’, yet the latter option is rarely used, unless the student has failed to
adhere to the terms and conditions of their (verbal or written) contract,
has not complied with their key duties and responsibilities, or has
broken university and/or employment regulations, including the ‘law of
the land’, and is thus regarded as ‘professionally unsuitable’. Students
reading for a degree course in medicine or one of the allied health
professions, and those studying for a higher professional doctorate,
such as a Clinical Doctorate or a Doctorate of Public Health, are
invariably required to undertake an extensive period of supervised
work, which is rigorously assessed by a team of established
professionals on the basis of both work performance and (if relevant)
technical research skills and mainstream academic outputs (treatment
protocols, clinical records, data analysis, case conferences etc.). It needs
to be reiterated, however, that universities generally do not have a stated
rule that each and every component of a degree course needs to be
formally assessed. Although students may be required to demonstrate
that they have completed all the core elements of their course before
they can graduate, this does not imply that all of these elements were
also individually assessed. A personal analysis might thus very well be
included as an indispensable, core part of the academic training
programme, without there being a need for this part of the course to be
assessed separately.8

8
Strange as it may sound to refer to the ‘assessment’ of someone’s personal analysis,
this is precisely what many psychoanalytic training organizations have struggled with since
the principle was first formally introduced back in 1920. All psychoanalytic training
institutions agree that a candidate’s personal analysis is a non-negotiable part of the
programme, and a necessary (if not sufficient) pre-condition for anyone gaining access to the
psychoanalytic profession. Unfortunately, this is also where the agreement stops, and no one
has ever come up with a truly watertight answer to the question as to how this personal
analysis should be ‘assessed’ in terms of the candidates’ progression through their training.
In other words, although it is generally accepted that no one can become a psychoanalyst
without having undertaken a personal analysis, no one has ever been able to capture what
exactly this personal analysis should entail, much less how one can reliably know that it has
indeed been properly undertaken and has given rise to what one may reasonably expect from
a successful (training) analysis. In the absence of a solid qualitative criterion, and a
commensurate ‘assessment tool’ for operationalizing this criterion, institutions routinely rely
on secondary measures, such as the competence of the training analyst, the number of hours
the candidate was in analysis, the candidate’s ‘record of attendance’, the trainee’s
presentation of a reflective report on the analysis etc. Yet none of these measures adequately
capture the quality, or even the ‘mark’ of the candidate’s analytic experience as a training
experience, whatever this quality may be.
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In my view, none of the aforementioned objections to the full
inclusion of psychoanalytic training in the Academy constitutes a major
obstacle, because they largely concern practical issues that can be
resolved under existing university statutes and ordinances, and within
the confines of good academic governance. The various objections
against psychoanalysis, as opposed to psychoanalytic studies,
becoming more integrated into the academic system can thus be
dismissed as irrelevant or inapplicable. In addition, the benefits of such
a re-integration cannot be overestimated. Heeding Freud’s proposed
curriculum for a psychoanalytic training programme in his essay on layanalysis, in which he advocated the teaching of such diverse subjects as
biology, sociology, anatomy, mythology and literature, the Academy
may offer many more opportunities for candidates to study these
disciplines that any vocational training programme allows for (Freud
1955[1926e]: 246). Secondly, when it comes to guaranteeing the
quality of training, the burden and responsibility would not just befall
upon the psychoanalytic organisation, but would at least be a shared
concern—accreditation bodies validating already established academic
programmes rather than mere professional or vocational courses,
complaints and litigation charges being investigated and addressed by
the university’s governance and legal office, and the academic ‘imprint’
in itself offering candidates an additional certificate of achievement.
Third, since the theoretical instruction would be delivered by qualified
lecturers and academic researchers, the quality of the teaching might be
of a considerably higher standard than what is routinely encountered in
non-academic vocational training programmes, which often struggle to
find people who are willing and able to deliver the theoretical
components of the course, or at least to maintain a teaching standard
that is attuned to the requirements and the level of the degree course.
There is, however, another much more fundamental and much
more intractable issue that may preclude a productive ‘strategic
partnership’ between psychoanalysis and the Academy. It concerns the
second angle of Freud’s letter to the Hungarians, in which he addressed
the question of the teaching of psychoanalysis in universities from the
perspective of the university. In this respect, Freud started with a
general observation:
For the University, the question [of the teaching of
psychoanalysis] is whether it is altogether prepared to
acknowledge the significance of psychoanalysis for the training of
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physicians and scientists. If this is indeed the case, then the
University can also no longer reject the safeguards for the teaching
of psychoanalysis within its setting.
Schröter 2009: 603
The question as to whether psychoanalysis could or should be
part of the Academy is thus also crucially conditioned by the
Academy’s willingness to accommodate psychoanalysis as an
academic discipline. In an attempt to force the Academy’s hand, Freud
offered three reasons as to why this significance is not in doubt: 1.
Teaching psychoanalysis to medical students will make physicians
more skilled at recognizing the importance of mental factors in the
aetiology and treatment of organic diseases; 2. Psychoanalysis should
be an essential component of the academic training of psychiatrists,
because it allows for a proper understanding of mental illness, in a field
that is almost entirely reduced to description; 3. Because the method of
psychoanalysis has yielded important results outside the clinical sphere,
in the social sciences and the humanities, students in these disciplines
also stand to benefit from its inclusion in the curriculum (Schröter 2009:
604-5).
A century after Freud formulated these arguments, their strength
has not diminished, yet their value has progressively decreased, to the
point where anyone rehearsing Freud’s line of reasoning is probably at
risk of being identified as a residual anachronism in the tower of
contemporary scientific research. Irrespective of their area of
specialisation, few 21st century medical doctors would accept that
mental factors play an important role in human pathological processes,
and those that do would no doubt gladly assuage the adverse impact of
psychological influences either by prescribing psychotropic drugs,
because it has allegedly been proven that most mental disorders
originate in one or the other chemical imbalance in the human brain, or
by initiating a course of cognitive behaviour therapy, because it is
purportedly evidence-based and cost-effective. If, during Freud’s
lifetime, psychiatrists were already extremely wary of the highly
speculative explanations psychoanalysis had come up with, their 21 st
century colleagues perceive the psychoanalyst as an astrologer amongst
the astronomers, a creationist amongst the Darwinians, an alchemist
amongst the biomedical scientists. To the extent that understanding
mental disorders is on the psychiatric agenda, enlightenment is not
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expected to emanate from detailed psychoanalytic case-formulations,
but from the hugely sophisticated wonder that is the fMRI scanner, from
genetic mapping, and from randomized controlled drug trials. And if
the psychoanalytic understanding of mental disorders has been
discredited, or replaced with measurably superior hypotheses, why
should anyone working in the field of mental health care give credence
to its clinical paradigm, which is not evidence-based, not cost-effective,
time-consuming and labour-intensive? Just as people are free to seek
help from crystal-healers, aromatherapists, osteopaths and
acupuncturists, they are welcome to consult a psychoanalyst, spend
oodles of cash on talking for years to a hoary spectral figure who is
predominantly silent, and reap the psycho-social benefits from it, yet
this does not imply that psychoanalysis should become part of an
academic training programme in medicine or psychiatry. In sum, in this
case it is not the Academy which is likely to veto the formal inclusion
of psychoanalysis into the medical curriculum, but the medical cum
psychiatric professions themselves, purely on account of their having
signed up more than ever before to the naturalistic model of human
development.
Away from the academic training programmes in medicine and
its various sub-disciplines and specialisations, we should of course also
contemplate the possibility of psychoanalysis being re-established as a
professional training programme in the Academy under the format of a
stand-alone course of study, whether as part of the social sciences or in
the humanities.9 Although in this case some resistance is to be expected
from psychoanalysts themselves, who may disapprove of their
vocational training programmes being absorbed wholly or in part by the
Academy, as a totally unnecessary concession to an ideological state
apparatus and a potentially pernicious loss of professional
independence, I believe that here it is primarily the University itself
which will show its teeth again.10 For many years, I really wanted to
9
In his letter to the Hungarians, Freud did not consider this option, which should
not be interpreted as evidence of the fact that he wanted to reserve psychoanalytic training to
medical doctors, but as a mere consequence of the purpose his position paper was serving,
i.e. a justification for the teaching of psychoanalysis in an academic medical school.
10
In the UK, quite a few training programmes in psychoanalysis or psychotherapy
that operate outside the University system are still ‘validated’ by it, and whilst this is not a
pre-requisite for the programme to be accredited by a professional body, such as the United
Kingdom Council of Psychotherapy (UKCP), training committees often actively pursue this
validation because it makes the programme more appealing to applicants, brings additional
kudos, and potentially allows for disputes, appeals and complaints to be dealt with by a larger
structure of governance.
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believe that the profound and persistent academic suspicion towards
psychoanalysis, at least in the Western world, had something to do with
the controversial social status of Freud’s theory and practice, or more
insidiously with the fundamental disparity between the place and
function of knowledge in the university discourse and its position in the
discourse of the psychoanalyst, as Lacan outlined in his 1969-‘70
seminar on the theory of the four discourses (Lacan 2007).11 Indeed, the
way in which the University traditionally promotes knowledge and
understanding—as goods that can be taught, learnt and transferred—
appears to be at odds with the psychoanalytic outlook on knowledge, as
something that is intrinsically fractured and perennially open to
revision.12 However, after having functioned for quite some time within
a psychoanalytic organisation, and after having witnessed for many
years how quite a few psychoanalytic organisations operate with
knowledge, I now believe that what Lacan designated as the ‘discourse
of the university’—even in its spectacular convergence with the neoliberal imperatives of late capitalism, which favour cost-effectiveness,
efficiency savings, business plans, SMART objectives, transparent
measures of success, key performance indicators and student
employability—is still less epistemically self-serving, and often more
attuned to invention and innovation than many a psychoanalytic
organisation.13 It is arguably the case that academic research is no
longer as free as it used to be, if only because academics are expected
to tailor their projects to national research agendas, or to operationalize
the themes identified by research councils and other funding bodies, in
order to maximize their chances of success when applying for research
grants (an excellent key performance indicator if there ever was one).
11
I am too unfamiliar with the history and the operational principles of HEIs in
Argentina and Brazil to comment on the reasons as to why psychoanalysis remains so
prominent in their University system, both as a separate course of study and as an academic
subject in the social sciences and the allied health professions. Outside these and other South
American countries, the academic suspicion towards psychoanalysis is by no means
restricted to the Anglo-American world, but has long since invaded many non-Anglophone
universities in Scandinavia and Western Europe. Even in France, where psychoanalysis has
been taught in almost all academic psychology departments since the early 1950s, and where
some HEIs have offered full clinical training programmes in psychoanalysis since the early
1970s, psychoanalysis in the Academy is at risk of becoming extinct—the latest example
being the announced closure of the Training and Research Unit (UFR) in Psychoanalytic
Studies at Paris VII (Roudinesco 2019). For a historical survey of the disciplinary and
institutional conflicts between psychoanalysis and academic psychology in France, see
Ohayon (1999).
12
For a detailed exposition of the peculiar status of knowledge in psychoanalysis,
see Nobus & Quinn (2005).
13
For the reader who is not au fait with SMART objectives, I am happy to disclose
that these are Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Timely.
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Yet knowledge-economic constraints aside, the academy is still a place
where research is valued, where knowledge is questioned and advanced,
and where new ideas and a spirit of discovery have a good chance of
being fostered. When, in 1919, Freud outlined what a psychoanalyst
needs, and how these needs could easily be met outside the university
system, he forgot to mention one cardinal thing, notably that the
psychoanalyst needs to learn to become a researcher—someone who is
capable of questioning knowledge, someone who is prepared to
unlearn, someone who can listen and observe from a position of
ignorance.14 Whatever may be said about the corporatisation of HEIs
and the broader knowledge-economy in which they are embedded,
universities generally still inspire critical thinking. Unfortunately, this
is not always the case in psychoanalytic training institutions, where
candidates are often merely expected to assimilate and regurgitate the
knowledge of the masters, and critical thinking is actively discouraged,
especially when the objects of critique are the éminences grises to
whom the organisation has sold its soul.15 The same is true for free
speech, or whatever is left of this freedom after the legal restrictions
have been ascertained. Corporatized and commodified, the Academy
still prides itself on being a place where ideas can be debated, and where
staff, students and members of the public can engage in open discussion
on the widest range of topics of human interest, controversial and
polemical as some of the ideas and their promoters may be.16 Not so in
psychoanalytic organisations, where certain ideas and some individuals
are implicitly, yet forcefully excluded from entering the cenacle, in
14

Freud would articulate the convergence between psychoanalytic treatment and
research most emphatically in his 1927 postscript to ‘The Question of Lay Analysis’, in
which he stated: ‘In psychoanalysis there has existed from the very first an inseparable bond
between cure and research. Knowledge brought therapeutic success. It was impossible to treat
a patient without learning something new; it was impossible to gain fresh insight without
perceiving its beneficent results. Our analytic procedure is the only one in which this precious
conjunction is assured’ (Freud 1955[1927a]: 256).
15
It is generally less problematic for candidates to criticize scholars and
practitioners belonging to a rival organisation, or whose work falls outside the remit of
psychoanalysis altogether, yet it is better still to remain silent about these figures, unless the
masters have shown the way. Criticizing the masters themselves, however, is tantamount to
signing one’s professional death warrant or being formally excluded on the grounds of civil
disobedience and gross moral turpitude, whereby a complimentary diagnosis of perversion is
not at all infrequent.
16
In the UK, the National Union of Students has a no-platform policy, which states
that no proscribed person or organisation should be given a platform to speak at a university
event. The Oxford Union and the Cambridge University Students’ Union have distanced
themselves from it, yet this has not stopped students from protesting against the hosting of
certain speakers. Despite these protests and campaigns—a recent example being the attempt
to bar Germaine Greer from speaking at the University of Cardiff on the grounds of her being
a ‘TERF’ (trans-exclusionary radical feminist)—universities generally do not give in to noplatforming demands, unless they feel that the presence of a speaker on campus poses serious
security risks.
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most cases on account of the fact that they are heretical, i.e. not in
accordance with the intellectual constitution and the doctrinal principles
of the association.17
Before I am being accused of holding grossly outdated and
terribly naïve views about the 21st century Academy, I should indicate
that I do believe there is a massive, seemingly impregnable obstacle to
the future of psychoanalysis as a stand-alone professional course of
study in contemporary HEIs. It is the same obstacle that has been
responsible for the arts and humanities being threatened with closure
since the turn of the last century; the same obstacle that has radically
transformed the aims of Higher Education and that has turned the
Academy into a major tool of the gross national product. The obstacle
is not always visible, and is often cleverly disguised by university
managers underneath the latest managerial newspeak, yet it controls
each and every aspect of the Academy, from the selection, recruitment
and promotion of staff to the strategic review of academic disciplines,
and from all policies governing the student life cycle to all procedures
regulating research activities. Apart from teaching and research, which
is what universities are expected to excel in, the obstacle also affects
academic professional services to staff and students, such as human
resources, student support and welfare, library services, health and
safety, estates and infrastructure, staff development, accommodation
and residences, and media services. It is called money.
Back in 1969, when Lacan introduced his theory of the four
discourses, each of the four quadripartite formulae was designed to
represent a specific type of social bond, yet only one coincided with an
established social institution (Lacan 2007: 20-4).18 Lacan was reluctant
to name it at first, because he felt that it ‘would create too many
misunderstandings’ (Lacan 2007: 21), but as his seminar unfolded he
designated it as the discourse of the university, without therefore
offering his audience much guidance as to how the relationship between
the four terms in this particular structure should be understood. Of the
four discourses Lacan presented and unpacked in 1969-’70, the
university discourse received the least attention, despite the fact that
Lacan had initially expressed his concern that its very name may lead
to misunderstandings. Within the space of this essay, I cannot perform
17
This practice of ‘closing the ranks’ is everything but new. After Lacan broke with
the SPP in June 1953, he was prevented from speaking at the 18th congress of the IPA, which
was held in London at the end of July that year. See Lacan (2006[1953]: 199).
18
On the discourse as a social bond, see also Lacan (1981: 5).
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the task of glossing Lacan’s discourse of the university in extenso,
because this would require too much explication and elaboration.19
Also, for the sake of my argument, it suffices that I concentrate on a
small number of features of the formula, which can effectively be rewritten as a logical sequence: S1  S2  a  $.
As Lacan conceived it fifty years ago, the discourse of the
university is ruled by knowledge, or at least by a semblance of
something approaching an ‘epistemic narrative’. This is not the S1, but
the S2 in the above sequence. However, knowledge in the place of the
agency does not imply that knowledge is also an autonomous, selfregulating force. The driver and organiser of knowledge is situated
outside its frame of reference, in what Lacan defined as the place of
truth (Lacan 2007: 169). In the discourse of the university, this place of
truth is occupied by a master signifier, S1. At no given point during his
seminar did Lacan explain what it means for S1 to be in the place of
truth, or what exactly this ‘hidden’ master signifier represents, yet the
mere fact that it is held to control knowledge from the place of truth is
tantamount to its only ever being ‘half-said’, as an extremely powerful
yet surreptitious factor which is always ‘at work’ but which can never
be fully identified in its concrete, discerning characteristics. As to the
place and function of a, Lacan clarified, notably in an exchange with
students on the steps of the Panthéon in Paris, that in the university
discourse this a represents the exploited, who generally go by the name
of students (Lacan 2007: 147-8). The $, then, is what falls out of the
discourse, both in the sense of ‘result’ and as ‘residue’ or ‘waste
product’, and which cannot be recuperated into its production process.
Although Lacan did not spend much time on this $ in the university
discourse either, $ operating in the place of product-loss could be
interpreted here as the (largely unintended) fabrication of a radical
deficiency, which may express itself in a multitude of ‘symptoms’,
ranging from frustration and disappointment to anger and resentment.
Were Lacan to have delivered his seminar in 2019, I do not
believe that he would have had to worry all that much about being
misunderstood when he laid out the terms and conditions of the
university discourse. Indeed, I would even go so far as to claim that his
Apart from Lacan’s own seminar, readers interested in studying the university
discourse in the context of the structure and applications of Lacan’s discourse theory may
benefit from Quackelbeen & Verhaeghe (1984), Quackelbeen (1994), Verhaeghe (1995),
Boucher (2006), Tomšič (2015: 199-229) and Klepec (2016).
19
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designation of the aforementioned sequence of terms would have been
grasped instantly by his 21st century audience. In 1969, in the aftermath
of the student revolts and in the wake of a new French government
initiative to reform Higher Education, it may have been difficult for
people to see what Lacan was talking about when he presented the
university discourse. Fifty years down the line, it is blatantly obvious.20
According to many a contemporary university’s vision and mission
statement, it is driven by the ambition to transmit and advance
knowledge and understanding in its areas of specialisation, yet it does
not require great acumen to acknowledge that this laudable cause is but
a clever ruse, or a mere semblance of what really drives the system, an
elusive yet mighty S1 called money. The upshot of money functioning
in the place of truth in the university discourse is that knowledge
(reason) itself becomes commodified, and that the difference between
good (acceptable) and bad (unacceptable) knowledge is no longer based
on an evaluation of its intrinsic qualities, but on an assessment of its
monetary value, i.e. the extent to which it is capable of generating
income.21 Research institutes are marketable revenue centres, academic
disciplines are profitable educational service areas, academic papers are
lucrative research outputs, and universities are incubators of economic
growth.22 Students are educational service users recruited from a
competitive pool of customers who, as consumers of higher education,
are being fooled into believing that they are in the driver’s seat as proper
‘partners in education’ (PIEs), but who are unwittingly commodified
and exploited as aspiring, economically productive workers.
Universities like to say that they are entirely focused on the ‘student
experience’ and that ‘student satisfaction’ is increasing year on year,
20
And it could not have been more obvious from the English edition of Lacan’s
seminar, in which the two constitutive ‘operators’ of the four discourses—of impossibility
and impotence—have been consistently replaced with the euro-symbol € throughout the
book. This volume was also the last in the series of Lacan seminars in English translation
published by W. W. Norton & Company, for monetary reasons . . .
21
In an academic career spanning almost thirty years, I have been told on more than
one occasion that my papers, like this one here, are totally worthless, because they are not
published in journals with high-impact factors and are unlikely to generate research grant
income on account of their discordance with research council agendas. Since books do not
have impact factors, they should not be pursued at all. Chapters in books are equally
meritless, and researchers agreeing to submit an essay for inclusion in an edited collection
have stupidly missed a valuable opportunity for seeing their work appear in a trusted, highimpact academic journal.
22
It is also in this sense that we should understand the university’s keenness to see
their research centres being endowed with a catchy, marketable name, preferably derived as
a memorable acronym from its alleged areas of research, like the Centre for Research into
Infant Behaviour (CRIB). It took me a while to realise, but now I finally understand why my
proposals to set up a Centre for Research into Applied Psychoanalysis and a Centre for Userfriendly New Technologies were never taken forward. . .
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yet apart from this being another excellent marketing tool, the ‘student
experience’ also feeds into a national student survey and a teaching
evaluation framework, which in turn inform league tables and
university rankings, and thus institutional reputation and measures of
excellence, which may affect student recruitment, tuition fees and,
when all is said and done, the annual balance sheet.23 Students
themselves increasingly identify as consumers of a higher education
service who have the right to apply Value for Money principles when it
comes to evaluating the quality of the education they receive, yet in
reality they do not understand that by entering the university discourse
and participating in its structure they have already been commodified
as the economic benefactors of the institution’s ‘educational gains’
(formerly known as ‘learning outcomes’). Whether students eventually
come to acknowledge that they spent three or four years being exploited
by an institution promising ‘higher education’ but in reality primarily
imbuing them with transferable skills ready for the job-market probably
does not make much of a difference with regard to the net result of the
educational equation: a painfully negative bank balance, long years of
crushing student debt, little or no confidence in one’s knowledge base
(which never seems to have been addressed or developed anyway) and
lingering questions as to why those student years passed so quickly and
what purpose they really served other than filling the financial coffers
of the university.
Given the commodification of both knowledge and its recipients
in the current neo-liberal university discourse, which fits Lacan’s 1969
formula like a glove and much better than its historical equivalent, I
should admit that psychoanalysis (as a theoretical paradigm and a
fortiori as a clinical protocol for the treatment of a wide range of mental
health issues) is extremely unlikely to survive and thrive in an academic
structure which, more than ever before, is controlled by the filthy lucre,
because it is bound to be regarded as unviable, which in this case is but
a synonym for unprofitable.24 And much as I would like, it is difficult
23

In the UK, the majority of universities have charitable status, which means that
they are de facto and de jure not-for-profit, yet all the academic institutions I have ever
worked in nonetheless try to ensure that the annual budget shows a good surplus, which is
not only favourable in terms of the university’s financial sustainability, but also in terms of
the vice-chancellor’s annual salary.
24
After having operated quite successfully for almost thirty years, my university
decided to close down a Masters’ Programme in Psychoanalysis and Contemporary Society,
allegedly because it did not attract the (randomly imposed) institutional minimum of eighteen
full-time students per annum, yet in reality because my ‘resources’ would have to be redirected towards the exponential expansion of undergraduate students—the latter bringing in
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to formulate a counter-argument to this, unless I would rehearse the
(entirely justified) response that universities should not just
accommodate and support the profitable subjects (the so-called STEM
subjects of Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics), that
they should start reconsidering the intrinsic value of intellectual inquiry,
and that a genuinely democratic society needs psychoanalysis, much
like it needs the arts and humanities—indeed, that the primary goal of
a HEI should be to contribute to the formation and development of
‘good citizenship’, as defined by a versatile ability to care for oneself
and others against the background of a firmly embedded set of ethical
principles.25 Yet for all this doom and gloom—and I do not for a
moment accept that universities may change, and will eventually come
to realise that the money-signifier is not nearly as important as they
think it is—we should not ignore the fact that psychoanalysis is still
widely taught, either as a method or as a body of knowledge in its own
right, in what is left of the human and social sciences, and in the arts
and humanities.
This ‘unofficial’ academic presence of psychoanalysis, as an
almost clandestine body of knowledge which shapes and informs a wide
range of subjects, reflects the third of Freud’s three-partite exposition
of how universities may stand to benefit (if not in financial, at least in
educational terms) from the inclusion of psychoanalysis in the
academic curriculum: students reading for a degree course in what is
routinely referred to as the ‘liberal arts’ may gain tremendously from
the way in which psychoanalysis has crucially contributed to our
understanding of socio-political processes, human relations, psychosocial phenomena such as religion and spirituality, and everything that
falls under the banner of ‘products of the human creative imagination’.
Here, psychoanalysis is by definition restricted to its implementation as
an ‘applied science’, and is likely to play a secondary role in the
students’ chosen degree course, yet its shadowy presence has the
distinct advantage of leaving it less exposed, and potentially less
vulnerable to academic scrutiny by the institutional champions of
‘educational excellence’. I firmly believe that from this particular
position, psychoanalysis, or rather those teaching and researching it,
more cash than postgraduate students, because their tuition fees are higher and their course
of study is longer.
25
For excellent elaborations of this argument and much more, see Bok (2003), Kirp
(2003), Washburn (2005), Donoghue (2008), Nussbaum (2010), Giroux (2014), Brown
(2015: 175-200), Di Leo (2017) and Collini (2012; 2017).
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should join hands with the emerging discipline of ‘critical university
studies’ which, if it has not been properly recognized by the un-selfcritical proponents of the money-driven university discourse, definitely
requires a multitude of trans-disciplinary voices to challenge the
ongoing commodification of reason and the gradual enclosure of the
intellectual commons.26 My proposal, here, is not for the creation of a
new strategic partnership between psychoanalysis and the Academy,
but rather for the articulation of a mutually beneficial ‘underground
alliance’ between psychoanalysis and the intellectual movement that
has taken the ongoing commodification of reason in the neo-liberal
university discourse as its prime target. Psychoanalysis may not be
exceptionally self-critical, yet it is sufficiently critical of other
discourses for it to have an important role to play in the exposition of
the university system as a perfidious social bond, much like Lacan
demonstrated in his 1969-’70 seminar. In addition, given the fact that a
substantial segment of psychoanalytic training outside the University
still draws on academic principles, practices and procedures, this
alliance between psychoanalysis and critical university studies may
effectively embolden psychoanalysts to review their own training
standards, to consider the extent to which their own institutional
discourse is indebted to and imperilled by the trials and tribulations of
the university discourse and, most importantly, to debate the value and
the place of creative, critical and independent thinking within their
organisation. In other words, I believe that the alliance between
psychoanalysis and critical university studies may be beneficial
institutionally and theoretically, as a means to protect the presence of
psychoanalytic knowledge in the Academy, but may also offer a new
opportunity for vocational psychoanalytic training programmes that
operate outside the University system to evaluate their internal politics,
to gauge their own (implicit) commodification, to test their institutional
values and to re-articulate the touchstones of psychoanalytic training.
Psychoanalysis may not need the University, then, to sustain itself, but
it may take advantage from the rise of critical university studies to
newly reflect upon the series of obdurate questions about the concrete
implementation of a psychoanalytic training programme, which have

26

For a fine survey of the history and current status of critical university studies, see
Williams (2018).
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loomed large over the social and professional sustainability of
psychoanalysis ever since Freud wrote his letter to the Hungarians.
DANY NOBUS
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Origen: Cosmology and Ontology of Time by Panayiotis
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St. Augustine on Time, Time Numbers, and Enduring Objects by
Jason W. Carter (2011). Vivarium 49 (4): 301-23.
The Now and the Relation between Motion and Time in Aristotle:
A Systematic Reconstruction by Mark Sentesy (2018). Apeiron 51
(3): 279-323.
There are a vast number of studies of time in ancient philosophy
and Late Antiquity. The eight briefly surveyed here are selected as they
focus on some of the most significant aspects of that subject which
occupy many other works. In his 1939 paper, Professor Vlastos, author
of several works on Plato and Socrates, argued that while scholars
generally interpret the disorderly motion of Tm 30a, 52d–53b, and 69b
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as a mythical symbol, the basis for such a position is somewhat weak.
Given that the Timaeus, the central theme of which is the myth of the
creation of the universe, is one of Plato’s most significant writings, this
is no small claim. His argument revolves around an examination of four
points. Firstly, that the Timaeus is a myth; secondly the testimony of
the academy; thirdly, the idea that motion could not antecede the
creation of time; and fourthly that motion could not be an antecedent of
the creation of soul. More recently, in a particularly dense article, Mark
Sentesy argues that ‘Aristotle’s account of time contains a strong claim
about the relationship between time and motion, namely that the now is
instrumental in generating the temporal number through abstraction’
(p.30), and that just as numbers are generated by the soul, time is not
presupposed by motion but emerges through the soul’s articulation of
motion. Thus time is understood as co-constituted by the soul and
motion. Sentesy reconstructs the relationship between the now (to nun),
motion, and number in Aristotle to clarify the nature of the now, and,
thereby, the relationship between motion and time (Phys. IV.11 219b1).
Although it is clear that for Aristotle motion, and, more generally,
change, are prior to time, the nature of this priority is not clear. But if
time is the number of motion, then the priority of motion can be grasped
by examining his theory of number. Sentesy then considers the now in
relation to both motion and soul, and thus to the being of time. For
Aristotle, the now is part of the soul’s articulation of motion, and sets
the stage for an act that distinguishes a unit from its underlying motion.
The now, then, sets up an abstraction by which the soul generates the
temporal number from motion. Reconstructing this account of
abstraction, he argues, allows us to formulate more strongly Aristotle’s
claim to the ontological dependence of time on motion. The paper then
gives a systematic overview of the relationships between the now and
number in order to address the question of whether the now might be
extended. It closes with an examination of the possibility that motion
depends on time, and how universal time is possible. He concludes that
‘for Aristotle, time is an epiphenomenon of motion, and ontologically
dependent upon it’ (p.31). By insisting that time is necessarily tied to
change and measurement, Aristotle arguably shows himself more
cautious than Plato.
John Callahan’s 1948 study, which he quite rightly calls one of
the most important problems in philosophy, brings together summaries
of Plato, Aristotle, Plotinus and Augustine as the four most important
representatives of ancient views of time. He characterises the view of
time in each, respectively, as ‘the moving image of eternity’; ‘number
and motion’; ‘the life of the soul’; and as ‘a distention of man’s soul’.
These are, Professor Callahan insists, diverse points of view on
something that each of these four ancient writers conceives very
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variously. In other words, because they understand the problem of time
differently, they approach it not as the same thing from different angles
but quite discretely. This is a view not entirely dissimilar to that of
Tzamalikos in his assessment of the Stoic notion of time. In a more
recent study Jason Carter discusses how throughout his works,
Augustine suggested a number of distinct views on the nature of time,
at least three of which have remained almost unnoticed in the secondary
literature. He examines each these, nine in all, and attempts to diffuse
common misinterpretations, especially of the view which seeks to
identify Augustinian time as an un-extended point or a distentio animi.
Second, he argues that Augustine’s primary understanding of time, like
that of later medieval scholastics, is that of an accident connected to the
changes of created substances. Finally, he suggests how this
interpretation has the benefit of rendering intelligible Augustine’s
contention that, at the resurrection, motion will still be able to occur,
but not time. Augustine is also Callahan’s starting point in his 1958
article. Here he argues that particularly in the twenty-third chapter in
the eleventh book of the Confessions, we can see for the first time, a
move from a physical to a psychological understanding of time as an
extension in the mind – an idea later taken up by Leibniz - albeit it
foreshadowed in Plotinus’ reading of the Timaeus. For Plotinus ‘as for
Augustine time is a kind of distention; he uses the expression diastasis
zōēs, but it is a distension of the life of the soul only insofar as it
produces motion, whether this be on a cosmic scale or in the life of the
individual man’ (p.438). But for his definition of time, in terms of a
change in which movement is not essential, Callahan considers that
Augustine relied not on Plato but on Basil’s Adversus Eunomium I.21.
There is some uncertainty about whether Augustine actually knew this
work, though it is generally accepted that he was familiar with a Latin
version of the Hexaemeron. Later, in a paper published in 1960,
Professor Callahan argued that a further influence on Augustine’s view
of time came from Gregory of Nyssa particular his idea that time
consists of three states of mind.
The earlier of the two studies by Professor Tzamalikos’ shows
convincingly that in relation to Origen’s theory of time, the starting
point was the Stoicism which considered time as a kind of extension
(diastēma) of motion. The entire first half of this paper is devoted to a
careful presentation of the Stoic position that, in this reviewer’s
opinion, is far clearer than those found elsewhere. Later, in an erudite
and masterly exposition Tzamalikos makes a valiant attempt to rescue
Origen from what M.J. Edwards in the Journal of Ecclesiastical History
(Vol. 58 (1): 109-10) has called ‘the tragic misunderstandings which
arise sometimes from too credulous a use of Latin renderings from lost
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archetypes, and sometimes from the obtrusion of other men’s libels into
printed editions of the De principiis’. Tzamalikos concludes that far
from being an exposition of Neoplatonic philosophy, Origen elaborates
a cosmology and ontology of time based on a synthesis of Jewish,
Hellenistic and Christian ideas.
JOHN GALE
Time, Creation and the Continuum: theories in antiquity and the
early middle ages by Richard Sorabji (1983). London: Gerald
Duckworth. ISBN 07156 1693 5.
In this extremely scholarly and penetrating study, which is now
a classic, Professor Sorabji explores some fundamental questions
concerning the nature of time. Is it real or merely an aspect of
consciousness? Did it begin along with the universe? Can anything
escape from it? Does it stand still? In addressing these questions and
manifold other related issues, including eternity and timelessness,
mysticism, and causality, the author engages in an illuminating
discussion of early thought on the subject, ranging from Plato and
Aristotle to Islamic, Christian, and Jewish medieval thinkers. Sorabji
argues that the ideas of these early thinkers about time are, in many
cases, more complete than that of their recent counterparts.
The first of the book’s five parts is devoted to a discussion of ‘the
reality of time’. Starting from Aristotle’s questions about whether there
can be time (Phys. 4.10; 217b-218a30), Sorabji discusses the solutions
proposed by the Stoics (Chrysippus. Poseidonius, Apollodorus and
Alexander of Aphrodisias) and Augustine; Iamblichus, Proclus and
Simplicius (flowing time); Aristotle (static and flowing time); and the
Neoplatonists (indivisibility; and Damasius on the ceasing instant). The
second part deals with ‘time and eternity’. Here the author discusses the
question whether time requires change; time, number and
consciousness; is eternity timeless (Parmenides, Plato, Plotinus);
whether anything is timeless; myths about non-propositional thought;
mystical experience in Plotinus and Augustine; and the fear of death
and endless recurrence. Part Three focuses on ‘time and creation’. The
discussion here revolves around the question of whether the universe
had a beginning; infinity arguments in favour of a beginning; arguments
against a beginning; timelessness versus changelessness in God; and
Plato and Aristotle on the beginning of things. Part Four is concerned
with the question of ‘creation and cause’. Here Sorabji considers
Gregory of Nyssa (the origin of idealism); Islamic thought (the origins
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of Occasionalism); and the principles of causation among the Platonists
and Christians. And the fifth part deals with ‘atoms, time-atomism and
the continuum: Zeno’s paradoxes of motion; arguments for atomism;
types of atomism (early developments and after Aristotle); atomism and
divisible leaps in Islamic thought; and stopping and starting. The
references Sorabji gives in the bibliography and footnotes help to make
this book invaluable and the chronological list he gives of the
philosophers whose work he discusses is extremely helpful.
JOHN GALE
Time in Psychoanalysis: Some Contradictory Aspects by André
Green (2002) translated by Andrew Weller. London: Free
Association Books. ISBN-10: 1853435511. ISBN-13: 9781853435515. $44.00
Published originally under the title La Diachronie en
psychanalyse (Editions de Minuit, 2002) this book may be considered
one of the major psychoanalytic treatments of time. In conception, it is
a work inscribed in the French tradition and sets out to restore the
fundamental complexity of Freud’s theory of time which, in the
author’s view, psychoanalysis has abandoned by returning to a linear
conception of time. The title should not go unnoticed. Green could have
chosen the French temps as it is a word with a number of distinct
meanings that in English or German, for example, are expressed with
different words. But he opted for a title that not only situates his study
within an historical perspective (dia chronos), in contrast to synchrony
(sun chronos), but also within linguistics and philosophy. Diachronie
(diachrony) being a term used by de Saussure, Barthes and, of course,
Lacan. Green identifies a number of the different theories of time in
Freud’s works including a developmental point of view (the libido
theory), involving fixations and regressions; the process of retroaction;
dreams as a form of indirect recollection; the timelessness of the
unconscious; the function played by primal fantasies in categorising
experience; and the repetition compulsion. Taken together, he considers
these form a complex theory of temporality, a genuine diachronic
heterogeneity, justifying its description as fragmented time. Here ‘its
parts are in a state of tension with each other...there exists, not so much
synergy, as difficulties of harmonisation between its component parts,
and even antagonism.” (p. 25).
André Green [1927-2012] will probably be known to many
readers of the journal. But it may be helpful to say something about his
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life and work in general for those less familiar with him. Originally
inspired by Henri Ey, he later followed Lacan’s seminars for seven
years. After completing his analytic training, he became a member of
the Paris Psychoanalytic Society (SPP) and was its President from 1986
to 1989, and from 1975 to 1977 Vice-President of the International
Psychoanalytical Association. Gradually he moved away from Lacan
and finally broke with him completely in 1970 by criticising his concept
of the signifier for what he considered its neglect of affect. In
Etchegoyen’s words, by doing so, he replaced the SPP defensive
approach towards Lacanism with a direct theoretical confrontation.
Green pointed out that whereas Lacan said that the unconscious is
structured like a language ‘...when you read Freud, it is obvious that this
proposition doesn't work for a minute. Freud very clearly opposes the
unconscious (which he says is constituted by thing-presentations and
nothing else) to the pre-conscious. What is related to language can only
belong to the pre-conscious’. On Green’s assessment of Lacan see the
fascinating interview with Sergio Benvenuto (1995-96)1.
Two threads permeate Green’s writings. On one hand, the
relevance of the paternal derived from Lacan’s work and on the other,
the concern with the maternal connected, in different ways, with the
work of Winnicott and Bion. As well as his theory of time, according
to Rosine Perelberg’s summary (2015)2, major themes in his work are
centred on a theory of affects, a theory of representation and of
language, the work of the negative (with its constellation of concepts
such as the dead mother, death narcissism, white psychosis and negative
hallucination), narcissism and borderline states, the objectalising
function, and ‘thirdness’, the thing that emerges between the analyst
and the analysand. In addition, he produced a body of work on applied
psychoanalysis. According to Green, the aim of the psychoanalytic
process is not so much to make something conscious, as to recognise
the unconscious. ‘Green suggests that in certain schools of thought,
where the analysis is restricted to the interpretation of transference,
there is a limitation of the analytic task that is prejudicial to the freedom
and spontaneity of discourse, and represents a return to suggestion. He
considered that all the material in an analysis contains elements
belonging to different temporal dimension[s]’. Green conceives of two
types of time. The first is concerned with ‘fact’; the second, with ‘the
regression afforded by sleep’. The latter, which ignores the passage of
Benvenuto, S. (1995-96). Conversation held in Green’s office in Paris, 17.5.94.
Published
in Journal
of
European
Psychoanalysis
2:
(http://www.journalpsychoanalysis.eu/against-lacanism-a-conversation-with-andre-green/).
2
Perelberg,
R.
(2015):
https://psychoanalysis.org.uk/authors-andtheorists/andr%C3%A9-green
1
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time is not a regression to a reconstituted past, which would bring one
back to linearity but a regression to outdated means of expression and
to images (Reed 2016)3. Considering the hypothesis of the timelessness
of the unconscious, ‘nothing more than the timelessness of its traces and
of its cathexes, endowed with mobility, is already present here. This
means that the psychic apparatus is caught in the double vectorisation
tending towards the future, now towards the past, in the pure present of
dreaming, when the flow of excitations which should lead them from
thought to action is impossible’ (p. 11). And he specifically rails against
Lacan’s use of the variable duration of sessions (p.48).
However, Green’s view of time is not without its critics.
Goldberg, for example, is highly critical of the abstract quality of
Green’s text, devoid of examples that could lead to improved clinical
practices4. To do this, ‘case vignettes and elaborate clinical examples
are required. Green’s book, in contrast, eschews case material and
provides instead a few brief examples to illustrate his theoretical
notions. As a result, Time in Psychoanalysis is so abstract that in
reading this volume I continually needed to remind myself that the
material Green is discussing concerns the living processes of
supposedly real people, as well as interactions between real people’.
Goldberg also thinks that Green fails to take sufficient account of earlier
psychoanalytic studies on time.
If he had he might have recognized the indispensable existential
notion about human suffering - that supposedly psychoanalysis
has been designed to address - that there are three ontological
disturbances: guilt (past); shame (present); anticipatory anxiety
(future). Guilt is experienced as behavior already chosen and
committed; what is unclear is when the sufferer will deal with the
guilt. Shame is felt as the loss of the safe and familiar; time seems
frozen, endless; with no place to hide and contain one’s vulnerable
feelings. The sufferer feels engulfed by the prospect that the
pervasive shame will remain everlasting. Anticipatory anxiety is
teleological - the sufferer’s sense of purpose is obsessed with what
he or she regards as decisive-to-be moments in the future.
Goldberg 2002: 56

Reed, (2016). Refracted Time: André Green on Freud’s Temporal Theory
Psychoanalytic Inquiry 36 (5): 398-407.
4
Goldberg,
C.
(2002):
https://www.apadivisions.org/division39/publications/reviews/time-contradictory)
3
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Overall these criticism seems to this reviewer not to be entirely
unreasonable.
JOHN GALE
“Troubling Love” by E. Ferrante: Killing Mother for Keeping
Her Love: The Psychoanalysis of Mother-Daughter Relationship
by Hayriyem Zeynep Altan. Saarbrücken: Lambert Publishing,
2017. ISBN-13: 978-3330350403. $ 23.
Hayriyem Altan's aim, which is to analyse the relationship
between mothers and daughters following a psychoanalytic approach,
on the basis of the book Troubling Love (New York: Europa editions,
2007) by Elena Ferrante, the pseudonymous Italian novelist, is
commendable, especially as she combines this with a highly personal
perspective.
In Ferrante’s story, originally published in Italian as L’amore
molesto (Rome: Editioni e/o, 1999), Delia, the main protagonist, takes
the reader on a journey to understand the death of her mother Amalia
whom she lost in mysterious circumstances. Eventually, she reaches a
stage where she is able to deal with her own femininity, desire, envy
and oedipal complications, discovering that the main roots of the
‘troubling love’ between her mother and herself lie in the patriarchal,
conservative society in which they live, and the social control that the
environment exercises on them and which structures the whole family.
This is seen through the eyes of family members, neighbours and
childhood friends. Each individual in the story is affected by the social
bond (lien social) that is inflicted upon them, including Delia herself,
which she realises painfully, step by step. By learning to tolerate the
grief associated with the loss of her mother, she is able to leave behind
self-destructive defence mechanisms.
This short analytic work, has a clear well-arranged structure with
an introductory chapter about the author’s intention and gives us insight
into her academic background (cultural studies, French structuralism
and semiotics) and the plot of the book. But unfortunately, after the
introductory chapter, we encounter some difficulties. For the
psychoanalytic argument, Altan relies on two main figures and their
ideas, both of whom influence all of us working in the field of
psychoanalysis: Freud and Melanie Klein. While her argument, on the
basis of Kleinian theory, is detailed and well referenced, when Altan
works with Freud, the father of psychoanalysis, it is another story. Most
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informed readers will ask themselves why the author did not turn to
Freud’s original texts. Instead, she bases her arguments on secondary
literature. This is a little bit unfortunate because if she had turned
directly to Freud´s dream interpretation, his work on how unconscious
fantasies function and why they underlie all mental activity5, and their
importance in the development of an individual, and his thinking on the
drives, she would have built a far stronger foundation for her argument.
Altan claims that Delia's development as a literary figure is mainly
structured by her early sexual fantasies, by manifestations of the drive
(especially oral), as well as the desire and narrative of the other (desire
de l´autre). This interconnection between the fantasies of a small girl
about her mother, the sexuality of her mother and her relations with men
(or the other), and surrounding narratives of significant others become
a tragedy for her and Amalia. All of which remained almost
unconscious for the main protagonist until the death of her mother.
Uncovering unconscious fantasies and structures are, in Altan’s book,
like a psychoanalytic journey of self-discovery for Delia (the book is
written only from the perspective of the main protagonist and much as
inner monologue) and shows Altan perfectly in her work. To understand
the relationship between mothers and daughters, Altan is surely right in
thinking we cannot do better than to turn to the work of Melanie Klein.
In Altanʼs Kleinian argument she refers to Winnicott as she
considers how Delia's envy of her mother, the ongoing fear of losing
her love, trying to protect her from the desire of others (of course, men)
and the hard work of the child to develop from a paranoid-schizoid to a
depressive position, and all complications when the mother-figure is not
good enough or fails. And Altan does this with a true expertise and a
deep knowledge of Kleinian object-relations.
In the discourse of Delia, we witness her struggle against anxiety.
The little girl who has complicated emotions and fears, tries to stop the
conflict between missing and mistrusting her mother by forcing herself
to stay in darkness. She wants to supress her anxiety.
In a second step, Altan uses her profession as a cultural scientist
in underlining intertextuality with authors who focused their literary
work on a similar issue e.g. Jailene Vazquez in ‘Fictionalized Italian
Gender Relations Through Ferrante and Ammanitiʼ (thesis, Duke
University, 2017); and cinematographic resources like the Spanish
5
Freud (1911) 'Formulations on the two principles of mental functioning' SE Vol.
12; Freud (1916-17) 'The paths to the formation of symptoms', Lecture 23 of Introductory
Lectures on Psychoanalysis SE Vol. 16.
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movie ‘Take my Eyesʼ (Icíar Bollaín, 2003). In this approach Altan
succeeds not only mentioning parallels to other resources but comes up
with a critical position against patriarchy in which women are made the
scapegoats for male violence and harassment against them. Through
this important criticism she figures out how Deliaʼs mother Amalia
became, as a woman, the victim of the violent outbursts of her husband.
In this Italian Catholic society men take control of the family and social
issues via a religious and cultural imprint, and women are seen as the
seducing object and that makes them dangerous. This is, in Altanʼs
mind, connected with psychoanalysis and structuralism. She argues that
Delia is a figure in the field of discourses (the discourse of the other)
and is structured by this, which is mirrored in her narrative as the
daughter of parents, and as part of a social bond of patriarchy from
which her mother could not escape. This social bond held her as a
victim of her husband´s morbid jealousy and violence. ʻIt is accepted
that the natural manifestation of her entity is a seduction. She is blamed
of all the violence in the family without any doubt. She is considered
guilty because of her femininityʼ (42), and no longer a subject because
we cannot take a step out of the field of discourse or the desire of the
other. There will never be an escape. Not for anyone.
It is a pity that in this small book with all positive arguments and
strong points, there seems not to have been any proof reading prior to
publication.
KATRIN BECKER
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BULLETIN OF PSYCHOANALYTIC STUDIES

The following journals have been reviewed: The International Journal
of Psychoanalysis 99 (1), 99 (2), 99 (3), 99 (4), 99 (5), 99 (6); British
Journal of Psychotherapy 34 (1), 34 (2), 34 (3), 34 (4); 35 (1), 35 (2);
Revue française de psychanalyse 82 (3), 82 (4); Revista de psicoanálisis
83, 84; and La Rivista di Psicoanalisi LXV (1)
The articles are listed thematically. Where an abstract is available, it
follows each entry.
ACHILLES
Evzonas, N. (2018). Achilles: A Homeric hero enamoured with the
absolute The International Journal of Psychoanalysis 99 (5): 1165-85.
Abstract: This article explores through a psychoanalytical lens the
character of Achilles in Homer's Iliad, the matrix behind the Western
conception of heroism. The contribution reveals the psychological link
binding the words and acts of the most valiant of warriors in Antiquity,
which is situated in myth and termed “the Eros of the absolute.” The
paroxystic ideality underlying the aforementioned myth, which is
rooted in the anthropological need to believe, is at the origin of
Achilles’ legendary μῆνις, that is, the flood of rage triggered by contests
for supremacy, aggravated by the loss of his war comrade, aroused by
the drama of aging and death, and then transfigured through song and
memory. The main claim of the author is that Iliad, despite its seeming
lack of attention to interiority, is launched by the archetypal emotion of
wrath and owes its appeal to its hero's embrace of heroic idealism in an
excessive, radical and absolute way that results in a captivating
narcissism and sadomasochistic antithesis of ideality. This argument
leads to the conclusion that Homer is the Father of the “primitive horde”
of affects.
AMBIGUOUS PERSONALITY
Montahnini, M. (2018). Overview on the caseof a seriously ambiguous
patient: Some reflections on ambiguity and good faith The International
Journal of Psychoanalysis 99 (6): 1366-90.
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Abstract: The clinical case describes a severe ambiguous personality,
characterized by the propensity to combine indiscriminate
identifications in the Ego in order to make an identity “sui generis,”
where contradictions coexist consciously without generating conflicts.
The antinomies are accepted in the conscious area of the Ego and they
make the best ground for a bad faith that is lived in complete good faith.
The subject defends himself against the possibility of losing the
ambiguous nucleus that constitutes the foundation of his identity and
omnipotence. For this purpose, he mobilises depressive and paranoic
pseudo-symptomatology. The ambiguity allows him to never face the
aftermath of disastrous existential choices, envy or avidity, the weight
of responsibility or guilt. The therapy, on the one hand, commits the
patient to recognise ambiguity and to discriminate contradictions and,
on the other hand, commits the analyst to recognise the possible
appearance of her ambiguous core or its derivates. The study of
ambiguity’s psychogenesis in the end is used as an observational peak
of the totalitarian ideology where the elusion of the judgement skills
facilitates the self-deception and risks eradicating from the individual
species-specific characteristics, dehumanising the subject himself and
others.
ANXIETY
Perelberg, R. J. (2018): The riddle of anxiety: Between the familiar and
the unfamiliar The International Journal of Psychoanalysis 99 (4): 81027.
Abstract: It is difficult to say what anxiety is, Freud tells us. This paper
suggests various dimensions of anxiety. Anxiety evokes the original
experience of helplessness; it is an affective state that is accompanied
by physical sensations and bodily symptoms—expression of
an excess that it is not possible to process psychically. Anxiety is also
linked to the fear of loss of the imaginary integrity of the body, as well
as of primary objects. Furthermore, anxiety marks the passage from the
world of the narcissistic father and/or mother, in which the individual
is alienated from his own history, to the dead father configuration that
inserts the individual into his subjective temporality in the aprèscoup of an analysis. A detailed narrative of an analysis that gave rise to
these ideas is presented. In this analysis the transsexual emerges to give
shape to something that had not previously reached representation.
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AUTISM
Manica, M. (2018). From the unrepresentable to the intersubjective: the
case of a high-functioning autistic adolescent The International Journal
of Psychoanalysis 99 (1): 181-207.
Abstract: This paper presents the case of a patient on the autistic
spectrum (ASD) and proposes a theoretical and technical model which
seeks to illustrate the characteristics of the relational and intersubjective
perspective in psychoanalysis. Along a complementary axis this
perspective combines the knowledge which psychoanalytic research,
starting from Kanner and Asperger, has developed through the studies
by among others Tustin and Meltzer. The model is conceived from the
vertex of a psychoanalysis which seeks to deal with disorganized and
unrepresentable states of mind. Important is the personality of the
analyst, who must be prepared to experience nothingness,
meaninglessness and the chaos of a contiguous-autistic (CA) position.
We can then consider a wider oscillation in the field in addition to
PS↔D, namely CA↔PS↔D. Disorganized states of mind exist that
result from a cumulative trauma which occured very early on, during
the pre-natal or at least pre-verbal and pre-representational stages of
psychic development.Such states then become the effect of a basic
deficit that the analytic field can oneirically transform into trauma
which, through reciprocity, micro-attunements, the encounter with the
analyst's negative capability and rêverie, can then evolve into a
traumatic experience which can finally be subjected to symbolic
alphabetization.
AUTOEROTICISM
Bouchard, C. (2018). Autoérotismes : aléas d’un parcours Revue
française de psychanalyse 82 (3): 617-26.
Résumé: L’auteur considère que les autoérotismes tiennent une place
fondamentale dans l’organisation psychique, qu’on les considère
comme une conquête d’indépendance vis-à-vis de l’objet, une opération
de déplacement et d’intériorisation, ou comme précurseurs de la
structure réflexive de la psychè et du dialogue intérieur. Mais elle
soulève aussi la question des obstacles sur la voie de la constitution de
ces autoérotismes, en particulier les images aliénantes qui peuvent faire
surgir une conflictualité entre l’investissement du corps érogène et les
idéaux narcissiques. Elle aborde des situations où c’est le renversement
« auto » qui est à construire et d’autres où c’est l’« érotique » qui est
défaillant.
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Chervet, B. (2018). Autoérotisme, bisexualité et éprouvés sensuels
Revue française de psychanalyse 82 (3): 652-63.
Résumé: Dès son origine, la notion d’autoérotisme a été prise dans une
série de dilemmes théoriques portant sur son articulation temporelle
avec l’instauration du narcissisme et l’investissement d’objet. La
théorie des pulsions permet de saisir la fonction positive de la
bisexualité des autoérotismes qui contre-investissent l’attraction
négative qui les met en défaut, ce qui exige régulièrement la mise en
latence momentanée de l’objectalité. La menace de castration qui pèse
sur les activités autoérotiques soutient le réveil des investissements
d’objet et des éprouvés de manque.
Ferrant, A. (2018). La portance de l’autoérotisme Revue française de
psychanalyse 82 (3): 640-51.
Résumé: L’auteur analyse la fonction de portance de l’autoérotisme à
partir de deux situations. L’une concerne un patient gravement
asthmatique qui écrit une centaine de lettres à l’analyste. Cette
correspondance se transforme au fil du temps, en écho avec le travail
engagé, et fait apparaître des dessins qui rendent compte de la mise en
route, ou de la reprise, de l’autoérotisme. La seconde situation concerne
Nelly Arcan, jeune auteure qui se suicide à 36 ans. Son écriture rend
compte, à l’inverse de Frédéric, d’une défaillance persistance de la
portance de l’autoérotisme.
Sabouret, E. (2018). Vénus éternellement mise à mort, l’autoérotisme
en défaut à partir de tableaux de Botticelli Revue française de
psychanalyse 82 (3): 675-86.
Résumé: La séquence de quatre tableaux de Botticelli représentant la
course poursuite sado-masochique d’un couple illustre imaginairement
les conséquences de la défaillance de construction des autoérotismes.
L’hypothèse d’un toucher anti-autoérotique vecteur de l’investissement
mortifère de l’objet entrave le processus de différenciation sujet-objet
et leur séparation. Le rôle de l’objet dans la construction autoérotique
est déterminant par sa fonction symbolisante et son implication par
l’utilisation de l’objet.
Siksou, J. (2018). Le chiasme. Autoérotisme et contingence de l’objet
Revue française de psychanalyse 82 (3): 664-74.
Résumé: L’autoérotisme n’est pas que « plaisir d’organe » ou
autosatisfaction en l’absence de l’objet… La contingence, la vicariance
des soins de la mère rend possible le fonctionnement autoérotique à une
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frontière qui interroge la séparation d’avec l’objet et les fondations du
moi. Cette frontière est chiasme : césure et croisement avec l’objet et
son corps dans le temps autoérotique. La dynamique de ce croisement
du dehors au dedans renvoie aux cures où la limite entre l’objet et le
sujet est « en défaut » et ne permettent pas d’engager une dynamique
propre au renversement pulsionnel : passage du sujet-objet au sujetsujet. La régression a un double dans la clinique présentée, puis le
passage au double de l’homosexualité primaire, illustre des moments de
cure ou la dynamique qui transpose, le dehors au-dedans est engagée.
L’auteur fait l’hypothèse d’un réaménagement de ce double primitif.
Suarez Labat, H. (2018). Les économies parallèles: dissociations
des autoérotismes Revue française de psychanalyse 82 (3): 627-39.
Résumé: Les autoérotismes en défaut dans la cure d’adulte se déploient
autour du traitement des autoérotismes en sensations. Ceux-ci
privilégient l’instantanéité et l’agir pulsionnel. L’analyse des carences
autoérotiques associée au travail du transfert et du contre-transfert
permettent de désexualiser ces dissociations chez le patient, pour
réinvestir les sensations reliées aux autoérotismes en représentations.
Le travail de resexualisation est ainsi engagé pour une réunification de
la bisexualité psychique et des identifications primaires et secondaires.
ADOLESCENCE
Ranieri, F. (2018). Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy for Hikikomori
Young Adults and Adolescents British Journal of Psychotherapy 34
(4): 623-42.
Abstract: A hikikomori is a child, an adolescent or a young adult who
voluntarily retreats into his own home for long periods, not showing
evident signs of psychological distress or overt mental disorder. This
phenomenon was first described in Japan, but several research studies
show that it is spreading in many countries around the world. The author
hypothesizes that the decision to become a hikikomori is made by the
person in an attempt to find a solution to difficulties in relationships
with himself and with others. The choice of reclusion rapidly becomes
a trap: in this condition the individual is imprisoned in complex
functions of the mind which curb and restrict independence and
personal autonomy. This is owing to the fact that, with the withdrawal,
a pathological personality organization, formed during the years of
early infancy, gradually takes control of the internal world, pushing
towards anti‐developmental mental states and behaviours. The paper
continues with some reflections on individual treatment with
psychoanalytic psychotherapy of adolescents and young adults in a
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state of acute social withdrawal. The reference model used is John
Steiner's notion of ‘psychic retreat’. A description of a four‐year
treatment completes the paper, allowing for further clinical reflections.
ATTACHMENT & TRAUMA
Holmes, J. (2019). Perdita and Oedipus: A Tale of Two Adoptions
British Journal of Psychotherapy 35 (2): 273-86.
Abstract: The paper proposes Shakespeare's The Winter's Tale (WT) as
foundation narrative for attachment‐informed psychotherapy, and a
counterpart to Oedipus Rex (OR), covering similar psychological
territory but in a strikingly different way. Both start with a father's
rejection of a baby and its rescue and adoption by distant shepherds.
Both revolve around murderousness and desire in a mother–father–
child triangle, but in WT the prime mover is filicide rather than
parricide. WT points to the positive aspects of the care‐giving dynamic.
The main characters of WT, in contrast to OR's phallocentrism, are the
rejected Queen Hermione, her handmaiden Paulina and Perdita herself.
Their relationships are characterized by attachment security: this gives
Paulina the courage to confront and instigate mentalizing in Leontes,
the psychotic king, and for Perdita to find her sexuality through her
transgressive love for Florizel. The environmental benefits of adoption
are highlighted as WT's tragi‐comic dynamic moves from chaos to
renewal and rebirth: Hermione survives the ‘attack on the good object’;
Leontes recovers from his jealous hatred and subsequent depression;
ruptures are repaired. WT depicts secure attachments as bulwarks
against loss, and the key to resilience in the face of trauma.
Sarra, N. (2019). Attachment and Trauma in Groups and Organizations
British Journal of Psychotherapy 35 (2): 263-72.
Abstract: Attachment processes develop across the life cycle and also
express themselves in group and organizational situations where they
can be conceived as a ‘politics of affect’ through which identities are
constructed. I use the concept of ‘reciprocating selves’ to draw attention
to these attachment‐seeking and relational processes. I argue that
trauma can ossify the reciprocal movement and responsiveness
necessary to human relating, the back and forth between people through
which differences are negotiated and resilience created. I draw on
Volkan's concept of ‘time collapse’ to characterize situations in which
the embodied experience of affect overwhelms. This can render the past
unrevisable and undifferentiated in the present. An idea of reciprocating
selves helps us to understand how formative attachment experience
continues to develop through the life of groups and organizations and
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the difficulties which occur if this process becomes frozen or where an
ersatz reciprocation in the form of a narcissistic defence may result.

BION & WINNICOTT
Aguayo, J. and Lundgren, J. (2018). Introduction to a Comparative
Assessment of W.R. Bion and D.W. Winnicott's Clinical Theories
British Journal of Psychotherapy 34 (2): 194-97.
Abstract: An Anglo‐American group of analysts recently dialogued on
the theoretical differences in the work of W.R. Bion and D.W.
Winnicott. This group heard keynote papers (Hinshelwood and
Caldwell) that surveyed the work of Bion and Winnicott, which were
commented upon (Oelsner and Goldberg). Preceding this event was an
all‐day, Tavistock Group Relations Conference, in which half of the
attendees (N=35) participated in varying group experiences that
focused on the analysts’ ‘group selves’ as a needed fourth leg to their
traditional tri‐partite training. In this regard, the implicit authority
structure of having British analysts give keynote papers to a group of
American analysts came under examination. The organizers of the
Regional Bion Symposium (Aguayo and Lundgren) both introduced
this work, then compared some of Bion and Winnicott's key
differences: these findings both verged towards and away from each
other. While both theorists moved the psychoanalytic ‘internal world’
paradigms of Freud and Klein in an intersubjective direction, each did
so in a distinctive way. Lastly, the conference organizers comment on
how the structure underlied the freedom of attendees to articulate
diverse views in the context of the analyst's individual and group
identity.
Brogan, C. (2018). Donald Winnicott's Unique View of Depression
with Particular Reference to his 1963 Paper on the Value of Depression
British Journal of Psychotherapy 34 (3): 358-75.
Abstract: Winnicott's unique contributions to a psychoanalytic theory
of depression are not as familiar as Freud and Klein's writings. I
concentrate on six areas: depression as a developmental achievement
which denotes unit status; the role of destruction which arises from love
(as opposed to hate which for Winnicott is a more mature affect); the
importance of contributing‐in and the response of the (m)other in
recovery from depression; the startling idea that the patient seeks out
the analyst's depression; some thoughts on the differences between
Winnicott and Freud and Klein; and lastly, the effect of depression on
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the development of self, creativity and the capacity to play. Winnicott
does not shirk the darker side of being human, but at the same time he
offers us a hopeful picture.
Busch, F. (2018). Searching for the analyst’s reveries The international
Journal of Psychoanalysis 99 (3): 569-89.
Abstract: Over the last 20 years the post-Bionians have begun nothing
less than to spell out the beginning of the metabolizing process (reverie)
in the analyst’s mind that takes place with under-represented mental
states. This bold attempt leading to new discoveries, and its many
possibilities for understanding patients, seems to have obscured
differences amongst leading post-Bionians with regard to how they see
the forms of reverie, and how they might best be worked with. With
Bion’s perspective as a background, this paper explores three
approaches, and how they differ with regard to whether one follows the
views of early or late Bion. Technical issues associated with these views
are raised. A clinical example is offered as one way to use reverie.
Caldwell, L. (2018). A Psychoanalysis of Being: An Approach to
Donald Winnicott British Journal of Psychotherapy 34 (2): 221-39.
Abstract: This paper offers a brief résumé of Winnicott's approach to
psychoanalysis through a reading that emphasizes his interest in the
capacity to be as a fundamental acquisition of human subjectivity. This
interest continued throughout his life. The paper argues that it is closely
related to his interest in analytic communication and the emphasis in
his paper ‘Communicating and not‐communicating leading to a study
of certain opposites’ of the importance clinically of the patient's right
not to communicate and the analyst's acceptance of it. It refers briefly
to the richness of the arena opened up by his idea of the incommunicado
self and its implications for both theory and practice. Three clinical
vignettes are included to demonstrate Winnicott's way of working.
Goldberg, P. (2018). Questions and Thoughts on Winnicott/Bion
Inspired by Lesley Caldwell's ‘A Psychoanalysis of Being’ British
Journal of Psychotherapy 34 (2): 240-47.
Abstract: This response to Lesley Caldwell's paper on Winnicott and
Being explores some of the ramifications of Winnicott's work on
current developments in clinical theory. Four questions are posed,
touching on the topics of psychosomatic dissociation, the place of the
object in Winnicott's thought, the role of non‐communication, and the
status of the concept of regression.
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Hinshelwood, R.D. (2018). Intuition from Beginning to End? Bion's
Clinical Approaches British Journal of Psychotherapy 34 (2): 198-213.
Abstract: This paper is intended to offer a foundation for comparison of
the approaches of Wilfred Bion and Donald Winnicott. In particular, I
try to plot the oscillation of Bion's clinical method from his early Group
period at the Tavistock Clinic (up to around 1950) when he emphasized
countertransference; his part‐object interpretation method in the 1950s
after his analysis with Klein when he and colleagues were
experimenting with the psychoanalysis of people in psychotic states
(1953–59); and then his return to his investigation of the intuitive
approach to clinical data, around 1965–70.
Lenornand, M, (2018). “Psychoanalysis partagé”: Winnicott, The
Piggle, and the set-up of child analysis The International Journal of
Psychoanalysis 99 (5): 1107-28.
Abstract: Forty years after its publication in 1977, The Piggle has
recently provoked new interest among researchers. Most notably, the
real “Gabrielle” has shared her story with D. Luepnitz and the analytical
community. Joining in this vibrant discussion, this paper aims at
shedding new light on the case by focusing on The Piggle as a “set-up,”
namely on the heterogenous ensemble of discursive and non-discursive
elements which determined the analytical process. This
reconsideration, although grounded in a Lacanian framework, supposes
opening a dialogue between the French and English-speaking literature
on the case. Three issues are at stake. First the paper intends to uncover
the logic at work in the cure, studying it from the perspective of the
analyst and the child, but also from that of the parents. Second, this
triple focus is key to a reconsideration of the set-up of psychoanalysis
with children more generally—in so far as it questions the function of
infantile neurosis and what Winnicott calls “psychoanalysis partagé.”
Third, it will look at the powerful effects of co-writing and copublishing with the parents—considered as part of the set-up itself
rather than exterior to the process of the cure—on the analytical
outcome.
Oelsner, R. (2018). The Enlightenment of Evidence and the Leap in the
Dark British Journal of Psychotherapy 34 (2): 214-20.
Abstract: This article is a free inspiration following R.D. Hinshelwood's
‘Intuition from beginning to end?’. The author tries to show Bion's
Kleinian skill to listen to every detail of the clinical hour, picking up
clues and putting them together to render meanings and presenting them
to the patient. While doing so, Bion created a richness of concepts for
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analysts to try out as tools for observation and understanding of their
patients’ mental functioning. Several of these concepts along with the
clinical inspirations are described here. The author believes, therefore,
that even during his ‘loyalty to Klein’ period, Bion was also extremely
creative though inspired by Klein. When it comes to intuition, the
author prefers to be modest, listen to the patient's free associations and
allow intuitions to mate with concepts before getting back to the patient.
Ogden, T. H. (2018). The feeling of real: On Winnicott’s
“Communicating and Not Communicating Leading to a Study of
Certain Opposites” The International Journal of Psychoanalysis 99 (6):
1288-1304.
Abstract: In “Communicating and Not Communicating Leading to a
Study of Certain Opposites,” Winnicott introduces the radical idea that
communicating with subjective objects is “cul-de-sac” communication
(communication not meant for any external or internal object), but
which nonetheless endows every aspect of one’s experience with “all
the sense of real.” He conceives of the “main point” of his paper to be
the idea that “each individual is an isolate, permanently noncommunicating, permanently unknown, in fact unfound.” I suggest that
the “main point” is more inclusive and might be stated as: each
individual needs equally to be found (recognized, but not exposed) and
to be unfound (an incommunicado isolate). Winnicott warns that when
an analysis has reached the depths of the patient’s personality,
interpreting destructively introduces what is “not-me” too close to the
core self, so “the analyst had better wait.” An unstated question arises:
what does the analyst do while he waits other than remaining silent? I
respond to this question by giving clinical examples from my own
clinical work. Winnicott ends the paper with the language of poetry in
his effort to communicate something of the mystery of being that is
“absolutely personal” to each of us. Winnicott at the end of his paper
sheds the language of prose and adopts the language of poetry in what
I view as his effort to communicate something of the mystery of being.
Oldoini, M G. (2018). Hallucinosis and reverie: Alice’s pain and its
transformations in the consulting room The International Journal of
Psychoanalysis 99 (2): 334-54.
Abstract: This article seeks to explore, from a Bionian and post-Bionian
perspective, the field of hallucinosis and its transformations, and to
show how a certain kind of analytic work can take the patient from
hallucinosic functioning to symbolic competence. The author refers to
clinical situations where symbolic competence is markedly defective,
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and uses the term “Munch-patients” to refer to such persons, drawing
on the metaphor suggested by the biography of the painter for its
affinities with the suffering experienced by such patients.The case of
Alice is used to develop these ideas. The patient, faced with her inability
to cope with a certain psychic pain, transforms this pain in hallucinosis.
Having to face the emotional turbulences present in the field, the analyst
becomes involved in an enactment, culminating in a state of somatopsychic hallucinosis during a session. Alice’s pain enters the
relationship through the illness of the field, brought on stage, as it were,
by the hallucinosis of the analyst, who manages to set in motion a
metabolic cycle by means of her oneiric functions.The paper suggests
regarding hallucinosis as a bridge between psychotic and oneiric
functioning and emphasizes the importance of oneiric functions in
enabling the transition from concreteness and raw facts to real
emotions.
Stefana, A. and Gamba, A. (2018). From the “squiggle game” to
“games of reciprocity” towards a creative co-construction of a space for
working with adolescents The International Journal of Psychoanalysis
99(2): 355-79.
Abstract: The “squiggle game” is, above all, a method for relating and
encouraging mutual exchange between the analyst and the patient (no
matter if child, adolescent, or adult), enabling him to experience holding
and freely explore different communication possibilities. After having
explored the “technique” as it has been developed by Winnicott, this
study also exposes some theoretical considerations, and some variations
in the basic technique, brought together by the crucial role played by
reciprocity: “Me a little and you a little.” The paper is a clinical case
with a Chinese adolescent.
BLOOMSBURY
Sayers, J. (2018). Rebel Psychoanalyst Adrian Stephen: Brother of
Virginia Woolf British Journal of Psychotherapy 34 (3): 484-99.
Abstract: Inspired in part by a paper in the British Journal of
Psychotherapy by the psychoanalyst Malcolm Pines, describing the
Cambridge and Bloomsbury background of the psychoanalyst, Adrian
Stephen, in this paper I draw on the writings of his older sister, Virginia
Woolf, and on other data as means of highlighting and explaining
aspects of his life and work. In particular, I discuss his rebellion against
their father, Leslie Stephen; his subsequent rebellion against authority
before and during the First World War; and his involvement in
psychoanalysis and politics during his medical and psychoanalytic
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training in the 1920s. I go on to explain how his opposition to tyranny
informed his approach to psychoanalysis as means of freeing patients
from the control exerted over them by their phantasies. And I show
how, during the Second World War, he resisted dominance by Ernest
Jones and Edward Glover of the British Psycho‐Analytical Society, and
how in his post‐war clinical work he extended Freud's moral version of
the super‐ego into an account of it as a wish‐fulfilling agency of the
mind.
(THE) BODY
Barnes, L. (2018). The (Body‐) ‘Thing’ Phenomenon and Primitive
States of Being: ‘The Words to Say It’ British Journal of Psychotherapy
34 (1): 132-46.
Abstract: Using Marie Cardinal's autobiographical novel The Words to
Say It (1975), I explore how a somatic disturbance mysteriously
located in utero represents an ‘après‐coup’, a second time experience of
‘what is already there’. The titles of both the book and this paper
suggest that words hold a transformative power – an emotional re‐
education for the fragmented subject. The ‘Thing’ refers on the one
hand to the author's distressing illness: her continuous menstrual
bleeding, for which there is no medical explanation. In order not to
succumb to her ‘madness’, Marie decides to start psychoanalysis. From
being utterly prostrated in darkness, Marie painfully remembers,
repeats and reconstructs a piece of her early history (a ‘truth’) she had
forgotten. Eventually, as the flow of words replaces the flow of blood,
Marie ‘learns to name her ghost’ and is rewarded with a new sense of
‘self’. On the other hand, the ‘thing’ refers to the Freudian concept of
thing‐presentation and word‐presentation. It concerns the processes by
which an unconscious ‘thing’ which couldn't be symbolized becomes
conscious once represented in words. The paper is inspired by French
psychoanalysis.
Camassa, P. (2019). Il corpo erogeno La Rivista di Psicoanalisi LXV
(1): 89-106.
Abstract: The erogenous body is the real body, biologically predisposed
to the encounter with another body, characterized by the expectation,
the development and achievement of the relationship between two
bodies. I proposed to differentiate between some types of
transformations of the erogenous body clinically observable: the
autoerotic body, the autarkic body, the naked body, the superior body,
the name of the body. Each of these configurations involves the
relationship with a different object.
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Hartung, T & Steinbrecher, M. (2018). From somatic pain to psychic
pain: The body in the psychoanalytic field The International Journal of
Psychoanalysis 99 (1): 159-80.
Abstract: The integration of psyche and soma begins with a baby's
earliest contact with his or her parents. With the help of maternal
empathy and reverie, β-elements are transformed into α-elements.
While we understand this to be the case, we would like to enquire what
actually happens to those parts of the affect which have not been
transformed? For the most part they may be dealt with by evacuation,
but they can also remain within the body, subsequently contributing to
psychosomatic symptoms. This paper describes how the body serves as
an intermediate store between the psychic (inner) and outer reality. The
authors focuses on the unconscious communicative process between the
analyst and the analysand, and in particular on how psychosomatic
symptoms can spread to the analyst's body. The latter may become
sensitive to the analysand's psychosomatic symptoms in order to better
understand the psychoanalytical process. Sensory processes (visual and
auditory) and psychic mechanisms such as projective identification can
serve as a means for this communication.
Hue, V.B., Hulin, A and Machado, C. (2018). Critical and reasoned
review of the psychosomatic question in French-speaking
psychoanalysts The International Journal of Psychoanalysis 99 (4):
877-904.
Abstract: European psychosomatics, as a branch of psychoanalytic
psychopathology, has existed for almost two centuries, but it is a
constantly moving body of thought. From epistemology to aetiology,
its questions are still evolving and concern the debate between the
psyche/soma dualism and the monistic alternative, but also the psychic
meaning that is to be attributed to somatic symptoms. In France, the
discipline has not had its last word, for it is constantly seeking to
position itself as a field of research and clinical practice within
psychoanalysis. However, it still needs to affirm itself and open itself
more towards other branches of knowledge, such as medicine,
neuroscience, or the social sciences. In this context, are the processes
of somatisation still to be thought of as boundary objects for
psychoanalysis? On what epistemological, theoretical, methodological,
and practical conditions is the psychosomatic question still or at last
possible? In particular, is it possible to reintroduce the question of the
“meaning” of the somatic phenomenon in order to breathe new life into
it, without returning, however, to the symbolic interpretation of
symptoms, while preserving the subjectivising approach of
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psychoanalysis and its logic of interpolation? Can we speak in the
human sciences of a truly psychosomatic revolution in the image of
psychoanalytic advances?
Karacaoglan, U & Lombardi, R. (2018). Microprocesses at the bodymind border in the psychoanalysis of psychosis The International
Journal of Psychoanalysis 99 (6): 1305-26.
Abstract: This article presents clinical material involving the treatment
of two patients suffering from delusional paranoia and psychosomatic
disorders as the basis for investigating the significance of the body–
mind border – with particular attention to the working through of body–
mind dissociation. In the context of interpersonal transferencecountertransference events, the authors focus on the importance of the
analysand’s transference onto his own body and the analyst’s use of
somatic countertransference. When the analysand is able to develop a
relationship to his own body [as a “Concrete Original Object” (COO)],
he starts to experience and to register mentally his body at a sensory
level, consequently improving his awareness of reality and cognitive
capacity. The approach outlined here is decidedly relational in nature –
it mandates that the analyst draw from his own perceptions based on
particularly intense bodily and emotional participation as the basis for
understanding the analysand’s state of mind–body. The technical
approach described here is a working through centred on the
analysand’s body, strengthening his vertical axis with only minimal
interpretative reliance on interpersonal transference.
Lemma, A. (2019). Il legame estetico: l'uso del corpo dell'analista e del
corpo della stanza analisi da parte del paziente La Rivista di
Psicoanalisi LXV (1):107-28.
Abstract: Working with patients who present with difficulties relating
to body image is a sobering reminder of the devastating impact on the
psyche of an early undercathexis of the body self by key attachment
figures. In this paper I will explore the relationship between this type of
deficit and the use made by the patient of the analyst’s body - and by
extension the body of the analytic room, which is often experienced as
part of the analyst’s body. I want to propose that in work with some
patients who have experienced an early undercathexis of the body self,
we can observe the use made by the patient of the perceived body of the
analyst as a body-of-hope, subject to a developmentally necessary
idealisation, with which they need to identify.
Lombardi, R. (2019). Il corpo di Freud e Klein. Appunti su continuità e
differenze La Rivista di Psicoanalisi LXV (1): 45-66.
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Abstract: The author explores some aspects of Freud’s and Klein’s
thinking on the role of the body in the psychoanalytic theory of the
mind. The Freudian development is sinthetically reconstructed, through
Studies on Hysteria, Metapsychological essays and his last reflections
of An Outline of Psychoanalysis. The main features of the Kleinian
approach are briefly presented, underlining some fragments in which a
reference to the body comes to the fore. Stressing the continuity and the
differences between the Freudian and the Kleinian approaches permits
to differentiate two different levels of the analytic working-through,
which are particularly relevant in the treatment of nowadays difficult
patients.
Nicolò, A.M. (2018). El cuerpo extraño en la adolescencia Revista de
psicoanálisis 84: 893-911.
Abstract: The author considers the importance of the body in
adolescence and the vicissitudes of the integration of aspects such as
sensuality and sensoriality where a significant work of psychic
elaboration - not without risk - is imposed upon the adolescent. In this
context, the relationship with the other, with the analyst, may help to
integrate the sensual, the sensorial, and pregenital aspects in connection
with the archaic mother. The author alerts us to the importance of
listening carefully to the adolescent's enactments on, and with, his or
her body, which may encompass a wide range of possibilities, from a
proto-symbolization to a prodromal psychotic episode. Analytic
processes where body integration is compromised are presented. In
these, the author nonetheless also highlights the generative and
constructive.
Ruggiero, I. (2019). Dissonanze nella relazione mente-corpo. Il corpo
ripudiato La Rivista di Psicoanalisi LXV (1): 129-46.
Abstract: This work is based upon those young adults whose bodies are
disavowed, as a result of specific difficulties of integration of the
sexualized body, which are due to failures in the primary relationship.
The author argues that among them there might also be a specific
disavowal on the part of the mother of the functioning of the infantile
body as separate and different from her own. The author investigates
the most appropriate ways to deal with those pathological issues. These
patients’ way of moving, posture and motor tonicity convey embodied
messages, capable of communicating a still non-represented mental
functioning to the analyst. Considering them as figurative outlines with
a communicative potential allows the analyst who is able to grasp such
embodied messages to give words to the disavowed body.
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Semi, A.A. (2019). Il metodo e il corpo La Rivista di Psicoanalisi LXV
(1): 83-88.
Abstract: Does the psychoanalytic method concern a part (the psychic
apparatus) or a totality (the individual)? The article aims to illustrate
and question the consequences of this possible choice between part and
totality regarding the psychic object «body».
Smadja, C. (2018). De lo afectivo a lo somático. El negativo del afecto
Revista de psicoanálisis 83: 557-71.
Abstract: Following on from Freud, the author attempts to show how
an economic principle, that of transformation, shifts the evolution from
the somatic to the psychic. Affect, thus constructed, is subject to
evolutionary and counter-evolutionary (regressive) movements. Freud
laid the theoretical foundations of the construction from the somatic to
the psychic, and Pierre Marty the idea of the counter-evolutionary
movement from the psychic to the somatic, psychosomatic
disorganisation. Along this trajectory, two authors feature prominently:
Michel Fain, who takes his understanding of inhibition from Freud, and
André Green with his theory on the work of the negative. The author
understands somatization as an expression of the negative of affect.
BORDERLINE
Nathan, J. (2018). The Use of Benign Authority with Severe Borderline
Patients: A Psychoanalytic Paradigm British Journal of Psychotherapy
34 (1): 61-77.
Abstract: Kernberg has suggested that work with severe borderline
psychopathology requires limit‐setting interventions to mitigate the
possibility of life‐threatening enactments. These actions constitute a
deviation from the classical analytic stance of technical neutrality.
Taking up these modifications, I argue for a re‐calibration of the
analytic task with severe borderline patients predicated on the use of
benign authority. Abandoning therapeutic equidistance, I propose a
model based on interventions organized around ‘maternal’ and
‘paternal’ functions and the dialectical and generative intercourse
between these two poles. Such engagement requires close attention to
the countertransference, as enactments are inevitable. In this context I
reflect on the way ‘action’ in psychoanalysis is considered pathological,
as a countertransference enactment. Clinical vignettes are presented
arguing for ‘actions’ based on limit setting and active emotional
engagement as therapeutic in their own right, which is consistent with
psychoanalytic practice. This realignment of the psychoanalytic project
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embodies the ideas that Gabbard and Westen introduced in ‘Rethinking
therapeutic action’. They suggest that it is now more accurate to speak
of therapeutic actions in psychoanalytic treatment, rather than the
‘single‐mechanism theories of therapeutic action’, which may have
implications for psychoanalytic practice beyond the treatment of the
personality disordered patient.
CHILDREN & PARENTS
Covington, C. (2018). A Tragic Inheritance: The Irresolvable Conflict
for Children of Perpetrators British Journal of Psychotherapy 34 (1):
114-31.
Abstract: How do you live with the knowledge that your father ordered
the death of thousands of innocent people? Children of parents who
have committed or been involved in atrocities have to live with the guilt
of their parents’ deeds, even when guilt is acknowledged by the parents.
Because of their family history, these children often become ‘lightning
conductors’ for social guilt, tainted with the mark of evil. Drawing on
clinical material and interviews with children of Nazi SS officers, this
paper examines the personal psychological repercussions and conflicts
that children of perpetrators face in their lives. These conflicts live on
not only within the children who have inherited their parents’ crimes
but within the larger society in the form of memory, denial and guilt.
The psychological dilemma for children of perpetrators provides a
prism through which we can better understand the impact of past
atrocities on the collective.
Gray, S. (2018). Locating the ‘Usefully Problematic’ in a Novel and a
Memoir by Ian McEwan British Journal of Psychotherapy 34 (1): 14758.
Abstract: This article looks at aspects of a novel and a memoir, written
over the same period in 2001, by author Ian McEwan. In ‘Mother
tongue’, his memoir, McEwan reflects on his insular upbringing on
various military bases abroad. His father, a soldier, was a periodic
presence whose volatile moods interrupted the home‐life otherwise
exclusively spent with his mother, to whom he was strongly attached.
Meanwhile McEwan's novel, Atonement, employs the perspective of
an adolescent girl, antagonistic to the link forming in her sister's mind
towards someone else. I look at how in the novel this situation leads to
a denial of oedipal hierarchy, and ultimately to what Chasseguet–
Smirgel terms ‘pseudo‐creative’ solutions. Atonement, however, lays
stress on the integrating effect of the creative process itself. In writing
the novel in conjunction with the memoir, particularly where one
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interrupted the other, I speculate that McEwan embarked on a similar
process, in which the initial disruption, delivered a gain in perspective,
which came to promote further psychic and creative development. I
explore this from the Kleinian viewpoint of the here and now, and
contrast this with that of Chasseguet–Smirgel, and with the more
recursive temporality found within the French tradition.
CLINICAL METHODS/RESEARCH
Quiroga de Pereira, A. R., Borensztein, L., Corbella, V. and Marengo,
J. C. (2018). The Lara case: A group analysis of initial psychoanalytic
interviews using systematic clinical observation and empirical tools The
International Journal of Psychoanalysis 99 (6): 1327-52.
Abstract: With the objective of analysing the usefulness of empirical
criteria for observing psychoanalytic cases, this article describes an
experience of systematic clinical observation carried out by the
Psychodynamic Clinical Research Team at the Psychoanalytic
Association of Buenos Aires’ University Institute of Mental Health
(Instituto Universitario de Salud Mental, IUSAM). A group of four
psychoanalytic therapists, including the treating therapist,
systematically analysed the first four interviews in the psychoanalytic
treatment of a 32-year-old female patient, which was discontinued six
months after it started. We used the combined frameworks of the
Multilevel Observation and Three-Level Model to systematise the
information. We also used a computer-assisted text- analysis systemthe Discourse Attribute Analysis Program (DAAP) to measure
Referential Activity. The Shedler-Westen Assesment Procedure
(SWAP) was included as a diagnostic tool. We describe the application
of these resources to our analysis of the four interviews, including
examples of the clinical material. We discuss both the hypotheses
developed by our clinical observation group and the usefulness of group
exchange for understanding the therapeutic process in general. Finally,
we discuss the implications of this type of systematic case study for
clinical practice, training, and research in psychoanalysis.
Spurling, L. (2018). Do we need to know what we are doing?
Discovering our ‘Working Model’ of Psychoanalytic Practice using the
Comparative Clinical Method British Journal of Psychotherapy 34 (4):
569-84.
Abstract: There is now an extensive and highly developed literature
within psychoanalysis on how best to understand the patients we work
with, and their impact on the analyst or therapist, but far less on the
mind of the clinician and how he or she thinks while working with the
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patient. One method for studying this, the Comparative Clinical Method
developed by a group of European psychoanalysts, consists of a two‐
step model: after a careful description of the interventions made by the
analyst, an attempt is made to construct what is taken to be the analyst's
implicit working model, the internal template which he or she tacitly
employs to conduct the analysis. In this paper I describe this model,
which I then illustrate by taking a piece of published clinical material
to show what an approach based on the Comparative Clinical Method
might look like. Finally I make some comments on applying this model
to the work of psychoanalytic psychotherapists.
COMMON SENSE
Zimmer, R B. (2018). Common sense: Its uses, misuses, and pitfalls
The International Journal of Psychoanalysis 99 (2): 314-33.
Abstract: “Common sense” is ubiquitous in most discourse, including
the psychoanalytic process. It is comprised of multiple different forms
of thinking which have certain similarities of organization. Its
appearance in interpersonal discourse evokes typical affects, fantasies,
and intersubjective experiences, which I call “the feeling of common
sense”. Because of its underlying conceptual structure and its powerful
affective and intersubjective components, as well as the underlying
conceptual organization of the various forms of thinking associated
with it, common sense can have a variety of different functions in the
analytic process; some serve its forward movement, while others
function, in various ways, as impediments which need to be understood
and unravelled. Such understanding sheds light not only on the patient’s
internal dynamics, but the analyst’s collusive participation in
enactments at many levels. Such awareness may shape the analyst’s
technical decisions as much as the content of his or her interpretations.
I offer clinical illustrations of a number of these phenomena.
COUPLES
Sehgal, A. (2018). Exploring the Role of Blame in Couple
Relationships within the Triangular Setting of Couple Psychotherapy
British Journal of Psychotherapy 34 (2): 255-69.
Abstract: This paper describes the process of couple therapy with two
couples that used blame as the currency of exchange in their
relationship. Both couples struggled with managing three‐person
relationships. The triangular setting of couple psychotherapy provoked
and triggered primitive anxieties around exclusion, rejection and
abandonment in both cases. I draw upon clinical work with two such
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couples to illustrate how one repeatedly collapsed the triangular space
whereas the other gradually became more able to bear it. I refer to
scientific evidence of the brain's ability to continue to change in
response to new learning by forming fresh neural connections
throughout life. I suggest that the repetitive occurrence of new
experiences within couple psychotherapy can generate new neural
pathways thereby biologically influencing new ways of how partners
might respond to each other. I conclude by highlighting the therapeutic
potential of the framework within which couple psychotherapy takes
place, a triangular configuration which offers a developmental
opportunity for navigating primitive anxieties related to triangular
relationships.
DELUSION AND REPARATION
Bronstein, C. (2018). Delusion and reparation The International
Journal of Psychoanalysis 99 (5): 1057-74.
Abstract: This paper looks at the reparative quality of delusional
systems. The Author explores and expands Freud’s notion of delusion
as an ‘attempt at reparation’. Even if a delusion is mostly the
consequence of hatred of reality and an omnipotent idealized
construction to protect the ego from persecutory anxiety stemming from
a destructive superego, its content and function show greater
complexity. The function of a delusion is not just to protect the ego but
also to protect the object (the analyst in the session) from the patient's
violence. In order to show the coexistence in delusional systems of
manic defensive aspects with proper depressive reparative ones, the
Author presents detailed clinical material from the analysis of an
adolescent patient who suffered from intense persecuting voices that
negated her right to be alive. The paper proposes that understanding the
fluctuation and manifestation of reparative unconscious phantasies, the
recognition of their depressive aspects and of their specific function as
they are lived out in the transference relationship is central to the
development of psychic change in psychotic processes.
Zhang, T. (2018). An analysis of the evolution of delusion in a Chinese
case of paraphrenia The International Journal of Psychoanalysis 99 (5):
1075-88.
Abstract: This article proposes a psychoanalytic approach to interpret
the work of Song Shipeng, especially starting from an interrogation on
the function of the nomination in the evolution of his delusion. Song
was an author suffering from paraphrenia; he published some books
writing about his conversations with extraterrestrials and their theory of
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the Universe. Furthermore, in the last years of his life, he practiced a
pseudo-medicine, as part of his practice of cosmic energy. His works
are full of traces of his personal experience, which open the door to the
understanding of the evolution of his delusion. The unifying factor of
this examination will be the following hypothesis: Song attempted to
compensate for his psychotic crisis, which he regarded as a way to
install his “Pseudo-Ego Ideal,” to invent all the delusion by the mnemic
traces and to rebuild an identity. Within this perspective, writing could
be viewed as enabling the patient to fight against psychotic anxiety,
which could take the form of delusion of imagination, of naming
oneself, of making a link between his psychotic enigmatic experience,
his writing and his thought, and finally, of compensating his ego defect.
ECOLOGY
Deves, M. H. (2018). The ecological war: A reflection on the conflictive
dimension of humankind’s relations with its environment The
International Journal of Psychoanalysis 99 (6): 1391-1408.
Abstract: In his most recent book, Face à Gaïa, Bruno Latour expresses
his concern for the mental state of the inhabitants of planet Earth. He
finds it ludicrous that earthlings do not worry more about the damage
that their life style causes to the environment. He declares that in the
twentieth century, “this classic century of war,” humanity entered a war,
a war that was “hidden by the profusion of world wars, colonial wars,
and nuclear threats,” but which is also “global and total,” and “equally
colonial” … an ecological war that we have already lost in failing to
think about it and live through it. In this article, we propose to analyze
the content of this “deep alteration of our relation to the world” that
Bruno Latour exposes, and which he qualifies as madness. To do so, we
will draw on contributions from psychoanalysis and on the Freudian
theory of culture in particular. We will show that this can prove to be
particularly fertile when it comes to thinking about the conflictual
relationships that human beings maintain with their environment.
EXTIMACY
Wechsler, E., Szpilka, J.I., and Schoffer Kraut, D.E. (2018). Lo íntimo
y lo éxtimo en el sujeto del inconsciente Revista de psicoanálisis 83:
573-95.
Abstract: The article summarizes Lacan's concept of extimacy
(extimité), consonant with his theory that "the unconscious is the
discourse of the other". This paradoxical notion suggests that that which
is most intimate derives from something outside of oneself. In a clinical
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setting, this may show itself in the symptom, transference and more
generally in the formations of the unconscious. Freud had already begun
to see the most intimate as the most alien, both in the interpretation of
dreams and in his Project. The extimate designates an external centre in
the ego that no imaginary or symbolic identification can emulate
because it relates to a constitutive fault in relation to the word. The
intimate and the extimate as such constitute a necessary structural unit
which accounts for subjective division, making it difficult to speak of a
selfhood of one without the other, and which therefore subverts the
concept of the subject as an individual.
EFFECTIVENESS
Weitkamp, K., Daniels, J.K., Baumeister‐Duru, A., Wulf, A., Romer,
G. and Wiegand‐Grefe, S. (2018). Effectiveness Trial of Psychoanalytic
Psychotherapy for Children and Adolescents with Severe Anxiety
Symptoms in a Naturalistic Treatment Setting British Journal of
Psychotherapy 34 (2): 300-18.
Abstract: Background: The aim of the study was to look at symptom
changes in naturalistic outpatient psychoanalytic child and adolescent
psychotherapy for anxiety disorders in Germany. Methods: (1) The first
treatment period of the psychodynamic intervention group (<25
sessions) was compared with a minimal supportive treatment (waiting
list) control group, and (2) the effects of long‐term psychoanalytical
treatment (>25 sessions) were analysed using a longitudinal
observational design. A total of 86 children and adolescents (4–21
years) were in the treatment group and 35 in the minimal supportive
treatment control group. Questionnaires were administered at the
beginning and end of treatment, as well as at 6‐ and 12‐month follow‐
up (FU). Results: When comparing the first treatment period with the
minimal supportive treatment control group, both groups improved
significantly with small effect sizes and no significant group
differences. Both parents and patients reported moderate symptom
improvements at the end of therapy (parent: d=0.58; patient: d=0.57),
which were stable at FU and increased from the patient perspective
(parent: d=0.37; patient: d=0.80). Conclusions: The results suggest that
anxiety symptoms significantly decreased during the treatment period
and remained stable at FU. Due to the study design we could not rule
out alternative explanations like regression to the mean.
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FERENCZI
Evzonas, N. (2018). Sándor Ferenczi’s multiple confusions of tongues
and their influence on psychoanalytical thinking The International
Journal of Psychoanalysis 99 (1): 230-47.
Abstract: Using a poststructuralist model, this article explores the
lecture given by Ferenczi and published under the title “Confusion of
Tongues between Adults and the Child—(The Language of Tenderness
and Passion).” By initially focusing on the closed structure of the text,
the author identifies two types of confusion of tongues that are closely
interlinked: the confusion between adults and the child, and that
between the analyst and the analysand. By then placing the manuscript
within the corpus of Ferenczi, he connects it to the latter’s
multilingualism and pleads in favour of autobiographical determinants
for psychoanalytic conceptualizations. This positioning of the text in its
historical framework also enables it to be situated in the context of the
metapsychological confusion of tongues between Freud and Ferenczi,
and to delimit the influence of Ferenczi’s ideas in psychoanalytic
posterity.
FORMATION
Erlich, S. and Ginor, M. E. (2018). Psychoanalytic training—who is
afraid of evaluation? The International Journal of Psychoanalysis 99
(5): 1129-43.
Abstract: Many aspects of the institutional life and organizational
functioning of psychoanalysis deal with and are affected by evaluation.
This paper focuses on one manifestation of this difficulty, namely the
evaluation of candidates in psychoanalytic training. Opinions vary
regarding its place, necessity, and contribution. Although it is at least
nominally practiced in many institutes, it is nonetheless fraught with
difficulty. We explore some of the sources and nature of what hampers
the function of evaluation of candidates, employing Bion’s Basic
Assumptions and their effect on institutional dynamics. Related issues
include the ambiguity surrounding the role and authority of the
supervisory role and the present theoretical diversity. The role and
function of the supervisor is central to this evaluation and focal in our
discussion. Our presentation draws on and makes use of the findings of
the EPF End of Training Evaluation Project (ETEP).
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FUNDAMENTALISM
Abella, A. (2018). Can psychoanalysis contribute to the understanding
of fundamentalism? An introduction to a vast question The
International Journal of Psychoanalysis 99 (3): 642-64.
Abstract: During the past 20 years, religious and political
fundamentalism has produced a number of barbaric terrorist attacks
which have strongly shaken public opinion in the Western world. Can
psychoanalysis contribute to the understanding of the unconscious
functioning of these fundamentalist groups? The different presentations
of fundamentalism and the various hypotheses concerning its origins
and aims are discussed. Should fundamentalism be understood mainly
as a means for strengthening the sense of identity, as a search for power,
or as a refuge in certainty? When trying to understand these phenomena,
are there any pitfalls a psychoanalyst should beware of? The slippery
ground of applied analysis is discussed, as well as some dangers
specific to this issue, such as reductionism, theoretical hyper-saturation,
wild speculative over-interpretation, and emotional/ethnocentric biases.
Whereas there is general inter-field agreement concerning the absence
of obvious psychopathology or of a typical sort of personality in the
members of fundamentalist groups, the major contribution of
psychoanalysis might be to the understanding of the particular ways in
which an individual appropriates a given ideology and the weight of
group dynamics. On less slippery ground, detailed clinical material is
used in order to illustrate both the defensive value of a fundamentalist
position taken by an adolescent and the intervention of fundamentalism
in everyday psychoanalytical societies. Particularly relevant issues are
suggested to be narcissism and the structuring role of relationships with
the others.
GIANTS IN POUSSIN
Tutter, Adele. (2018). Embodying disillusionment: Poussin’s blinded
giants The International Journal of Psychoanalysis 99(4): 828-54.
Abstract: Extending the traditional view of the giant of ancient myth as
the personification of the father, the giant also affords the metaphorical
elaboration of infantile fantasies of grandiosity derived from
identification with the omnipotent parent. Conversely, the fallen and
typically blinded giant embodies disillusionment: with the idealized
parental imago, and also with one’s own illusions of omnipotence.
Nicolas Poussin’s successive aesthetic interpretations of the giants of
Greek legend highlight the symbolic dialectics of size, and offer a
window onto the illusions and disillusionments that are intrinsic to
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generational succession, and accompany the confrontation of various
realities—of dependency, vulnerability, maturation, achievement,
aging, loss and death.
GRETE BIBRING
Bakman, N. (2018). Questions and worries: On the correspondence
between Grete Bibring and Anna Freud 1949–1975 The International
journal of Psychoanalysis 99 (3): 690-701.
Abstract: Grete Bibring (1899–1977) was a representative of the second
generation of analysts. Having emigrated from Vienna to London in
1938, she left for Boston in 1941 where she made a remarkable career.
In 1946, she became head of the department of psychiatry at the Beth
Israel Hospital at Harvard and, from 1961, the first woman professor of
medicine there. She maintained a connection with European
psychoanalysis in the person of Anna Freud, with whom she
corresponded regularly. Their letters contain an interesting exchange of
ideas about psychoanalytic institutions (e.g. the American
Psychoanalytical Association) and papers (e.g. on pregnancy). It is also
the testimony of an exceptional friendship.
GRIEVANCE
Hoggett, P. (2018). Ressentiment and Grievance British Journal of
Psychotherapy 34 (3): 393-407.
Abstract: Using material from clinical practice and social research, this
paper examines the many connections between the analysis
of ressentiment provided by Nietzsche and Scheler and recent
psychoanalytic analyses of grievance. Psychoanalysis has been
particularly insightful regarding the process of ‘nursing’ grievance,
something which illuminates both the righteousness of the anger
involved and the yearning for an idealized past. It is argued that in their
different ways both analyses explore blocked responses to perceived
injustice and, whilst the emphasis in both cases is essentially upon how
existential reality itself can be experienced as an injustice, Scheler's
analysis also provides us with a way of understanding
how ressentiment can be a response to real social injustices. Indeed
social ressentiment is now widely regarded as the affective foundation
of reactionary forms of populism.
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HANNA SEGAL
Hinshelwood, R.D. (2018). Symbolic Equation and Symbolic
Representation: An Appraisal of Hanna Segal's Work British Journal
of Psychotherapy 34 (3): 342-57.
Abstract: Hanna Segal's original paper in 1957 on symbol‐formation is
a classic. It makes clinical observations of concrete symbolic equation
and theorized the contrast with normal representation. In the process of
developing the most accurate and most useful theory of symbol‐
formation that psychoanalysis possesses, Segal brought the
psychoanalytic symbol into connection with the wider meaning of
symbols in linguistics and other academic disciplines. It is less well
known that she modified the theoretical conceptualization of her
observations in the light of Bion's development of the theory of
container‐contained. Perhaps because of the clinical usefulness, little
serious criticism has been made of either the original theory or its
modification. In this paper, an appraisal will be made of these major
conceptualizations. This paper looks again at the theory she used to
make the distinction between normal symbols ‘proper’, or
representations, and the concrete symbolic equation associated with the
primitive or psychotic defences.
HYPOCHONDRIA
Nissen, B. (2018). Hypochondria as an actual neurosis The
International Journal of Psychoanalysis 99 (1): 103-24.
Abstract: Freud defined hypochondria as an actual neurosis. In this
paper the actual neurosis will be interpreted as unbound traumatic
elements which threaten the self. In severe hypochondria, breakdowns
have occurred, as outlined by Winnicott. The nameless traumatic
elements of the breakdown have been encapsulated. The moment these
encapsulated elements are liberated, an actual dynamic takes place
which threatens the self with annihilation. Projective identification is
not possible because no idea of containment exists. The self tries to
evacuate these elements projectively, thus triggering a disintegrative
regression. However, the object of this projection, which becomes a
malign introject, is felt to remove the remaining psychical elements,
forcing the worthless residue back into the self. In a final re-introjection,
the self is threatened by un-integration. To save the self, these elements
are displaced into an organ which becomes hypochondriacal, an
autistoid object, protecting itself against un-integration and
decomposition. An autistoid dynamic develops between the
hypochondriac organ, the ego and the introject. Two short clinical
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vignettes illustrate the regressive dynamical and meta psychological
considerations.
Tillman, j G. (2018). Unrepresented states and the challenge of
historicization The International Journal of Psychoanalysis 99 (1): 12539.
Abstract: Bernd Nissen has been developing a metapsychology of
hypochondria and ‘autistoid’ states for 20 years, working within the
Kleinian object relations tradition to formulate the earliest events of
psychic life. His imaginative work shows careful thinking about early
catastrophic developmental experiences which may lead to various
forms of psychopathology. In the current paper, Hypochondria as an
actual neurosis, Nissen extends his progressive work on hypochondria
and joins his evolving theory of autistoid encapsulation to a revival of
interest in Freud's concept of actual neurosis, the experience of
unrepresentable early trauma, the problems of historicization, and to
Winnicott's description of the fear of breakdown. I first summarize
Nissen's theoretical work in the area of hypochondria and autistoid
encapsulation, and then comment on his current paper including the
challenge of historicization in unrepresented states. Finally I consider
the question of parsimony in Nissen's metapsychology.
HYSTERIA
Handa, S. (2019). A Fragmented Doll: Madness in Hysteria British
Journal of Psychotherapy 35 (1): 24-40.
Abstract: The author describes the process of a once‐weekly
psychodynamic psychotherapy with a hysterical patient. In the initial
phase, the patient responded well and there was a sense of progress in
the therapy. However, the author gradually began to feel stuck. He was
under strong pressure to act as a good understanding therapist. At a later
stage, the patient complained of severe physical pain and demanded
cure. When she was absent from the treatment without notice, her fear
of death and madness which had been denied so far was massively
projected into the author who was overtaken by the fear of her death. It
became clear that in her phantasy, the patient was a princess waiting to
be rescued by her White Knight/therapist. However, to understand the
transference situation fully, it was necessary for the author to
acknowledge and relinquish his narcissistic satisfaction in being an
omnipotent rescuer. The author argues that the difficulty in this process
reflected her desperate need for an omnipotent illusion to hold herself,
in which the author acted a part. He finally states the importance of
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acknowledging the underlying fragmentation in hysteria which is often
hidden behind the façade of ostensible integrity.
IDEALISATION
Bassols, S. (2018). La idealización: una forma de investidura libidinal
Revista de psicoanálisis 83: 397-422.
Abstract: The author contends that idealization, while a psychic
mechanism that may be used for defence, by its nature belongs to the
realm of the libido. This gives rise to a range of productions,
pathological or otherwise, dependent upon multiple parameters. These
may be fixated, as in fanaticism or evolve over the course of time by
forming part of processes essential to developments such as the
constitution of the ego ideal-superego system, the formation of the
ideals of the person, and identification. The creative impulse of the
work of art and fantasy is also considered to be largely dependent upon
the capacity for idealization, which generally speaking plays a part in
shaping the desire that projects us towards the future. In the second part,
the author considers the concept of ideal ego, preferring that of
idealization to account for the different phenomena associated with
narcissism, seeking to avoid the risk of substantialization and confusion
between early stages of development and pathology of narcissism
which, in the author's opinion, may involve the concept of ideal ego.
INTERNET
Nichini, C. (2019). Black mirror e teleanalisi: il corpo come limite e
fondamento dell'esperienza La Rivista di Psicoanalisi LXV (1): 67-82.
Abstract: This study examines the possible relevance of a request for
treatment via internet made by a patient during a psychoanalytic
consultation. Literature data are compared to a clinical case and to the
contents of Black Mirror, a TV series broadcasted by Netflix. The title
of the series itself together with the possible metaphorical levels coming
with the concept of the «mirror» in psychoanalysis and neuroscience
are the exploration vehicle of the possible impact arising from the use
of new technologies during the analysis. The study highlights that the
choice of the communication channel might have an impact on the
psychic and defensive configuration of the patient and on the
manifestation of the transference and countertransference dynamics.
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JAMES JOYCE
Adams, M. (2018). The Beauty of Finnegans Wake. Remembering and
Re‐Imagining: A Return to the Father British Journal of Psychotherapy
34 (3): 467-83.
Abstract: The author considers James Joyce's immersion in Finnegans
Wake as his way of controlling his imagination and holding together
emotionally. A sensitive, bright and impressionable child, he had much
to contend with, including being a ‘replacement child’, born into his
parents’ grief at losing other children. This can create lasting guilt and
confusion in the surviving child: do they have the right to an existence
of their own. Orshould they, like Joyce, go into exile? The author
describes the fears that plagued Joyce and how a proleptic imagination,
and his phenomenal memory, gave him a sense of control.
Placing Finnegans Wake in a timeless dream world gave Joyce space,
but within a carefully boundaried structure. Joyce's love affair with
language has him playfully crafting his own elaborate Book of Kells, in
which punning and parody distract from the grief which underlies the
work. At the centre is a Dublin family in a story which loosely parallels
Sophocles’ Oedipus, playing out the internal world of the ‘replacement
child’ who fears he was responsible for the siblings' deaths. The beauty
of Finnegans Wake is the extraordinary way that Joyce stays afloat,
producing a unique masterpiece of levity and poetry.
JAPAN
Okano, K. (2018). Passivity, non-expression and the Oedipus in Japan
The International Journal of Psychoanalysis 99 (6): 1353-65.
Abstract: The Japanese mentality is often characterized by its
secretiveness and non-expression in various social contexts. Culturally,
it is regarded as a virtue not to reveal our capacity and strength. The
essence and knowledge of traditional art and craftsmanship at the
highest levels is kept esoteric and should not be propagated to the
general public, as truly essential and valuable points could not be
verbally expressed or revealed. In the past, some psychoanalysts, such
as T. Doi and O. Kitayama, have dealt with the issue of secretiveness
and non-expression. This secretiveness and non-expression apparently
have some merits and even a social role. It inhibits envy and
competitiveness that a show of one’s capacity and strength would elicit
in others. Also, they protect both one’s strength and vulnerability by
keeping these invisible to others as well as to oneself, so that they
remain unchallenged and unharmed by others. This invites an important
question about the Oedipus in Japan. Is our secretiveness a way of
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avoiding Oedipal confrontations with others? Is it defeat or a higher
tactic? The author considers that in Japanese society, the Oedipal
dynamic exists in a rather convoluted way due to the passive and
secretive nature of the Japanese people.
KANT
Carignani, P. (2018). “Psyche is extended”: from Kant to Freud The
International Journal of Psychoanalysis 99 (3): 665-89.
Abstract: This paper is inspired by one of Freud's last notes, which is
famous for its astonishing conclusion: “Psyche is extended; knows
nothing about it,” which describes the perception of space as a product
of the extension of the psychic apparatus, and compares it with Kant's a
priori categories. The Author reconstructs the historical background of
this idea as part of a long discussion between Freud and his pupil Marie
Bonaparte in the second half of 1938, and shows how the relationship
between body and psychic functions in Freud's thought was influenced
by his intellectual debt to Kant. Through an outline of the influence of
Kantian philosophy on the emerging Naturphilosophie in fin de
siècle Vienna, the author aims to show the profound influence of
Kantian philosophy on the development of Freud's thought. By
committing to a modern and non-dualistic conception of the
relationship between body and mind, Freud conceives an indissoluble
bond between the mind and, not only the brain, but the whole body and
its spatial extension. The author concludes by identifying a close link
between the aphorism of 1938 and Kantian pre-Critique thought, and,
more generally, highlighting the influence of the Königsberg
philosopher on the relationship between mind and body and on the
perception of time and space in Freudian thought.
MELANIE KLEIN
Greenberg, J. (2018). Klein’s technique The International Journal of
Psychoanalysis 99 (4): 979-89.
Abstract: Reading these heretofore unpublished works by Melanie
Klein is certain to surprise their readers, regardless of their previous
familiarity with her work. Bound though she was to an earlier vision of
the psychoanalytic situation and to an epistemology that today may
strike many analysts as archaic, Klein’s ideas remain fresh and
provocative. In this commentary I sketch out the controversies in which
she was involved at the time of the lectures and seminars, and discuss
how we might think about them in light of contemporary developments.
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Milton, J. (2018). From the Melanie Klein archive: Klein’s further
thoughts on loneliness The International Journal of Psychoanalysis 99
(4): 929-946.
Abstract: The author brings to light previously unpublished material
from the part of the Melanie Klein archive that deals with the subject of
Klein’s last, posthumously published paper “On the sense of
loneliness”. Here are found four differing versions of the loneliness
paper, written between 1958 and 1960, and prepared for spoken
presentations to different audiences. The author gives evidence from
Klein’s copious additional notes that she intended to write a whole book
or monograph dealing with the topic of loneliness from a
psychoanalytic point of view. At the time of Klein’s death, as well as
elaborating her own thinking on the topic of loneliness, she was
gathering and incorporating the comments of a number of close
colleagues on her work. Previously unpublished letters to Klein from
Wilfred Bion and Elliott Jaques are included in this paper, as are
extracts from Klein’s own notes, organized under a number of headings.
Without attempting to analyse the material in any depth, the author
suggests that some of the themes Klein was working on may have had
particular relevance for her personally in what turned out to be the very
last months of her life.
Weiss, H. (2018). The surprising modernity of Klein’s Lectures on
Technique and Clinical Seminars: Putting them in context The
International Journal of Psychoanalysis 99 (4): 952-61.
Abstract: Focusing on the vividness and modernity of Klein's 1936
lectures the author argues that Klein was very aware of the complexity
of the transference-situation and the analyst's involvement in it. The
Clinical Seminars of 1958 show that the concept of projective
identification helped to further clarify her ideas and to anticipate later
developments. Nevertheless she remaines sceptical about the countertransference simply seen as a response to the patient's projections and
warned against re-projecting it back into the patient.
LACAN
Barazer, C. (2018). Mise au musée Revue française de psychanalyse 82
(4): 861-64.
Résumé: La confrontation à l’œuvre de Lacan fut et reste un
incomparable moyen d’éviter tout risque de « mise au musée » de
l’héritage freudien. Il est deux façons équivalentes pour le
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psychanalyste de se soustraire à « l’intranquillité » qu’elle suscite : le
rejet sans appel ou l’adhésion dogmatique.
Bernateau, I. (2018). Caravage, ou la violente séduction de la mort
Revue française de psychanalyse 82 (4): 897-07.
Résumé: À travers la violente séduction de l’œuvre de Caravage, il
s’agit d’interroger la relecture lacanienne du concept de pulsion de mort
pour faire apparaître son lien énigmatique et irréductible à la Chose
comme fondement de la sexualité humaine.
Castel, P.-H. (2018). Le sage montre la lune, l’idiot regarde le doigt
Revue française de psychanalyse 82 (4): 865-75.
Résumé: Il faut dénier au post-lacanisme français son statut de passage
obligé pour penser Lacan aujourd’hui. On ne pourra réveiller le
lacanisme de son sommeil dogmatique qu’en renouant avec son
ambition universaliste, c’est-à-dire en retissant les liens avec les
sciences sociales de notre temps et le rapport réflexif au réel qu’elles
exigent.
Denis, P. (2018). Analyse lacanienne ou psychanalyse? Revue
française de psychanalyse 82 (4): 918-27.
Résumé: Sur les points clés qui caractérisent la pratique
psychanalytique telle qu’elle s’est élaborée à partir des travaux de
Freud, Lacan et ceux qui le suivent de façon radicale, ont introduit une
façon de voir qui les éloigne considérablement des « psychanalystes
traditionnels ». Que ce soit sur la question du contre-transfert, du
transfert, du désir, de l’organisation du moi, l’écart est considérable et
plus considérable encore par rapport à la pratique clinique, celle qui
recourt à des séances courtes et préconise la « scansion ».
L’auteur en arrive à considérer qu’il existe parallèlement une
« psychanalyse traditionnelle » et une « analyse lacanienne »
profondément différentes.
Guyomard, P. (2018). La parole, le sujet, le langage Revue française de
psychanalyse 82 (4): 908-17.
Résumé: Lacan a souhaité restaurer dans la psychanalyse, sans doute
dans la théorie plus encore que dans la pratique, les fondements qu’elle
trouve dans la parole. La psychanalyse est une cure de parole. Il a voulu
en tirer toutes les conséquences, jusqu’aux plus ultimes. L’insertion de
l’inconscient dans le langage, la révision du statut du sujet, qui n’est pas
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le moi, et le concept paradoxal de Sujet de l’inconscient en sont les
conséquences.
Hofstein, F. (2018). Hériter Lacan Revue française de psychanalyse 82
(4): 876-80.
Résumé: En allant à Lacan comme lui-même est allé à Freud, on relève
en circulant librement dans son œuvre comment il opère un
recentrement sur la psychanalyse en acte et sur l’analysant, comment il
interroge le transfert et la théorie, la durée des séances et la relation aux
concepts et à l’institution, et comment il revoit l’accès à l’analyste et le
rapport que celui-ci entretient avec la psychanalyse dans son ensemble.
Khoury, M. (2018). Le Désir du psychanalyste aujourd’hui Revue
française de psychanalyse 82 (4): 928-38.
Résumé: La notion de Désir du psychanalyste commence à se préciser
chez Lacan autour des années 1960, dans ses séminaires et ses Écrits.
Si cette notion s’associe parfois à tort au concept de contre-transfert,
elle s’en distingue essentiellement par son articulation à la notion de
Désir, ainsi que comme disposition, et « passion », originaire qui
permet à un analysant de devenir analyste et de le rester. Mais parfois,
les notions qui s’excluent dans la théorie s’associent en clinique dans
un travail commun qui aide à relancer le processus analytique.
Ogilvie, B. (2018). Sujet de l’inconscient? Revue française de
psychanalyse 82 (4): 950-61.
Résumé: Accentuant le parti pris freudien d’un rejet de toute
normativité thérapeutique, Lacan construit une conception du sujet de
l’inconscient dont le but est de faire de la cure un lieu de reconfiguration
psychique pour un sujet auquel il dénie toute maîtrise sur le sens de son
existence. C’est l’insistance sur la domination du langage dans la vie
humaine, milieu d’existence et non instrument de communication, qui
fait apparaître la profonde dépendance du sujet et le lien structurel entre
le sexe et la mort. La précision clinique des entrelacs de cette
articulation permet à ce qui pourrait n’être qu’une nouvelle
anthropologie de produire des effets pratiques de déplacements
continus.
Penot, B. (2018). Lacan initiateur de l’idée de subjectivation
en psychanalyse Revue française de psychanalyse 82 (4): 939-49.
Résumé: Le terme subjectivation a été introduit par Lacan dans
ses Écrits des années d’après-guerre. Mais c’est dans son séminaire de
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Mai-Juin 1964 sur la pulsion qu’il va donner à la subjectivation son
plein statut de concept psychanalytique, en s’inscrivant dans la foulée
du Freud de « Destins des Pulsions » (1915) pour qui
le renversement du
but
sur
le
mode
passif
nécessite
d’abord l’installation d’un sujet (Subjekt) étrangerpour satisfaire la
personne propre. Toutefois l’interaction subjectivante qui a si bien
focalisé la recherche de Lacan jusqu’en 1964 va laisser place ensuite
chez
lui
à
une
conception
structuraliste
s’opposant
au subjectivisme anglo-saxon.
Schneider, M. (2018). L’« Orient sémite » et les aléas de la puissance
masculine Revue française de psychanalyse 82 (4): 881-96.
Résumé: Accompagnant Freud dans son mouvement vers « l’Orient
sémite », Lacan met l’accent, non sur l’avoir masculin, mais sur
l’expérience de détumescence, dans ses rapports avec les héritages
judaïque et égyptien. L’attention à l’instrument présent dans le
cérémonial juif, le chofar, invite à souligner l’importance du
« signifiant vocalisé », entrant par l’oreille et conduisant à un
« résonateur de type tuyau ». La remise en question de la « puissance »
masculine rencontre la démarche d’Apulée dans L’Âne d’or.
LANGUAGE
Edwards, J. (2018). ‘This is not for Tears: Thinking’ ‐ Poetry and
Psychoanalysis in Orbit British Journal of Psychotherapy 34 (2): 27084.
Abstract: This paper has been five years in the making, since I have run
a series of seminars about poetry and psychoanalysis at the Tavistock
Clinic for non‐clinical students. The title comes from a poem by John
Berryman (1914–72), ‘Dream Song 29’ (1964, p. 77), and it sums up
how in this seminar we have tried both to feel what we feel in an
authentic way when reading a poem, and think about the links it may
have with the central core of the students’ study, which is
psychoanalysis. Are the two disciplines in any way complementary?
Can unconscious phantasy be tapped into via the medium of poetry? In
this paper I hope to show that while there are profound differences
between poetry and psychoanalysis there are also similarities, as the
work with students has highlighted. I also include three brief clinical
vignettes.
Gulina, M. and Dobrolioubova, V. (2018). One Language and Two
Mother Tongues in the Consulting Room: Dilemmas of a Bilingual
Psychotherapist British Journal of Psychotherapy 34 (1): 3-24.
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Abstract: The purpose of the present study is twofold: first, to explore
the bilingual therapist's experience of working in a second language;
and second, to explore the major functions of language within the
therapeutic setting. Interpretative phenomenological analysis is used to
explore in depth the experience of 16 bilingual therapists of different
professional
orientations:
psychoanalysts,
psychotherapists,
counselling psychologists, clinical psychologists and counsellors.
Semi‐structured life‐world interviews were employed in accordance
with the exploratory nature of the research. Four major themes were
identified: ‘Listening and understanding the client’; ‘Interventions and
interpretations’; ‘Potential impact of language on the therapeutic
encounter: Therapist's point of view’; and ‘Therapist's experience of
self’. The data demonstrated differences in the understanding of
functions of language within the therapeutic setting among
psychotherapists. The importance of the symbolic functions of
language in therapeutic discourse is discussed. In addition, the specifics
of language within the therapeutic encounter are explored and outlined.
Knight, Z.G. (2018). ‘Speaking the Names’ of Family as ‘Speaking a
Place’ British Journal of Psychotherapy 34 (3): 428-42.
Abstract: Names and naming practices have been the focus of social
science research for several years. Our name, as part of our identity,
shapes and defines our sense of self. When clients start psychotherapy
they first introduce themselves by giving their names. Sometimes they
speak the names of their parents and grandparents. This speaking of the
collective intergenerational familial names is termed ‘speaking the
names’. This article sets out to explore and describe the experience of
clients in psychoanalytic therapy of ‘speaking the names’. The
methodological approach is phenomenological with a focus on
experience as a legitimate unit of investigation. Transcripts of sessions
with clients are analysed using thematic analysis. The main exploratory
findings are that ‘speaking the names’ is a significant psychological
event and it can be understood as (1) ‘speaking one's place’ within the
family, (2) ‘speaking the hope’ of the family, (3) ‘speaking its lived
meaning’ when the meaning of their name is unknown but appears to
be lived unconsciously, and (4) ‘speaking a lost connection’ when the
familial names are unknown.
LIBIDO THEORY
Forbes‐Pitt, K. (2018). From Dualism to Dynamism: Fairbairn's
Critique of Libido Theory 1930–1950 British Journal of Psychotherapy
34 (1): 95-113.
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Abstract: In 1930 Fairbairn wrote ‘Libido theory re‐evaluated’, which
remained unpublished until 1994. It contains the beginnings of
theoretical arguments that, I argue, resulted in his more famous 1940s
papers. I posit that Fairbairn's 1930 critique of Freud's analytical dualist
theoretical foundation is consistent with, and lays the ground for, his
later work. Using the papers ‘Schizoid factors in the personality’
(1940), ‘The repression and return of bad objects’ (1943), ‘Endopsychic
structure considered in terms of object‐relationships’ (1944), and
‘Object‐relationships and dynamic structure’ (1946), I show how
Fairbairn's 1930 critique is relevant to his later propositions and
elucidate Fairbairn's meta-theoretical assumptions, about which he was
not explicit after 1930. I argue that his theoretical propositions arise as
a result of his longstanding, consistent critique that led him to replace
analytical dualism with dynamical structure. Further, I argue that Klein,
and Khan and Winnicott's criticism is unjustified; Fairbairn did not
challenge the content of a theory he describes as ‘truths of fundamental
importance’, he challenged its theorization. Because it resulted in his
important theoretical propositions, Fairbairn's longstanding critique of
libido theory is important within the history of psychoanalytic thought
and deserves scholarly attention.
LANGUAGE
Caspi, T. (2018). Towards psychoanalytic contribution to linguistic
metaphor theory The International Journal of Psychoanalysis 99 (5):
1186-1211.
Abstract: This paper lays out a formulation of the psychoanalytical
contribution to linguistic metaphor theory. The author's main argument
is that psychoanalysis can help enrich and shed light on linguistic
metaphor theories, since these have focused on the cognitive aspect, to
the exclusion of the role played by affect. Based on the tight link
between metaphor and symbol – both configurations of figurative
language – the author shall apply ideas sourced from some of the key
psychoanalytic symbolization theories, focusing in particular on Klein,
Winnicott, and Ogden. The course of exploration will serve to trace the
unconscious emotional aspects that participate in the metaphor's
mechanism, just as they participate in the symbol's workings. The study
leads to the main conclusion that the intersubjective transitional space
is of substantial importance to metaphor's constitution, particularly in
regard to novel metaphors. Expanding the understanding of metaphor's
modus operandi has important implications in conceptual clarification
and for an in‐depth analytical work, and is of immense significance
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when it comes to analytical work with patients who suffer impairment
of their metaphoric ability.
Readi, R. (2018). Object Relations in a Love Poem. A psychoanalytic
reading of Neruda The International Journal of Psychoanalysis 99 (2):
411-24.
Abstract: This paper is about an interpretation of Neruda’s “Poem no
15”, one of his most important works of poetry. The author reads this
poem as about the painful loss of the loved object, and the struggle to
accept this. This work emphasizes the complex relation between denial
and mourning, specifically between psychotic anxieties and
mechanisms, and psychic growth. Object relations, as described by
Klein and Bion, are used for this reading of Neruda’s poem. The author
makes an effort to link this interpretation of the poem to the effect it has
on the reader. The paper suggests that the common interpretation of this
poem as a passionate declaration of love for a silent muse could itself
express a denial that can be understood by the impact that Neruda’s
poem has, in which the emotional experience conveyed in the poem can
be “lived” by the reader.
Vulevic, G. (2018). Language and speech in Melanie Klein’s work The
International Journal of Psychoanalysis 99 (4): 793-809.
Abstract: Melanie Klein’s writing style was distinctive. Many would
concur that her theoretical and clinical writings are characterized by the
absence of the fully developed poetic in the sense that literary theory
understands this term. Although the visual poetic, as such, cannot be
attributed to Melanie Klein’s style, her discours has power to evoke
image. Through iconicity of her images, Melanie Klein creates then
effect of visualizing the inner world of the paranoid-schizoid and
depressive position, which is marked by lack of successiveness and
temporality characteristic of the symbolic order. Narrative of a Child
Analysis reveals that the speech of Melanie Klein becomes
idiosyncratic when she attempts to introduce preverbal contents in the
verbal realm. At those points of the analysis her language becomes
concrete, nonmetaphoric, ridiculous and misshaped. Grotesque. In an
attempt to describe the characteristics of internalized part objects and
their mutual relations in Richard’s inner world, Melanie Klein
constructs formulas-agglomerations which produce comic effects, such
as greedy-octopus-Daddy, salmon-genital, Richard’s bomb-faeces.
Thus the image of Richard’s inner world becomes isomorphic with
Rabelais’ laughter-provoking, comic-grotesque images of hell. Melanie
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Klein (Bakhtin would say) carnivalizes Richard’s inner world so it does
not seem scary but more like a “cheerful carnivalesque scarecrow.”
MELANCHOLIA, GRIEF, LOSS
Aafjes‐Van Doorn, K. and Wooldridge, T. (2018). The Complexity of
Loss During a Forced Termination: A Case Illustration British Journal
of Psychotherapy 34 (2): 285-99.
Abstract: The end of a therapeutic relationship is experienced in a
unique way by each patient and triggers complex feelings relating to
early attachment issues, losses and traumas. It is an immense rupture: a
process of attachment and separation, intimacy and loss that is an
emotionally intense experience for both participants. This case
illustration provides insight into the difficulties experienced during the
process of forced termination in an analytic community‐training clinic.
Following a 2‐year treatment, Peter, a patient who had been severely
traumatized in youth, had to tolerate the pain of another loss; having to
say goodbye to a therapist. We describe the therapist's initiation and
engagement of the termination phase. A series of measurements of
patient personality, therapist attachment, and change in alliance and
outcomes provide information on the impact of Peter's history and the
therapeutic relationship. Clinical illustrations highlight different parts
of the decision‐making process in terms of the patient's sensitivity to
loss, as well as the therapist's uncertainty around self‐disclosure. We
suggest ways therapists may facilitate endings by addressing positive
and negative feelings, providing a good‐enough attachment experience,
and stimulating an internalization of the therapeutic relationship.
Implications for clinical practice, research and supervision are
discussed.
Cauwe, J. and Vanheule, S. (2018). Manoeuvres of Transference in
Psychosis: A Case Study of Melancholia from a Lacanian Perspective
British Journal of Psychotherapy 34 (3): 376-92.
Abstract: According to French psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan, psychosis
is marked by a non‐separation of the object a. Consequently,
transference in psychosis remains at the level of duality and appears to
have an inverted form, where it is the Other that looks for something in
the patient and not vice versa. This makes the handling of transference
challenging since there is no triangular structure that can mediate
between the patient and the Other. The patient cannot rely on the Other
to deal with difficult experiences of jouissance (marked by excess and
senselessness). In this paper, we discuss our work with a patient
following the logic of melancholic psychosis. Specifically, we discuss
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three types of interventions that aim to provide a space where the
clinician can ‘manoeuvre’ within the transference, thus avoiding a
relation that becomes persecutory or erotomaniacal in nature and
providing the possibility of finding solutions in dealing with psychic
suffering. First, we describe interventions aimed at incarnating a limited
other. Second, interpreting the mad Other is discussed. Finally, we
outline how the clinical work involves having an interest in the patient's
affinities.
Mitra, K. (2018). Blind cave of eternal night: The work of mourning in
Tagore's Play of Four The International Journal of Psychoanalysis 99
(4): 855-76.
Abstract: This paper correlates Sigmund Freud and Rabindranath
Tagore's writings on mourning through two specific texts. Despite
being contemporaries and profoundly influential, Tagore and Freud's
spheres of influence have tended to be separate, so that there have been
but few attempts at connecting their philosophies. This essay examines
the second chapter of Tagore's novella Play of Four (Chaturanga, 1916)
in the light of Freud's essay ‘Mourning and melancholia’ (1917). It
explores how mourning may at once demand confirmation and denial;
how it affects love and desire. The essay examines the Freudian concept
of the unconscious through Tagore's symbolism; it also looks at Tagore
and Freud's references to autobiographical elements and Shakespeare
in their writing. The paper thus offers a close and juxtaposed reading of
texts by two of the most important writers of the past century, who
wrote and revolutionized our thinking about human minds and lives. In
doing so, it throws new light on Tagore's novella and further proves the
universality of Freud's propositions.
Schimmel, P. (2018). Freud’s “selected fact”: His journey of mourning
The International Journal of Psychoanalysis 99 (1): 208-29.
Abstract: In ‘Mourning and Melancholia’, written in 1915, Freud
proposed a coherent and convincing theory of the nature and origin of
melancholic states and offered startling new insights into the growth of
the mind. Freud’s essay represented a new metapsychological
formulation and the beginning of a “paradigm shift” in the still young
discipline of psychoanalysis; it is recognized as containing the origins
of contemporary object relations theory. The present paper argues that
this clarity of understanding and the transformative power of Freud’s
essay represented the culmination of a long period of transformation
within Freud himself. The evolution of Freud’s thinking and theory are
considered in relation to two important periods and experiences of
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mourning: first, that of his “self-analysis” and mourning the death of
his father, and second, his experience of disillusion and mourning in
response to World War I. The metapsychological shifts in Mourning
and Melancholia will be identified, along with Freud’s synthesis of
clinical observation and theory. The text challenges George Klein’s
contention that Freud was never able to achieve integration between his
“clinical theory” and his “metapsychological theory”. Wilfred Bion’s
differentiation between the integrative thinking of the “selected fact”
experience and rational logical thinking will be used to reconsider the
clinical theory/metapsychological theory dichotomy.
MUSIC
Gabbriellini, G., Luperini, A. and Tancred, R. (2019). La dimensione
musicale nella relazione analitica: il ruolo dell'improvvisazione La
Rivista di Psicoanalisi LXV (1): 29-44.
Abstract: This paper is placed within the wider field of interest of
musical dimension in psychoanalysis. Since Music is thought to be the
inseparable companion of words, the secret musical score underlying
the psychoanalytical relationship is considered by the authors to be the
starting point towards a reflection on those recurring moments in the
clinical practice when something «unpredictable» occurs between
analyst and patient, something which escapes any theorizing and yet
lies at the root of profound transformations in their relationship. The
authors, bearing in mind the inevitable correlations with the theme of
enactment, propose an insight on those moments through the use of the
musical construct of improvisation.
NARCISSISM
Bernardi, R and Eidlin, M. (2018). Thin-skinned or vulnerable
narcissism and thick-skinned or grandiose narcissism: similarities and
differences The International Journal of Psychoanalysis 99 (2): 29113.
Abstract: This paper explores two clinical forms or aspects of
narcissism and their psychopathological implications: thin-skinned, or
vulnerable, narcissism (VN) and thick-skinned, or grandiose,
narcissism (GN). The different names used and the characteristics with
which they have been described are reviewed. Clinical vignettes are
examined for both types of narcissism, emphasising their diagnostic
characteristics and discussing their similarities and differences, in
addition to the factors that may confer additional complexity to the
clinical case. The importance of the experiences of shame and
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humiliation are emphasised. Based on these comparisons, the
psychodynamic mechanisms at play are examined in both cases,
especially their relation to the levels of mental functioning. The paper
concludes that both VN and GN constitute failed ways to face the
difficult dialectic articulation between self-affirmation and
acknowledgement of the other.
NEUROPSYCHOANALYSIS
Clarke, B H. (2018). A cat is not a battleship: thoughts on the meaning
of “neuropsychoanalysis” The International Journal of Psychoanalysis
99(2): 425-449.
Abstract: As a conspicuously hybrid entity, neuropsychoanalysis
enjoins one to look critically at its assumptions about knowledge and
subjectivity as one tries to understand how its un-hyphenated halves
relate to one another. The author looks at the differences between mind
(which is grounded in subjective experience) and brain (which is an
objectively described neurobiological entity), and suggests that
neuropsychoanalytic writers are inclined to acknowledge but then
disregard the unique, irreducible nature of lived experience, and the
fundamental differences between the psychoanalytic mind (which
requires an experiencing subject) and the brain (which is a neuronal
aggregate). The author offers a philosophical basis for contending that
there are potential dangers for psychoanalysis when neuroscience is
misrecognized in its fundamental differences and injudiciously
employed as a psychoanalytic partner in order to answer questions that
properly belong to the language and conceptual architecture of
psychoanalysis.
OEDIPUS
Steiner, J. (2018). The trauma and disillusionment of Oedipus The
International Journal of Psychoanalysis 99 (3): 555-68.
Abstract: In the third day of his life Oedipus suffered a violent
murderous assault in which his ankles were pierced so that he could be
left to die. In fact, he was not only saved, but brought up as their son by
the childless King and Queen of Corinth. My hypothesis is that a severe
trauma left a significant physical and psychological scar, which was
hidden beneath an illusion of a normal childhood. His background,
including the cause of the infirmity of his ankles, remained obscure
until it was revealed in the course of Sophocles drama. Facing the truth
involved an exposure of the way an illusion had served to protect
Oedipus not only from the truth of the murder and incest, but also of the
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fact that he had been severely traumatized. A phantasy of an ideal
family commonly may serve as a defense against trauma and, as a
result, facing the truth involves relinquishing the idealization, and this
may be experienced as a further trauma. In this paper, I will pay
particular attention to the importance of guilt for the victim of early
trauma. Severe trauma may block the acceptance of guilt and, hence,
prevent the evolution of a benevolent cycle involving forgiveness and
reparation.
PERSONALITY DISORDERS
Radcliffe, J. and Yeomans, F. (2019). Transference‐focused
Psychotherapy for Patients with Personality Disorders: Overview and
Case Example with a Focus on the Use of Contracting British Journal
of Psychotherapy 35 (1): 4-23.
Abstract: Transference‐focused psychotherapy (TFP) is a manualized
treatment for patients with a personality disorder based on 18 months
of once‐weekly or twice‐weekly therapy. TFP is suitable for publicly
funded psychotherapy and private practice. Devised by Kernberg and
colleagues, its conceptual framework is based on Kleinian theory of
primitive defences in the paranoid schizoid position. A TFP ‘structural
assessment’ is carried out before negotiating a treatment contract,
which must be agreed before therapy can begin. Contracting addresses
destructive acting‐out and isolative lifestyles, and requires a
commitment to active engagement with therapy and its agreed aims.
The therapist closely attends to relationships outside therapy and
transference parallels. The goal is greater integration of the self and
self‐object relations. In addition to changes in symptoms, TFP can lead
to changes in patients’ defensive structures with concomitant shifts in
personality structure, improved satisfaction in life, and fuller
engagement in work and relationships. A case example is given of a
patient with a withdrawn lifestyle. Her object relationships were
interpreted as they unfolded in life outside therapy and in the
transference, leading to personality structure changes which enabled
her to be able to function successfully in work and in her personal
relationships.
PERVERSIONS
Chavis, D. A. (2018). The construction of sadomasochism: Vicissitudes
of attachment and mentalization The International Journal of
Psychoanalysis 99 (5): 1144-64.
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Abstract: This paper integrates empirical developmental research with
the clinical theory and treatment of sadomasochism. Three strands of
argument illustrate the thesis that sadomasochistic relatedness develops
from relational procedures originating in the mother–infant dyad. The
first strand involves attachment research including data from infancy to
adulthood and videotaped microanalyses of infant–mother dyads. The
second strand addresses research on mentalization and its relationship
to attachment. These strands suggest that sadomasochistic relatedness
exists on continua from minor to severe as attachment modes move
from secure to insecure to disorganized, and from the capacities for
mentalized to prementalized recognition of the self and other. Specific
relational procedural models representing insecure and disorganized
attachment involve the regulation of contradictory emotions, motives,
and messages conveyed through varied sensory modalities. These
models suggest dissociative procedural ways of being with the other
and managing internal states. They are incorporated into and shaped by
later development. The third strand uses a clinical case to deepen these
constructs, and illustrate the use of knowledge from infant research in
work with adults. The discussion addresses the relationship of mother–
infant interactions with sadomasochism and how sadomasochistic
procedural relational models may contribute to the formation of
sadomasochistic relatedness at different developmental levels.
PLAY
Bogajewski, S. (2018). From seriousness to reality in play: Some
considerations on the psychic mechanisms involved in play and their
applications in clinical practice The International Journal of
Psychoanalysis 99 (3): 590-602.
Abstract: The idea that play is a serious matter seems agreed. However,
it seems necessary to ask ourselves if this concerns the seriousness with
which the activity is performed or the serious character of the activity
itself. Is a game that evokes psychic or physical death still playful? Can
a game whose rules are not respected scrupulously continue to be
regarded as a game? This first consideration will lead me to present the
relationship between play and reality with a view to including it in the
framework of Winnicott’s transitional phenomena. I put forward the
idea that play is first and foremost to do with the relationship between
a subject and reality. This leads on to a discussion of the idea, attributed
wrongly to Freud, that play can be opposed to reality. I believe, on the
contrary, that it is fully grounded in reality, but that it develops in a
closed and structured space within it. The notion of play is thus not only
related to the creation by the subject of this closed and structured space,
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but also by the way in which he uses it. Finally, I will examine how play
is utilized in clinical practice. We will look at what, in my view, may
constitute an impasse, and even a danger, in its utilization, as well as its
potentialities as a whole, which are linked to the issue of veiling or
concealment and to the introduction of a certain frivolity that is suited
to protecting the subject from certain elements that are too difficult to
deal with head-on.
Lenormand, M. (2018). Winnicott’s theory of playing: a
reconsideration The International Journal of Psychoanalysis 99 (1): 82102.
Abstract: “Playing is itself a therapy,” argues Winnicott, in one of the
most famous phrases in the history of psychoanalysis. Despite its
seductiveness, this paper suggests that this powerful proposition should
be reconsidered. Winnicott’s extraordinary ability to transmit his theory
in jargon-free language should not conceal the singularity of his
conception of playing. Questioning the triad of play/playing/game may,
therefore, be theoretically illuminating and clinically constructive.
After examining (1) the stumbling blocks of Winnicott’s concept of
playing and the negative part implied by its dialectics, this paper will
highlight (2) the markers Winnicott offers us to identify the reasons
behind some failures he noted, and (3) their consequences on the
reception of play activity in the cure. This will lead us to propose a
discontinuity between the play activity phenomenologically speaking
(what we call “play”) and what Winnicott defines as the event of
discovering the self through creative experience (what he calls
“playing”) in order to rethink the question of what is “therapeutic.” Our
conclusion that “some types of play without playing may also have a
therapeutic function” will show the distance travelled in relation to
Winnicott’s initial proposition.
PROJECTIVE IDENTIFICATION
Fabozzi, P. (2019). Un nuovo vertice psicoanalitico: la quieta
rivoluzione futura di D.W. Winnicott La Rivista di Psicoanalisi LXV
(1) 11-28.
Abstract: The author begins with an examination of two unpublished
notes by Melanie Klein, written in 1953. In these notes the role of the
study of projective identification as a tool that can permit the analyst to
master countertransferential difficulties is highlighted; in 1953, this is
the most advanced point of psychoanalytic investigations into
unconscious object relations. The author then considers Winnicott’s
essay «Primitive Emotional Development» (1945), where he begins to
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inquire into the relationship between subjectivity and objectivity, in
relation both to the birth of the mind and to the analyst’s psychic
functioning. Ultimately, the author demonstrates that the origins of an
extraordinary transformation of psychoanalytic theory are contained in
the essay «Hate in the Countertransference» (1947). In fact, the
Winnicottian conception of psychic functioning is founded on the
radical and absolutely innovative principle by which the object’s
unconscious functioning, as well as its transformations caused by the
subject’s unconscious, must be investigated and transformed in order
that the subject may be capable of beginning a psychic transformation.
Medina, A S. (2018). Projective identification and “telepathic dreams”
The International Journal of Psychoanalysis 99 (2): 380-90.
Abstract: Based on the pioneering works by Freud and other authors
with regard to telepathic dreams, and specifically those related to
Klein’s projective identification and latterly developed by Bion and
Grinberg, the author reviews some concepts associated with the theory
of intersubjectivity. An example of a telepathic dream that emerged
within an analytic process is integrated with these concepts in order to
propose several hypotheses about their genesis. The main hypothesis is
that projective identification and counter-identification, in their normal
and abnormal forms, are the oneiric basis of communication. One
member of the analytic pair transmits unconsciously to the other the
contents of his real life, and the other one dreams about it; this way the
dominant emotions and phantasies are made conscious. An emotionally
intense climate, especially with abandonment phantasies, is required to
achieve this type of communication. These dreams, infrequent in
analysis, underscore intersubjective creativity, the “analytic third”
described by Ogden. The author mentions some concepts based on
neuroscience and quantum physics as possible explanations for the
biological basis of unconscious communication.
PSYCHOSIS
Kaul, N. (2018). Rehearsed Language of Psychoanalysis British
Journal of Psychotherapy 34 (4): 605-22.
Abstract: Taking up Bion's idea of a continuum between the psychotic
and non‐psychotic parts of the mind, this paper looks at clinical
moments where the primitive part – psychotic and ‘autistic‐contiguous’
– mimes language and takes over the analytic field. The patients
discussed seem to intuit the analyst's blind spots and a pseudo‐language
takes over as primitive parts of the patient collude with those of the
analyst. The three patients discussed here use registers of speech which
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vary from over‐abundant to quicksilver and dried. However, it is not as
much a communicative use as it is evacuative and adhesive. Verbal
language offers familiar moulds in terms of unfree associations, pre‐
existing narrative structures, syntax, figures of speech (symbols,
metaphors, paradoxes) and common psychoanalytic tropes (dreams,
primal scenes). Primitive parts of the mind nestle in these moulds rather
than disturb them. It is only through examining the countertransference
and abjuring collusions that the analyst may be able to contact the
terrifying or enclosed parts in the field. ‘Death’, for instance, represents
the limits of language and as it is unpacked, it comes to acquire a range
of meanings which allow the recovery of thinking. I have tried to
demonstrate the experience of verbal language as a seductive screen
that analyst and analysand collaboratively create to make bearable the
incomprehensibility of the encounter. In doing this what emerges is a
‘thick description’ that helped and reflects on different kinds of
collusion. The paper tries to capture the experience of collusion as well
as a return from it.
REPETITION
Pelladeau, E and Marchand, J-B. (2018). Repetition in the service of the
erotisation of suffering. When addiction enters into the relationship to
work: Theoretical considerations on a clinical case The International
Journal of Psychoanalysis 99 (3): 627-41.
Abstract: This article tries to reconsider the relationship to work that
one can develop to the point when it impacts the intimate sphere. To do
so, it shall question the role of the sexualisation of the suffering between
subject and object of a work/job that has become the vector of an
enjoyable torment. The study will focus on the clinical case of a patient
who is being treated in psychoanalytical psychotherapy (she started the
therapy 5 years ago). This patient maintains a relationship to her work
that could be defined as “addictive.” The approach will be to use the
psychodynamics of work (Dejours, 1992. “Pathologie de la
communication. Situation de travail et espace public: le cas du
nucléaire.” In Pouvoir et légitimité, Raison pratiques, edited by A.
Cotterau and P. Ladrière, vol. 3, 177–201. Paris: Éditions de l’EHESS;
2003. L’évaluation du travail à l’épreuve du réel: Critiques des
fondements de l’évaluation. Paris: INRAA Editions) in perspective of
Paul Denis’s work on satisfaction and influence. Therefore, it will
clinically illustrate the process inherent in the subversive and intimate
perversion of the relationship to work: between resistance and suffering
serving a satisfaction for which the relations of impulsive subordination
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(between means and goal) have been inverted to the benefit of a
repetitive compulsion.
RESILIENCE
Malgarim, B.G., Macedo, M., Freitas, L.H. (2018). The Meaning of
Resilience as a Psychoanalytic Concept: An exploratory Study of the
Perspectives of Training and Supervising Psychoanalysts British
Journal of Psychotherapy 34 (3): 443-66.
Abstract: Objective: The objective of this study was to investigate how
psychoanalysts perceive the concept of resilience and how it can be
applied in this field. Method: Exploratory qualitative research was
undertaken with a sample of 10 training and supervising psychoanalysts
belonging to a psychoanalytic institution in southern Brazil. A semi‐
structured interview was used to collect the data. Results: Based on the
material collected, the following final four categories were established:
(1) the evident complexity of the origin and conceptual definition of
resilience; (2) the technical potential of resilience: communication and
effects from a psychoanalytical perspective; (3) the life stories and
difficulties of resilient beings: conditions, characteristics and
development; and (4) the association between the clinical aspects of
trauma and a subject's resources – resilience under discussion.
Conclusions: The origin of the phenomenon of resilience opens up
important questions and reflections for psychoanalysts even though the
term's technical potential for the psychoanalytic clinic is recognized and
serves as an important prognostic factor. Resilience relates to
personality and resources of the ego, and this fact would seem to
suggest the need for further study into the aetiological equation. It can
be defined as the ability to elaborate on one's experiences.
JOHN RICKMAN
Hinshelwood, R. D. (2018). John Rickman behind the scenes: The
influence of Lewin's field theory on practice, countertransference, and
W.R. Bion The International Journal of Psychoanalysis 99 (6): 140923.
Abstract: This article introduces Kurt Lewin's field theory of social
groups to show the impact at the time (1930s and 1940s) on the
conceptualisation of the clinical setting in psychoanalysis. John
Rickman is now little known, but these ideas were brought by him to
psychoanalysis. Through his mentoring of his one-time analysand,
Wilfred Bion, they influenced psychiatry during World War II, and
helped to set the direction of a number of subsequent developments,
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including the evolution of a form of group therapy, the Tavistock
Institute approach to organisations, and not least the new thinking about
countertransference in clinical practice after 1950.
SEXUAL DESIRE
Hertzmann, L. (2018). Losing the Internal Oedipal Mother and Loss of
Sexual Desire British Journal of Psychotherapy 34 (1): 25-45.
Abstract: This paper aims to examine how it might be possible to use
psychoanalytic concepts to explore a deeper understanding of the
difficulties with conscious and unconscious same gender sexual desires
in psychoanalytic psychotherapy. The author explores how the loss of
the unconscious oedipal mother can be manifested as a loss of sexual
desire in a couple's relationship. The author suggests that the move from
what is referred to as the longed‐for state of being in perfect harmony,
to a more realistic state of imperfect harmony can bring about the
recovery of an unconscious belief that one can possess the oedipal
mother. The move from this fantasy state of merger to a more reality‐
based relationship can induce feelings of abandonment and loss,
particularly of sexual desire. The implications of this for the
transference and countertransference, and the conscious and
unconscious nature of erotic desires within the therapeutic relationship
are considered. The importance of aspects of technique and the need for
non‐pathologizing use of concepts to help clinicians more fully explore
formulations and therapeutic interventions are examined. While this
paper focuses on lesbian relationships, the relevance of the ideas
presented here for other gender pairings is explored.
STANDARD EDITION
Solms, M. (2018). Extracts from the Revised Standard Edition of
Freud’s complete psychological works The International Journal of
Psychoanalysis 99 (1): 11-57.
Abstract: The Revised Standard Edition of the Complete Psychological
Works of Sigmund Freud is about to appear in print, almost three
decades after the revision was first conceived. This article provides a
preview of the nature and scope of the revisions, through a series of
extracts from the new edition.
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STATES OF MIND
Kapur, R. (2018). What's in the Good Enough Integrative Introject?
Emotional Ingredients in Settling Disturbed States of Mind British
Journal of Psychotherapy 34 (1):46-60.
Abstract: What emotional experience settles a disturbed state of mind?
In this paper I use the work of three psychoanalytic clinicians (John
Steiner, Eric Brenman and Henri Rey) to describe the negative state of
mind of a patient and draw on clinical material to illustrate my efforts
to settle deep emotional disturbance. Recognizing the size of the
emotional task by conceptualizing the depth and breadth of the
pathological organization, along with thinking carefully about the
ingredients of a ‘strengthening introject’ and locating an ‘introjective
site’, taking into account the developmental disparity between therapist
and patient are all seen as essential counter‐transference processes
required to facilitate movement from a bad to a good state of mind.
SUPERVISION
Dulsster, D. and Vanheule, S. (2019). On Lacan and Supervision: A
Matter of Super‐Audition British Journal of Psychotherapy 35 (1): 5470.
Abstract: Supervision is crucial to most forms of talking therapy. This
article focuses on psychoanalysis and explores how supervision can be
conceptualized from a Lacanian point of view. We discuss two principal
ideas about supervision from Lacan's work: making the analyst
sensitive to the symbolic component of the unconscious and becoming
sensitive to the interrelation between language and jouissance. These
ideas comprise two stages that Lacan discerned in the process of
supervision: the ‘stage of the rhino’ and the ‘stage of the pun’. We
illustrate Lacan's distinction between these stages by means of vignettes
of analysts who were supervised by Lacan. We argue that an additional
third stage should be discerned, concerning the challenge of incarnating
the position of the so‐called object a. Last, we discuss the pitfalls that
an analyst might experience when conducting and directing the analytic
work, namely the consistency of the imaginary, the delusion of the
symbolic and the real of the body.
Yerushalmi. H. (2018). Supervisees’ Unique Experiential Knowledge
British Journal of Psychotherapy 34 (1): 78-94.
Abstract: Patients’ personal experiences and the way in which they
create an intersubjective space with significant others cannot be easily
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formulated and organized in semantic memories. Since the role of
supervision is to reach and negotiate diverse types of knowledge, the
author suggests, in this article, that for supervisors to acquire a deep
understanding of patients’ experiences, they need to become competent
in helping their supervisees to identify, focus, and articulate their
unique and valuable knowledge of the patients’ unthought experiences.
Supervisees’ physical and mental presence in patients’ struggle for
recognition, influence and self‐expression gives them access to types of
knowledge that could not be reached in other ways. Supervisors, who
have acquired this competency, are likely to create a more mutual and
freer atmosphere, in the supervisory space, for considering and
discussing various perspectives of patients’ experiences. The author
brings an example of how a supervisor and a supervisee sidestep the
regular supervision discourse and articulate the supervisee's
unformulated knowledge and of how they strive to integrate this
knowledge with other existing knowledge about the patient and the
therapeutic process.

TIME
Cornejo, R. (2018). Origins of a theory of psychic temporality in Freud:
The study of eels and the Darwinist influence of Carl Claus The
International Journal of Psychoanalysis 99 (2): 450-67.
Abstract: Freud’s research on sexuality was, without doubt, a paradigm
shift in the temporary conception of childhood experiences in relation
to adult life. From those first experiences arise mnemic material which
retroactively constitute the place and function of the unconscious. The
theory of a psychic temporality that governs mood process, among other
things, brings into question the classic model of time in western
societies. Freud’s relation to these issues is already observable in his
first scientific work, where he faces issues related to the sexual
differentiation and heterochrony of living beings.
Lussana, S. (2018). Termination of a psychoanalysis: Some notes on
theory, technique, and clinical material The International Journal of
Psychoanalysis 99 (3): 603-26.
Abstract: If, as Bion states, “It [analysis] does not end; the relationship
between a particular doctor and a particular analysand does” (Brazilian
Lectures), this brings to mind both Freud’s Analysis Terminable (the
analyst–analysand relationship) and Interminable (the analysis) and the
heated debate between an essentially weak general theory and a
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decidedly strong specific model for the termination of analysis.
According to the indications of Bion and Ferro, the theory presents two
modes of mental functioning at the end of analysis based on the
oscillations PS↔D and ♀↔♂. As proposed in this paper, this can be
supplemented as PS↔/→D and ♀↔♂. The specific model for the end
of analysis, strongly supported by Bion and Ferro, is only concerned
with the analysand–analyst dyad. In this case, it is portrayed by “The
Little Dummy Man”, a clinical model jointly constructed by the
analysand and the analyst during the last two years of the analysis, and
is retold here by both. An archaeological metaphor is employed at the
end of the paper. It is believed that an analysis thrives on the
fluctuations between moments of unity and intimacy, and moments of
separation and detachment, with the end of the analysis being at once
an act that is the most painful and the most transformative.
Polden, J. (2018). How Many Times? British Journal of Psychotherapy
34 (4): 585-604.
Abstract: Session frequency can be seen as definitive of psychoanalytic
identity but contemporary relational and constructivist perspectives and
trends towards psychoanalytic work being conducted at lower and
varying frequencies are leading increasingly to a rift between
psychoanalytic work as theorized and practised on the one hand and as
‘taught at’ specified frequencies within psychoanalytic institutions on
the other. The value of high‐frequency work in the right conditions is
considered, while automatic equations between high‐frequency, high‐
intensity and high‐value clinical work are questioned. Pressure towards
higher frequency work, sometimes to meet training requirements, may
imperil the psychoanalytic stance it seeks to preserve, particularly the
recognition of patients’ frequency preferences as a psychic
phenomenon requiring understanding rather than manipulation. The
roots of coercive attitudes to session frequency in unresolved issues
relating to institutional psychoanalytic superegos are explored;
implications for training, ethics and the status of psychoanalytic work
are considered.
Steiner, J. (2018). Time and the Garden of Eden Illusion The
International Journal of Psychoanalysis 99 (6): 1274-87.
Abstract: This article explores the timelessness of idealised psychic
retreats and then describes the traumatic impact of time as the patient
emerges from the retreat to face reality. The Garden of Eden Illusion
involves a retreat where time stands still. Everything is perfect but
nothing changes, there is no development, no frustration, no losses and
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no passion. When the patient confronts the real world, he is introduced
to the facts of life and, for each of these facts, time is significant. If the
trauma of disillusion is too abrupt or the pain of waiting too severe,
defences are mounted against the impact of reality. These involve
misrepresentations of the facts of life in which experiences that involve
time are repudiated in favour of instant solutions based on omnipotence.
These misrepresentations of reality easily become erotised to create
perverse scenarios with an addictive quality that are particularly
resistant to change. It is possible to delineate Narcissistic Perversions,
Oedipal Perversions and Romantic Perversions as defences against time
in relation to each of Money-Kyrle’s facts of life.
THERAPEUTIC ALLIANCE
Knox, J. (2019). The Harmful Effects of Psychotherapy: When the
Therapeutic Alliance Fails British Journal of Psychotherapy 35 (2):
245-62.
Abstract: A good therapeutic alliance has been found to be the best
predictor of outcome in psychotherapy, but psychotherapists also need
to develop an understanding of the mechanisms by which that alliance
is created and the factors that may damage that alliance and contribute
to harmful effects of psychotherapy. I explore these factors in three
contexts: the nature of the therapy itself, the characteristics of the
therapist, and the dynamics of the patient–therapist relationship. I
discuss the research that suggests that potentially harmful processes can
be avoided by a dynamic‐agentive systems model, which views
psychotherapy as a conversation, in which turn‐taking, rupture and
repair, and perspective‐taking are the intersubjective tools that help to
build the therapeutic alliance and that can be the focus for further study
into the mechanisms by which psychotherapy is helpful or harmful. The
neuroscience research that supports this model is summarized.
TRANSFERENCE/COUNTER TRANSFERENCE
Diercks, M. (2018). Freud's ‘transference’: Clinical technique in the
‘Rat Man’ case and theoretical conceptualization compared The
International Journal of Psychoanalysis 99 (1): 58-81.
Abstract: A considerable gap exists between clinical psychoanalytic
concepts and psychoanalytic practice. It can be traced back to the early
beginnings of psychoanalysis and to Freud's own handling of concepts
that he had developed himself. Focusing on the concept of
‘transference’ that Freud in several steps coined so precisely from his
experiences with hysteric patients and especially from his
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understanding of the ‘Dora’ case, it can be shown that he – seen from
today – could not fully apply the meaning of his own concept in the
later treatment of the so‐called ‘Rat Man’. Freud's ‘Original record of
the case’ is used to scrutinize his way of understanding and handling
the transference with this patient. To a substantial extent transference
as well as counter‐transference was rather enacted than understood in
this case, partly due to Freud's own personal and scientific interests and
to his ambitions to use this case as a demonstration of his therapeutic
approach. In order to show this, it is unavoidable to correct several
blurry or even misleading passages of Strachey's translation. Findings
from numerous workshops using ‘comparative clinical methods’
indicate that up till now we analysts – like Freud – have great
difficulties in applying Freud's incredible insight that “a whole series of
former psychic experiences comes alive not as the past but as the
present relationship to the person of the physician” (Freud, 1905c
[1901], p. 279/280, my translation).
Kohlen, D H. (2018). Paths of the countertransference in the analyst—
clinical examples of working through The International Journal of
Psychoanalysis 99 (2): 391-410.
Abstract: Today the importance of working through the analyst’s
countertransference is stressed throughout all different schools of
psychoanalysis. This article aims to make the microprocesses more
transparent regarding the transformations of transference and
countertransference, from the beginning of the anchoring of a
projection in the analyst up to the re-internalization of a transformed
projection in the patient. This is introduced by a survey of the history
of two central terms: Projective Identification (on the side of the patient)
and Countertransference (coming from the side of the analyst). How the
analyst is also a “do-er” and how this fits in with the projective
identifications of the patient is a newer development in psychoanalysis
and is the main subject of this paper. Alongside the clinical material
shown is described what the patient triggers in the analyst with his
projections, and how the analyst manages to work through his
countertransference where the patient becomes a temporary object,
connecting with objects of the analyst until—if all goes well—the
analyst manages to transform the projection of the patient while
“triangulating with his inner understanding parents”.
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TRANSGENDER
Lemma, A. (2018). Trans-itory identities: some psychoanalytic
reflections on transgender identities The International Journal of
Psychoanalysis 99 (5): 1089-1106.
Abstract: The capacity of transgender to incorporate all gender variance
and sexual preferences has become a powerful tool of activism and
personal identification. Rather than being an index of marginality
“trans” has become a central cultural site. In this paper, I will argue that
this identity label encompasses a complex range of internal psychic
positions in relation to consciously stated sexual preferences and gender
identifications. My aim is to explore what can appear to be in some
cases a premature embracement of the empowering potential of the
transgender identification through my work with under 18-year-olds
who are seeking medical intervention for gender dysphoria. This can
undermine the painful psychic work required to establish what
transgender means for any given young person. In an external culture
where to ask “why transgender” (as opposed to “how transgender”) is
felt to be pathologising, working with these young people can prove
difficult for the analyst. The challenge is to tread the fine line between
a dialogue based on an equidistant curiosity about meaning and function
that is core to an analytic approach, and a posture of implicit skepticism.
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